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_MILITAFti CURRICULUM MATERIALS

°The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by theNational Center for Research in
Vocational EduCation Military Curriculum Project for diisem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to Make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible bo vocational
educators, iP the civilian setting.

-
The course materials wexe acquired, evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
diSsemination. Materials which were specific to the military

-Mere deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro-
val,for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be.adapted to support
vocational instruction and Curriculum development.
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The, National Center' for..Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase

the ability fof diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating to individual career plannirig,
preparation, and progression., The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educ.ational Piegrams and'
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational progiams and '
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohlb State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 514/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/

848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohia

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Figki
Services Division

The Ilaflowl Cenlec f ftemrch
in Vocati nl Education
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Military.
Curriculum Materials
Dissethination Is .

an activity to increate the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocatignal and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, -includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materialS in print
form from the Coast Guard, .Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Accesi to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" betNeen the U.S. Of fice of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The-acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's- designated representative to
acquire the materials and conductJhe project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. BudkePh.D., Dilector
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D. ..
Project Director

What Materials
Are Available?

1a4

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational

9
CurriculuM Coordinatioh Centers and other
instructional Materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines: instructor
611ides, student Workbooks apd technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas: (..

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &

Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
l)ralting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Cond itioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigation

Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with 'application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials tie Obtained?

:J

f. : " : ,
.

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., avanability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

ctimucyLum coonDuvvriou Co4 FEFIS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST ,

Robert Patton
Director
1515 West-Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 7.4704
40513772000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Stteet
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Ditector
fituilding 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
200/7530879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.

Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

V1/325-2510

WESTERN
Law.rence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director .

1776 University Ave.
Honoliflu, til 96822
808/948-7834
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Course Description: .

This is the second half of the course to train ihe fire protection specialist. The entire course.providirs training in firefighting`and fire protection techniques
for use with aircraft, structural and materials fires, and other emergencies. Topics covered in this half of the course include emergency response procedures;
inspection, maintenance and use of firafigining vehicles and other equipment; anfl control and extinguishrhent of aircraft fires. Two blocks of instruction
covering 188 hours are included. Students should complete Fire Protection Specialist, Blocksi, 11, and III, (17-2). before beginning this secondhalf of

the course. '
.. .. i

.
"N.

Block IV Structural Firefigiking Tactics contains fourteen lessons with 78 hours of instruction. Many pieces of equipment are identified with
military numbers but the lessons can be adapted for use with similar equipment used in the civilian sector. The lesion topics and
respective hours follow:

...-..z) - .

Operations end Maintenance of Hydrants (1 hour)
Emergency Response Activities (1 hour)
Inspection', Maintenance, Mounted Equipment and Operations
Pumping bpirations on the 530B/P-8 Structural Pumpers (8 h
Inspection, Maintenance, Mounted Equipment and Operations
Pumpin9 Operations on the 750A/P-12 Structural Pumpers (4
VehicIelPositioning, Relay and Hose Operations (4 hours)
Hose Loads and Finish:s (8 hours)
Hoes Lays (8. hours)
Structural Firefighting Procedures (8 hours)
Structural Firefighting Operations (8 hours)
Structural Firefighting Tactics (8 hotirs)
Preservation of Evidence (3 hours) .
Fire Station Maintenance (3 hours)

on the 5308/P-8 Structural PumPors (6 hours)
ours)
on the 750A/P-12 Structural Pumpers48 hours)
hours)

Block V Aerospace Vehicle Firefighting (Crash Firefighter) has siventeen lessons covering 110 hours of instruction.

Block V, Orientation (.5 hours)
*Principles and Procedures of Aeroipace Vehicle Fi:efighting (7.5 hours)

Principles and Procedures of Rescue (8 hours)
Rescue Operations (4 hours)
Ramp Vehicleinspection, Maintenance and Operations (4 hours)
0-11A Inspection, Maintenance and Operations (8 hours)
0:118 Inspection, Maintenance and Operations (8 hours)
P-2 Inspection, Maintenanci and Operations (8 hours)
12-4 inspection, Maintenance and Operations (8 hours)
Procedures for Ori-Scene Operations (8 hours)
Emergency Response Exercises (8 hours)
Emergency Response and Aircraft Approach Exercises (8 hours)
Control and Extinguishment on Small Frame Aircraft Fires (8 hours)
Control and Extinguishment:, Overhaul and Rescue on Smell Frame Aircraft Fires (7 hours)
Control, Extinguishment, Overhaul and Rescuesen.Medium Frame Aircraft Fires (6 hours)
Control, Extinguishment, Overhaul and Rescue on Large Frame Aircraft Fires (6 hours)
Aircraft Arresting Systems (3 hours)

This half of the course contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials inciude lessonpiens with a)outline of the teoching

stepsand a plan of instruction detailing the units of instruction, obiectives, duration of the lessons, and support materials needed. Student materials

include two stUdy guides with objectipes, text readings, and review questions and two workbooks with exercises.

Additional military manuals and commercially produced texts are recommended as references and texts, but these ara not provided. Audiovisual

aids suggested for use with the entire coursetonsist of 29 films and 14 slide sets. This material can be presented in a group instructional setting or

adapted for individualized study.

0.
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, 'PLAN OF,INStRUCTION '
-

.:.:3RSE TITI.:E

,
Fire Protectibn Specialist

-;

.

.
. ..h.

.

4-....
BLOCK TITLE . .

Structural Firefighting Tactits ,,..:?.,
.

.

UNITS OF :NST RUCTION AND CMTERION OBJECT'%E$

.. .

K.'...RP

. ..

S-2P3RT mAT RIALS AN6 GUIOANCE
,

. Operations an&Maintenance of Hydrants
.

a. Using fire hydrants, inspect and per-
form operator maintenance on fiii hydrants.
The proCedures listed in the WB must be lol-
lowed with minimum instructor assistance.

'

.

.

-
.

'
AM

, I

.

A.

.

'

.

, . .

.

.
-

k

.

,

.

-

NI
Day 21

'''3ABR57130

.

M

cP

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference

-.

Hydrants
of Hydrants,

.

t

__

.

.

day in Block III.
the "hydrant operating

damage to the stem. Have
to insure a tight fit

the hydrAnt wrench is-not
hydrants. Stress energy

.
.

.

.

.

la.

Instructional

i 13a(4)

,
Materials .

"3ABR57130 -1 -SG-401, Operations and Maintenance:of
-1 -WB -40100-perations ed,Maintenance

. -
Tiaining Equipment
Trainers:

Portabfe FireiHydrants, 329 (10)7
Fire Hydrant dutsmiy, 3150 (ID)

Hydrant Wrench (10)
...

Train%g Methods ,.i
/.

biscussion/Demonstrition (.5 hr)
Performance (.5 hr)

..tt

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom '(.5 hr)
Laboratory (.5 hr),

----
'

Instructional Guidance . .

Check the outside assignment given the previous
Emphasize the importance bf not overtightening
nut" of the fire hydrant in order to prevent
student, check the gaskets in the hydrant caps
and to further prevent leakage. Stress that
used to tighten the discharge caps on fire
and materials conservation.

,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR57130 -1 cATE- 7 Jul 75 CLOCK NO. IV
. P AGC Ne. 33 .--.

---

ATC r"m 337 '
um% TS

PREVIOUS EDITIONS OS$OL.ETL.
II U.S. GPO. 1173-7711.41;712S (Final Com 84% 8 X Ws) MI4 rcloolips a &dr& aria aim tiis ii414
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. PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Giitino.
-

UNITS OF :NSTR.,CT4CIN AND ClkITERION.CHIJECTIVES

..

DURATION
;HOURS) SUPPORT NAT ERI LS A D GUIDANCE

2. Emergency Responie Activities

a. Without reference, identify safe and
Unsafe.proCedures.concerning emergency relponse
lctivities: 'Eighty percent of thi procedures
,

ust be identified correctly.

s

I

. .

.

,

. Inspection, Maintenance, Mounted 'Equipment
and Operations on the 5308/P-8 Structural

sA °Pumpers . . .

, .

"'. a. Given-AFTO Ford'434 and technical
data, insieht.and Perform operator smintenanae
on the 5308/P-8 structuriafirefighting vehicle
. and mounted equipment. Ali applicable items \
.on.the AFTO Form 434 *ust be inspected. Operator
maintenance must be'accomplished accoraing to
technical orders. 0 -

.

1

Day 21

4

.

6

(4/2)

Day 21

'

dolumn'l Referenée STS Reference .

2a 3b(4)

.

Instructional Materials
t4 357130-1-SG402, Emergency ResponeeActivities-0R

,

Audio Visual Aids

F,0111! .CFL 033, "Fire COde 3" v,
.

TrainingiMetbods' _,

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr),. .

Instructional Environsentpesien
.

Classroom (1 hr) ,,

.

.

Instructional Guidance '

°Strees the need for Arriving eVothe fire scene safely in order to per-
form our prisary job of saving lives and protecting property from fire.
Stress that when responding to emergencies the red light and sixen-merely
eski for the right of way, it does not giVe it: Also be prepard8 to
yield. Relate these items ai students, will shortly.be trained.for
driving ag their next bees. Stress energy and material: -conservation.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference ,

3a 4 )b(3), 4n, 13a(1)
3b 3b(3), 4c, 10j *

.

3c 3b(2), 13b, 13c
-

Instructional. Materiili ,

3A8R57130-1-SG-403,'Inspection, Maintenance, Mounted Equipment and
'Operations on the 5301/P-8 Structural Pumpers

- 3A8R57136-14111403, Inspection, Maintenance, Mounted Equipment and
Operations on the 5301/P-8 Structural Pumpers

.

TO 36Al2 -12 -9 -61, Truck, Firefighting.5301

TO.36Al2 -12 -12 -1, 500 GPM Brush and Structural Firefighting Truck

4
.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTiON NC. 3ABR571304 DATE 7 Jul 75 eLocK NO, IV POE NO, 34

ATC "1" 337A73
.24 ;343 EDITICL 011301.CTIC.

U.S. 004 $1173-713.4113/1511

13-

t(Finei Capp -11'^ -It X 10h) (Fhei teduak, lo akis.. sidA lino



PLANOFMSTRUCTION(Continu.4.

:-;.:7 ON AND CMTERION MEC TIVES
cueAnow

'HOOPS!

.

SUPPZE mATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

b. Given a 5301/P-8 structural fire-
fighting vehicle and mounted equipment, perform
a baster operation in accordance with technical
order procedures. Booster operation mustbe
completed in :ass than five minutes, while
observing all applicable safety practices.

c. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on the 5305/P-8
structural firefighting vehicle and mounted
equipment IAW AFTO Form 434. Maintain station

facilities as-required.

.
,

.

IA*

1

Audio Visual Aids
Charts ,

.

Training Equipment
Vehicles:
A/S32P-S, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)
5301, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)

Trainer: 5301 Operators Panel, 3223 (10)
Helset.,(1) . .. .

Gloves (1)
...,

Preventive Maintenance Materials (10)
.

.

Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration (2.5 hrs)
Performance (1.5 hrs) C

,
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

Instructional Ernexonment/Design .

Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (2 hrs) ,

Instructional Guidance
Stress safety during pump operations to include watching for loose or
nozzleless lines, excessive pressure, proper vehicle rnd pump operation
and insure chocks are in place. When pumping on the hangar floor,
insure that the hangar exhaust pipes are connected to the pumpers.
Remind students of the dangers involved while performingom a vehicle
with the engine rilining. Do not allow studentc to handle the exhaust
piping systis with bare hands especially after the system has been used,
because the piping system is Auctresely hot. Also assure that the side
hallway hangar doors are kept closed to reduce the noise level. Report

any damaged exhaust system problems to,the_instructor-supervisor immedi-
ately. Stress the importance of properly operating Air Force equipment
in Order to prevent damage resulting in costly repairs. Stress energy

and materials conservation. Give the outside assignment for the next
subject.

.

. Q .

PLAmoaNsTR6C-ohp.c. 341R57130-1 DATE 7 Jul 75 atm WO. IV PAGE NO. 35
-

.ATC NA sf 73
PORN 337A pREVIoUs EDITIONS OsSOLETE.

u.s.GPOI 11/111-171.11111/110

11 411111.

,(Pris.1 C. -11476 - #
111414 r*ducNoi to fractudi anti Wars Ws Had
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (ContinuO.1)
,

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES' DURATION
(HOURS)

2 .

.

,

,.
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE ,3 ,

-
°pumping Operations on the 5301/P-8
qtructural Pumpers .

a. Given,a 5305/P -8 structuraf firee .

fighting vehicicandjaounted equipment, perform
hydrant operations,in accordance with technical
order procedures. Hydrant operation-must be
completed in less than five minutes while
_observfng all applicable safety practices.

b. Given a 530B/P-8 structural fire-
fighting, vehicle and mounted equipment,,perform.

a drafting operation in accordance with techni-
cal order procedures. Drifting operationimast
h'e completed in less than-five minutes, while
observing all appilcable safety practices.

c. Given a 5103/P -8 Structural fire-
fighting vehicle and mounted equipment, perform
a foam pumping operation in accordance with ,

technical order procedures. Foam pumping
operation,must be completed in lesi than five
minutes, while observing all applicable safety
practices.

d. Given neqe.sary. equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on the 5303/P -8 '

structural pumper and mounted equipment IAW
AFTO Form 434. Maintain station facilities
,as required. '

N.

- '

, 4.

8

(6/2)

Day 22

.

.

Column L Reference STS Reference
4e, 4b, 4c 3b(3), 4c, 10j
Ad 3b(2), 13b, 13c

Instructional Materials

43A3157130-1 -SG-404, Pumping Operations oa the 530B/P -8 Structural Pumpers
43ABR57130-1-10-404, Pumping Operations on the 5305/P -8 Structural Pumpers
To 36Al2 -12 -9 -61

TO 36Al2 -12-12 -1

Training Equipment
,,Vehiclest

5308,, Structural Firefightini Vehicle and Mounted Equipmeht (5)
A/S32P -8, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted, Equipment (5),

,Drafting Pit (10)
Helmets (l)
Gloves (1)

Trevetitive-Maintenance'Materials (10)

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr),
Perforsance (5 hrs)

Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

Instructional'Envlronment/Design
Classroom (.5 hr)
Laboratory (5.5 hrs)

.

InstruCtional Guidance
.

Chenk the outside assignment given the previous day. Stress safety,

during pump operations td include watching for loose or nozzleless,lines,
excessive pressure, proper vehicle and, pump operation and insure chocks
are in place. When pumping on the hangar floor, insure that the hangar
exhaust pipes are connected to the pumpers. Remind students Of the
,dangers involved while performing on a vehicle with the engine running.

,

PLANOFINSTRUCTIONNO. 3ABR57130 -1 OATE 7 Jul 15 I BLOCK NO. IV PAGE NO, 36

*TC 337* Paz dIOUS EDITIONS OSSOLETE.
U.S. GPO, II72.-7/11.101/12* ((noel Copy - X 10h) IteAttim /*Netball' sue aiote is MIN
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, PLAN OF INSTRUtTION (Cootinuo4.
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERL:N OSJEC:TIVES

I .
DuRATIOH .

2
:HOURS) SuPPORT HATER,ALS ANC 4o0ANCE

v-

.

-

. -Inspection, Maintenance, Mounted Equipment
and Operations on the 750A/P-12 Structural
Pumpers

'

a. Given AFTO Form 434 mad technical
data, inspect and perform operator maintenance
on the 750A/P-12 structural firefighting vehicle-

'add mounted equipment. Ail apilicable items on
the AFTO Form 434 must be inspected. Operator
maintenance must be accomplished according to
the technical order.

. b. Given a 750A/P-12 structural fire.?
fighting vehicle and mounted equipment, perform
a hydrant operation in accordance with technir.
cal order procedures. Hydrant Operation must
be completed in less than five minutes, while
observing all applicable safety prictices.

c.- Given a 75,0A/P-12 structural fire-
fighting vehicle and mounted equipment, perform
a drafting operation in accordance with techni-
cal order procedures. Drafting operatiou must
be completed in less than five minutes, while
observing all applicable safety practices.

8

(6/2).

Day 23

,

Do not allow students to handle the exhaust piping system with bare
hands especially after the system has been used because the piping
system is extremely hot. Also assure that the side hallway hangar doors
Are kept closed to reduce the noise level. Report any damaged exhaust
system problems to the instructor-supervisor immediately. Stress the
importance of properly operating Air Force equipment in order to prevent
damage resulting in costly repairs. Stress energy and materials con-
servation. Give the outside assignment for the next subject.

'Column 1 Reference STS Reference
5a 31:('3), 4c, 13a(1) .0

5b, 5c, 5d 3b(3)4c, 103 .

5e 3b(2)r 1 , 13C

_NN
Instructional Materials "

'3ABR57130-1-SGr405, Inspection, Maintenance, Mounted Equipment and
Operations ou the 750A/P-12 Structural Pumpers-.; . .

3A3R57130-1-0.-405, Insiection, MaintenanCe, Mounted.Enuipmenl and
Operation's on the 750A/F-12 Structural Pumpers ,

TO 36Al2-12-8-51, Powered Pumper Fire Truck, Class 750A
TO 36Al2-12-15-1, Firefighting Truck - 750 GPM, Structural Ty,* A/S32P-12

Audio Visual Aids
.

Charts,

Training Equipment
Vehicles: '

750A, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment '5)
A/S32P-12, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equi;m.ent (5)

Drafting Pit (10)
Trainer: 750A Pump Panel, 1470 (10)
Helmets (1)

Gloves.(1) .

Preventiire Maintenance Materials (10)

PLAN oF INSTRUCTION NO. 3mill57130-1 ()ATE 7 Jul 75 I &Lots No. Ip 1 194,DENO. 37

Aic ° 33/Awoo 72

19
pREVIOuS (orrIORs oesoLETE.

ILI, GPO) 111771-7711,103/1 a i(Flool Copy - 14% - X 1014) redscliog M WINN awl sgovs Ws Uwe
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.
. . . . PLMOFINSTRUCTION(Cominuo4, .,

UNITS OF MST RJ:7 ON AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DuitAUTioti
2

,

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE -

.d. Given a 750A/P-l2-structural fire-
fighting vehic4 and mOunted:equipient, perform
,a foam operaiion- in.accordance with technical
-Order procedures. foam operation must be cos-
-plated in less than five minutes, while
observing all applicable safety:practices.

.

, a.- Given- necessarY equipment, perform,
preventive maintenance on the 750A/12,12
structural firefighting vehicle and mounted
,equipment IAW AFTO Form 434. Maintain station
facilities as required.

.

.
A

,

. Pumping Operations on the 750A/P-12
Structural Pumpers

a. -Given a'750A/P-12 structural fire-
fighting vehicle and mounted-equipment, perform
a booster operation in accordance with techni-
cal oider procedures. Booster operation must

.be completed in lesb than five minuWe, while
observing all applicable safety practices.

b. Given necesiary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on the 150A/P-12
structural firefighting vehicle and mounted
equipment IAW AFTO Form 434. Maintain station
facilities as required.

.

.

,

0

.

4

(2/2)

Day 24.

"A

A

Training Methods'

Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs) .

sOutside Aisignients (2 hre)
r

Instructional.Environment/Dssign
.Classroom (1.5 hrs) '

Laboratory (4.5,hrs)
'

.

-Instructional Guidance

Check the outside assignment given the previous day. Stress safety
during pump operations to include watching for loose or-notzlefess lines,
excessive preisurs,'proper vehicle and pmsp.operation, and insure chocks
are in place. Stress the importance Of properly operating Air Force
equipment in order to prevent damage resulting in costly tepairs. Stress
energy and mAterials conservation. Give the outside assignment for the
next subject. 0

,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
6a -3b(3)i 4c, 10j

.

6b 3b(2), 13b, 13c

Instructional Materials
J3A1157130-1-SG-406, Pumping Operations on the 750A/P-12 Structural Pumper
J 3A3R57130-1-WB-406, Pumping Operations on the 750A/P-12 Structural Pumper
10 36Al2-12.4-51 -

TO 3642-12-15-1
. ..

-
,Training Equiiment

Vehicles: .

750A, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipaent (5)
A/532P-12, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)

tielmetse (1)

Gloves .(1)

Preventive Maintenance Materials (10)

'

.

.

.PLAN OF INSTRUCTICN ..2, 3ABR37130-1 .
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0

0

., PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ciminuali
..

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIv ES oun(NOUoloN
NS)

.
- .41./RDORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

L...
.

.

.

.

. Vehicle Positioning, Relay and Hose
Operations

. ...

.

a. Without the aid of references,
elect the correct procedures tor positioning

firefighting vehicles. Eighty percent of the
procedures must be selected correctly.

.

.

b. Withouereference, select the proper
J

procedures for vehicle relay operations. Eigtt
percent of the procedures must be selected
correctly.

c. Without the aid of references, select
the correct procedures for hose oparations.
Procedures must be selected with SO percent
accuracy.

.

-

.

i

4

Day 24

'

Training Methods '"
.

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
ierformanee (1 hr)

,

.
Outside Assignments (2 hxs) '

Instrue.tional EnvironeentiDesien .

Classroom (.5 hr)
.

Laboratory (1.5 hrs) a
..."

.

Instructional Guidance

Check the outside assignment given the previous day. 'Stress safety
during pump operations to include watching for loose or nosxlelees lines,
excessive pressure, proper vehicle and pump operation and.insure chocks
are. in place. Stress the importance of properly operatintAir Porde
equipment in order to prevent damage resulting in costly repairs. Stress
energy and materials conservation. .

Column I Reference STS Reference
7a , 10f
71,' 10h.

,7c ' 10g
$

.

Instructional Materials
...,

3AER57130-1 -SG -407, Vehicle Positioning, Relay and Hose Operations
.

o .

Audio Visual Aids
Film: TFI 5049, "Care and Maintenance of Hose"

.

Charts
,

.

Training Methods
Discussion/Deammstration (4 hrs)

.

Instructional Environment/Design .

Classroom (4 hrs)
.

e,

v

.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3A3R57130-1 DATE 7 Jul 75 LOCK NO. IV PAGE NO. '39,
ATC FOR" 337AMAR 73
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, c. .

!LAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continua)---.--- ,

UNITS OFINSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
.

DURATION
(HOURS) 0 SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE3 . .

. Hose Loads and Finishes

a. Given a structural pumper, fire hose,
necessary equipOent, TO and WB, load hose on
pumpers and make hose Thad finishes IAW the WI
procedures with minimum instructor assistance.

.

b. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on structural fire-
fighting vehicles and mounted equipuent TAW
AFTO Form 434. Maintain station facilities as
required.

.

0

,

a

%
.

\

.

t

...

. q

(

8

(6/2)

Day 25

'

.

Instructional'Guidance
1 ,Itress the importance of positioning the vehicle so that it can be-used

most advantageously. Explain why a relay operation.may be necessary
and why efficient hose operations are essential to ccabat fires.q- Stress
energy and materials conservation.

Give the outside assignment for the
next sugject.

.
, .

Column 1 Reference -STS Reference
.8a 36(3), lOr'

8b .

'.4)(2), 13b, lic-
-

,

Instructional Materials

''..".A3R57130-1-SG-408, :Rase Loads and Finishes

-1 3A1A57130-1-W1-408, Hose Loads and Finiahes
T0.36.412-12-8-51

.
. .

TO 36Al2-12-9-61
.TO 36Al2-12-12-1
TO 36Al2-12-15-4

.

-Audio Visual Aids 0
Film: FTA 258D, "Hose Loads°
Chartw

Training Equipment
Trainer: 750A 4ose Bed Loaders 3019 (5)

.Hose Wisher (10)
Dryer, Fire Hose (10)

0Vehicles:

5301, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5) -750A, Structukal Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)
A/S32P-8, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)
A/%32P-12, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)Helmets (1) .

Gloves (1)

Preventive Maintenance Materials (10)

.

. '

oPLAN OF INSTRUCTIN N. 3AER57130-1 DATE 7 Jul 75 BLOCK NO. IV PAGE No. 40

ATC I" 337AMAR 13
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. ps.m4 OP INiT_RUCTION (Coo faviA

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES OURATION
(HOURS) SUF4BORT MATERIALS AND'GUIDANCE

3

,

,
.

,

,

. Hole Lays'

a. Given,a structural firefighting
. vehicle and necessary tools, perform straight

hole lays... All.procedures outlined in t4a WE
must be strictl, ihered to, while observing '
applicable safe+ rocedures. .Position aid
operate tools an_ 4uipment as required.

. .

b. Given a structural firefighting .'

-vehicie and necessary toole,,perform riiierse
-hose lays. All procedures outlined in the WE .

must be strictly adhered to,, while observing
applicable 'asfety.proceduies. Position-and
operate fools and equipment as required.

.

.

.

__

$

(6/2)
Diy 26

.

L-Traidin1-M4thods .

Discussion/Demonstratibn (2.5 hrs)
, Performance (3.5 hrs)
outside Assignments (2 hrs)

Instrictionil Environment/Design
.

Classroom (2 hxs)
Laboratory (4'hrs)

,_ ..---*----

Instruction-al Guidance

-Check the_ outsids.assignment_given -the-previous-day. 'Stretsitki LE-
OnnCe of loaaing-the home so that it will "pay out" without jamming.
Stress the usi of the different load finishes. Stress safety during
all phases of-the operetion. ttress the iiportance of,properly operating
Air Force equ!pment ii order to prevent damage resulting incostly re-
pair,. Stress energy end.materials coniervation. Give the outsida stela .
smut for the next subject.

'

'
Coluin 1 Reference -STS Reference
9a, 9b 36(3)i 3b(5), 12g, 10j, 10n
9c 10h, 10j
9d ) ' 3b(2), 131(3), 13b, 13c

Instructional Materials,
--3AER57130-1 -SG-409, Hose-lays li

.

'43/ER57130-1-W1-409, Anse Lays
TO 36Al2-12-11-51

TO II/412-12-941
.

TO 36Al2 -12 -12 -1

TO 36Al2 -12.45 -1 .

Training-Equipment
Vehicles:' .

'sic's; Structural Firefighting Vehicle and MoUnted Equipment.(5)

, 750A, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)
- A/S32P -3, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)

A/S32P -12, Structural Firafighting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NC. 3A1g57130.1
..

DATE 7 Jul 75 swat /40. PAGE NO. 41-.
.

ATC FORM 337A
MAR 73
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.

,

.
FLAti 010.10SFRUCTIOH (Cosi law4W1

.

UNITS 0! 4:5T R..:310N AND ConrimbwoficlivEs DURATION

2' DOURO' . SUPPORT ASATERIAL.S AND DUIDANCE ..
, ... . .. ,

c Gimnur tiro structiial fitifighting.

vehiMlee, peifitm'iehicle-Xeiey,operation in
,secntdinis with the *procedures, while ., ,

obietving.ill aPplicable Mifetypiocedures.
. .. . ---

d. Givei,necessaty equi0Ment,,perform

preventlys,maiittenaci,on-structutekfire-:,
fighting vehiclsi-and-mOnniMdr:equipment t,1.4v
-6110.Fori.434. Maintain Atition.facilities and
.protective'.tlotbing as'tequired.

t

s

' (612)
Day"27

Frotactiie ClOthing-(11_ , _ ,

Pievintivi-lisintinanie ?fateriels (10 . ..._

.

-Traininglinthndi

Discoseion/Demanittatinij.5 br), 0
lertormenCe (5.5 bin) .

butiidwAsalimminti (2 hrs)
.

,,

Instructional EnWironmeit/Design
Classroola(.5'hr)

Lnborieuty-(5:5-ht0
.

.

,

.Instructionil Giiidince

. _______

...

1 . Structural Fire'fighting Procedures

a: 1:ittcut reference, identify princi
ples of structural firefighting. Eighty percent
of thepriiici?les must be Identified correctly.

b. 1:ithout reference, identify the
principles ci building heat and smoke ventilation.
Eighf of 1G Iltrinciplem must be identified
correctly.

..

Check'the outside eseignmentgiventhe pxsvious day. Obseil4e operations
to.diteet eicaisive nOms1441rissuie that Could ,caUse injUry to personnel
or iquipment, students stiaddling,hose, or personal: inattention that
cOuld.reault-ii injury. Obserie proper coupling and hmndling to prevent
damage and insure personnel stay claim of "flyine%couplings'during hose,
laying operations. Outing excessively 661Cweathir, the-hose laYs
will be,performad on thi henget floor. Hose laysshoUld'bi 100 to 206
fent lOng.:, Sities the iiiortance'otpropetly, Operittmg-Air Force equip-
ment in order to-prevent daiase resulting in costly ripairs. Scrams
enetrvand mnterials conscrVation. Give'the Outside assignment for the
nent.Subject.

.

columi 1 Reference SISAkiference
10a 10.
10b 10c
10c 1.0q(2)

. /
InstruCtional.Materials

-13A1167130-1-1G-410; Structural Firefighting Procedures
.

Audio Visual-Aids
.

-,
35mm Slides, Carousel Set 1410, Structural Firifighting Procedures .

'Charts
.

FLan,or,:ssra..:-op...:. 3ADR57130-1

_ .
D'AiE 4 7 Jul 75 aLocimo. IV PAGE NO. 42

.
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'PLAMOFINSTRUCTION(Camismo4

,.. ,

-

..,NATOVINSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
.VJRATION

HOURS
2

J

SUPPORTmATEMALS.AND GUIDANCE

c. Without reference,. identify visual
inspection procedures for deteriinicig structural
stability of a building.- EightY percent of the
pi:endures must be-identified correctly.

,

.

.

8

(6/2)

Day 28

Films:

TFI 5283, "Getting the Most Out cif Water"
TFI 5337; "Tile of Two' Towns"
TFI 5971, "the-Mossleian"
TEl 5972, "Coerdinated Fire Attack"
TVL 5713,-"Mose Stream Application"

Training lquipment.....

.

.b
.

,

'

.

'

-

II. Structural Firefighting Operations

a. Given a structural pumper and.mounted
equipment, AFTO Fora 434 and technical.data,
inspect and perform operator maintenance on
structural firefighting vehicles and mounted
equipment. Operator maintenance must be
accomplished according-to the technical order.

_All applicable items on the AFTO Form 434 must
be inspected.-

.

,

Trainers:
-Door mil Door Frame 4097 (10) .

Check Rill Window, 4098 (10)
./

TrainiekMethods .

.

Discussion/Demonstration (6 hrs)
.

Outside Assignments (2 hre)"
,

,

Instructioial Environmeht/Design
Classroom ( i hrs)

Instructional Guidance

.

,

Check the outside assignment given the previous day. Rmphasise how all
aspects of strUctural firefightlig,procedures are intorrelated. Stress
the importance Of the visual inspectionlor structural stability-to pre-
vent firefighting crews ltom being hurt. Stress energy and materiels
conservation. -Give the outside assignment for the'next subject.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
lla 3b(2),-3b(3),.4c, 13a(1)
1lb 3b(3), 3b(4), 1b(5), 10j, 12e, 14b(5)
Ilc

,
3b(1), 3b(5), I2e, 12f(1)

Ild
. 3b(1), 3b(5),,, 10j, 10o, 12e

lle 3b(1), 3b(5)-, j9j, 12.
Ilf 3b(1), 3b(5), 10j, 10m

'I

. Ilg 3b(5), 10j, 10q(3)
llh 3b(2), 13a(3), 13b, 13c

.

Ist_AN Gy.'t4STRUCTION NO. 3AIR57130-1 DATE 7 Jul 75 CLOCK NO. IV PAGE NO. 43
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.
.

.

.

.
PLAN.OPINSTROCTEONICeetbaie4 .

.

DojECTIVES DURATION
2- (HOURS)

.
, \

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
UNITS'ortNSTRuCTIDWAND-CRiTERibii

b., ,Given-firefighting vehiclei,:iools,'
equipment, briething eppiratui,-protectiii

. clothing indiechnical date, perform crew duties
-in-firefighting diiilm and elergency reiponse
,exercises. Workbook Procedure: *it be-
strictly adhered i0 While Observinuall'applicahle
,iaiety_PractiCes.

.

c. Given 4,huilding, dimonstratemormal
Aild emergency entry-procedures. All entry pro.
,cedures unit he in acdordance with then
..-procedurec ,All applicable safety_procedures _

-meit'be siricily adhered to.

.

d. (iven e:burning,building, firefighting
4vehiclei,moolS,.equipment, breathing apparatus,
,proteCtive clothing and technical data, perform
as A member of a firefighting crew.,to control
ahd extinguiih structural fires. Each fire
-must be compietelY extinguished while observing,
all applicable safety procedures..

e. Given an occupied building, locate
and-evacuate personnelfrom building in less
than three minutes.

f. Given structural firefighting vehicle
and a building on fire, protect 'adiatent/hearby'

-building exposures and equipment from fire
hazards in accordancewith the WETrocedures,
while observing all applicable safety procedures.

.

-g. Given a building and appropriate
cleanup equipment, perform firefighting over.
haul cliinup operations. -All aebris and water
must be removed.

.

.

.

.

--43A11571.30-1.0-411,

.

Instruttionai Materiels
-4,3015,7130-1 -SG-411, Structural-Firefighting:Operations

Struttural Firefighting Operations
TO 36Al2.124-51

..

NN
TO -36Al2 -12-9 -61

,
,

T0.3412.12-12-1
TO 3642-1245-1

.
.

k."J.11'"
Three -Story Training ToWer and Suilding (10)
Vehiclesi,

--7504-Structural-Firefigleting Vehicles and'Maunted Equipment (5)
5301, Structural Firefighting Vehicles ind.Mounted Equipient (5)
A/S32P44 StrUCtUral Firefighting Vehicles and Mounted Equipment (5)
A/S32P.12, StrUCtural Firefighting Vehicles and-Mounted Equipment (5)

Ireathing.A0paritus,(1)
Air Comiressor110)- .

-Drafting-lift (10)

Protective Clothing,(1)
-, -

Deluge,Gon'(5)

'Preventive Maintenance Materials (10)

.Training-Mithods
,

Discustion/Demonitration (.5 hr)
Performance (5.5 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

.

instructional'Environment/Design
Classroom (.541r)

--Laboratory (5.5 hrs)
.

,

..InstruCtional Guidance
.

Check theoutside assignment given the previous day. Insure students
are fitted with provided Clothing and have neceseario equipment. Check
yehicle chocki, watch fOr safe practices in vehicle operationvaounting

,

.
,

,

. .

.

-

PLAmcwimsTi!O:TioNNo. 3ABR57130 -1 DATE 7 Jul 75 1.sLocxwo. IV I Pm:am), 44
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..

PLAN OP INSTROC:&1ON (Centinwit4

DURATiON_
(HOURS)

_

SUPPORT-MAT ERIALS-APID GUIDANCE-.
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

P
3 i, \ .

h. Given necessary quipment, perforn
preventive saintenance on structural firefighti
vehicles,and mounted-equipment TAW Alto Fore 434
Maintain station facilities and protective
clothing as required.

.w.
.

.
.

12.- Structural Firefighting Tactics
1..,.,

a. Given a structural pumper and mounte&
egUipment, AFTO Fora 434 and technical data,
inspect and perform operator saintenence on
structural firefighting vehicles. 00erator
maintenance must benccomplished according to
the tschnital order. All applicable items on
theAFTO Fora 434 must be inspected.

.

b. Given firefighting vehicles, tools,
equipment, breathing apparatus, protective
clothing and technical data, perforn crew duties
in firefighting drills and emergency rcaponse
exercises. Workbook procedures must be strictl
adhered to while observing all applicable
safety practices.

.c. . Given a building, demonstrate nornal
and emergency entry procedures. All.entry pro-.-

cedures must be in accordance with the WU. /

All applicable safety procedures must be
strictly adhered to.

. 0. 'Given a building, locate master
switch and shutoff building utilities in less
than .one Minute.

%

k .

.

8

(6/2)

Day 29

l'3A1157130-1

of vehicles, fi4!cible entry, and during reseue end lifting operations.
Caution all on hnivaplay and/or inattention and,the dangers involved.
Stress the inportanceof properly operating Air. Force equipment in
order to prevent demaie\resulting in costly repafrs. Stress energy
and naterials consrvation. Give the Outside eisignment for the next
aubject.

I
\\

Collin& 1 Reference STS Reference .

L

12a 3b(2), 3b(3), 44, 13a(1)
lib 3b(3), 3b(4), 3b(5); 103, 12e, 14b(5)
-12c 3b(1), 3b(5), 12e, 12f(1)
12d 3b(1), 3b(5), 10k, 12.
12e 3b(1), 3b(5), 103, 10o, 12e
12f 3b(1), 3b(5), 12e,121(1)
12g 3b(1); 3b(5), 103, 10in .

171 3b (1) , 3b (5), 10. 1

12I 3b(1), 3b(5), le. 2
123 3b(1)-, 3b(5), 10. 0 , lie

:12k 3b(5), 121,-10. 3
121 3b(2), 13a(3), 13b,

.

Instructional Materials
-SG-412, Structural Firefighting Tactics

'30157130-1-W1,-412, Structural Firefighting Tactics
TO 36Al2 -12-8 -51

.

TO 36Al2 -12 -9 -61

TO 36Al2 -12 -12-1

TO 36Al2 -12 -15 -1

Training Eouinnent ,

Three-Story Training Tower and Building (10)
Vechicles: ,

.

750A, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and.Mounted Equipment (5)
530Bi Structural Firefishting Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)
A/S32P -8, Structural Firefighting Vehicle and Mounted EquipmenE (5) \
A/S32P -12, Structural Firefighting Vehicle sod Mounted,Equipment (5)

LAN OF INSTRUCTION so,3A1R57130_1 DATE 7 Jul 75 I st.oca no. IV I rAcENO.- 45
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PLAHOFINSTRUalON(Ceetimuom.
. _

-.UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CON T EitION MEC TWES
- .

. eurtATiou
:NOUNS) SthiPORT NAT ERIALS AND GUIDANCE .

Irestbing'ApparetUP(l)
Air Compressor (10) .-,

.

Drafting Pit. (10)

Proiective-ClothiNg'(l) ,

Deluge Con (5)
Rescue Dules (5) -

Pieientive'Maiitedance Materials (10)
.

1

Training Methods .

i. Givida burning building,,firefighting
.vehicles, tooli,.equipeent, breithins apparatus,
isrotectiie clothing and techniCS1 data,,perform
as a meiber of' a firefighting áree-to control':

and- eitingnish etrictUral fires. Each fire
unit bit Conpletely extingulsbectwhile observing
-all applicable safeti'procedurei.

..

' .

f. Given -a building1 protective clothing,
rescue.equipment end a rescue AumiY, locete
dummy victim and perform rescue-frOm.building

using the apprOpriite type of citxy. The rescue
must be accomplished in less than.three minutes'
lihile observing a/1 applicable safety procedureo.

g. Given sttuctural firefighting Vehicle
and a building oi fire, protect adjacent/near-

,by building exposures:and equipmeut-fron fire
hazards in accordance with the Wprocedures,
while observing ill applicable sefety precedurem,

h. Given salvage coversand a furnished
room, perform as a member of a crew to protect
building contents. Contents must be sufficiently
protected with salvage covers to prevent
further damage.

,

1. Given salvage covers and a building, .

,perform as a member of a crew and construct
catch basins and drain chutes. Basins-and
chutes wust be deligned/constructed in such a
manner as to prevent further water damage to the
building end-contents.

.

.

j. Given a furnished room, perform as a
member of a crew and remove equipment and
jurnishings in less than 30 minutes in -

accerdance with the WE'procedures.

1

,

.

,

.

Diecussion/Demonstration (.5,hr)
Performance.(5.5 hr.)
Outside Assignmenis (2 hre) .

.

.

InstructiOnal EnWironment/Design
Classroom (.5-hrj
Laboratory (5.5 hrs)

Instruction-a Guidance
,

Check the outeide aspignment given the previoui day. Ensure students
are fitted with 'provided clothing and have necessary equipment. Check
vehicle chocks, watch for safe practices in vehicle operation, mounting
of vehicles, forcible entry and during rescue and lifting.operations.
_Caution al/ student, on hOreeplay and/or inattention and the dangers
involved. Strees the importance of properly oierating Air Force equir
sent in order to prevent damage resulting in costly repairs. Stress
energy and materials conservation, Give the.outside,assignment for
the-next subjects.

.

.

.

.

.
r

4,Pl AN OF MST RUCTION NO. 3ABR57130-1
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.

ruktioF INSTRUCTION (pietinve4

. .

UN:TS DF Nil r,JCTION AN137CMT MON 01.1ECTIvES :NOURSI
a

.

SuFF:vs ..TERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3 . a .

k. Given a.building and appropriate
cleanup equipment, perform kirefighOineover-
haul cleanup operations. 'All"debris and-water
must be removed.

,

1. Given necessary equipsent, perform
preveitive-maintenance on structural fire-
fighting vehleiiiiand-mounted eciuipment IAW

AFTO Form 434. Maintain siition -facilities

end protective clothing as required. --- - -__

13. Preservation of Evidence
. .

a. Without reference, identify procedur.
Ior preserOins evidence to deteraine cause of

a fire. Eighty percent of the procedures must

be identified correctly.
0 i

.

,

5;

,

.
. .

.

, ,

14. Fire Station Maintenance

a. Given f?refighting protective
clothing, inspect and perform maintenance on
clothing as required. Froceduros listed in WI

must be followed without error.
.

.

S

3

(2/1)

Day 30

-

3

(2/1)

Day 30

.

.
,

-
,

I/ .
,..

--
.

.

.. .
-.. 1

.

.

. e -
...

,Column.1 Reference STS Reference

I3a ---1- .104(1) c
___-

Instructional Materials
-43A1R37130 -1 -SG-413, Preservation of EvidenCe . .._

Training Methods
Discussion/Demonstration (2 hrs)
Outside Assignments (1 hr), ..

. .

Instructional Environment/Design, .
.

Classroom (2 !nor '

Instructional Guidance
Check the outside assignments given thi po4Vious day. Stress thi im-

portance of preserving evidence-at a fire scene to help in determining

the cause of the firs and boy to protwt the evidence from being tampered
with. Stress energy and materials conservation. ..-''

.

Column I Reference STS Reference .

14a 3b(I), 13a(3)
.

14b 3b(2), 3b(3), 13b, 13c
. .

.
.'

.

Instructional Materials e

-q3AIR57130-1 -SG-414, Firs Station Maintenance
. .

-43611157130-1401414, Fire Station Maintenance
,
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'FLAN OF itiSTIOCTIOM (CdiesiA44-. . . - .. ... . .... : .. . . .. ..

>

user s 0# ..NIT,4611, .40 cfritItiON daAgariy0
, . .

otiownios-
-moms)

, .. , _ .

,supicutT-mATEitIALs AND GUIDANCE

'. Ii. -44,am ascessary.toO14,aidequiimeit,
.1aisitiiii-, stitiom laciliiies tit aciordince -with

the'VS.-Frodediiisr 'Pirflir*140,1**'..iiiinion... _ig..10'
'..iiistiuctMial firefighting-vole:les "and'aiounied"
iequipleat'si-keqUirOd.

. .

.
.

,

..

,, -
15. Measurement Test and Test tritique S

, a. Measurement Test .

b. Test Critique
.

,

,

____,-----
--

'

.

,

.

1
Day 30

(1.5)

(.5)

------7:T:-

.

Traininkgamlvasit

Triveative-_!iitintestiace,flaterials (10),

Siisiciviai'lhimperiiindA4vithd'Aquipseat (5),

FrotiCtivi,Clothiig',(1)
-: ', . -,

. .

Trelnigg'Msthodi

Discuslionbemonstrition (.5 hr) .

Peifoisiiiiii (1:5 lisa),
Outiide asaigmMenti,(1' fir)

.

.InstructiOdal Invironment/Desiem
C1assroOm(.5'hc) ''' ,

Liboretoy :(I.5 flre) *Av
-

.S

InstrUctionsiOuidince .

Stress esfety-omounting vehicles, opening hoods,.doors, etc. -Stress
safety villa perfOrmiiig-stetiom.maintehance.

Stress energy and materials
,conservatiOn. -divelhe-outside issignmeni foe the next subject inIlloa V; .

.

. .

. .

,

.

--
_----.-- ,,.

..

,

.

Lk; or -Ng ;Qt.' am PC,. 3A3R571.30-l:
.. . . .

..
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43

-
.

PLAMOINSTRUCTION
COURSE TITLE

Fire Protection Specialist
.

CLOCK TITLE
. .

,

Aerospace_Vehicle Firefighting (Crash Firefighter) .

_

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND COWIE? CN :3JECTI ES pAT IN
(HOURS%

2
SUFFORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE f

3

. Block V, Orientation

a. Block Content

b. Safety

c. EMergy Conservation

4

'

,

,
o

. Principles and PrOcedures of Aerospace
Vehicle Firefighting

a. Without reference, identay.principle
and procedures of aircraft firefighting.
Eighty percent of the principles and procedures
must be identified correctly.

-

1

.5

ay 31

7.5

(5.5/2)
Day 31

Coldmn 1 Reference STS Reference .

.

.

,

, .

day in Block IV. Insure
for ilofk V. They

Building 902. Stress con-
of protective clothing,

truPks with water,
tires sad tire pressures,

booster heater operatioa
letter that restricts
V training area.

.
.

1*, lb, lc None
.

Instructional MaterialsN,
3ABR57130-1-SG-501,,Block V, Orientation

-.

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (.5 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (.5 hr)

Instructional Guidance
.

Check the outside assignmentAiven the previous
that all student, are are of the safety proceduresm
are posted on the display board in front of
servation of training literature, better care
minimum rpm when operiting vehicles, overflowing
better conservation of dleaning materials,
leaking trucksi expanding gasoline tanks, reduced
better inspection/oRerator maintenance. Read
students from driving and parking in the Block

Column I Reference STS Reference
2a
2b

2c
2d

2e

2f ....

IR
lla
lla
111

, 11c
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.

Pt. AM'OF INSTRUCT* (Conthwitelk.. . .. . . ,.. .. . ....
UNITS OF.INSTRUCTION,AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

, DURATION

2,04OURS! SUPPORT MATERIALS AND:6UIDANCE
'. .. .

1. Withbut reference, Identify. piinci-
.ples of,iissila-firefighting. Eighty, portent
-of the principlsT miiit'bmidentified.coriectly.

.

c. ,Without.reference,identify=rumwevi
Ines*/ operation ProcedUres. -Eighty_percent
'of the procedures emit be identified,corrsctly.

d., Without reference, identify standhy
operation niocedures. Eighty Percent of"the
.proCedures"must'be identified Correctly.

.

. e. Without reference, identify airfield
patrol and surveillance operition procedure!.
Eighty percent of the procedurei amat-be
identified correctly.

f. Without reference; identify principles
of large frame aircraft heat and smoke venti-
lation. Eighty percent of the principles milst
be identified correctly.

. .

3. Frinciples and Procedures of Rescue,

a. Without reteience, identify princi-
ples and procedures relating to rescue of per-
sonnel from aircraft.P Eighty percent of the
,principles and procedures must be correctly
identified. .

.

,

.b. Without reference, identify pro-
cedures for safetying egress systems. Eighty
percent of the procedures must be identified
correctly.

.

.

8

(6/2)
Day 32

4

Instructional Materials

3AM:57130-1-W4.502 --Principles-and Procedures of Aerospace Vehicle
Firefighting_

-

Audie Visual Aide

-Film: 'TIT 5605; "Foaming the Runway"

Training Methods

Disnussion/Demonstration (5.5 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2,hrs)

, 0

InstructionaLinvironmentpesign
.

. -classroom (5.5--hrs)
,

Instructional Guidince

Stress safety while dealing with fires involving aerospace vehicles and-
theli associated fuel. Stress the importance Q1 runway foaming,
standby, operitiOns and 'rap patrol. Stress energy and materials-
conservation. Give the outside assignment for the next subject.

.

,,,
. ' 0

Column I Reference STS Reference
3a 12a; 1 _:(i)
3b 12b
3c

13.&
.

Instructional Materiels

-4 3A3157130 -1-SG-503, Principles and Procedures of Rescue
TO 00 -105E -9,Aircraft Rescue Emergency 'Information ,

.

Audio Visual'Aidm
.

Films:
.

.

--,TF 5489, "Man on a Hot Seat. C.F:.t%4.44
, .. , '0' ,-

TVL 5728, "00eration Size-Up, Crash Rescue from Tactical Aircraft"
Charts _

nm4oc,4s-R.:Too...:. 3ABR57130 -1
,

coal 7 Jul 75 . BLOCK NO. V PAGE NO. , 50
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FLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Confisve4
,

.

uNISIS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OilJECTIvES DuRATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AN0 GUIDANCE

c. WithoCt reference, identify pro-
cedures for hutting down tircraft engines and
syfiemi. Eighty percent of the procadurei must
be identified correctly. -, .

,

t

. Rescue Operations

a. Given a simulated crashad aircraft
and P-10 rescue vehicle and mounted equipment,
operate tools and equipment. All applicable
technical order procedures and.safety practices
must be strictly adhered to with minimum instructor
assistance.

bi given a simulated crashed aircraft
and P-10 rescue vehicle and mounted equipment,
demonstrate normal and emergency entry pro-
cedures.:All entry procedures aust be followed
in accordance with TO 00-105E-9. All.applicable
safety procedures must be strictly adhered to
with minimum instructor assistance.

'

.

.

.

0

4

(3/1) .

Day.33

.

Training Methods-

Viscdssion/Demonstration (6. hrs)
Outside Assignments (2.hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom'?" hral.

Instructionel Guidance
.

Check the'outside-assignment given the previous day. Stress the im-
portance of proPer rescue procedures, safetying egress systems, snd
shUttintdown aircraft engines and syStems. Have students report to the
hangar for tomorrows training on testa' operations and the ramp vehicle
inspection, maintenance end-operations. Rave 'students hand carry

.

their.individual TO 00-105E-9 to the hangar. Stress energy and materials
conservation. Give the outside assignment for tha next subjects.

Column 1 Reference ,STS Reference
4a 3b(3), 4c, lle, llh
4p 3b(3), 4c, 12f(2)
4c 3b(3), 4c, 121(2)
4d 3b(2), 3b(3),13h, 13c

Instructional Materials

-43A3157130-1 -SG-504, Rescue Operations
-430137130-145-504, Rescue Operations
TO 00-105E-9 .

TO 36/.12-12-13-1, Firefighting Truck Forcible Entry, USAF Txpe A/S32P -10

,
_

Training Equipment
Trainers Seat and Canopy T-33, 3188 (5)
Vehicle: A/S32P-10 Rescue Vehicle and Mounted Equipment (5)
Preventive Maintenance Materials (10)
C-133 Aircraft (10)
F-102 Aircraft ,(5)
C-97 Aircraft (10)
T-37 Aircraft (5)

,

_
FLAN oF INSTRUCTION No. 3A3R57130 1 0ATE 7 Jul 75 KOCK No. V PAGE NO. 51
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. PLAK.OF INSTRUCTION (Catinve4

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION_CHIJECTIYES

.
,

DURATION
(HOURS)

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

C. divan a-sianlated crashet aircraft,
rescue airczev members in-accordance iiith_pro-
'ceduree listr; in TO op -10E-4. All' procedutew
suit be foll ed'using all apPlicable safety
practices.wit minimun.instructor assistance.

d. Given necessary equipment, perfoim
preventive maintenance on the P-10 rescue
vehicle and levitated equipment IAW AFTO Form 433.
.Maintain statinn facilities as requited.

\

<2

4
,

-5. Ramp Veilicle Inspection, Maintenance
and Operations

a. Given the appropriate inspection check,-
list and technfical d'.:ta, inspect and.perform

operator maintenance on the ramp vehicle. All
appropriate items on the checklist must be
inspected. Operator maintenance must be
accomplished according to the appropriate tech-
nical order..

b. Given tn aerospace airfield ramp fire-
fighting vehicle and available technical data,
operate the firefighting system(s). All applicable

.,

4

(3/1)

Day 33

1

Training Method.
.

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (2 bre)

.

Outside.Aisiinments (1 hr)

Instructional Eniirenment/Dosign
Classroaw (.5 hr) ,

Laboratory (2.5 hrs)
'

Instructional Guidance
Check the outside assignments given the previous day. Stress'safety
required When rescuing from.aircraft because of canopy and seat removal
syltems. Use,T-33 seat sad eanopy trainer for rescue training.. No
smoking in or iround the aircraft.' Cover the.instructions on,procedures
to be usedwhen opening eargo doors. Also,include checks of landing
gear controls, dovn lock pins and steering bypass relief valves as
applicable. Coordinate with the rewcue course instructor-supervisor
as required in cross-utilization of the C-133, C-97, F-102 and T-37

, aircraft. Stress energy and materials conservation.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
Ia 36(3), 4c, 13a(1)
56

.

3b(3), 4c, lle
5c '.. 3b(2), 3b(3), 13b, 13c

.

Instructional Materials
3AER57130-1 -SG-505, Ramp Vehicle Inspection, Maintenance and Operations

-, 3A1R57130-1 -WI -505, Ramp Vehicle Inspection, Maintenance and,Operations
TO 36Al2 -5 -15 -1, Truck, Firefighting Airfield Ramp, A/S32P -13

.

.
,

Training Equipment

Vehicle: 'A/532P -13 Ramp Vehicle (5)
,

Preventive Maintenance Materials (10)

S .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR57130 -1 DATE 7 JUI. 75 KOCK NO. V PAGE NO. 52
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. .
> .

'PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Csminved) .

.

,
.

. .

..). 7/ OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION 011JECTIVES
DURATION

2
,04bonsi SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. .

technical order procedures and safety practices
must be ,strictly adhered to with minimum instructor
assistance.

.

c. Given necessary equipment, perform prep.

ventive maintenance on the ramp vehicle IAW
AFTO Form 434. Maintain station facilities as
required.

.

.

. ,

0-11A Inspection, Maintenance and dinrations

a. lathout reference, identify operational/
procedures on the 0-11A aerospace crash fire
and rescue vehicle. Eighty percent of the pro.,

cedures must be identified correctly.

b. Given AFTO Form 433 and technical data,
inspect and perform operator maintenance on the
0-11A aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle.
'All applicabltitems on the AFTO Fora 433 must
be inspected. Operator maintenance must be
accomplished according te the appropriate
technical order.

.

.

1

8

(6/2)

Day 34

Training Methods ,
.Discussion/Dmmonstration 11.5 hrs) ,

Performance (1.5 hr.)
.

Outside Aisignments (1 hr) .

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom 4 Ix) ,

Laboratory (2 hrs) ,

,

Instructional Guidance
Stress the importance of proper care and maintenance of equipment and
safety during operation of Motorised equipment. Have students to
return to the Block V training &roe for tomorroes training'on the 0-11A
inspection, maintenance and operations. Stress energy and materials
conservation. Give.the outside assignment for the next subject.

Column 1 Reference STS.Reference.

6a 'lie
6b 3b(3), 4c, 13a(1)

.

Instructional Materials
.-43ABR57130-1-SG-506, 0-11A Inspection, Maintenance and Operations
-43A1157130-14817506, 0-11A Inepectioi, Maintenance and Operations

TO 36Al2-11-9 -1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck-Crash, Fire
and Rescue loam High Pressure, Type 0-11A

Audio Visual Aids '

Charts
. .

/raining Equipment
,

'Vehicles 0-11A (5) .

'

Trainina Methods
Discussion/Dmmonstration (3.5 hre)
Performance (2.5 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

4

...

'PLAN Gg *Ns RUCTION NO.
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. .
0 PLANOCINSTRUCTION(Contimai4

. .
.

UNITS Of INSTRUCTiON AND CRITBRION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE,

. '

.,

.
.

.

.

7. 0-113 Inspection, Maintenance and
Operations

a. Without reference, identify opera-
iional procedures on the 0-113 aerospace crash

'fire end rescue vehicle. Eighty percent of
the procedures must be idehtified correctly.

.

b. "Given AFTO Form 433 and technical
data, inspect and,perform operator maintenance
On the 0-113 aerospace crash flie and rescue
vehicle. All applicable items on the APTO Form
433 must be inipected. Operator maintenance
must be accomplished according to the
appropriate technical order.

'

.

.

.
.

.
. ,

.

-8
(6/2)

Day 35

.14

.

.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (3 hrs)
LabOratory (3 his)

Instructional Guidance
Check the outside assignment given the previous day. During inspection,
do not'allow more than five students on-the top of the 0-11A at a time.

tacji-o:u::11
rrigrylfgaPilde

:::::2;e:::12:71:ret:alhth:11:11j: i:::u:f. r:T11-!::ectik:
materials .conservation. Give the outside assignment for the next subject,

Column I Reference STS Reference .

la
. lle .

7b 3h(3), 4c, 13a(1)
.

Instructional Materials
.

r43A31157130 -1 -SG-507, 0-118 Inspection, Maintenance and Operations
3A1R57130-1-14-507, 0-11b Inspection, Maintenance and Operations
TO 36Al2=8 -12 -1, Operation and Service Instructions, Crash, Fire andRescue Truck

.Audio Visual Aids
Charts

Training Equipment
Vehicle: .0-113 (5) i

Training Methods
.

Discussion/Demonstration (3.5 hrs)
Performance (2.5 hrs),

0

Outside Assignments (2 hug)
)

Instrdctional.Environment/Design
Classroom.(3 hrs)

.Laboratory (3 hrs)
.

.

c
. .
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PLANOFINSTRUCTION(Contiou.4
.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTIDN AND CRITERION OSJECTIvES
DURATION

'2 (HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE, .

.

0

8. P-2 Inspection, Maintenance and Operations

a. Without reference, identify opera-
tional procedures on the P-2 aerospace crash
fire and rescue vehicle. Eighty percent of the
procedures must be identified correctly.

b. Given AFTO Form 433 and technical
data, inspect and perform operator saint:en:ince

on the P-2 aerospace crash fire and rescue ,

vehicle. All applicable items on the AFTO Form
433 must be inipected. Operator maintenance
must be accompli!hed according to the .
appropriate technical order. '

,

.

.

0

8

(6/2)

bay 36

.

,

.

Instructional Guidance . A

. Check the outside assignment given-the previous day. During inspection,
do not allow more than fivelstudents on the top of the 0-113 at a time;
Request assistance from 'ill. instructor-supervisor if required during the
short period of time that this situation will occur. aress,enargy and
materials conservation. Give the outside assignment for the next subject

Column I Reference STS Reference -

8a lle

8b 3b(3), 4c, 13a(1)

J
Instructional Materials

"4

3A1157130-1 -SG-508, P-2 Inspectionl Maintenance and Operations
3A1R57130 -1 -WI-508, P-2 Inspection4 Maintenance and Operations

TO 36Al2 -8-13 -1, Truck, Firefighting Type, A/S32P -2

Audio Visual. Aids

Film: TVL 5724, "Operational Maintenance Check of the A/S32P -2 Truck"
Charts

Training Equillmult

Vehicle: A/I3I1=.:5- (5)

\ /
Trainine Methods. ,

Discussion/Demonstration (3.5 hrs)
Performance (2.5 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2.hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (3 hrs)
Laboratory (3 hrs)

,

. .
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, PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continue4P .

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS), SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

11

, .

9. P-4 Ins ection, Maintenance and Operations1)

a. Without reference, identify opera-
.tional procedures on the P-4 aerospace crash
fire and rescue vehicle. Eighty percent of the
procedures must be identified correctly.

b. Given AFTO Form 433 and technical
data, inspect and perform operator maintenance
on-the P-4 aerospace crash fire and,rescue
vehicle. All applicable items on the APTO
Form 433 muet be inspected. Operator mainte- .

nance must be iccomplished according to the
appropriate technical order.

,

.._.

.

8

(6/2)

Day 37

'

Instructional Guidance
-Check the outside assignment given the previous day. During inspection
do not allow more than five studenti on the top of the P-2 at a time.
Request assistance from the instruCtor-supervisor if required during the
short period of time that this situation will occur. Emphasize strongly
that high pressuie water streams.can.injure personnel. Stress energy
and, materials conservation. Give the outside assignment for the next
subject.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
,

9a lle
9b 3b(3), 4d, 13a(1)

.

,

In3tructional Materials
' 3ABR57130-1-3G-509, P-4 Inspection, Maintenance and Operations
-13A3R57130:-1-W509, P-4 Inspection, Maintenance and Operations
TO 36Al2-12-14-4, Operation and Maintenance Instructions - Truck, Fire-
.fighting, Multipurpose Air Transportable Type A/S32P-4

AUdio Visual Aids
Charts

.

Training Equipment
Vehicle: A/S32P-4 (5)

Training Methods
,

Discussionf6;Z;stration (3.5 hrs)
Performance (2.5 hrs)
Outside Assignments'(2 hrs)

Instructional Envitonment/Design
.

Classroon-(3 hrs)
laboratory,(3 hrs)

IPLAN'oFINSTRUCTfONNC.
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,
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

0 , ,

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
oultATIoN
moults:

2 .
SUPPORT MATERIALS AN: ..itNDANCE

.

JO. PrOcedures for On Scene Operations

a. Without,reference, identify the
procedures for.deteredning proper vehicle
approach, at the scene of an aircraft emergency.
Eighty percent of the procedures must be identi-
fied correctly.

b. Without-reference, determine the
procedures for positioning aerospace crash,
fire and reicue vehicles. Eighty percent of the
procedures must be identified correctly.

_

c. Without reference, identify aerospace
vehicle crash fire salvage operation pro-
cedures. Eighty percent of the protedures must
be identified correctly.

d. Without reference, identify procedures
for preserving eVidence used to determine the
cause of an aerospace vehicle crash/fire.
Eighty percent of the piocedures must be
identified cerrectly.

s

"c-
8

(6/2)

Day 38

.'""

.

.

... ,

Instructional Guidance
.

Check the outside assignment given the previous day. During inspection
do not allow more than five students oa the top of the P-4 at time.

Request assistanee from the inatrucior -supervisor if required during the
short period of time that this situation-will occur. Stress energy
and materials conservation. Give the outside assignment for the next
subject.

-

Colton 1.Reference STS Reference
10a Ilf

10b 141
10c llk

, 10d 111(1)
.

.

Instructional Materials
3A1R57130 -1-SG-510, Procedures for On Scene Operations .

Audio. Visual Aids

"'Film: TF 6176, "Aircraft Fire and Rescue Procedures"

Training Methods
Discussion/Deaonstration (6 hrs)
,.

Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

, Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (6 lira).- .

Instructiorsl Guidance
Check the wtside assignment given ihe previous day. -Emphasize the im-
portant* of proper approach and positioning of_fire and rescue vehicles,
salvage operatitni and preserVing eviaence. issue protective clothing

.

to the students. Allow time so that students can adjust necessary items_
of the clothing for proper fit. Stress energy and materials conservation.
Give the outside ass!gnment for the next subject.

..
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,\FLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Cionthus.41)

U.NITS Of INSTRUCTION MD CRITERION ORJECTIVES

.
DURATION.
, (HOURS'

.

SUPPORT AtATERIALS AND GUIDANCE .

11. Emergency Response Exercises

a. Uiing 10, operate the 0-11A/S-or P-4
aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle with .

minimum instructor assistance.

b. -Using protective clothing, TO, and a
workbook, perfiirs crew duties in aerospace
crash firefighting drills and emergency reiPonse
exercises using an 0-11A/B or P-4 aerospace
crash fire mid rescue-vehicle with minimum
instructor sisistance.

c. Given a firefighting vehicle and pro-
tective clothing, and fallowing all pertinent
safety-procedures, flood or wash down simulated
hazardous spills. Spills must be diluted until
the simulated hazardous conditions are
eliminated.

d. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on aerospace crash fire
and reccue vehicles IAM AFTO Form 433. Main=
tain station facilities and protective clothing
as required.

N
0

8

(6/2)

Day 39

;

'

:

1

---;----

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
Ila --3b(31. 11m. .

llb 3b(3), 3b(4), 3b(5), ile, 14b(5)
lle . 3b(3), 3b(4), 3b(5), 7d, llo
lld 3b(2), 3b(5), 13a(3), 13b, 13c

, Instructional Materials
-4 30R57130-1 -SG-511, Emergency Response Exercises

1-43ABR.57130-1-W1-511, EMergency Response Exercises
.TO 36A124-9.-.1 ,

.

1 TO 36Al2=8 -12.4
I TO 36Al2=12 -14 -1
,

Audio Visual-Aids
Charts ,

Training Equipsmnt
Vehicles:

0-11A/B (5)
1 A/S32P -4 (5)

Trainers:

Simulated F-102 Alrcraft, 3089 (10)
'Simulated F-105 Aircraft, 3091 (10)
Simulated F-106 Aircraft, 3092 (10)
Firefighting (1-47), 3122 (10)
Firefighting (C-135), 3090 (10)
Roof TAret 0-111, 3225 (5)

Mounted Crash Firefighting Vehicle, 3226 '(5)
PreVentive-Maintenance Meterials (10)
Complete set of protective clothing (1)

--------- -- _ ___ __
.

TrainintMethods

---- _

'

,

-Discussion/Demonstration .(l'hr)
Performance (5 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs)

,

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (5 hrs)

.
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,

PLANOFINST1UCTION(Cefoinu.4 c

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CMTERION OBJECTIVES ouqATIoN
moults)

_.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

._

.

,

12. Emergency Response and Aircraft Approach
. Exercises '

a. Using TO, operate the 0-11A/B Or P-4
aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle with

' minimum instructor assistance. Participate in
firefighting drills and emergency response
exercises.as required.

,

b. Using TO, operate the P-2 aerosiace.
crash fire and rescue vehicle with ndnimum

instructor assistance.° Participate in fire-
fighting,dri1ls and emergency response exercises
as required. .

c. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive 'Maintenance on aerospace crash-fire
and ,rescue vehicles IAW AFTO Form 433. .Maintain
station facilities and protective clothing as
required.

....___

.

o

8

(6/2)
Day 40

,

,

Instructional Guidance

Check the outside assignment given the previous day. Give students
a briefing on burn training area operations and procedures stressing
safety while working around vehicles. Ascertain each student is under
constant supervision of an instructor while in training aria. Preplan
for emergencies. Stress the imiortance of properly operating Air Force
equipment in order to prevent damage resulting in costly repairs. Stress
energy and materials conservation. Give the outside-assignment for the
next subjeot. . ,

,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
12a, 12b 3b(3), 3b(4), 3b(5), lle, 14b(5)

,

12c 3b(2), 3b(5), 13a(3), 13b, 13c

Instructional Materials

'43ABR57130 -1-SG-512, Emergency Response and Aircraft Approach Exercises
-'43ABR57130-1 -W1-512, Emergency Response and Aircraft Approach Exercises

TO 36Al2 -8-13 -1

TO 36Al2 -12 -14,4
.

TO 36Al2 -8.-9 -1

TO 36Al2 -8-12 -1
a

Audio Visual Aids
Charts

Training Equipment
Vehiclqp:
0-11A/1 (5),
A/1332P -2 AA -

. A/S32P -4 (5) .

.._

Trainers:

Simulated F-102 Aircraft, 3089 (10)
Simulated F-105 Aircraft, 3091 (10)
Simulated F-106 Aircraft, 3092 (10)
Roof Tuiret 0-111, 3225 (5).

Mounted Crash Firefighting Vehicle, 3226 (5)
Complete set of protective clothing (1)

Preventive Maintenance Materials (10)
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\

PLA*OF INSTRUCTION (Conti1u.4
,

UNITS Of INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OS ECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

,

,

'

.

,

13. Control and Extinguishment on Small Frame
Aircraft Fires

,

a. Given burning aircaft mock-up,
protective clothing and technical data, perform
ss a member of firefighting crew to control
and extinguish aerospace crash fires using an
0-11A/B or P-4 aerospace crash fire and rescue
vehicle., Each fire must be completely
extinguished while observing.all applicable

8.
(6/2)

Day 41

.

-4

\\Training. Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
-

Performance (5 hrs)
Olitside'Aisignments (2 hrs)

d
\ .

Inseructional Environment/Design
ClassVoras (1 br)

\

Laboratory (5 hrs)
.

\
.

Instruceional Guidance
.

Check the\outside assignment.given the previous day. A briefing will be
given-prior to going-to the fire training area. Stress Safety prior
to and duriag the burning operation. 'Ascertain that each student is
under constant supervision while in the fire training area. le sure to
check studenis for fuli se't of serviceable-protective clothing before
each burn. Stress the importance of properly operating Air-Force equip-
ment in order eo prevent dmsage resulting in costly repairs. Stress
energy and materials conservation. Give the outside assignment for the
next subject. \

\

Column 1 Reference\ STS Reference
.

13a ' 3b(1), 3b(3), 3b(4), 3b(5), 13e, Ili, 14b(5)
13b \ 3b(2), 3b(5), 13a(3), 13b, 13c

--
,

Instructional Materia/s ,

3A1R57130-1-SG-513, Control and Extinguishment of Small Frame Aircraft
Fires

\
3A195713071-W8-513, Control and Extinguishment of Small Frame Aircraft

Fires
TO 36Al2-8-9-1

--T45-36Al2-8-12-1
'

To 36Al2-12-14-1

Audio Visual Aids

-safety practice .

b. Given necessary equipment,-perform
preventive maintenance on-aerospace crash fiie
and rescue vehicles TAW AFTO Fore 433, Maintain
station facilities and protective clothing as
required.

.

;
.

Charts
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,
PLANOFINSTRUCTION(Ceetiove4

,

UNITS OF INSTRJZTION AND CRITERION ORJECTIVES DURATION
.0100RU

. ,

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE o

1P
..

0 4t

'
.

.
,

\.

-

7

(6/1)

Day 42

/-

Training Inuit:sent'

.
.

.

_

.

A briefing will be
safety prior'

each student is
le'sure to
before

Air Forcarequip -

Stress

for the .

Vehicles:
.

0-11A/1 (5),
A/3327 -4 (5)

..

Trainers:

Simulated 7-102 Aircraft, 3009 cloy
Simulated 7-105 Aircraft, 3091 (10)
Simulated 7-106 Aircraft, 3092 (10)

Complete set of protective clothing (I)
Preventive Maintenance Materials (10) 4

\Trainin& Methods
,

Discussion stration (1 hr)
Performance (5 hrs)

.

Outelde Assignments (2 hrs)
.

"Inttructional Environment/Design
Classroom (l hr)
Laboratory (5 hrs) .

Initructional Guidance ' i

Check the outside assignment given the previous 407
..

given prior to going to the fire training area. Stress
to and during the burning operation. Ascertain that
under constant supervision while in the fire training.area.
check students for full set of serviceable protective'clothing
each buin. Stress the importancsof properly operating
sent in order to prevent damage resultink in cosily repdirs.
energy and materials conservation. Give the oulside assignment
next subject.-

l4. Control, Extinguishment, Overhaul sod
Rescue on Small Frame Aircraft Fires

.
...._

;

2. Given a burning aircraft mtck -Up, pro-
tective clothing and tachnicil data, perform
as a member of e firefighting crew to control

.
/5

_
Column 1 Reference STS Reference

.

Ili, 121(2),
'

.

.

. .

14a 3i701715TTU: 3b(4), 3b(5), lle,
.. 14b(5)

14b 36(3), 3_,(5), lle, 11j(2), 12i(2),,14b(5)
14c 3b(2), 3b(5), 138(3), 13b,.13c

.
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.
PLAHOFINSTRUCTION(Continaa4 ,

.

ukrrs OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OILIECTIVES
.

.
DJRATION

:NOURS)-
2 SUPPOkr MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

and'extinguiih terospace crash fires using an
0-11A/I or P-4 aerospace crash fire and rescue
vehiele. Each fire must be comPletsly
extinguishied,while observing all applicable
safety practices. 'Simulate rescue from air-
craft as required.

.

.

b. Given-solzIlated aircraft and
appropriate cleanui, 4luipmenti perform fire.-
lighting ovarhadl siumhup \operations while
obser4ng all upplicable safety practices -

with minimum instructor assistance.

c. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on aerospace crash
fire and rescue vehicles IAW AFTO Form 433.
Maintain station facilities and protective
clothing as required.

, ,

.
q

,

.

.,

Instructional Materials

--43AIR57130-1-SG-514, Control, Extinguishment, Overhaul and Rescue onSeat Frame Aircraft Fires
-

' 3A8157130.4-W1-514, Control, Extinguishmank ,Overhaul and Rescue eaSmall Irslie Aircraft Fires
c,TO36i12-8.4.4 -

TO 36Al2 -8.42.4

TO 36Al2 -12-14 -1

.

,Trainins Equipment
Vehicles:
0-11A/B (5) .

A/8321-4 (5)
Trainers:

.

Simulated 1-102 Aircraft, 3089 (10)
.Simulated 1-105 Aircraft,-3091 (10)

Simulated 1-106 Aircraft, 3092 (10)
.r.'Firefighting (1147), 3122 (10)

Firefighting (C-135), 3090 (10)
P P g )

:Ilev!:::v:el,tlal:te:16:!::tMllia:e:::1:i11(10f1
Rescue Dummiles (5)

-

Trainin *z,thods

DiscussioniDemonstration (1 hr) %

Performance (5 hrs)

Outside Assignments (1 hr)

,

InstruCtional Environment/Design
,Clessroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (5 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Check tbe outside assignment given the previous.dey. Stress safetywhile working around the vehicles in the fire training arta. Be surethat each student in the fire training area is under constant surveillancof an instructor, preplan for emergencies. Give students a briefing on

,
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PLA140FINSTRUCTION(Cootiou4

UNITS OF .NSTILCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AHO GUIOANCE

I

15. Control, Extinguishment, Overhaul and
Rescue on MadiusiFrame Aircraft Fires

a. Given a burning aircraft mock-up, pro-
tective clothing and technical data, perfors
as a sesber of alirefighting crew to control
and extinguish aerospace crash fires using
aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicles.
Each fire must be completely extinguished while
observing all applicable safety practices.
Simulate rescue frau aircraft as required.

b. Given a simulated aircraft and
appropriate cleanup eqUipsent, perform
firefighting overhaul cleanup operations while
observing all_applicable safety practices with
minimum instructor assistance. '

c. Given necessary equipment perform
preventive maintenance co aerospace crash fire
and rescue vehicles IAM AFTO Form 433. Main-
tein station facilities and protective clothing
as required.

6

Day 43

safety procedures to use in the fire training area. Stress the is-
portance of properly operating Air Force equipment in order to prevent
damage resulting in costly repairs. Stress energy and materials

- conservation.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference
15. 36(1), 3b(3), 36(4), 3b(5), lle, Ili, 12i(2),

14b(5)
15b 3b(3),.36(5), lle, 11j(2), 121(2), 14b(5)
15c 36(2), 3b(5), 13a(3), 13b, 13c

,

Instructional Materials
4 3ABR57130-1-SG-515, Control, Ektinguishment, Overhaul and Rescue on

Medium Freis Aircraft Fires
*"43A1157130-1-11-515, Control, Extinguishment, Overhaul and Rescue on

Medium Fraie Aircraft Fires
TO 36Al2-$-941
TO 36Al2-8-124
TO 36Al2-12 -14 -1

TO 361124643-1

Audio Visual Aids
Charts

Trainiag Equipment
Vehicles:

0-11A/I (5)
A/1132P -2 (5)

A/S32P -4 (5)

Trainers:
Simulate:10-47) Aircraft, 3112 (10)
Simulated (C-135) Aircraft, 3090 (10)

Cbmplete set of protective clothing (1)
Rescue Dummies (S)
'Preveative Maintenance Materials (10)
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (C.ntinuwl)
. .

UNITS OA 4STR,CTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

'

16. Control, Extinguishment, Overhaul and Rest
on Large"Frame Aircraft Fires

a. Given a burning airCraft mock-up,
protective clothing and technics1 data, perform
as a member of a firefighting crew to control

and titinguish aerospace crash fires using ' 0
aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicles. ,Each
fire must be completely extinguished, while
observing ill applicable safety practices. S
late rescue from aircraft as required.

b. Gives a simulated aircraft and
appropriate zleacup equipment, perform fire-
fighting overhaul cleanup operations,while

observing all applicable safety practices with
minimum instructor assistance. '

6 .

Day 44

,

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
Perforiasnce (5 hrs)

.
.Instruetional Environment/Design

Classrooull hr)
Laboratory (5 brs)

Instructional Guidance
A briefing will be given prior to going to the fire training area.
Stress,safety prior to and during the burning operation. Ascertain that
_each student is under constant supervision while in the fire training
area.. Be sure to check students for full set of serviceable protective
clothing before each burn. Stress the importance of properly operating
Air Force equipment in order to prevent damage resulting in costly repairs

.2, Stress energy and materials conservation.

Column I. Reference STS ReferenCe
. 16. 3b(1), 3b(3), 3b(4), 3b(5), lle, lli, 12i(2),

14b(5) .

16b 3b(3), 3b(5), llep lli(2), 12i(2), 14b(5)
16c 36(2), 3b(5), 13a(3), 13b, 13c

Instructional Materials
..) 301t57130-1-SG-516, Control, Extinguishment, Overhaul and Rescue on

Large Frame Aircraft Fires ,.
.

3A8R57136-1-WE-516, Control; Extinguishment, Overhaul and Rescue on '

Large-Frame Aircraft Fires
.

TO 36Al2-6-9-1
TO 36Al2-8-12-1
TO 36Al2-12-14-1
TO 36Al2-6-13-1

%

Audio Visual Aids
Charts

, ,

t

J
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (C.oOtiosoini

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION'AND CRITERION 011JECTIvES
DURATION

(HOURS) SUPPORTAATERIALS AND,GuIDANCE

c. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on aerospace crash fire
and rescue vehicles TAW AFTO'Form 433. Main-
tain station facilities and protective clothing
as required.

.

v

.

17. Aircraft Arresting Systems

a. Without reference, identify simple
facts relating to assisting the inspection
and operation of sivcraftarresting systems.
Eighty percent of facts must be identified
correctly.

.

.

.

.

.

3

Day 45

Training Equipment
Vehicles:

0-11A/I (5)
A/S32P -2 (5) .

A/S32Pr4 (5)
,

Trainers:

Simulated (1-47) Aircraft, 3122 (10)
Simulated (C-135) Aircraft, 3090 (10)

Complete set of protective clothing (1)
Preventive Maintenance Materials (10) ,

Rescue Dummies (5)

Training Methods
.

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (5 hr.)

Instructional Environmint/Design
Classroom (1 hr)

,

Laboratory (5 hrs) .

,

Instructional Guidance
A briefingwill be given prior to going to the fire training area.
Stress safety prior to.and during the burning operation. Ascertain.that
each student la under conatant supervision while in ihe fire training
area. Bs sure to check students for full.set of serviceable protective
clothing before each burn. Stress the importance of properly operating
Air Force equipment in order to prevent damage iesulting in costly .

.repairs. Stress energy and materiels conservation.

Column 1 Reference STS Reftrence
.

17a

Instructional Materials
'43A1R57130-1-80-517, Aircraft Arresting Systems

,.....A44io Visual Aids

Film: FR 192, Aircraft Barrier Systims

Trainina M,thods.
.

DiscussioniDemonscration (3 hrs)
FLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3A111371304
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Centin-u.4
.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION

2
(HOURS) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

.

16, Measurement Test and Test Critique
.

a. Measurement Test
.

b. Test Critique
.

19. Course Critique and Graduation

a. Course Critique

b. Graduation

,

,

,

.

-

.

0

1.5

Day 45
(1)

(..5)

1.5

Day 45

(.5)

(1)

Instructional Environment/Desian
Classrome (3 hrs).

,

Instructional Guidance
a

Stress .the importance of proper inspection of aircraft arresting
systems. 'Stress that fire protection personnel only assist C.E. power
production in aircraft arresting systems operational'inspection;
Assure students know that TOs must be used when actually performing
the inspection on aircraft arresting system" in field operations. Stress
energy and materials conservation.

.

.
.i

-

.

.

.

,

..
a

.
.

t

.
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OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE OF HYDRANTS

INTRODUCTION

/7-3
TIME: 5 min

Attention: You respond to a fire with your crew; you are assigne0 as plugman
_and as you attempt to attach the fire hose to the flydrant, you find that you can
not get the cap off. What has happened? Why is the hydrant in this condition?
What do you do now?

Review: We have JUit completed a basic study of hydraulics: in these classes we
covered rule of thumb, terms, and the principles of drafting.

Overview: We will discuss,the maintenance and operation of hydrants to include
checking for leaks, cracks; and ease of operation.

Motivation: Fire hydrants are an important part of the installation fire protection
system and must be kept in good Working order at all tires.

Transition: Today's lesson begins with procedures for checking fire hydrants.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Using fire hydrants, inspect and perform

operator maintinance on fire hydrants.
The procedures listed in the WB must be

followed with minimum instructor ,

assietance.*

a. Start-inspection at hydrant nearest
0 source of supply. Locate nearest

valves on hydrant stub so they can
be shut off if the hydrant is foupd
defective during inspection.,

(1) Most fire hydrant Yalvei are'
turned counterclockwise to open
and cloakwise to close. Hydrants
usually have an arrow cist into
the top bonnet to indicate the
direction of operation.

(2) The first few turns close the
drain valve before_the main
valve is opened. This accounts
for the ease of operatioi when the
first few turns are made.

-TIME: 50 min

TIME: 15 nlin

-Check.outside assignment given
La Mock III
Stress energy and materials
conservation

Use WB 401

Use Fire Hydrant Cutaway 3150
Hydrant Wrench

Use Portable Fire Hydrant 3279

Hydrant Wrench



(3) The number'of turns necessary to
open a fire hydrant vary with the
make, and'Usually it takes 15 to
20 turns.

(4) To get the best flow,'the hydrant
impust be completely open.

.(5) .If a hydrant can not be opened with
reasonable force, the direction of
the operation should be checked

before additional leverage is used.

(6) Fire hydrants should lie closed
slowly.

(7) Check tightness of nozzles. Inspect
at point where nozzles enter hydrant
barrel. -

(8) Check for leakage at top of hydrant. Do not use hydrant wench to
tighten caps.

(9) Check for leaks past gaskets under
other caps. (replace defective
gaskets)

(1p) Check for cracks in the barrel.

(11) Look for leakage through drain valve.

(a) 'Valve should be closed when\
hydrant is wide open.

(b) Replace drain -valve facing or
gasket if water comes out or
up around hydrant, When hydrant
Valve.is opened.

1:1171:111114 SUMMARY
b. Check tightness of valve and.seat.

(1) Watch lowering of water level in
hydrant after valve,is closed.

(2) If level of water &mos not drop
listen with ear against hydrant.

(3) If noise is heard,,main hydrant

valve is leaking and must be re-
placed.

(4) If water is quiet, drain valve is
fouled and must be opened. Do not overtightem

8 0



c. Inspect nozzle-threads.

(1) Replace if threads are damaged.

d. Check chains.

(1) If paint has frozen chains tight

to.cap, chip out paint to free, chain.

*

(2) Replace lost chains.

.1*riCate operating nut.

(1) Remove screw in top of operating
nut and apply, oil,lgrease,, or

. graphite grease recommended'by
manufacturer.

(2) If hydrant does not operate
freely after lubrication,

lubricate packing and thrust'
collar by-oiling joint between

. nut and collar.

Applicatidn:

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

Evaluation:

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

CONCLUS/0

TIME: 30 min

TIME: 5 min

TIME: 5 iin

Summary: We have just completed a discussion on the operation and maintenance of
fire hydrants. During this discussion we covered inspection, operation, and lubri-
cation of hydrants.

Remotivation: /t is vitally important that hydrants, just as vehicles, be in good
operating condition. Without an operational hydrant, you may not have a water source
ind could lose an entire building,.

Assignment: N/A. Continue with Emergency Response Activities

Closure: Properly operating fire hydrants are. a must for fast and efficient
operation during any emergency.

-3-
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

INTRODUCTION

Attention: Each base has t mission and the Fire Department helps support
that mission. If there were no fire departments or the fire department
was undermanned this would jeopardize the mission. Accidents can put men
in the hospital and with enough accidents you,woulli undersea a fire depart-
ment.

TENE: '5 min

Review:4We have juststudie&the operatian and maintenance of fire hydrapts.

Ovevrizow: Safity iwthe Air Force meais the same ib it does in Civilian
life. In this lesson we shall discuss safe and unsafe procedures concerning
safety in fire ,protectionl

Motivation : Hundreds of people are injured or lose their lives each ytar
due to accidents and one of these could be you unless you arcaware,af how
accidents occur by unsafe acts in day to day living.

Transition: Today's lesson will cover basic safety procedures end safe
.vehicle response activities. '

BODY TIME: 50 min

Presentation: TINE: 45 lin

1. Without reference, identify safe Stress energy and materiels ,
and unsafe procedures concerning coneervation.
emergency response activities.

-.

Eighty percent of the procedures Shovinino: CFI, 033, "Fire.'... Code
must be identified correctly.

a. Safe procedures,

(1) Use siren and rad light.

They.ask for right of way,
they do not give it.

,(2) Observe all traffic. You will be trained to drive at
your next base.

(3) Bo prepared to yield the
right of way.

(4) Don't formtunnel vision
when responding. -
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(5)

(6)

(7). Keep doote securely closed
while vehicle is in motion.

-(8) Do hot jump off of a
moving vehicle.

Always wear protective
clothing.

Stay seated or use avail-
able handholds at all times.

INTERIKSUMMARY

b. Unsafe .procedures

cly- Any action that tends
to resUlt in bodily harm
to yourself or someone
else due to carelessness
or Complete disregard of
all established, safety
procedures-.

(2) Think before you act.

Application:

Stress the ueed of arriving at
the fire scene safely.in order
to perform our primary job of
saving livesand protecting
_property from fire.

TIN2: N/A

Evaluation: TIME: 5 min

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

CONCLUSION TINE: 5 min

Sunamaxy:We ha*, just discussed safw and unsafe procedures concerning
responding to emergencies. We know that we must arrive safely before we
can perlorm our primary job.

Itennotivation: /n responding to emergencies, we sometimes have a tendency
to disregard our safety, but, in ordez for us to perform our job, we must
tirst arrive. Caution should always be exercised.

Assignment: N/A. Continue with Inspections, Maintenance, Mounted ig.quipment.
and Operations of the 5308/P-8 Structural Pumpers.

Closure: Think safety, you are an important part of the Air Force team,
you must be available to support the mission.

2
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INSPECTIONS, MAINTENANCE, MOUNTED EQUIPMENT
AND OPERATIONS OFA'HE 5303/P-8

STRUCTURAL Pt),MPERS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Have you ever wondered how the fireman holding a nozzle received
, the water he is applying to a fire? '

Review: We have just learned about 1sf e and Unsafe emergency response
procedures.

Overview: Today we will inspect, perform operator maintenance, check
mounted equipment and do a pumping cperatioa with the 5303/P-8 structural
pumper.

Motivation: In order to progress to driver/operator on a structural
pumper, weaust know the equipment Jand how to operate it.

Transition: Todays lesaon will begin with a general description of the
5304/0-8,structuraI pumper.

pm

Presentation:

1. Given AFTO Form 434, and technical
data, inspect and perform operator tion.
maintenance'on the 5303/P-8 structural

. firefighting vehicle and mounted!
equipment. All applicable items;on
the AFTO 'Form 434 must be inspected. Use WS 403.
Operator maintenance must be accomplished
according to Technical Order.

TIME: 3 hrs 59 min.

TIME: Z bra 10 Juin.

Stress energy and materials conservt-

a. 5303 Pumper

(1) Specific Use: PrOvides a
ielf-contained mObile
firefighting wilt for
combatting structural,
crash and natural cover
fires.

(2) Witer and foam tank capacity:

Charts, COB '65-611, 530B Pulper
Truck, left side. CAFE 65-610
°5301 Pumper truck, right side:.



(a) Water - 400 gallons,
it may be filled from
a prescure source or
through the ,tink

filler located at the
rear of the truck.

(b) Foul - 40 gallons,
it is filled from the
top of the truck onlY.

(3) ,Fire Pumi

(a) Type - single stage
centrifugal

(b) Discharge capacity:

1. 500 'GPM @ 120 PSI

.2. 250 GPM @ 200 PSI

3. 167 GPM @ 250 PSI'

(c) PriMer
.

1. Electric rotary
vane

. 2. Oil for sealing
and lubrication

3. 6 quart oil
reservoir.

4. 'Engage electric
primer 10-20 sec.

equipment. Frevent damage
resulting.in costly repair.

Rated from a draft.

Chart CC 75-03
°Fire Pump Primer,
Rotary Vane, .

Electric Drivel.

(d) Relief valve Chart CAFE 61-4999
''Fire Pump Relief Valve"

1. Controls disCharge
pressure

9

2. Protects personnel
and equipment

,May be 'set to

control pressure
up to 300 PSI

1.0

(e) Intakes and discharges

2
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1. 1 21/2 inch intake, Trainer 3223
has a conirol I' 5308 Operator's panel
valve

2. 2 411 inch. intakes

3. 2 2h inch discharges

4. Hose (amount
and sizes)

a. 1200 feet -
21/2 inch

b. 300 feet -
lh inch

c. 300 feet -1
inch Booster
Line

d. 16 feet x41/2

inch soft
suction

e. 2 - 10 foot
x 41/2" sections

hard suction

INTERLM SUMMARY,

b. P-8 Pumper

These are minimum amounts.

(1) Specific Bee: Provides Stress danger when working
self-contained mobile . around vehicle with engine

firefighting unit for running.
combatting structural,
crash and'natural cover
fires.

(2) Truck

(a) Make Ward La France

(b) Type AS32P -8 500 GPM .

Pumper. 4 X 4 Chassis

(3) Water anefoam. Tank
Capacity:

(a) Water tank 600 gallons.
It may.be.filled from
presaure or_through the
tank-filler located on
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top at the front of
the hose bed. Fill
valve on pump panel
and water tank Gauge
on pump panel.

(b) Foam tank 55 gallon,
is filled Irom the
top of the truck only.

(4) Fire. Pump

(a) Type-Two Stage Centri-
fugal

(b) Discharge Capaciql

1. 500 GPM @ 150 PSI

2. 350 GPM @ 200 PSI

250 GPM @ 250 PSI

4. 30 GPM-@-400 PSI

. (c) Priming Pump

1. Rotary vane elec-,
tric driven

2. Oil for sealing
and lubrication

> 0

3. 6 Qts. Oil Reservoir

4. Engage electric
primer 10 to 30
seconds

5. Engine RPMs to
be between
1300-1500.

,(d). Relief Valve

1. .Controls discharge
pressure

2. Protects personnel
and equipment.

3: Pilot light illumi-
nates when relief
valve opens.

4

Chart CAFB 64-570
Two Stage Pump.
Chart CAFB 61 -500q;

"Parallel Operation,"
Chart CAFB 61-5001,

4Series Operation:.

Chart CC 75-03
°Fire Pump Primer
Rotary Vane
Electric Driven

Chart CAFB. 61-4999,

°Fire Pump Relief .Valve"



P
(e) Transfer Valve

-1.. Controlledby a . Activated by water pressure.
switch on the pump
panel

2. Two .ositions,
Volume/Paiallel

.

Pressure/Series

3. *Normally stored.
for Volume/Parallel

' opeiation

'4. Pressure/Series
operation used
for pump pressure
above 150 PSI

(0 -Intakes-and discharges

1. 1 21/2 inch intake_

has a control
4 valve °

.2.. 2 44 inch intakes

3 21/2 inch discharges

(g) Hose (amount and sizes)

1. 1000 feet - 2h
'inch

. 2. 400 feet 7 14 inch,
0

3. 300 feet - 1 inch
booster line

' 4. 3 - 10 ft x 44
inch hard suction

5. 16 foot x 44 inch
soft auction hose

(5). Safety procedures

(a) When backifig truck,
have a back-up marl on
,each side at the rear. '

a

iThese are minimum amourits
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. . s

(b) Set handbrake and
chock,whiels

'

SO Do not hose

(d) Open and cloie all
discharge valves slawly.

(e) Always throttle Up
and down slowly.

(0- Watch for loose or
nozzleless lines:
Excessive pressure
proper vehicle and
pump operation

(g) Insure that hangar
exhaust pipes are
connected to pumpers

(h) Do not handle exhaust
piping iiith.bare
hands; pipes get
extremely hot.

Application:

1. Given AFTO Form 434, and technical
'data, inspect and perform operator
maintenance on the 5308/131-8 structural

firefighting vehicle and mounted
eqUipment. All applicable items on
the AFTO Fora 434 must bkinspectd.
Operator maintenance must be accompli-
shed according to Technical.Order.

2. Given i 5308/P-8 Structural fire-
fighting vehicle and mounted equipment,
perform a booster Operation in accordance
-with Technical Order procedures.
Booster operation must be completed in
less than 5 minutes, while observing,
all'applicable safety practices.

a. Refer to TO 36Al2-12-9-61,

Truck Firefighting 530B, Pages
2-3, 2-4, and 2-19, 2-20 for
booster operationprocedures.

b. Refer to T036Al2-12-12-1, 500
GPM brush and structnral fire-
fi3hting truck, Pages 4,13

thru 4-14 for 13ooster Operation

Procedures.

89
0
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Report any damaged exhaust
system to the instrUctor-
supervisor.

Conduct a demonstration
for :\5 hr-on the vehicles

TIME: \ 1 hr 30 min
INSTRUCTORS'ARE REQUIRED

TO. 36Al2-12-79-161

TO 3E:LA12-2-12-1

Use': Vehicles

A/S32 P-8 Structural Firefighting

Vehicle and Mounted Equipnent
530Z Structural Firefighting VlIticle

and Mounted Equipment
Helmet
Gloves

Keep side hallway hanger doors
closed to reduce noise level.

N



-3. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive main.tenance on'the 530B/P -8
structural firefighting vehicle and
mounted equipment IAWAFTO Form 434.
-Maintain station facilities as required.

Use preventive maintenance materials.

Evaluation:
TIME: 10 min

Interspersed throughout the presentation. ,

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have discussed the specific use, capacity, fire pump and
performed inspeetion and operator maintemice and a booster operation on
the 530B/P-8 sfructural pumpers. .

Remotivntion: All fires are not large ones, it is important.that you know
the bposter"operation for your aility; it may prevent a small fire from
developing into a large one.

Assignment: Read and study TO 36Al2-12-12 -1, 500 GPM Brush td Structural
.Firefighping Truck, Seetion IV, Pages 4-1 to 4-15.

a

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs). Read and study SC-404, Pumping OPerations
on the 530B/P-8 Structural Pumpers and answer the questions at the end
of the unit.

%.

Closure: One dily you may be the driver/operator of one of these vehicles;
the more you know will greatly increase your confidence in your operation.

1



PUMPING OPERATIONS ON PS 53030-8 STRUCTURAL PUMPERS

321TROD7CTION T1ME: 5 min

Attention: Did you know a firefighting vehicle is capable of delivering water from
different sources, and also capable of producing a foam mixture?

Rsview: We have just had a lesson on perfamning a booster operation with the 530134/

P-8 structural pumper.

Overviiw: Today we will perform a hydrant,drafting,,and faam opera-ham with the 530R/

P-8 structural punpers.

Motivation: The 530B/P-8 are very versitile vehiclei; they are capable of delivering
water and foam under various operating conditions,rm must know how to operate these

,vehicles in order to perforA your job as a fire protection spec4list.

Transition: Today's lesson will begin with a review of our safety procedures.

Bor

Presentation:

1. Given a 53033/12-8 struotural fire-

fighting vehicle and mounted equipment,
perform hydrant operations in accordance
with technical order procedures. Rydkant
operation must be completed in less than
,5 minutes, while observing all applicable
Safety practices.

a. Safety procedures

(1) When backiwg truck, have a
backup man on each side at
the rear

(2) Set hendbrake and chock wheels

(3) lo not straddle hose

(4) Open and close all discharge
valves slowly

(5) Always throttle up and down
slowly

(6) Wetch for loose or nozzleless
lines, excessive pressure, ,

proper vehicle and punpropera-
tion ,

,TIME: 5.hrs 50 min

TIME: W.Tan

Stress gaergy and materials
conservation

Check.outside assignment

Use WB 404 -

Stress clingers when working around
vehicle with engine running

Keep side hallway hangar doors
closed to reduce noise level
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(7) ,Ineurs that hangar exhaust
pipes are connected to pumpers

(8) 'wDoizOt. handle ex.ha

P Pe

:lstspiptng

extremelyhot ge

Application

1. Given a 530B/P-8 structural firefighting
vehicle' and mounted equipmentsperform hydrant
operations in accordance: with technical order
procedures. Bydrant operation must be com-
pleted in less than 5 minutes, utile observ-
lax; all.applicable safety practices.

a. Wet...to 36Al2-12-9-61, Truck,
Firefighting 5303, page 2-18 far
hydrant optration procedures

b. Refer to TO 36112-12-12-1, 500 GEM
, Mrush and Siructural Firefighting

Truck, page 4,-1, pars. 4-6, page
"4,12, pare 4-62 for hydrant operaT
tian procedures:- .

(1) To change transfer Valve to
,.pressure setting, reduce pump
pressure dawn to hydrant pres-
SUre

2. Given 53010-8 structural firefighting
vehicle and mounted equiphent)perform a
drafting operatian in accordance with tech-
nical order procedures. afting operation
must be completed in less than 5 minutes,
wbils observing all applicable safety prac-
tices.

a. Refer to TO 36112-12-9-61, Truck,

Firefighting 5303, page 2-17 for
drafting operation procedures

b. Refer to TO 36112-12-12-1, 500-GPM
Brush and Structural Firefighting
Truck, page 4-12A, 4-123 and 4-13
for drafting ops.Tation proceOures

3. 'Given a 530104 structural firefighting
vehicle and mounted equipmentiperform a
foam pumping operation in accordance with
teahnioal order'procedures. Foam pumping,
operation mustbe completed in less than 5
minutesi-While observing all applicable safety
practices.

-9-

4

Report any damaged exhaust gystem
to the instructor-supervisor

Conduct a Demonstration for
. 5 hr on the vehicles

2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

, 5 hrs

2 INSTEUICTORS ARE REQUIRED

TO 36112-32-9-61

7150,S6Al2-12-12-1

Use:.Vehicles

5308 Structural Firefighting Vehicle

'and mOunted.Eqdipment
A/S32 P-6 Structural Firefighting

:Vehicle and Mounted Equipment
Drafting Pit

Helmet, Gloves No.

_Properly operate Airolibroe Equipment

Prevent.damsge resulting in costly
repair
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a. Refer to TO 36412-1279-61, Truck,
Firefighting 530B, page 2-21 for
foam punting operation procedures

b. Refer to TO 36412-12-12-1, 500 Gal
IOnsh,andStrootural Firefighting
Track,. page 4-14 and page 4-15 for
foss pumping owatian procedures -

3. Given necessary equipmentl.perform pre-
ventive maintenance on the 530E/P-8 struc-
tural pumper and. mounted equipment IAWAFTO

Foni 434. Maintain station facilities as
required.

Evaluation:

. Intersperse throughout the presentation.

CONCLUSION

Arm Intake pressure must be
regeated to 10 PSI from hydrant

Use preVentiFe meintenance materials

TIME: 10 min

TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have just performed various pumping operations with the 530pip-8 struc-
tural pumpert and know the versatility of eachvehicle.

&motivation: The need for proficient driver/operators of EtrUctural vehicles is
great. YOu ahould continually strive to update your knowledge of this and be ready
in the case of any.emergency.

Assignment:- Read and sturly TO 36112-12-15-1, Pire Fighting Trudk - 750.GPM Structural
TYpe 032P-12, 'ages 1-1 thru 1-5.

Outside Assignment: (2 bra) Read and study SO 405, Inepection, Niaintannumj
Mbunted Equipment and Operations of the 7500-12 structural pumpers, and answer the
questions at the end of the unit.

Closure: While we have been here in this claesroom, many Air Force fire departments
have been operating to save lives and property. Socnyou. will have the opportunity
to clothe same and maybe even use the 530E/P-8 strudturel'pumper.
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INSPECTION, mamma, MOWED EQUIBUINT AND OPERATIONS

OF TIE 7500-12 STRUCTURAL PUMPERS

INTRODUCTION TIMEt 5 min

'Attention: The alarm sounds, and as you respond to your assignel vehicle, the
assistant chief tells you to standby with the second run 750A, and be prepared
to respond wit", it as driver/operator to assist the first run pumper.

Review: We have discussed the P-8 and 530B structbral pumpers, thei7 use and capacity,
and performed various pumping operations.

Overview: luring this lesson we will have a discussion on specific use oapacity, fire
pump operation, and safety. You will be required to-perform all pumping operations.

Motivation: EVen as a newly assigned member of &structural vehicle, you could be
called upan to act as driver/operator, and it isia must that you, be able to operate
this vehicle in a proficient,manner.

Transition: Today's lesion will begin with a general-description of the 7500-12
structural pumper.

Box

PreSentation:

1. Given AETO YU= 434, and technical
datat.inspect and perform operator
maintenance 6-11 the 7500-12'atructural
firefightingvehicle and mounted equip-
ment. All applicable items an the AlTO
Form 434 must be inspected. Operator
maintenance must be aocompliehed accord,-
ing to the Technical Order.

a. 754al Pumper

.(l) Specific Use: Provides\a
aelf-oontained mobile fire-
fighting unit for ccabating

OnAame fires, inaludine
':iqg water to sprinkler systems'
and relay operations

(a) Water 175 gallons, it, may

be filled from a preseurt
source or thraugh the tink
filler located'on top of
the truck.

Ttms: 5 hrs 50 min

TIM lhr 40 min

Stress energy and iterials

conservation

Check autaide assignment

UieWB 465

Properly operate Air lbrce equip-
ment. Prevent damage resulting
in wetly rept,-
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(b) lbam - 40 gallons, it.is
filled from the top of the
truck onlY.

(3) Fire Pump

(a) Type - two stage
centrifUgal

(b) Discharge capacity

i. 750 GPM 0 150 PSI

2. 525 GPM@ 200 PSI

1 375 GPM 0 250 PSI

(c) Primer

1. glectric or. manual

2. Rotary gear

Oil for sealing and
lubrication

One gallon (14 qt)

reservoir

' .5.. Engage manual primer -
20 to 30 seconds

i
6. &gage electric primer -

10 to 20 seconds
2

(a) Relief valve

1 1. Controls discharge
pressure

2. Protects personnel and
equipment

.(e Stop valve - Overrides.relief
valve for temporary increase
of pump pressure

,

1. Stored in open position
(counterclockwise) to

. .allow relief valve to
fUnction

-2-

:Chart CAYBI .64-570,'iWo Stage Pump"

Chart CAD 65-79,1aotary Gear Prim;

7

A
Chart OMB 01-4999, lire Pump
Iteliefl7alve"

Chart 0: 74-23, Relief and
Stop Valve Operation"

Trainer: 64-3147P, 750A. Pump -

Panel
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a
(f) Stage valve Chart.CIPB 61-5000, parallel

Operation**

1. Controlled bra, wheel
on the left ramp papal Chart CAPS 61-5001,"Series freration°

2. Two Positions: 'Tau*/
parallel, clooktrise;

pressure/seriem, counter-
clockwise .

(g) Inke and Discharge

1 One 24 inch intake
has a control vilve

2. Three ail:whiz:takes'
fr3nt lbas a control
lever lo#ated on left.
pump panel

. _ I Pour *inch discharge

(b) 'Ebse (Amount and Sizes) These are minimim asicunti

1. 1500 feet - 24 inch

300 feet - 14 inch

150 feet - 1 inch booster

k.

DITE211M SUMMARY

b. P-12 Pumper

line

16 feet i le inch soft

suotion

2 - 10 foot x 44 inch
bard suction

(1) Specific use: Provides a self,
contained mobile firefighting
unit for combatingcm,baie fires,
including supAyinglazter to
sprinkler zystems and relgy
operations. This vehic..19 is able

to.perform both on paved roads
and unimproved roads.

.rab
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(2) Truck

(a) Make, Whrd La Iftance

(b) 4 x 2 commercial chassis

(3) Whter and foam tank capacity

(a) Whter tank 100 gallons.
It may be filled from
pressure or through the
tank filler located an
top at the front of the
hose bed. Fill valve on
pump panel and water tank
guage ad pump panel.

(b) Fbam tank, 55 gallons,
filled from top of the

2 truck only.

(4) Fire Pump

(a). Type - two stage centrifUgal

(b) Discharge Capacity

1. 750 MT. 150 PSI

2. 525 GM@ 200 PSI

1 375 GPM@ 20 PSI

lb. 50 GPM@ 400 PSI

(c) Primer

1.. Electric Rotary Vane

2. Oil for sealing and
lUbrication

1 6 At oil reservoir

bL. primer for 10 -
30 seconds with Ralh at

, 1300 to1500

(d) Relief valve

:1. Controls discharge pres-
sure

2. Protects personnel and
equipment

-14-

Chart 9AFB 64-570,h*Two Stage,Pump"

Chart CC 75-03, Fire Pump Primer,
Rotagy Vane, Electric Driven"

9
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(5)

(e)

f

Pilot light illuminates
when relief valve is open

Transfer valve

1. Manually operated

Two positions; volume/
parallel, counterclock-
wise; pressurm/series,
clockwise

1. Volume/Parallerposition
should be used at any pump
pressure undei 150 PSI

Intel= and diedharger

1. One 2 inch intake has a
control valve

2. Two leinch,intakes

a.

i.

Pour * inch discharges

Two * inchpre-connect.

discharges-

(g) Hose amounts and sizes These are minimum amounts

Chart COB 61-5000,°Pal.allel
Operation°

4
Chart COB 61-5001, Series Operation

1. 1200 feet - 2i inch

2. 400 feet - l inch

400 feet - 1 inch booster
line

IE. 16 feet by le inch soft
suction

5. ,Two 10 foot x 4 inch
hard suction

Safety procedures

(a) When backing truck, have a
backup man on each side at
the rear

(b) -Set handbXeke and chock Ilbeels
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(c) Do nOtstraddle hose

(d). Open and close all disdharge,
valves slowly

(#)

(r)

INTEIUM SUMMARY

Application-

Always throttle up and down

slowly

Watch for loose or nozzleless
lines, excesiive pressure,
proper vehicle and pump
operation

1. Given,AFTO Form 434; and-technical data,
inspedt and perform ooerator maintenance
on the 7500-12 structural firefighting
vehidle and mounted equipment. 111 appli-
,cable items on the AFTO Form 434 must be
inspected. Operator maintenance must-be
accomplished according to che technical

order.

,2. Given a 7500-12 structural fire-
fightingvehicle and mounted equipment,
perform a hydrant operation im accordance
with technical order procedures. *trent
operation must be completed in less than

.5 minutes, while observingA all applicable
safety practices.

a. Fefer to TO 36Al2-12-8-51, Powered'
Pumper Fire Truck, Class 750A,
Page 23, Para 4-36 for hydrent opera,
tion procedures.

L. Refer to TO 36Al2-12-15-4 Fire-
fighting Truck, 750 GPM, Structural
Type A/S32P-12, page 5-15, 5-16,
pars. 5-24 for hydrant operation
procedures.

3. Given a 7500-12 structural fire-
fighting vehicle and mounted aqui/newt°, per-
form a drafting c,peration in accordance with
technical order procedures. Drafting opera-
tion-mmet be completed in less than 5 minutes,
while-Observing ail applicable safety practices.

6'

5

Conduct a Demonstration -
for . 5 hr on the Vehicles

2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

TM: 1 'ars
2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

,Use:
TO 36Al2-12-8-51
TO 36Al2-12-15-1

Use: Vehicles
7504 Structural Firefighting Vehicle

and Mounted i.quipmeut
A/S32 P-12 Structural Firefighiing -/

,Vehicle and Mounted Equipment

Use Drafting"Pit

'Helmet, Gloves
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a. Refer to Da 36112-12-8-51, Powered
PUmper Fire Truck, Class 751l,'
pages:20, 21 and 22, pars 4=30
thrOu4gh 4=.34 for drafting'operetion
procedures.

b. Refer to TO 36112-12-15-1., ]ftre-*
,fighting Trudk, 750 GPM, Structural
Type 032P-12, page 5=16, pars
5-25 far-drafting operation proce-
dures.

4. Given, a 7501/P-42 structural firefighting
vehicle and. mounted equipment, perform a foam,
oper ation in accordance with technical
order-procedures. Foam operation must be
completed in lems than 5 minutes, while observ-
ing all applicable safety practioes.

a. Refer to TO 36112=12-8-51, Powered
PuMper Fire Truck, Class 7504, pages
22, 23, pars 4-35'through 4-37 for .

foam operation procedures.

b. Refer.to T0.36412-12-15-1, Fire-
fighting Truck, 750 GPM, Structural
Type 1/S32P-12, pave 5=17, 5=18,
para 5-27 through 5-29 for fame
operation procedures.

5. Givervnecesaary equipnment, perform
preventive maintenance an the 7501/P=12 struc-,
tural firefighting vehicle and mourted equip-
lnent Int AF1`0,Porm 434. Maintain station
facilities an required.

rg"

Use 'Preventive Maintenance, Materials

Evaluation: TIME: 10 min

Intersperse throughout tbe presentation.
\,

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We hare jUst inspected and performed the hyarant, drafting and foam opera,
tion on the 7500-12.structural inimper.

&motivation: As a member of a structUral fAvfighting crew, your ability to operate
depends upon the trainimaryou have received and the desire you have to become a
proficient firefigtter.



issigirsent: Read and study SG 407, Vehicle Poiitioning, Relay and Hosie operations,

And muswer the questions at the end of the uait.

Outside Assignment: (2 bre) -Read and study SG 4)56.riping Operations on the
750.4.1P-12 Stiuctural Pumpers and answer the questions at the eud of the unit.

OlosUre: Although not actually involved in the extinguishment of a fire the driver/
operator is relied upon by all members of his crew., And be should be proL of a job
well dche.

-8-
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PUMPING OPERATIONS Off THE 7504/P42 STRUCTURE; PUMPERS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: *The alarm sounds, we have a traah fire behind the dining hall, it is not
too large, so we will probably use the booster tankwater supply. Can you operate
the pump from the bobster tank?

Review: We have op'reated the 7500-12 structural pumper from a hydrant,and draft
water source and performed a foam operation.

Overview: Dmring this lessaa we.will review our afafety procedures and perform a
booster operation on the 7500-12 structural pumper.,

Motivatian: The fastest method to extinguidh a fire after arrival is to apply our
oxtinguishing agent, if this is water, the speedand efficiency of the driver/operator
is the.keystaae to success.

Itcansition: Today's lesson will begin with a review of our safety procedures.

BODY

Presentation:

:L. Given a 7500-12 structural firefighting
vehic:ie and mounted equipment, perform a
booster operation in accordance with techp..
)oical'order procedures. tooster operatian
mmst be completed in less than 5 minutes,
while obserVing all applicable safety prac-
tices

a. Safety procedures

(1) When backing truck; have a
backup man aa each side at
the rear ;

(2). Set handbrake and chock wheels

(3)

(4)

lo not straddle hose

Always throttle up and down
slaray

f5) Watch forloose or nozzleless
lines, excessive pressure,
proper vehicle and bump opera,
'tion

TIME: lbr5Omin

TTME: 10 min

Stress,energy and. materials
conservation

Check outside assignment

Use WM 406

Properly operate Air Foroe equip--
ment. Prevent damage resulting in
costly repair

Conduct a Demonstration for
. 5 hr on the vehicles

INSTRUCTORi ARE REQUIRED



Application:,

1. Given a 75606.12 struatural fire-
fighting vehicleand mounted equipment,
perform a booster operatioi in accordance
with technical order procedures. Scooter
operation:mat be completed in less then
5 minUtei, while observing all applicable
safety,practices.

a. Wei to TO 36Al2-12-8-51, Powered.
Pumper Fire Truck, Class 750A,
Page 23, para 14;-37 for booster
operation procedures.

b. Refer to TO 36Al2-12-15-1, Fire-
fighting Truck, 750 GPM Structural
Type 032P-12, pages 5-16 and
5-17, para 5-26 for booster opera,-
tion procedures.

2. Giveminecessary equipmint, perform pre-
ventive maintenance an the 7504/P-12 struc-

tural firefighting vehicle.and mounted. eqhip-

merit lAttAITO ?ern 434. maintain °Utica
.fecilities as required.

- -

Evaluation:

Intersperse throughout the presentation.

TM: 1 br
INSTRUCTCRS ARE REQUIRED

Use:
TO 36Al2-12-81,51

TO 361,1242-15-1

Use Vehicles:

750A Structural Firefighting

Vehicle and Mounted Equipment
-A/S32 P-12 Structural Firefighting

Vehicle and Mounted Equipment

Helmet

Gloves

Use PreventiVe maintenance materials

TIME: 10 min

commas= o!

EDS: 5 min

Summapl: We have just performed a booster operation with the 7504/P-12 structural
firefighting vehicles and know the versatility of eachvehicle.

:
&motivation: We have demonstrated the versatility of aur structural firefightirw
vehicles, and you have seen the importance of a proficient drivs/operator. Thie
should be your goal to work fOr.

Assignment: N/A. 4,c ontinue with Vehicle Positioning, Relay and Hose Operations.

. Closure: Remetber, all the vehicles we have_studied and thepumping.operations we have
performed. One day you will be performing thin import/Et job of driver/Operator.

-2-
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VES/OLE POSITIONING, RELAY AND BOSE OPERATIONS

INTRO1IMTIC6

q

Txu: 5 min

Atteetion: You arrive at the scene of-an emergency, and you ire required to supsly
water to a cradh vehicle. Pt has.leen determined that the closest water supply is
2,500 feet away. How do you position your vebicle to provide the needed water?

Review: We have.covered the operations and maintenance of structural vehicles and
used'applicAble safety proceduzeti at all times.

, Motivation: When the alarm sounds, your vehicle must start and arrive at the scene
of the emergency, but where do you position;your pumper at the fire? We will cover
these procedures to assUre that youeam familiar with laying hose and positioning
vehicles for relay operations.

Overview: Today we will have a discussion on the procedures for positioning fire-
fighting vehicles, relay operations, and hese operations.

TransAion: Today's lesson will begin with'procedures for spotting structural fire-
fighting vehicles.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Without 'the aid of references, .select
--the correct procedures for positioning fire-
fighting vehicles. Eighty percent of the
paocedures must be selected correctly.

a. Pov:tionin-tvehicles

(1) Spotting fire apparatus is
the act of maneuvering the

Vehicle.into the best posi-
tipn for its moot effeetive
use

(2) Three important factors in
deterning vehicle positioning
are

(a) Velum of water needed

(b) Immediate need for an effec-

T1ME: 3 hrs 50 Min

TINE: 3 bre 46 min-

Stress energy and materials
conservation

tive fire stream Position vehicle so that it can be ,

uied most advantageously ."
4(3) Availability of water, hose

,.
and pumper capacity

104



bk. iimAicining for the vale Of baseline
\from the booster tank .

(1) Spot the pumper as close to-Ihe 0
fire as safety and convenience
permits 1.

(21 Maompr tank,operation permits
preconnected,lines to be used
whichusue117 provdes a fast
attack an the fire

c. 'Positioning fdr bydrant operation Avoid sharp kinks in hose

(1) Pumpers are_positioned at a
hydrant for use okt.bs lex 16
ft'soft suction hose

,(2) Stop the pumper close enough
to the hi" intake to utilize the'
soft auction hose

d. Position foi drafting operation

- (1) Spot the pumper as close to the
water source at safety will
Permit

(2) Aaift of not more than 10 to
12 feet is the maximum lift

2. Without reference, select the proper pro-
cedures for vehicle relay operations. Eighty
percent of the procedures must be selected
correctly.

a. Belay operations

(1) Used am long lays when one Aruck
cannot support a gooa fire stream

'(2) 'Mira* at hydrant supplies water
in volume to second truck

(3) Second truck in relay supplies
f pressure needed et nozzle for

a good working stream

b. Controlling factors

(1) Length. of hose lay

(2) Size of hooe

-2-
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.(3) Number of lines between pumpers
.-

(I4) Evildoer of pumpers being used. :

c. Basic guide lines

Pumpers within relay usually should
not operite above200 pei discharge
pressure (in emergenoies.thay pump
up to 250 psi but do not exceed dis-
charge capacity of pumper)

,(2) Each pump operator must know the
amount of water flowing

(a) Determine friAion loss.
,

(b) 10 ssi intake pressure for
next pumper in relmr

(3)
4

When possible, all pumpers'operate
at about the same pressure

(a) Standardizes operations of
all pumpers

. 1 , .a
.

(b) Equalizes loads fdr all
.

pumpers

(4) Open and close nozzles and valves
slowly

co

When stmrting operation bleed air
froth lines

Place largest pumper at souroe

Relay operations axe limitod to
the capacity of the smallest
pumper

'isch pumper should reserve a
minimum of 100 feet of hose

(a) lbr emergency Use

(b) For a burst line

(9) If possible, use radio uommunicam.
tions

d. Spacing pumpers (rule of thumb for spacing
second pumper)

106
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(1). Seleot nozzle to be used; notsle*
pressure and-GBOITOebtknown w

s(2) being GPM flow determine friction
loss per 100 ft of hose.

-
11vide-noizle pressure by friction"-
lôsperl00ft. Answer is in ,

hundreds of feet of 2in hdie of an
imaenarr lime :

(45.Add imaginagyline tO actuXhose
lay

(3r

(5) Divide total distance by 2. The .

answer is Ihe distance the secOnd
. pamper is spaced from the first
pumper.

(6) Pumper 01 computes far'llp+,-10
PSI intake pressure

(T) Pumper 02 computes for + /0 '

e. Relay operatioin example using 2300
fedt'total /wise lay with a one inch
tip

(1) livide friction lot4 into
standard nozzle pressure.(10
into

(a) This answer is in hundreds
for au imaginary line (500),

(2) Add to total hose lay (2300 +.'
500)

(a) .liviae this (2800) by 2"

(b) Answer 1400. This is the
distance between the pumpers

p
-13)--Sibtract 1400 from 2300 and this

is the distance from the second
pumper to the fire (900)

(4) First pumper pumps for friction

loss in 3.1400 feet of hose 'kith

A. 1 inch tip plus 10 PSI intake

pressure for second. pumper -

PP=150 PSI

if

-4-
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tif

A
/ N Second m..er pumps for 900.

'feet of.bo wwith a 1 inch
tip pius S50 125/.
PP equa1e.140

INTERIM =RAU
&-

3. Without the, aid:of referenceas select the
dorrect procedures for hose operations.
Procedures must be selected with 80 porde:at
accuracy.

a. Safety practices

(1) When using the master stream
(deluge gun) always make certain
it is anchored.,

(2). Assurs,that only serviceable hose
is used when making up hose line

(3), Ascertain all personnel wear
protective clothing ,

. (10 .0pegh and close all".nozzles and'
hose,.clamps slowly

. (5) The nozzle,should be kept
, closed while

(a) Making up hoae lines'

(b)4 Mbisiing or advancing hOse

.(o) Moving aharged lines from
one,position to another

(6) 'Keep hose straight far at lelat
10 feet behind nozzle while

dischargingWater

If nozzleiamireceives too much
pressure, nozzle Should be par
tially shut down until pressure

vOan Imadjusted.

(7 )

(8 )

'1,

If nozzle should get avey from
nozzleman, it is normally safer
to quickly jump ia front of the
nozzle and get wet, rather than
glit injured by nozzlebealash.

-5 -
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b. Hose advancement

(1? pvwdOtiouldei carrz

,(a) :Med Whon-entering a
building

(b) Clinking stairs

(o) Cross Chest with, nozzle

restt..ig on your back

(2) -Underarm carry'

(a) Deed at street level

(b) Phsi ane,eagy. carry

(c) Hose is, folded in 61 to 81 .

,101da and oarried underneath,
,ons arm with the two ceuplings
in the other hand

(3) Moving Charged hose lines

(a) Close nozzle

.0) _Place one man it each
coupling

0. 'Care and maintenance of hciee

(1) Marking hose

(a) Use stencil

(b) Indelible isk

(2) Storing hose °

(1)

.(a) Clean, dry. =dwell
ventilated place

(b) lb not ;store damp or
dirty. hose

Washing hose

(a) Plain water and'brueh

(b) Hose exposed to oil - wash
°with sowand rinse with

--clear-water-

-6-

gime is heavy when filled with
water

Shaw Jilm TIT 049, "Care and
Maintenance ot Hose"-

ar

lii 9
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(5)

(o) Hose exposed to acid. -
wash with a -solution

pf baking soda and. water

Drying of hose

(a). Bbse tower

(b) Bbse radk

(c) Bbse dryer

BepAiring'hose

(9.) Length - explain: At
least 0 of section

.(33-2/3"). Shorter
sections maybe used for
special purpose; filling
tanks on crash trunket.etc.

(b) Btpander set -

(c) Barway coupling

(d) PrOtect-hose from extreme
heat and Cold

d. Inspection periods

(I) Daily

(2) Mbnth.14.

'(3) gcarter4/90daOrs

(14) kmvarly

(5) After each use

e. Inspeot hose

(1) Couplings - use mild soap and
water to loosen a female °Dw-
aine

(2) Gaskets

(3) TArilng

(4) Jacket

-7_

Never in direct sunlight

Stress importance of not dropping
couplings

11 )



f. testing periods

(1) Whin nest received

(2) Annually.

g. Hydrostatic testingwessure for
diffmrentbose tyPes

-(1) Polyester jacket hoe* (400
PSI nmw) 250,PSI

-(2) Ibuble jecket cotton, hose
(400 PSI nue) 250 PSI

(3) Singlo jacket cotton hose -
150 PSI

h. It is recommended that no more than
300 feet be tested in one lin,

i. ,Hydrostatic pressure should be main-
tained for a,period of five,(5) mins

INTIM SUMMARY

j. Straight lay

'(1) Hydrant to,fire

(2) Iftetest method ofgetting
water to fire

(3) Tools available at the' fire 4,7

(4) Truck:available far another lay

(5) Mat have adequate Wdrant
pressure

k. Crew duties

(1) Straight la, out

(a) LR - stops truck at bgdrant

(b) PM - Catches the hydrant as
directed

(o) SW& NM --Bides at the side
of tail board_Aile_hose-is-
P-aying off

(d) MR - stops truck at fire

-8-

This is,a true straight lay, not-
-used as a feeder line

Chart CAFE 67-200, Hand Sipals
for Structural Operations

These procedures shonld be considered
as a guide and adjustments made
to fit a local situation

Chart C AF B 72-37! R e movable

Firefighting Equipment"

LU



(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

CC - Goes to size up tire
4

MR - Ipplies'hose clamp
apprarimately 20ift behind
truck and at least 6 fie=

.'any coupling -

NM:- Takes nozzle from
compartmmxt.

BM- Bemovew-warking line,
fran hose bed., breaks coupling
andreturns loose coupling to
hose bed

(i) EM&INNI- attaches-nOzzle to
hose and advance hose and
nozzle to fire

(j) MR - awaves hose clamp and
assists with advmmingwork-
ing line or as directed by
crew chief

(k) PM r Turns,an hydrant as
soon is hose clamp bag been
applied, follows hose line
removing kinks, tighteling
leaking couplings, and
reports to crew chief

1. Reverse lay

(1) Fire to hydrant

(2) Must alwaysbe used when
hydrant xessure is inade-

-' -vete

(3) Longer time-required to get
water to the fire

(4)* Tr Pck not available for
another lay

.

m. Crew Duties

Enough to reach arty part of building
on fire

(1) Reverse Lay Gout

(a) MR - stops at fire
These pro6dures should be
considered as a guide and adjust-) (3) CC - Goes to size up
meats mada to fit a local situa-, fire
tian

(0) DR.& 1:M - Remove ladder
from truck 112



(d) EM & NM .Remove force-
able entry toolsand
estingashers

Mk- Removes load
finish

(r)

(g)

- Removed adaptor,

nozzle and anchors pay
out line

- Drives truck to

hFdrant

(h) FM- Goesilith truck

(i) NM & RM - Advance nozzle
ornozzles and-hose to the
fire

(i) DR - Spots truck at
hydrant

(k) PM - Removes,moughhose
from bed to reach dis-
charge outlet breaks hose,
returns hose to hosebed
and connectsAischarge
hose to'pump outlet

, (1) /EH- Set up cab controls,

removms euction hose awl
-

connects to truok and
hydrant

1/

(n) PM- Opens hydrant

(n) DR - Operates pump

(o) FM - Follows hose line
straightening kinks n
hose - tightenidg leak-
ing oouplinge and reports to
to crew chief

Application:
TIME: N/A

Evaluation:
TIME: 10 min

Intersperse throughout the presentation.
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CONOLOSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have just discussed tbe Lmportance of proper vehicle positianing, rsed
the rule of thumb for spacing vehioles for a, relay operatian and covered hose opera,-
tions to include care and maintenance of hose and crew duties during hole lkys.

2enctivation: Eb one can tell for sure, but at some time you may be called upon to
perZomm a relv operation, or perform a hose lay,.aud the manner in which you perform
may be the difference between life and death.

Assignment: Read aad study TO 36Al2-12-15-1, Firefighting Truck, 750 GPM Structural
Type 032P-12, pages 5-12 through 5-14, pars 5-15 through 5-21.

Outside Assignment: (2 bre) Read and ctu47 SG 408, Elbse Loads and Finishes, and
answer the questions at the end of-tbe

Closure: Soon we will be performing hose operations, be prepared to work as a team.



LOAre AND FINISIIIN

INTRO/Ny=0N TIME: 5 min °

Attehtian: Bow is it that when a structural pumper lays hose, it pays off nice and
smooth?. Is there a trick to loading it? No, just knowingvitmt type of lay yeu desire
.and the proper loading procedure is all that is'required.

Review: We have just d4liered vehicle positioning, relay operations and hose operations.

Overview: We will cover the various types of hose loads and finishes and actually
perform hose loading today.

Motivation: To quickly get our hose lines into operation for fast extinguishment, we
must know hawto correctly load the hose on the vehicle.

-

Transition: Today's lesson will begin with the differnet types of hose lays.

Presentation:

Borx

1. Given a structural pumprx, fire hose,
necessary equipment, T.O. and WB, load
hose on pumpers and make hose load finishes
IAW the WB procedures with minimud instruc-
tor assisLanee.

a. Hose'loads

-(1) Horse shoe load

(a) Less bends

(b) Less jamming of hose an
lays

Place coupling in right

front corner of open

hose bed to start load

First couplxng is deter,-

mined by the type finish
,to be used

Second layer is began'by
gradually raising hose from
rear to front of hose bed

TIME: 5 hrs 50 min

TIME: 2 hrs 10 min

Stress energy and materials
conservation

Check outside assignment

Use UB 408

Chart COB 72-44,'4Horseshoe Load"

All bose must be loaded correctly,
so it will pay out without,jadming



.(2) Accordian Hose Load

(a) Easier to load

(b) More hose in bed

(c) -Longer lays

(d) Place coupling in right .
front corner of open
hose bed to startjoad

(e) First coupling is deter,-

mined by the type of finish

to be used

(f) Second layer is began by

gradua4y raising hose from
front to rear of hose bed

;

Chart OAEB 7-2-43,44Accordia;a Loae

(3). liivided Load

(a) Make two lays at once Chart CAFB 72-41,°Iivided Load"

(b) One long lay by Connect-
bag sides

(c) One straight and one,
reverse lay
-

(d) Hose bed-is divided ,by

a baffle boar&

place coupling t rear

center next to baffle
board

04)

(e)

(f) First coupling is deter-
mined by the type finish
to,be ised

Adelman - use in loa4s to pre-
vent jamming of coupling in the
hose load'(used on all hose loads)

(5) Combination Load

(a) l inch hose 'Used in Conjunc- Chart CIFB 72-42, Combination Load
tion with 23" hose

(b) May be loaded on-top of hose
in hose bed or loaded along

side in a small -compartment

-2 -
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(c) One method is the Cisco Chart cAlts.y2-.464 Uisco ipag

Load for reverse lay Finish"

INTERIM SUMMARY

b. Load finishes

(1)- Doughnut roll

(a) Normally used on.loads
for's-traight lays

(b) One section of hose

(c) Male coupling should be
placed 4 6 feet from
female

(d). Can be used with any lay

Chart CAYB 72-38, Doughnut Roil
Finish"

(2) Skid Finish Chart CAFB 72-39, Skid Load Finish

(a) Normally used on loads

for reverse lay

f(b) Consists of 150-200 feet

of 21" hose

,(c) FinishAs removed fast
and efficiently by pulling

tte skids

(d) Skid gives adequate work
ing line at-the fire

(3) One and onehalf inch finish

, (a) Can be used with anyotype
lay

(b) Hose can be loaded in
small compartment alongside

2" hose

(c) One method ie on top of 2i"
hose for reverse lay called
Cisco Finish

INTERIM SUMMARY

3

9

Chart CAFB 72-40, Cisco Load Finish

Show Film: FTA 258D "Hose Loads"
Conduct a Demonstration for
.5 hr on hose loading/finishes

2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED
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Application:

1. Given a structural pumper, fire hose,

necessary equipment, T.O. and.WB, load
hese on pumpers and make hose load finishes
IAW the WB procedures with minimum instructor,
assistance.

2. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventkve maintenance on structural
firefighting vehicles and mounted equip-
ment IAW AFTO Form 434. Maintain sti-
tiontacilities as required.

.>

Evaluation:

Enterbpti-rse threughout the presntation.

TIME: 3 hz 30 rnin
INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

Use T.O. 36Al2-12-8-51
36Al2-12-9-61
36Al2-12-12-1
361112-12-15-1

Trainer: 750A Hose Bed Loader,
63-3019

Vehicles: 530B Structural Fire-
fighting Vehicle and
Mounted Equipment

4

750A Structural Fire-
fighting Vehicle and
Mounted Equipment

4/532P-8 Structural Fire-
fighting Vehicle and
Mounted Equipment

A/S32P-12 Structural
Firefighting Vehicle
and Mounted Equipment

Helmet, GloYes

Watch for couplings when loading
hose to avoid injury to hands

Do not drop couplings

I /

Properly operate Air Force equis -
ment. Preyent damage resulting
in c'estly repair.

Whtch for personnel on vehicle.

Use Hese Washer; Byyer, Fire/Hose

Wash and-dry fire hose

Preventive maintenhnce

° ,Materials to clean vehicles and
station -

TIME: 10 min

11 8
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CONCLUSIOk
.4
J.J.040; 2 auL*4

Summary: We have just discussed the varioustypes a hose loads and finished ane

actually,performed them on the hangF floor.
.

Remotivation: Knowing how to cOrrectly load hose and construct the finishes is very

important in that it tends to produce a smooth hose lay for fast and efficient opera-

tion.

Assignment: Review and study the following SG units:

1. SG-401, Operations and
Maintenance of Hydrants

2. SG-407, VehiclelPositiOning,
Relay and Hose Qperation

Outside Assignment:. (2 hrs) Read and study SG-409, Hose Lays, and answer the ques-

tions at the end of the unit.

Closure: TodAy weilave prepared
ourselves for our operations at.the hose pad tomorrow.

412.



EgisE LAYS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Att'enti on: In the early days of fire departments, the bucket brigade was used te
'transport water from its source to the fire, and building were generally los Lwi th

this method. With the advent of fire hose, fire departments can nor/4pm') wate fppli

hydrants or other sources to the .fire, at cortec t, pressure to make extinp:uishmen L.

easier.

Review: We have discussed the different types of hose loads and finishes and performed
them:on the hangar floor.

Overview: Airing this lesson you will perform straight'and reverse hose lays and
rotate crew positions.

Motivation: Luring a fire situation the speed of extinguishment is directly dependent on
the knowledge and ability of crew members to operate nozzles and handle hoses correctly.
After the emergency has passed-it is necessary that all members work together to replace
hose on bumpers quickly, so that you and your crew are prepared to make the next emer-

gency respense.

Transition:. Today's lesson begins with a review of our safety pvactices.

BODY

Presentation:
t.

1. Given a structural firefighting
vehicle and necessary tools, perform
straight hose lays. All procedures
outlined in the WB must be strictly
adhered to, while observing applicable

, safety procedures. Position and oper-
ate tools and equipment as required.

a. Safety practices

(I) Mhen ubing the master stream
(deluge gun) always make
certain it is anchored

(2) Assure that.only serviceable '
hose is used when making up
hose loads

(3) Ascertain all personnel wear
protective clothing

(4) Open and close all nózzles add

hose,clamps slowly

TIME: 5 hrs 50 min

TIMM Malin

Stress energy and materials Con-
servation

Check outside assignment

Use WB 409

Students will not open hangar doors.
A.minimum of two instructors will
te used at all times to open and
close hangar doors

Le not drop couplings

Properly operate Air Force equip-
,

ment. Prevent damage reSulting
in costly repair

1 2



(5) The nozzle should be kept

closed while:

(a) Making up hose lines

(b) Hoisting or advanding

hose lines

Moving charged line from
one position to another

(6) Keep hose line straight for at
least tea feet behind nozzle

while discharging water

(7)

(8)

If nozzleman receives too much
vessure, nozzle should be
partially shut off until prei=
sure.caA be adjusted.

If the nozzle should get away
from the nozlleman it is nor-
mally safei to quickly jump
in front of nozzle and get wet
rather than get injured by
nozzle backlash

(9), Do not:straddle hose

(10) Watch for "flYing" couplings
When histse is paying out

(11) Always.stay alert and pay
attention to your job '

APplication:

1. Given a strucluxal firefighting vehicle
and necessary"tools, performstraight hose
lays. All procedures outlined in the WB
must be strictly adhered to, while observing

applicable safety procedures. Position and

operate tools and equipment as required.

-2-

5 hrs 30 min
4 IRSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED
.V.TES:. During excessively cold
weather, the holse lys will be
peyormed on the hangar floor.

Hose rd lays should not exceed
200 aet in length

Use TO 36Al2-12-8-51
TO 36Al2-12-941
TO 36Al2-12-12-1'.
TO 36Al2-12-15-1

Vehicles: 530B Structural Fire-
fighting vehicle,and
mounted eqiipment

1.21

750A structural fire-
fighting vehicle and

mounted equipment



r

,. 2.
0

Given a structural firefi ing vehicleA
and necessary tools, Ferform reverse hose

A 410:

lays. All procedures outlined in the WB

must te strictly adhered to, while,observ-
ing applicable safety procedures., Position
and operate tools and equipment as"required.

3. Given two structural firefighting vehicl
perform vehicle relay operation in aceoAance
with the WB procedures, while observing all
applicable safety procedure,s.

4. Given necessary eqiipmedt, perform pre-
ventiVe maintenance on structural fire-
fighting vehicles,and mounted equipment IAW

AMU Form 434. -Maintain station facilities
and protedtive clothing as required.

val uation:

Interspersethroughout the presentation;

Summagy: We havacompleted
during hose oprrations, and
as crew members during hose
fire emergencies.

CONC1SIOY

rd
Vehicles: A/S32P-8 Structural,

Firefighting Vehicle
and Mounted Equipment

Protective Clothing

NOTE: Duriag excessively. ;old
'weather, the hose lays will be.
performed Oh the hangar floor

Hose pad lays should not exceed
200 feet in length

Vehicle:
A/S32 P-12 Structural Fire

fighting Vehicle and
Mounted Equips-I-luta

Use preyentive maintenance materialc,

TIME: 10 min

a

TIME: 5 min

discussions on hose loads and finishes, hose, lays, safety
care and maintenance of hose, also ..,e have actually operated
lays performing all duties as would be performed during

A

Remotivation: It is important that you handle hose.ancloperate nozzles, efficiently,

yet. for this allows you to attack a fire in its early stages before it can
increase in intensity and make, extinguishment difficult.

a

AssignMent: Review a*d study SG 409; Hose

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Read and study SG-410, Structural.Firefighting ?gocedures,
and answer the questions at the end of the unit.

,,

Closure: Soon your knowledge of the subjects you have learned will:be used at the smoke

house. After that it will be continually used at ypur new duty station. Keep prepared!



S TR U C TURA L FIREFIGHTING-PR OCEDUR ES

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

-Attention: "There goes the axe squad." "They're washing the building from its
foundation!" These are some of the comments mado by onlookern as they watoh a fire
department in action. Are they neqessary?

Review: We have now completed discussions on hose loads and finishes; hose lays,
safety during hose operations, and care and maintenance of hose: You have also acted
as crew members during hose lays.

Overview: We will now begin a discussion anprinciples of structural firefighting, of
building heat and smoke ventilation sad visual inemitiontwocedures for determining
structural stability of a building.

Motivation: A. small fire can be extinguished quickly; end yet with incorrect proce-
dures, more damage can be aone than you may realize. Place yourself in-the position
of the fire victim. You, mustprevent as much damage as possible.

t
Transition: Today's lesson will begin with the various types of,windows and doors
we may encounter.

BQDY

Presentation:

1. Without reference identify principles
of structural firefigLing. Eighty percent
of the principles must be identified
correctly.

Types of Roofs

(1) Ma:Ingle

(a)

(0

Wood, mItall, asphalt
and asbestos

These are openetby
stripping off the shingle
and cutting away the
sheathing'

(2) Composition
."

(a) Sheet roofing (generally
asphalt or imptegnated
felt)

TIME: 5 hrs 0 min

TIME: 5 hrs 40 min

,Stress energf and materials
conservation

Cheek outside assignment

Use natural openings if possible



0,

(b) The coyering is cut
away and rolled back
before the sheathing
is cut away to make
th e. opening

b. Types of Windows

(1) WOOd or thetal frame

(a) Wood-Pry with a wedge
is the principle opera-
tiôn

(b) Metal-Break glass, reach
inside and open

(2) Factory Type ,

(a) Consists of-steel sashes
which are often set, solidly
id% tlie frame

(3)

(b) Open same as metal frame
type

Check rail type

(a) Made of wood with two
frames or sashes which
are in contact at the
top and bottom horizontals

(b) Prying should,be done
at the center of the
sash tO ,prevent breakthg
the 'glass

(c). Tools recommended for open-
ing windows

1 Fire axe

2. Pike pole

1. Claw tool/crowbar

Spanner wrench or any
wedge shaped tool

To*

Use care workiag around broken glEa

a

401.

Use Check Rail Window, 14098

c. Tylie of Doors - Two factors which NOTE: Try dooriatob first
determine the methods of opening ,

..doors forcibly, the 'way it is htmg
-,

and the may it is locked,
1 2 .1

.



,

(1) Panel door

(a) Mayhave horizontal or
vertical panels, or a
combination of both with
material

(b) If the'door opens outward,
it can be opened by insert-
ing a door opener or the
bladeorteSix* in:the crack
between'door pad jamb and -

prying them apart until
the bolt cleaxs

Y

(2) Slab door
'Use door and door frame, 4097

(a) Generally made of veneered
hirdwood with a white pine'
core or frame

(b) Genemlly this door is opened
the same as a panel door

(3) Industrial door

(a) Metal, wooa or combination

(b) The method for opening
this type of door is
determined by the manner
in which it is hung, locked
or Opens

(c) These doors are used in

garage, warehouses, and
are single or double wire,
eingle or double sliding,
overhead lift or overhead
rolling

(d) Toolarecommended for
opening doors

1. ?ire axe'

2. Door opener

1 Crowbar/Claw tool

lffIrBRIM SUMMARY

d. Structural'Pirefighting Steps

(1) Control

-3-

125
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(a) Asiting the spead of
fire

(b) You must determine the loca-
tion of thefire. Ventila-
tion isthe_mainmeans_of_
accomplidhing this-

(c) Protect exposures to keep
the fire from spreadiog

(d) Ekternal exposures

1. Use of hose streams

2. Use of water curtains

Internal exposures'(e)

1. Close doors and windOws

2. ese fog streams for
initial cmatrol'

(2) Ventilation

(a) Helps in locating and

confining the fire and
is accomplished duriog the
control phase' of firefight-,
ing

(3) Extinguishment

(a) Actuihy putting the fire
out. It begins when the
control of the fire has
been established.

1. Direot method -.fog-or
Straight.stream aimed
directly at the base of
the fire

2. Indirect method - a
water fog applied dt a
point away from the.actual
point of the fire (i.e.,
ceiling) which is carried
to the fire by cOnvection
currents

a. This, method is limited,

to closea buildings,
end is not effective on
"open fires"

All aspects of structural firefight-
ing procedures axe interrelated

35nm slidesSet #410, "Structural
Firefighting Procedures"

a



Ocabinstibh Method is-
'using the direct and
indirect method simul-
taneously

a. Nozzle is rotated in
a circular motion
covering-Abe entire
area

(b) To accomplish,extinguisbment
we use various hose streams

1. Straight streams - used
for long readh

2. Rig streams:-,effective
initial cantrol of an
interior fire

1. Mester streams, straight .or
fog

(c) Rose Stream Usage

-1. Extinguish fire

2. Protect éxposutes

Ventilating

Protection of fire-
men from beat

Weter curtains

(d) Broken Streams

1. Dented nozzle tips

2. Bemaged.or worn dis-
charge gates

1. 'Obstructions in noizle
assembly,'

INTERDI SUMMARY

(ij Salva676

(a) The prevention of excessive
damage by smoker heat or
water

-1"

/ ,

Show Film TFT 52-8j, "Getting tbe
Mbst Out*of Water"

Show Film TFI 57-13,
Application"

'Shaw Film TIFI 59-71,
man"

"Hose Stream

"The Nozzle-

Explain how they affect your fire
stream



(b) -Amoln# of salvage governed Show Film TFI 5337, "Tale of
by Two Towns

1: Type of building and.
. .contente

2. Nature.of fire

1 Availability of tools
and equipment

/Amber of personnel

'(c) Method of salvage

1. Removal

a. More time involved'

I I

b. More personnel
required

2. Protecting material by
using salvage covers

a. Catch 'basins

b. Drain chute

c. Salvage cover over
material

Catch basin-

a.- Used to catch water
from upper stories

b. Place furniture or
boxes in a circle

c. Place salvage cover
over furniture or
boxes forming a basin

d. Secure salvage cover
to furniture

4

e. Shallow basins may be
made by rolling all

four edges to the.side,
of the basin

4
1,4 Irian chutes

a. Used to get leaking
water out of the
1mi Miro

128
,



5..

b. Susperd two
corners of salvage
cover an pike poles

c. Have other end of
saliage Cover out-

side the'buildiNg_____

d. Secure autside
,coiners with S
hooks or ropes

Equipment used for salvage

a. Salvage covers
Small - 12x181
Large - 11.1x181

b. S hooks

c. Pike poles

d. Brooms, ,buokets,
mops, and squeegees

e. Shovels

(5) Overhaul

(a) A complete and thorough
check of the structure to
insure the fire is completely'
out (no glowing embers, hot
spots, etc.)

Thoroughly-inspk,ct building
for concealed fire's or hot
spots

(-6)

1. Between'floor joists

%

2. Ceiling beams or false
ceilings

Wills andpartitions

Window and door casing

Stairways and elevator
shafts

6. Upholstery and over-
Stuffed chairs-

Chartp CIF! 67-204,%coordion Fold
for Small Salvage Covers'

,

CAPH 67-205,61)31d For Large
Salvage cover"

Show Film TYT 597.2, "Coordinated
Fire Attack'

12 9



(c) Ude back of hand to check for
hot spots

(d) Cut inspection holes

I. CUt as close to hot
spots as possible

2. Cut square holes and
close to studs

1. Do not cut through
studs

2. Without reference, idehtify the principles
of building heat and smoke ventilatioh. Eight
of ten prinoiples mUst be identified correctly.

a. Prior to'ventilation, build'ing utilities
will be shut off

(1) Electric

(a) Main slant off switch usually

cuts power for entire building,

,(b) DO HOT attempt to disconnect
electric lines from building

(2) Gas

(a) Main shut pff valve cuts off

entlre building

(3) Electric shut off switah will be
shown on pre-fire plan'

(4) Gas shut off valve will be shown
on pre-fite plan

(a) Turn valve off usIng spanner
-wrench

b. Safety procedures for ventilation

(1) 'Open windawd on leeward side before
the windward side

(2) Have a charged baseline standing
-by far immediate use

(3) Stand to one side when breakixe
glass windows

8 13

C.

I



(4), Chepk°condition of roof supports-

(5)

(6)

(7)

Have a means, of escape from rPf

Utilize lifeline when working,on
roor

Alwayi work with the Wind.to your
back

9 c. Purpose of ventilatiap

Aids in life saving and rescue

Speeds attack and eitinguishment

Reduces the danger Of"backdrafts

Lessons the chances of mushrooming

Makes firefighting easier'

Reducei fire and water damage

Reduces smoke and heat damage

Permits prompt salvage,operations

d. Vertical ventilation

(l) Define -Removing smoke, heat and
gases from a closed building.

Generally, the opening is made
in the roof ,

(2) the seven most important steps to
follow

(a) Check condition of roof sup- -

ports to insure that they have
not been burned away or
weakened,

(b) Plan a means of escape kor
firefighters from the roof
if in trouble

(e) Use available natural openings,
scuttle holes, skylights, and-
penthouses

131
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(d) NOP a charged iine available
to protect firefighters.and '

cool down the area Around the
opeminig,

(e)

(g)

Be sure roof openings axe
extended down through room
ceiling .

Maim opening large enough to
provide quick exit for smoke,
heat and .gases

14brk Oft the windsiard side of
the opening, keep in mind the
heat, possible'explasive charac
teristics and toxio effects of
escaping gases

e. Horizontal ventilation

(1) refine BemaVing smoke and gases
I'm= a closed building if_they
have not reached the uppermost
level. Natural outside openings
are used at eaoh floor level

(2) This method required more qare
thanyertical ventilekion because
large vertical shafts; smah as
bpen stairwells, may allow down
ward drafts of fresh air

(3) Tbe five most important steps
to follow are:

(a)-, Open windows an leeward
side first than open
windows.= windward side

(b) If windows are the checi
rail type, open the upper
half an the leemard,side
and the lower half oh the
vindward side

(0) After on floor is clear,
Ventilate the next in the
same way, or into-cne
already.cleared.

(d) ro.Not makwan opening
below the,level.of the
fire

I.



(e ) if, opening is:made at Bike
level, as -the fire, bailie a,

hoseline standing by for
immediate use

f. Natural'outside ope in ust be avail-
able,on each floor I e . We must have
the.proper openings so that hot gases
and smoke can escapebefore fireman can
enter the blinding

The fire can.be expected to spread as
soan as the opening is made, so adequate
protection must be provided at points
of entry to the building. A. fog spray
should be used on entry as the water
will absorb and carry away the gasea
ahead of firmuen

g.

h. Walls and Ceilings

(1) Tools

(4) Pike Poles

(b) Fire axe

(2) Methods and precautions to use
when opening ceilings

(a) Mo not stand under area
to be opened .

(0) Pull.down and awqr to avoid
being hit by falling material

Keep the upper band an,the top
side of the pole to assist
you in abave

(d) Always wear your'helmet when
pulling down' a ceiling or

.upper part of a wall, becaUse
you don't know how mucb.materr
ial may fall with each thrust

i. Floors

(1) Tools

(a) Fire axe

(D) K-12 saw

I 3 a
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(2) Angle of cut: The cut follows.
the side of the.joist toward'the
required opening .

(3) 'SUb flooring: The sUb floor is4

laid at a 45 degreelingle to the
joist

(4) Locatiag joists: Thei are located
by sound -

.(5) Otmding position: Bald the axe
half way down the handle, with
feet spread

INTERIM SURIABY

3. Without reference,identifi visual
inspectian procedures for detelminiAg
structural stability of a building.
Eighty pereent of the procedures must
be identified correctly.

a. Prior to overhaul check
°structure for unsafe
condition

Imaged or weakened
floor, wall or ceiling
supports

Cracks in masonary walls

Oierloading of floors by
saturated stock piles

Check to makesure all
utilities have been turned
off.

b. Visual inspections far structural
stability prevent injury ta
structural firefighting crews °

Application:

Evaluation:

Interspersed thr
P.

Ut the preientation.

1

-123 -1

NOTE: Brief students on smoke haus,:
operations for towirrow, using
Building Pre-Fire Plan Charts:

71-91
71-92
71-93

71-94-
71-55

TIM: N/A

TIME: 10 min

47'



CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Stimmary: We haVe just completed our lesson on the principles of structural firefightinE.building heat and amoie ventilation, and procedures for determining structural stabilityof a building.

ReiotivatiOn: When you attack and extinguish a fire using the correct principles of
structural firefi4hting, you know yott have done a job to be_ proud of

0a
Assignment: Review and studY SG 407, -"Vehicle Poèitior.ing, Relay and Rose Operations."

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Read and skudy sG-tal, Structural Firefighting Operationsand answer the questions at the end of the unit.

Closure.: Soon what'we have stUdied.and practiced on the hose pad and in the o2.assroomwill be put into operation at the smoke house.

z

13J

a



S S

'eammTpiAL FIREFIGHTING OPER&TIONS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Look at that coniUsion; fire trucks coming frdm different directions; men
getting toole and equipment off one, While one is laying-hose. It may look like a
circus sideshow, but it is actually a planned structural firefighting operation.

r
0

Review: We have just completed our lesson on structural.firefighting procedures,
indluding building heat and smoke ventilation..

Overview: Today will be our,first day at the smoke house. We will put into operation
everything we have learned about hose lays, hose loads, crew position, structural fire-
fighting principles, and ventilation procedures.

MotivatiOn: Each crew member,is a vital part of any structural operation. You must
know your job in order to perform as a trained crew.

Transition:, Toda'Y's. lesson will begin with a review of our safety prOcedures prior
to gning to the smoke house.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Given a structural pumPer and mounted
equipment, AFTO Form 434 and technical data,
inspect and.perform operator maintenance
on structural firefighting vehicles and
ounted equipment. Operaton maintenance
must be accoiplished according to the
technical order. 'All applicable items on
the AITO orm 434 MUIErt be inspected.

a. Safety procedures

(1) Always be fully bunkered-
out in protective clothing
before mounting vehicles

(2) Protective headgear, with
strap in place, will be.
worn during1every emergency
response, andat all other
times,

(3) Gloves will be worn at all
times during an emargency

response.

TIME: hri 40 min

TIME: 10 min-

Stress'energy and materfais
conservation

Check 'outside assignment

Use WB 411

Students will not open hangar doors.
A minimum of tiro instructors will 'be
used at all times to open/close .

hangar doors

NOTE: Check breathing apparatus

Ensure itudents have proper bunker
clothing and necessary equipment

1 36



Iloi,*0*1**104y'4
vo4cio iiiiboard"

(5) "tf:r f'a'Part4::le
!toe :ith a strap

6) Never throw equipment -
puss by hand. Mk) observent

when tools are hoisted or

lowered

(7)

(8 )

)

Alwayd"step up ontd,i'ailboard

NEVER jump rin

Do pot dismount vehicle while
0

in motiaa

lo not straddle hose, especially

charged lines

(10) Be especially careful on ice,

wet and oily surfaces

(11) Set handbrake and chock
wheels

Appileition:

f. Given a structural pumper and mounted

eqUipment, AFTO Form 434 and technical data,

inmpect and perform operator Maintenance

on structural firefighting vehicles and

mounted equipment.. .Opterater maintenance

:vet be accoMplisheddccording.to the

techn5mal order. All applicable items on

the AFTC Fbrm 434 must be inspected.

2. Given firefighiing vehicles, tools,

equipment, breathing apparatus, protective

clothing and technical data, perform crew

duties in firefighting drills.and emergency

response exercises. Workbo6k procedUres

must be strictly adhered to while observ-

ing all applicable hatety practices.

3. Given a building, deMSnstrate normal and

emergency entry procedured. All entry=

procedures must be in accordance with

the WB procedures. All applicable safety

procedures must be dtrictly adhered to,

-

4 b

ed.

iA444-44i
will te tolerated, You pould get

injured

Stress safety in To 41! entry and

rescue overation

TIME: 5 hrs 30 min

' 6 INSTRUCTORS' ARE REQUIRED
Use TO 36Al2-12-8-51-

TO- 36Al2-12 -9-61

TO 36Al2-12-12-1
TO 36Al2-12-15-4:

Pretective Clothing

Properly operate Air Fbrce equip- .

ment. Prevent damage resulting in

costly repair.

Use: breathing apparatus
Mrafting pit
Meluge gun
Three story training tower and

building

Vehicles: 750A Structural Firefight-
ing Vehicle4 to Mounted

Equipment
530B Structural 'Firefight-

ing Vehicles & Mbunted

Equipment
A/S32P-8 Struotural Fire-
fighting Vehicles &

Mounted Equipment
-A/S32P-12 Structural Fire-

fightim&yehicles &
Mounted Equipment



L. Wren a- bUrning building," firefighting
Vehioles, tools,- seqUipMent, breathing

apParatu#,. PrOtec#,Ve clothing azia
.nical data,perform.as a MemberOttlire-
fighting drevtocóntrol and,extingUish,struc-'
tural fires Each:fire must becompleteiy
"Sz*ingUished while observing all applicable'
aafety,p.rocedures..

Given.an occupied building, locate and
evacuate Personnel from building in lees
than three minttes:

6. 'Given structural firefightingvehicle
ahd a bUildingon,fire,,protect adjacent/
nearby building exposures and equipment from
fire hailards in acCordance with the"WE
Procedures, while observing all safety

procedures.

7. Given a, building and appropriate cleanup
equipment, perform firefighting overhaul
clean-up operations: All debris and later
musibe removed.

S. Given necessary equipment,,perform
preventiVelbaintenance-on structural -

firefightiAg yehibles and mounted equip-

ment IAW AFTO Form 434! gad:nub:1 station

facilities and protective clothiAg as

required."

Use Prev0entive maintenbzne
materials

Air compressor

Evaluation: TIME: 10 min

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

'concLusIoN TIME: 5 man

Summary: We have just completed part of our lesson on structural firefighting
operations and have performed crew duties in smoke house operations.

&motivation: %lie need for, well trained and efficient crew members cannot be
uverenwhasized.It is up to you to become proficient in your job.

Assignment:, Review and study SG 408, "Hose Loads and Finishes."

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Peed and study SG 412. Structural Firefitint, Tactics

and ehswer the questions at tne end of the unit.

'Closure: ,Today was just a small sampling of what it is like fithting a fire: ,

138



STRUCTURAL IIREOICBTING TACTICS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Row do you know exactly bow to combat a structural fire? Mo you
plAy.it as it goes along or is tbare a procedure to follow.

Review: We have just completed one day Of structural firefighting operations attho smoke house.

Overview: Today we will continue amr smoke house operations to include rescue of
personnel, and tbe shutting off of utilities.

Mativition: You have bad one dear of operations, now is your chance to improve your-self and correat any mistakes yen" made before.

Transition: Todayelesson will begin with a review of our safetY Procedures.

BODY

Presentmtion:

1. diven a structural pumper and mounted
equipment, AYTO lorm 434 and technical data,'
inspect and perfori operator maintenance
on structural iirefighting,vehicles. Oper-
ator maintenance must be accomplished aocord-
ing to the tecbnical order. All applicable
items on the AFTOAForm 434 must be inspected..

a. Safety procedure::

(1) Always be faly bunkered out
in protective clothing before
moiniting vehicles

Protective headgear, with
strap in place, will be worn
during every emergenoy response,
and at all ether times

Gloves will be worn at all times
during an emergency response

Ulle handholds when riding
vehicle tailboard ,

ft

1.39

Met 5 bre 50 nin

TIM 10 min

Stress energy And materials
conservation

Check outside assignment

fee WB 412

Students will notopen banip&Onors.
A. minimum of two instruotors will
be used at all tiams to open/
close hangar doors..

NOTE: Check breathing apparatus

Ensure etude:its' hew, proper bunker
clothing and neoessak7 equipment

Caution: No horseplay or inatten-
tion will be tolerated. You
oould got injured



(5) When operatingon ladders
always.iflock.inand secure
hose With altrap

(6) Never throw equipient.- pass
'When& Me obiervant when

. tools are-hoisted-Or lowered

(7) Always steP Up onto tailboard.
Never jturtii au

(8) Do not dismount vehicle while
iemotion

(9) po not straddle hose, especial:-
17 charged lines

(10) Be especially carefUl on ice,
wet and oily surfaces

, (11) Set handbrake and choekwheeli

Application:

1. Given a structural pumper and mounted
equipment, A/TO Form 434 and technical dita,
inspect.an4 perform oPerator maintemanoe
on structurellirefightinevehioles. 'Opera,
tor maintenance mustimacoomplithed accord-
ing io the techmitial' order. All applicable
items on the AYTO No=434 must .be in:mooted.

2. Given firefighting vobioles, tools, equip-
ment, breathing apparatns,protective clothing
and technical,datt, perform crew duties' in
firefightintdrills andsmarmay responae
exercises. 'Workbook procedures must be
etrictly adhered to while observing all'
applicable safety practices.

3. Given a. bUilding, demonstrate normal
and emergency entry procedures. All 'entry
procedures must be in accordance with
the WB. All appliosble safety prooedures
must be strictly sabered to.

L. Giver: a, building, looate matter switch
ardahut off building utilities in less
than one minute.

Stress safety in forcible entry
and rescue operations

ft

Tins 5 hr. 30 sin
6 INS TRUC TORS ARE- REQUIRED

Zs* TO 3642.424651
TO 3641242-9-61
TO'36122-2g42-1
TO 361122.12=154

Protective Olothins

Proierly Operate Air !brae equip-
ment. -Prevent damage resulting
in costltrepair

Breathing-sagaratus, drafting
pit, deluge gun, three story
training tower and building

Vehicles: .754 Structural lire-
fighting vehicle and motnted
equipment; 5303 structural
firefigiAingvehicle and
mounted equipment; 032P-8
structural firefighting-vehicle
and mounted equipment; 032P-12,
structural firefightingvehicle
and mounted equipment

140



qiveeva bi,armingInsilding, firefighting
vebiciee, toOls, equiPMent,, breithiri-aPP4s-, , tug, protectiire ,clOthing and. tech:63.41 data;
perforM as a .meniber of -a, firefighting,drew
to ódhtrol and extinguish strUdtural fires.
Bach fire *lit be comp/etely eitinguished
while obeierving all, appliCable :safety tiroce-&item'4 I'

. Given a building, protective glothiiig,
rescue equipment- and- a,resdiie &any, locate
duMmy victim and perform resdue from -bui/dingusing the aPpropriate type of carrY. Therescue muet be accOmplished less than three
minutes while Observing all ,applicable sated*procedures.

7. Given structural lirefighting vehicleand. a building on fire, protect adjacent/
nearby-building exposuree' and equipment
rom fire hazards in accordance with the

ViB procedures, while observing all_applicablesafety procedures.
8. Given salvage covers and, a furnished.
room, perform as a member of a crew to protectbuilding contents Contentsmust be suffioientlyprotected, with salvage covers to" prevent
further damage.

9: 'Given salvage covers and. a building,
perform as a member of a crew and..00nstrtictcatch basins and` drain chutee. Basinsand.chutes mat be designed/conetructed .in such a manner as to prevent firther waterdamage to the building and contents. ,

10. Given a.furnished. room, perform.as amember of a crew and, remove equisment andfurnishings in leas than 30 minutes inaccordance with the WB procedures.

11. Given,a building and appropriate cleanup
equipment, perform firefighting overhaul cleanup operations. All debris and water must beremoved.

12. Given necessary equipthent, perform preven-tive maintenance on structural firefightingvehicles and mounted equipzent TAW Ano Form434. Maintain station facilities and protec-tivo clothing as required.

Use Bosons dnmmies

Use Preventive maintenance materia:
air compressor. .



Evaluation:
TDOC: 10 min

Intersperse. throughout the presentation.

.

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min'
I

Summary: 12oday, you have performed all the tasks and prooedures necessary in
efficient and effective structural firefighting operations. You hair* acted as'.
crew members ot structural firefighting vehicles, and have gained insight into.e:eae positions.

Remotivatian: You should now be much more proficient in structural firefightingoperations, and this proficiency will be of utmost importance to you today and
as you. Prepare for the field..

Assignment: Review and study SG 410, "Structural Pirefighting,Procedures." Nave
students to review all materials and notes 'in preparation for the BloA IV finalmeasurement test.

Outside Assignment: .(2 bre) Read and study the follawini SGunits and answer the
qiestions at,the end of each unit.

1. SG 411 Preservation of Evidence (1hr)

2. SG 1414, 'Fire Station Majztenance (1hr)

0

Closure: Yau &quid nawhave a good ideight into What iftakes to become an
,efficient structural firefighter.

-444-



PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE

MTRODUCTION TIM: 5 min

Aitention: Fire can destroy in minutes what it takes man years to build. If there issome way to prevent fire from occuring then man's efforts are not in vain.

Review: We liave jusiCaCmpleted our days at the smoke house and-know what an enemyfire can be.

Overvfew: Today we will cover preserving evidence at the scene of a fire.

Motivation: To discover the cause of a fire and to take action to prevent the same
cause from or:curing in other areas.

Iremsition: We will begin today's lessonwith methods to preserve evidence.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify procedures
for preserving evidence to determine the

,cause of a fire. Eighty Percent of the
procedures must be identified correctly.

TIME: 1 br 50 min

TTIME: 1 hr 40 min

a. Preserve evidence
Stress energy and materials con-
servation(1) There are two things a

firefighter should keep
in mind regarding the
preservation of evidence

(a) Keep evidence where it'
is found, untouched and
undisturbed.

(b) Evidence which cannot be
left at the scene, properly
identify, remove, and safe-

,guard it.

Photograpbs are excellent support-
iag evidence, if immediately taken
(color photographs if possible)

b. Types of evidence

143

Check outside assignment



(1) All fires are not deliberate1Y
set, some are caused by
carilesinees, some by ignorance,
and some by a complete disregard
of fire safety

(2) Fire.in kitchen cOuld. be due
to frying pan left unattended
on stave

(a) Cabinets above'stove and
ceiling would. be btrnt area

(3) Fire in clothes dryer, awaited by
lint filter'not being.cleaned

and causing motor to overheat
and ignite lint and clothes

(4) Fire in electrical wiring.could
be caused by

(a) taping cirauit breaker

(b) Overloading of outlets

(c). Wong size fuses

(d) ridging fuses

(e) Improper wiring

0. Protect and guard evidence

(1) Evidence can be protected at
the some in varioui ways

(a) Rope off the area

(b) Material can be idled,
around the evidence to
-keep people away until

arrival of investigators

(c) Guards can be posted to
prevent tamperinuwith
evidence

(d) Leave plenty of roam
around evidence to protect
it exactly as it was found

(e) Protect tire and footprints
'so casts can be made

-2-

/001-

Use personal experience on types
oP fires you have seen

Especially important if sabotage
is suspected

1.14



iAlectifY, preserve, remove, and safe-

guard evidence

(1) All evidence collected by fire-
fighters should be properly
tagged and preserved in a clean
container.

(2) Notation of date, time, and the
place where the'evidenoe was
found should be made. Container
should have the initials of the
pc-rson who collected the evidence:
Persons handling evidence should
be kapt"to a minimum, a record
should be kept of all persons
who handle evidence.

Application

Evaluation:

Intersperse throughout the presentation.

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min

Summary: We have just discussed the methods to preserve evidence at the scene of a
fire and briefly covered some types of evidence.

Remotivation: If we are to become profiCient firefighters, we need to know what
causes fires so we can take stepi to prevent them.

Assignment: 106. Continue wiih Fire Station Maintenance.

Closure: Remember, fires don't happen, they are caused.

.4



PIER STATION MAINTENANCE

INTRODUCTION TIMN: ,5 min

Attention: Training and combating firee are not all that firemen do. They alsohave to maintain'the fire station and equipment they have.

RevieW: We have just dipoussed bay to preserve evidence at the scene of a fire.

Overviewr Today we will discuss the other side of the firemen's life, includingcare of his protective clothing and bia itation facilities and equipment.

-

Motivation: Protective clothing protects you:while combating a fire. Your toolsand equipment must function properly when needed, and the fire stationlike anybuilding, needs to be clean.

Transition: Today's lesson will begia'with the care of our protective clothing.

BODY

Presentation:.

1.. Given firefighting protective clothing,
inspect and perform maintenance on clothing
as required. Procedures listed in the WB
must be followed without error.

a. Perform inspection and maintenance
on protective clothing

After each operation, protec
tive clothing should be inspect
ed thoroughly. Check for
burns, rips, boles, etc.

Protective clothing ahauld be
cleaned with the use of mild
soap and water

Protective clothing, after
cleaning, should be allowed
to air dry

2. Given necessary tools and equipment,
maintain station facilities in accordance
with the WB procedurea. Perform preventiire
maintenance on structural firefi*Iting vehicles
and mounted equipment as required.

TIM: 1 hr 50, min

TIMS: 10 min

Stress enera and materials
conservation

Check outside assignment

Use WB 414

Use protective clothing, preventive
maintenance materials

Use Structural Pumper and mounted
equipment

Preventive maintenance materials

Stress Safety on mounting vehicles,
opening hoods, doors, etc.

1,16



a. Maintaining Station Faalities

(1)' Facilities maintenance may be
divided into station, equipment
and apParatus. Although e04-
ment and apparatus are usually
considered jointly

'(2) Station maintenance may.be
dividei into routine house-
keeping and repair

( 3 )

(4)

Station maintenance requires the
cooperation of all personnel

Certain parts of the station
require.daily upkeep, other
sections weekly, while other
areas may require only periodic
attention

1: Daily maintenance includes, but'is
not limited to the following

(1) Sweep all flo,re

(2) Disenfect toilets, lavatories
and bath facilities

(3) Make all beds

(4) Maintain a clean .and clear
driveWay

( Dust all furniture

c. Weekly maintenance

(1). 2\44 all flo rs.

(2) Police grounds and trim
gral3E1

(3) Wash all windows

11. Periodic maintenance

(1) Clean and sei.yice all
electric motors

(2) Wash woodwork

(3) Check and service\doora
\ .

(4) Clean all light fixtlires

-2-
. 1 .1 7

Stress safety while performing
station maintenance



j

Application:_

. Intersperse throughout the presentation.

EValuatiOn:

tntersperse throughout the preientation.

CONCLUSION

T/141: hr 30 min

mg: 10 min

,TIMN: 5 min

Summary: We have-had a discussion an Caroni' protective olothing,'station aid
equipment and actually performed some preventive maintenance..

Remotivation: Care of your protective clothing and equipment is'nf the utmost
importance; the-time you need them is the time they-must be in condition to do theirjob.

--

Assignment: Read and study SG 501, "Block V Orientation."

Outside Assignment: (2 bre) Read Snd study SG 502, "Principles 4aa Procedures'
of Aerospace Vehicle Firefighting," aid-answer the questions at the end of theunit.

Closure: You. have completed your introduction to structural firefighting, but you
must stay proficient in all areas as 'this had been just the begimaing of your
career in Air Force firefighting.

4
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Fire Protection:Branch
Chanute An, Illinois

. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENAHCE OF HYDRANTS
. /

OBJECTIVES

After
,to.inspect

3A3157130 -1 -SG-401

completing this study-guide acid your classroom instructions, you will be able
and perform,operator safittenaoce on hydrants.

INTRODUCTION

Fire hydrants are an important part of
the installation fire protection system
and must be kept in good' working order \
at all times.

INFORMATION

TNSPECTION

Start inspection at hydrant nearest
source of supply. Locate nearest valves
on hydrant stub or.grid systee ao they
can be shut off if hydrant is found
defective during incpection. If durine
inspection, any caps are found missing,
replace them.

:above one hydrant tap and replace
-with cap fitted with pressure gage.
Open hydrant SLOWLY until wide open.

Check hydrant for leaks around
gaskets, top of hydrant, and around
cape. Note location of all leaks.

Close hydrant SLOWLY to prevent
water hammer from causing damage to
water distribution system.

MAINTENANCE

Hydrants can be maintaineC replacIng
all worn or malfunctioning part!, and
sestscthrough the fop of the hydrant.
0

If operating nut has rounded corneri
fromusing improper wrench, replace
with a new one.

To lubricate operat1ng nut remove
screw in top of,nut and apply Oil, grease,
.or graphite grease tJcommefided by manufactdrer.
If hydrant does not operate freely after
lubrication, lubricate packing and thrust
collar by oiling joint between nut and
Collar.

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate
\ sheet of paper. Plea's, do not write
. in this trataing literature. Other students
\will yule it after you.

1.
o

are an Important pirt of the installation
fire protection system,

2. Start at hydrant
nearest source of supply.

3. °Pen hydrant
ultil, wide open.

4. Close hydrant slowly to prevent

1

5. If operating has
punded corners, replace with a new one.

REFERENCE .

1. AFM 85-13, Maintenance and Operation
of Water Plants and System.

151.2
,
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Fire Protection !ranch
.Chanute Ars, Illinois

EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

'OBJECTIVES

3A3R57130 -SG-402.

After completing this stud* guide and your Classroom instructions, you will be
able to identify male and unsafe procedures concerning emergenCy response adtivities.

INTRODUCTION

There is a amp= difference between.
Jiriviing an emergency vehicle and a-
privatemito. When you are in the emergency
vehicle, you are-a iublic servant and
lave an added reiponsibility of driving
in a manner to set an example for other
drivers to follae.

INFORMATION

EMERGENCY RESPONSE

It is recommended that you always
.use the beacons, emergency.flashers,
and headliahts when resionding. During

daylight hours, drivers,say not
see the approaching vehciles when they
are going in the same direction even
with emergency liehts operating. The
use of headlights (flashing from bright
to dim) is usually much more effective
attention-getters than the red lights.
During the night.hours, getting the
other driver's.attention isn'l such
a problem..

.For the safety of yourself and
_the_crew, -us...the...siren at-ail-times-when--

respondieg incept in housing, areas and
residential areas where there is the danger'
of kids running'in front of you. Children
are always fascinated by the sound of
sirens and the red lights. Always keep
in mind that kids don t act responsibly
and may walk or'run directly.inte your
path. In some instances, such as after
school hours in the housing areas,on base
or in residential districts, it-may be
wise to merely drive through without the

- use of, siiens. Usually, the first truck
. will gat through withouttoo much problem
,but the following vehicles may have to
slow.to a crawl to Avoid hitting the childrem.

The siren'warns other drivers of
an approaching eeergency vehicle before
the drivers are within sight of each

3

other. You should leave the siren operating
during' the response whither you feel
that you need thmm-or not. NO harm is
done by using thea.and they may save
your life or the life of an innocent
person. Try to provide an alternating
sound such is "Vail," "yelp,"'or "bi-
le."

:lust because you are using emergency
lights'and audiewarning devices doesn't
mann" you-are alwAys in the right or that
other drivers and persons willautoaatically
yield. will panic when they
se e an ancy vehicle and melba they
don't realise the urgency of your mission.
There isn't very much that,you can do.
aboUt it right at thi tine, but you can
gat cheir license number and turn it
over to the policing agency. You will
probably be required to formally charge
the driver with failing to yield to an
emergency vehicle. If necessary,'this
Should be dons because it will probably
benefit other emergency agencies in the
future. .

Always use your headlights when
driving any eieergency vehicle whether
on-a-tesponse-or
is merely a:precaution against a poor -
sighted, drunk, atc.,,person.)

Always use the safety belts'whather
in a fire vehicle or in your private
automobile. Use them whoa On an emergency
response or normal'driving. They are
there for youreprotection and shodld
be used 100rof the operational ttne
of that vehicle. Use of seat belts is
required by Air Force regulations and
it also makes good common sense.

Remember that you are responsible
to the people you serve when you are
in an emergency vehicle. You have the
proper warning equipment to use in cases
of eftwrgency, so use them. Don't be
afraid of drawing attention to yourself



because thee; exactly what youlwish to
accomplish.

It has been stated that dUring the
night hotirs no vehicle is safe at excess
of 60 mph.) By the time something gets
into view, which requires you to stop,
it Will be impossible to avoid it. You
will probably respond during the night
and may exceed the recommendtd speed,
bul. always keep in mind.what would happen
if you ever hit end killed anyone on an
emergency reSpoose.

During night driving, headlights
will get the attention of.drivers but
also will blind the other driver unless
properly used. It will probably'be unneces-
sary to alternate from bright to dim in the
dark hours because the emergency lights
will do all that is necessary to warn
the drivers of your approach. Once the
mine of the emergency is reached, the
headlights should be turned completely
off. Manytimes when a driver is
facing an emergency vehicle, the headlights
will blind the driver to the point where
he will not even see the emergency lights;

therefore, he may not reauce his speed.

,

1610-Biaing-sn emergency vehicle,
whether,on an emergency or not, always.

turn on the beadon.light and honk the
horn to warn other people and vehicles

_ -thatyou-are-backing.--

UNSAFE PROCEDURES

Many times, when responding to an-
emergency, we tend to get excited and
disregard our own safety. As-firemen,
we should always-keep our safety in mind
for we are responding to render aid and
assistance to otheri.

4

Some common mistakes that firemen
make are jumping on the tailboard instead
of stepping up on it, continuing to .

bunker ourwhile vehicle is in motion,
using improper hand holds and not holding
on with both hands, not watching for
other vehicles or aircraft When on a
flight line and amounting the vehicle
before a full stop is made.

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to ihe
following questions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1. There is a major difference
between driving an
vehicle and a private

2. For the safety Of yourself
and your crew, use the
at all times when responding.

3. Just because you are using
emergency lights and audiowarang devices
doesn't mean.you have the

4. As firemen, we should always
keep our own in mind.

5. One of the common mistakes
that firemen make is continuing to

motion.

REFERENCES

1. CDC 57150, Fire Proteetion Specialist,

2. TESTA 1106, Fire Apparatus Practices.

/0



Fire Protection'Aranch
Chanute API, Illinois

- INSPECTIONS, MAINTENANCE, MOUNTED EQUIPMENT:AND
OPERATIONS.OF THE:S3011/P-8 STRUCTURAL PUMPERS

OBJECTIVES

3ADI57130-1-30-403

After completimg this study snide sad your classroom instructioes, you will be
able to:

1. Inspect and perform Operator maintenance on the 5303/1-8 structural
firefighting vehicle and mounted equipment.

2. Perform a booster operation.

3. . Perfor41preyentive maintenance on the 5303/14 structural firefighting vehicle
and mounted equip:lent.

INTRODUCTION

Preventive maintenance coexists
of systematic inspection and correction
of the causes of 'equipment failures before

rhey oceur or develop into major defects.
If your firefighting apparatus Is in
encellent condition, you vill have both
a fast and a safe Operation. ,Vbea you
use a firefighting vehicle, your lifs
and the lives of meny others depend on
the reliability of your vehicle sad associated
equipment. InIrder to carry out fire
control asd rescue oPerations successfully,
proper inspection and maintenance must
-be carefully performed. Inspection and
maintonancmroutines should take plats
daily and corrective measures should
be performed before it is neceseary to
use your vehicle. You must remember
that when firefishtini_equipment_it_veeded,.
there is an emergency: Whenjouryehicle

_is neededi_itis.too late-to perform.
preventive maintenance.

INFORMATION

INSPECTION

The importance t6at fire trucks
play in the control of fire emergencies
cannot bemtress6d too moth. If a fire
truck is unible to produce its full
caiability at these emergencies, a routios
fire could turn into a mojor one. The
fire chief is respousibile for thelproper
operation of fire trucks, but through
the chain of commend, the responsibility
will rest with the pump operator. There
areseveral items of primary importance

3

on a fire truck that must be checked
to insure proper operation. Among these
are the battery, fuel, oil, water, foam,
end tire pressure. A full gasoline
.tank is particularly important since
a truck oftes has,to operate several
hours after it resches'a fire. There
have been instances where tire trucks
ran out ofiesoline at crucial times
during major fires.' 011 levels of the
engine(s) Should be checked. The veter
level in the radiator ilso should be,
checked for proper. level. All lights
'should be checked by turning them on
and-mskins a visual examination. This
includea headlights, tail lights, spot
lights, instrument lights, marker lights,
cospartmeit lishts, etc. All warning
signale, such as siren, horn, and low
air pressure hussar should be checked.

Mindshield-sipers-and-washers-should

beLchecked_for_proper_operation,-and----
-wesherbottle filledi-if-necessary.
The fluid in thirbattery should be at
the proper level. The level'ahould
not be permitted to fall-below the top
of the plates. Distilled weter is highly
desirable, but not mandatory for use
,in lead-acid batteries.

Tires should be checked.for unusual
signs of wear and the presence of nails
Or glass that nay" have bean picked up
during travel. Use a tire sage to determine
whether the pressure is vithin the recommended
limits: Check for missing valve caps
end tightness of wheel lug nuts.

Valves and lavers on the pump should
work easily and be position.for quick

//



operation. Caps on the suction-and discharge
outlets should be in place and should
not.stick.or bind. The threads ehouid
be cleaned with a brush, as,necessary.
Suction strainers should be checked to
assure that they are not clogged.

Careful visual exaMination should
be made of the whole truck, including
close inspection of the underside of the
chassis. Any unusual condition should
be examined and cotrected. .Note any signs
of water, oil, foam, gasoline, or hydraulic
fluid leakage and trace these leaks to
their source. Coriect any leaks discovered,
if possible, and, if not, report them
to your supervisor. Tighten all loose
body bolts and sheet metal screws.

All tools and equipment should be
checked for serviceability and securely
fastened in their normal places. Attention
should be given to nozzles and nozzle
tips to Assure that each eize is in its
proper place. No cleaning rags, gloves,
or other foreign material should be allowed
to be stored in nozzles, suction hose,
or in any other equipment where they may
block the flow of water.

The primer should be checked for
proper operation. If oil is used in the
priming pump, the oil reservoir should
be checked and filled, if required.

Exmaine the engine for any signs
of leaks, loosenesschiffing,_or other
defects. The engine should be wiped clean
with a rag, for mclean engine is usually
a sign of good maintenance. Frequently,
points of possible failure can be found
during the simple task of cleaning.

In general, the same inspections
are required after emergency runs as those
made daily. The preparation for the next
emergency is sterted by gating up all
tools, hose, and equipment used and returning
to the statiOn. Upon returning to the
station, thoroughly check and clean all,
equipment used during the emergency and
return it to its proper place on the vehicle.
All accessories that have been used, such
as protective breathing equipment and
extinguishers, should be checked and refilled.
The vehicle should be washed and the hose
bed relaoded with clean, dry hose, as
necessary. All soiled sections of hose

6

should be washed and.dried. Gas, oil,
water, and foam levels are checked and
refilled as necessary.

If the pump has been operated from
draft, it should be connected to a hydrant
or other source of clean water and thoroughly
flushed. This is especially important
if salt.or dirty-water-was pumped. A
centrifugal pump may be "back flushed"
by connecting a hydrant line tmthe
pump discharge and allowing the water
to emerge through.the suctlon connection.
This will often release, foreign matter
that may be imbedded in the pump propellers.
Hose gate valvesmhould be cleared of
sand or grit thatmay'have been picked
up during the pumping operations. Gaskets
in caps and connections should be replaced
as needed.

READING ASSIGNMENT

INSPECTION. AND MAINTENANCE

To help you understand.the inspection
and perform operator maintenance on
the 5303/P-8 structural firefighting
vehicle, studythe.following reading
assignments from:

TO 36Al2 -12 -9 -61

Page Patagraph

1-1 through_174
-2-1 through-2-11

TO 36Al2.42-12-1

Page

1-1 through 1-3

^

_i=1 through.1,2.

2 -1-through-2 -9

Paragraph e <

1-1 through 1-19

BOOSTER TANK OPERATIONS

To help you understand and perform
,the booster operations on the 530B1P-
8 structural firefighting vehicle, study
the following reading assignments from:

TO 36Al2-12-9-61

Page . Figure

2-3 throucb 2-4 1-1 through 1-19
2-19 through 2-20 2-10

.°
0"



TO 36Al2 -12 -12 -1

Page

4-13 through 4-14

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Paragraph

446

To maintain the vehicles and mounted
equipment in a constant state of readiness
required a preventive maintenance program.

This will Include but is not limited to
washing the vehicle and cleaning the
compartments. All windows should be cleaned
with water or window cleaner.

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following 044tions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1.
needed,

When your
it is to late to perform

2. A gaosline tank
is particularly important since a truck
often has to operate several hours after
it reaches a fire.

be
3. Any unusual condition should

and

4. All tools and equipment should
be checked for and
securety fastened in there normal places.

5. The primer oil tank is located
under the

-in the truck
cab.

- 6. In setting up the cab of the
53011 depress clutch pedal and place

, shift laver in neutral
position.

7. In performing a booster operation
on the 5308, move the pump clutch control
lever from to

position.

8. In performing a booster operation
on the P-8, open tank
suction line valve.

9. When priming the pump on the
P-8, water Should enter the fire pump
in to seconds of primer
operation.

10. The* and
should be cleaned and put in the correct
compartment.

11. Clean all windown with
or

REFERENCES

1. TO 36Al2 -12 -9 -61, Truck Firefighting'

5308.

2. TO 36Al2 -12 -12 -1, 500 GPM Brush .

and Structural Firefiehtine 'ruck.

1/ 3
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TireTrotection Branch
Cheaute Ars, Illinois

PUMPING OPERATIONS ON THE 530B/P-8 STRUCTURAL PUMPERS

OBJECTIVES

3A3R57130-1-SG-404

After completing this study guide awd your clasecoos instructions, you will be
able to:

1. Perform a hydiant operation.

2. Perform a drafting operation.

, 3. Perform a:foma pumping operation.

4. Perform preventive maintenance on the 5303/P-8 structuril pumper and mounted
equipment.

INTRODUCTION

The 5303 pumper is normally considered
as a'combat type vehicle. This vehicle
has the ability to maneuver over rough
terrain and is quite often used for
off -base simergencies. It is also
used for bursh and forestry fire service.
This truck is one of the most voristile
vehicles the Air Force uses. You will
Jean how to perform pumping operations
on the 5303 and the P-8.

7

The P4 is designed to replace all
5303 pumpers on a one for One basis.
It is designed as a tactical firefighting
vehicle for transporting in predssignated
type aircraft. It is primarily a strwctural,
brush vehicle but it can also be used
in aircraft eetriencies because it carries
600 valons of water and 55 gallons of

INFORMATION

READING ASSIGNMENT

HYDRANT OPERATION

To help you understand and perform
the hydrant operation on the 5303/P-
8 structural firifighting vehicle, study
the following reading assignments from:.

"TO 36Al2 -12 -9 -61

Page Tigure

2-3 through 2-4 2 -1-

2-18 2-9

9

-

TO 36Al2 -12 -12 -1

Page Paragraph

4-12 through 4-12A 4-64

DRAF*ING OPERATION

To help you understand Ind perform
the drafting opeiation on the 5308/P-
8 structural firefighting vehicle, study
the-following reading assignments from:

TO 36Al2 -12 -9 -61

Page

2-17

TO 36Al2 -12 -12 -1

Tags

4-12k through 4-13

Figure

2-8

Paragraph

4-65

FOAM PUMPING OPERATION

To help you understand and perform /
tt4 foaa pumping operation on the 530B/P
8 structural firefighting vehicle, study
the followinureading assignments from:

TO 36Al2-12-9-61

Page

2-21

156

Tigtire

2-11



TO 36Al2-12-12-1

Page Paragraph

4-14 through 4-15, 4-67 through 4-69

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE .

. After using tha vehicles in,pumping
operation, they should be cleaned and
reserviced. When washing the trucks,
never use a 2-1/2 inch or 1-1/2 inch under
high pressure as this may peel the paint
from the vehicle. The station should
be maintained in a clean and healthful
condition.

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1. The 5303 pumper is normally
considered as a type vehicle.

2. The 5303 is also used for
and fire serVice:

3. The P-8 is designed to replace
all on
a one for one basis.

4. In performing a hydrant operation
oilith a 530E, move clutch
control lever from road to pump position.

10

5. \In performing a hydrant operation
with a F-8,,place transmission range
selector in .

6. In performing a drafting operation
with a 530E, after-priming ths.pump move
pump clutch control lever from
to position.

7. In performing a drafting operation
with a P-8, place transfer valvi in the

'position.

8. In perfOrming a foam pupping
operation with a 530E, after putting
the pump in operation, open the foam

lever.

9. 4 In performing a foam pumping
operation with a P-8 from a hydrant,
the vacuum gage should show a maximum
of psi..

10. Never use a 2-1/2" or 1-1/2"
hose under high pressure as this may
peel the paint from the

REFERENCES

1. TO 36Al2 -12 -9 -61, Truck Firefighting
530E.

2. TO 36Al2-12-12-1, 500 GPM Brush
and Structural Firefighting Truck.

1 5 7



lire Protection Drench
Chanute API, Illinois

INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE, MOUNtED EQUIPMENT AND
OPERATIONS OF THE 750A/P-12 STRUCTURAL PUMPERS

ORJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom
sble tot

1. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the
fighting vehicle and aounted equipment.

2. Perform' a hydrant operation.

3. Perform a drafting operation.

4. Perform a.foam operation.

5. Perform preventive maintenance
and mounted equipient.

INTRODUCTION

3A31.57130-1-SG-405

instructions, you will be

750A/P -12 structural fire -

\

on the 750A/P -12 strutural firefighting vehicle
I

r4- --
truck is unable to produce its full
capability at theee emergencies, a routine
fire could turn into a major one. The
firs chief is responsible for the proper
operation of fire trucks, but through
Op chain of commmed, the responsibility
will reetwith-the Pump operator. There
are several items of primary importance
on a fire truck that must be checked
ti,insure proper operation. Aeons these
are the battery, fuel, oil, water, foam,
and tire pressure. A full sasoline
tank is particularly important since
a truck often has-to operate several
hours after it reaches e fire. There
have been instances idiere fire trucks
'rAr out of_sesoline_at1orucial times
dir iiesjor fires. Oil levels of the
ensine(s)should-be-chacked---The-water
level in the radiator also should be
checked for proper level. "All lights
should-be checked by turnini them on
and making a visual examination. This
includes headlights, tail lights, spot
lights, instrument lighte, marker lights,
compartment lights, etc. j All warning
signals, such is siren, hers, and low
air pressure buzser-should be checked.
Windshield Wipers and wasiers should
be checked for proper operation, and
washer bottle filled, if necessary.
The fluid in the battery Weould be at
tha proper level. The level should
not be permitted tu fall below the top
of the plates. Distilled water is highly

(The first few paragraphs ire a repeat
of SCr.403 to try to impress won the
importance of preventative maintenance.)

Preventive maintenance coasists4.
of systematic inspection-and correction
of the causes of equipment failures
before they occur or-develop into major
defects. If your firefiOting apparatus
is in excellent condition, you will
have both a fast and a safe operation.
When you use a firefighting vehicle, '
your life and the lives of Many others
depend on the reliability of your Vehicle

.and associated equipeant. In order
to carry-out-fire control and rescue

, operations summenefulln_proper inapection
aid Maintenance must be carefully performed.
Inspection aid maintenance routines
should take_place daily and corrective
measures should be performed before
it is naceepary to use your vehicle.
You must-xemember that item firefighting
equipeent is Weeded, there is an emergency.
When your vehicle is needed, it is too
late to perform' preventive maintenance.

INFORMATION

INSPECTION

The importance that fire trucks
play in the control of firs emergencies
cannot be stressed too much. If a fire

11_



desirable, but not mandatory for use
in lead-acid batteries.

Tires should be checked for unusual
signs of wear and the presence of nails
or glass that may have been picked up during
travel. Use a tire gage to determine whether
the pressure is. within the recommended
limits. Check for missing valve caps and
tightness of wheel lug nuts.

Valves and levers on the pump should
work easily and be in position for quick
operation. Caps on the suction and discharge
outlets should be in place and should not
stick or bind. The threads should be cleaned
with a brush, as necessary. Suction strainers
should be cheCked to assure that they are
not clogged.

Careful visual examination should
,,be made of the whole truck, including close

Amspection of the underside of the chassis
Any unusual condition should be xaained
and corrected. Note any signs of water,
oil, foam, gasoline, or hydraulic fluid .

leakage and trace these leaks to their
source. Correct any leaks discovered,
if possible, and, if not, report them to
your supervisor. Tighten all loose body,
bolts and sheet metal screws;

All tools and equipment should be
checked for serviceability and securely

,fastened in theirmormal places. Attention
should be giVen to nozzles and noZzle tips

Ito-assure-that-each-size-As-in-its-proper-
place. NO cleaning rags, gloves, or other
foreign material should be allowed to be
stored in nozzles, suction hose, or in
any other equipment where they may block
the flow of water.

The primer should be checked for proper
operation. If oil is used in the priming
pump, the oil reservoir should be checked
and filled, if required.

Examine the engine for any iigns of
leaks, looseness, chaffing, or other defects.
The engine should be wiped clean with a
rag, for a clean engine is usually a sign
of good maintenance. Frequently, points
of possible failure can be found during
the simple task of cleaning.

In general, the same inspections are
required after emergency runs as those
made daily. The preparation for the next

12

emergency is startedPy picking up all
tools, hose, and equipment used and
returning to the station. Upon ieturning
to the station, thoroUghly check and
clean all equipment used during the
emergency and return it to itw proper
place on the,vehicle. All accessories
that have,been used, such as protective
breathing equipment and extinguishers,
should be checked and refilled. The
vehicle should be washed and the hose
bed reloaded wi6 clean, dry hose, as
necessary. All soiled sections,of hose
should bewashed and dried. Gas, oil,
water, and foam levels are checked and
refilled as necessary.

If the pump has been operated from
draft, it should be connected to a hydrant
or other source of clean water and thoroughly,
flushed. This is especially important
if salt or dirty water was pumped. A
centrifugal pump may be "back flushed"
by connecting a hydrant line to the
pump discharge and allowing the water
to emerge through the suction connection.
This will often release foreign matter
that may be iMbedded in the pump propellers.
Hose gate valves should be cleared of
Aand or grit that may have Peen picked
up during the pumping operations. Gaskets
in caps and connections should be retilaced
as needed. AP.
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READING ASSIGNMENT

INSI1CTION-AND1MAINTENANCE

To help you understand the inspection
and perform operator maintenance on
the 750A/P-12 structural firefighting
vehicle and mounted equipment, study
the following reading assignments from: A

TO 36Al2-12-8-51

Page

1 through 3
14 through 16.

TO 36Al2-12-15-1

Page

Paragraph

1-1 'through 1-22
3-1 through 3-53

Paragraph

171 through 1-4 1-1 through 1-42
6-15 through 6-19

15u
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HYDRANT OPERATION

TO help you understand-and'perform
the hydrant Operation on the 750A/P-12
structural firefighting-vohicli, study
the following reeding **ointments from:

,TO 3412-12-8-51

Page

23

TO'36Al2 -12 -15 -1

Page

Paratriph

4-36

Paragraph

5-15 through 5-16

DRAFTING OPERATION

To help, you ,understand and perform

the drafting operation on the 730AO-
12 structural firefighting vehicle, study
the following reading assignments from:

TO 36Al2-12-8-51

Page

i.,t1irough 22

TO 36/412-12-15-1

Page

5-16

FOAM OPERATION

Paragrapir

4-30 through 4-34

Paragraph

5-25

PREYENTIVE"NAINTENANCE

Proper previntive-naintenanca will
extend the life of the Vehicle and reduce
maintenance cost. This is acdomplithed
by a thorough inspegtion and cleaning
of the vehicle. Toinsure the health
and well-being of firefighting personnel,
the station-should be maintained in
a proper state.of cleanliness.

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1. All lights Should be
by turning them on and making a visual
examination.

a

2. should be checked
for unusual signs of.wear and the presence
of veils and glass.

3. Tse the
to determine whether

.the pressure is within the recommended
limits. .

4. Always.refer to the sides
of the vehicle as.if you were seated
-in the salt .

5. In performing a hydrant operation
with a 750A, connect the

to suction barrel
and hydrant.

6. In perforning a hydrant _operetion
-To-halp

_the_fosm_operation on.the_750A/M2._structural
firefighting vehicle, study the following
readings assignments from:

TO 36.112-12-8-5k

Page

22 through 23

TO 36Al2 -12 -15 -1

Page

5-17 through 5-18

Paragraph

4-35 through 4-37

Paragraph

5-27 through 5-29

13

With a'P=12-when pumping, the iianimissiOn
range selector level will be in

7. In performing a drafting operation
with a 750A when priming the pump, speed'
up the engine from _ to

- rpm.

with
hose

S. In performing a drafting operation
a P-12, attadh
to a.pump section 'inlet.

9. In performing a foam operation
with a 750A with water being disdharged,
open Valve valve
and valve to the desired
percentage.



10. In performins a foam operation
with a P-12, slightly close auxiliary
suction valve until a maximum 10 psi pressure
is iadicated on Espy.

REFERENCES

1. TO 36Al2 -12 Powered Pumper
Fire Truck, Class 750A.

2. TO 36Al2 -12 -15 -1, Firefightins Truck,

750 GPM Structural Type A/S32P -12.

14 1 61
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Fire Pi'oteotion lirench

Chanute A73,_Illinois

PUMPING OpERATIONS ON THE 750A/P-12 STRUCTURAL PUMPERS

OBJECTIVES

3AIR57130-1-SG-406 /1.7.).

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be

able to:

1. Perform a booster operation.

2. perform preventive maintenance on the

and grunted equipment..

INTRODUCTION

One.of the four pumping operations
that the 750A/P -12 is capable of is the

booster operation. A booster operation
consists.of pumping limiter from the internal

water tank through the pump discharges.

INFORMATION

READING ASSIGNMENT

BOOSTER OPERATION

To help you understand-mad perform
the booster operation on the 750A/i-12

structural firefighting vehicle, study
the following reading assignments from:

TO 36Al2-12-8-51

Page Paragraph

21 - 4-37.

TO 16k12-12-13-1

Page Paragraph

5-16 through 5-17 5-26

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance after performing
a booster tank and primer-oil reservoir
to insure that they are full. Excess

oii from around the primer oil tanks should

be removed. TheVehicle Waould be washed

if needed. If oil from the primer has
leaked onto the floor, area should be
cleaned with soap and water.

15

750A/M2 structural firefighting vmhicle

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a scparate sheet

of paper.

1. A operation
consists of pumping water from the internal
water tank through the pump discharges.

2. In performing a booster operation

owthe 750A, open
valve to admit water to the pumP.'

3.. In performing a booster operation
odthe P-12, turn transfer valve control

wheel to positien.

REFERENCES

1. TO 36Al2 -12 -8 -51, Powered Pumper

Fire Truck Class 750A.

2. TO 36Al2 -12 -15 -1, Firefightink

Truck, 730 GPM Structural Type A/S32P -12.
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-Fire Frotection Branch
Chanute AFC Illinois

VEHICLE POSITIONING, RELAY AND HOSE OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

3A3R57130-1-SG-407 /01/

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be able
to:

1. Select the

2. Select the

3. SeleCt the

- INTRODUCTION

correct procedures for,positioning firefighting vehicles.

proper procedures for yehicle relay operations.

correct procedures for hose operations.

In previous years, hose wagons
(nonpumpers) were used predominately in
fire protection to provide a means of
transferring water from its source to
the fire. This procedure soon proved
to be inadequate due to lack-of pressure
'available to reach the base of the fire
for complete extinguishment. Pumper trucks
corrected the water pressure problem by
laying hose from the water source and
pumping the water at the desired pressure.
Ai conditions require, various sizes of
hose are used, and in connection with
the hose, nozzles with various sized tips
-are employed. '

In order for fire apparatus to properly
perform at a fire, the driver must be
able to place the vehicle into a position
whete it can function. Spotting fire
apparatus is the act of maneuvering the

, vehicle into position for the most effective
41erformance.. _Sometimas-to-get4he,-most
effective performance, it will require
the use of one- or mor4-pdmp6re pumping--
in series. This 4s-called a relay operation.
To get the water from the source of supply
to the fire will require the use of hose
operations. The hose will be laid out
in either a straight or reverse lay, depending
upon the source of water. .

INFORMATION

POSITIONING FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES

The volume of water that is needed
a given fire, the immediate need for

effective fire streams,-the availability
Of water, and hose and.p4mper capacity
are some of the fictors which determine

17

where and how'drivers should spot fire
department.pumpers. Spotting a fire
department pumper to'supply hose lines
from the tank on the apparatus differs
greatly from the process of spotting
a pumper to get its supply from a fire
hydrant or from a static'source by drafting.

When supplying-hose lines from the
water tank on the apparatus, it is desirable
to spot the pumper as close to the fire
se safety end convenience will permit.
Spotting pumpers for water tank operation
permits preconnacted hose lines to be
used, which usually provides a fast attack
on the fire. The main factors which
handicap the use of pumpers from such.
a location are that the water tank suOply
is necessarily limited and that full
capacity of the pump is not generally
utilized. Provisions or plans should
always be made-to supplement the tank
supply before it is exhausted and to
reinforce tank operation with other pumpers
which-supply-large,,capacity-hose-lines.

:In-most-cases, when a fire departient
pumper is used at fires, water, under
pressure, is brought to the pump. The
pumper must.be connected to the water
source with hose large enough to provide
adequate flow to the pump.' Most fire
departments use a large soft Or flexible
hose exclusively to supply pumpers from
hydrants. The eaie and dpeed of connecting
a pumper to a fire hydrint with flexible
hose makes it preferred for intake supply
hose under pressure.

If a pumper is not equipped with
large flexible supply hose, the
noncollapsible "hard suction" hose must
be used. Drivers of pumpers should be
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able to spot the pumpers at a fire hydrant
for either soft or hard suction hose.

Positioning For Draft

When spottinga pumper to drafi water,
place the pumper as close to the water
supply as safety will permit. A lift
'of not in excess of 10 to 12 feet is preferab
The intake hose may be connected to the
pumper before it is maneuvered into place.
A rope.shou?', be attached to the intake
strainer to nold it'off the bottom.

Positioning For Hydrant

, When spotting a pumper at a hydrant,
the driver must stop the pumper with the
pump intake a few feet short of being
in line with;the hydrant outlet. Stopping
sh.ort of the hydratit outlet permits the

flexible'hose to be curved and this prevents
kinks from iMpeding the flow of water.

s' RELAY OPERATIONS

The word relay means to receive
and pass on. When two or more pumpers
are used in a seriesso that the enItire
4olume of water from each pumper within
the relay is passed On to the next pumper
in the series, it is called "relay pumping."
The last pumper in the relay feeds the
hose lines for use at the scene of the
fire:

Relay, pumping should' be 'used-When-

the distance between the water source
and the point where the water is used
is so great that it requires excessive
pump pressure for a single pumper. The
excessive pressure required may be beyond
the, capacity ,of the'pumper or it may
be greater than the hose is capable of
handling. Relays can be difficult and
time consuming and any means should be
used-which will simplify the process
and obtain -satisfactory results. Radio
communication between pumpers is very
desirable.

Even though your base fire department
may have only one pumper, the personnel-
should study this, since they may be
called upon to participate in a relay
operation. A study of relay pumping
may be made a mutual aid project betwaen
base and local community departments.
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These departments should hold joint
.practice sessions and relay water in
varied amounts. Drills of this nature
not only produce proficient pumper and
relay operations but it also builds
good relationship between departments.

Factors Controlling Pumper Relay
le.

Obviously, ole controlling but
variable factor is the overall distance
to deliver water. The length of the
hose line, then, becomes one controlling
factor. The size of the hose is also
a.controlling factor, although most
relays are conducted, with.2-1/2 inch
hose because it is most common. Another
controlling factor is the number of
hose lines-betWeen each pubper. A study
of siamesed hose lines and how they
reduce friction loss in fire hose will
reveal the importance of this factor.
The number of pumpers that is used in
the relay is a controlling factor because,
when the distance between.pumpers can
be kept at a minimum, the relay problem
is made easier and a greater volume
.and pressure can be maintained. Very
closely,related to ttie number of pumpers .

available is the capacity of the pumpers.
The larger pumpers should be used near
the water source. It is necessary for
the discharge pressure and volume to
be known so that all pump operators
can coordinate their efforts and Operate

at-approximately-the-same:pressurev---
From these controlling factors, basic
guide rules are developed. These guide
rulea or guide lines must be known by
all pump operators if the' most efficient
water relay is successfully carried
out:

Pumpers withina relay should usually
not operate above 200 psi discharge
pressure. This pressure does not exceed
the recommended test pressure for fire
hose and leaves a margin of safety.
If maximum capacity is needed, do not
exceed the'rated discharge prrbseure
of the pump. Each pump operator must
know the amount of water flowing. The
volume of water dete:mines the amount
of frictiqn lab's in tae hose. The pump
discharge pressure is equal to the amount
of friction,losa, the correction for
elevation, and At least 10 psi intake
pressure for the next pumper in the
series.

16
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When possible, operate all pumpers
at approximately the same pressure. This
standardizes the operations of all the
pumpers. Standardization of pressures
is exceedingly,difficult if the length'
othose between each pumper differs greatly.
Open and shut nozzles slowly. Slow operation
of nozzle valves prevents water hammer.
The effect of water hammer can burst fire
hose and cause a shutdown of the entire
relay.

When startini the operation; open
the pump drmin cocks or an unused discharge
opening. Thii procedure is necessary
to-bleed the air from ihe lines between
pumperi. It is also a good policy to

continually dischargen'small amount of
water from each pumpor t
of the pump. This d1.4ch

at.a point wherJ it will
pump operator or bog down

prevent heating
rge s olild be

ot h nder the
apparatus.

Place the largest pumper at the water
source and smallest pumper at the fire.
The relay Will be limited to thncapacity
of the smallest pumper. Extra 'Work" from
the pumper at the source is required it

it is a location where drafting is
required. Extra work may also be required
of the pumpir at the fire if long lines
are used or high nozzle.plassure is required.
Each'pumper should reserve 100 feet of
hose for emergency use, should a Hose
burst or need replacement,

Spacing Pumpers

Formulas are available to permit
calculation of relay setups so the work '

being*done by each pump is equalized.
Most fire ground operations result in
each pumper laying out its entire load
of hose and troking up at the end of the
lay. The distance between pumpers is
often governed by the qUanity of hose
carried on the pumpers. Usually the placement
of pUmpers is not a critical factor,
especially if judgment is usea in selecting
the number and size of nozzles to be supplied
at the fire. With proper training and
planning, thnmost desirable layouts can
be anticipated.

Ile most simple and most often used
type of relaY is one in which a single
line of hose connects the various pumpers.
The success of the relay Is dependent
on the amount of water that can be moved
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thorugh this single, hose line. The
volume of water to be used for fire-streams
from a relay setup must be within the
limits of the hose linet.

The following rule of thumb method
was developed for locating a second pumper
in a single relay when more than one
'pumper is being used. The-method ip
described by the following steps.

1. Slect the nozzle to be used.
The required nozzle pressure and discharge
of the nozzle muet be known.

2. Using the GPM flow, find the
friction loss per.100 feet of 2-112 inch
hose.

3. Divide the nozzle pressure
required by the friction loss per 100
feet of 2-1/2 inch hose. The answer
is in hundreds of feet or 2-1/2 inch
hose of an,additional imaginary line.

4. Add the length of,the'imaginary
line to the actual tota distance requiied.

5. Divide the um total length
of the actual distance and the imagainary
line by 2. The answer is a distanie
between the first and second pumper which
will' tend to equalize the work load of
each pumper.

HOSE OPERATIONS

Safety Precautions

In order to safely and successfully
handle fire hose and fire etream nozzles,
there are several safety precautions
which must be observed. Some of these
precautions should be observed before
the actual atIplication of water takes
plat These precautions are:

Care
that only
making up

should be exercised to assure
serviceable hose is used when
hose loads.

Protective clothing should be worn
at all times during hose operations.

The nozzles should be checked for
proper gasket, for operation of control
valves, aruffor dents and obstructions
that might interfere with proper flow
of the fire stream.

/a3
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Figure 3. Umderarw Carry.

The flow of water should be controlled
by opening and closing all nozzles, valves,
and hose clamps slowly. Slow operation
prevents sudden surges of pressure upon
the hose and equipment and is a precaution
against injury of firemen.

The nozzle should be kepi closed
while the firefighters are making up hose
lines, hosting or advancing lines, and
changing operating position. When operating
hose streams, the hose lini.and the nozzle
must be kept under control et all times.

The following safety precautions
must be observed when the stream is in
operation:

Keep the hose straight for at least
10 feet behind the nozzle, thereby avoiding
a kink in the line which nay upset the
nozzle crew.

/f the stream is to be motled or directed
at an excessive angle from the center
line, the nozzle should be closed, the
hose straightened, and the operating position
resumed.

If the nozzle become! difficult to--
handle, the strews shOuld be partially
shut off until the hose line can be
straightened or additional help can be
summoned.

If a nozzle should jerk away from
a nozzleman, it may be safer to jump
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ahead.of the nozzle and get wet rather
than to get hit by the nozzle backlash.

Don't straddle charged hoselines.

Stand clear of couplings and hose
lines during hose laying operations.

Advancing Hose Line

To "advance the line," or move
the hose toward the fire efficiently,
the method of carrying hose must be
uniform thorughout the department, so
the personnel from different stations
will encounter no conflict in proceduree
(This standardization throughout the
base is, of course, necessary on all
operations.which require teamwork or
cooperative effort.) Once the specific
operations in the maneuvering of hose
are mastered, they must bi applied in
cooperation with other workers. Mistakes '

of-one fireman often throw the crew
off balance and wastes valuable time.
For advancing an uncharged.line, a recommended
method of carrying the nozzle end of
the hose is the cross-chest carry, figure
1. This method of carrying the nozzle
end id.the-hose leavenboth hands free
for opening doors, Climbing ladders,
ind adds to the general safity of the
nan as well as protection to the nozzle.

Personnel ta,the rear of the.nozzieman
carry the hose by means of the shoulder
carry, figure 2. When the shoulder
carry is employed, care should be taken
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that the men following the nozzleman place
the hose on the same shoulder that the
nozzleman is using.

The underarm carry is particularly
good for advancing lines at street level,
figure 3. Underarm loads may be iicked
up easily and quickly.

Replacing Damaged Hose

When a section of charged line ruptures,
it must be repalced. Generally, it will
take more than one section of hose to

replace the damaged section of hose because
of the "stretch" of the line after ie
is charged with water. The new,section
or sections will be laid along the damaged
section. Then, the-hose clamp, will be
used on the section toward the water so
to shut off the water. The damaged section
will be replaced. If no hose clamp is
available, the water must be shut off
ai the water source or pumper.

FIRE HOSE

Fire hose must be flexible, watertight,
and durable to convey water_under pressure
from a source to a fire area. Dependability
and life of fire hose depend on the quality
and the care with which it is handled,
the pressures to which it is subjected
in service, and the maintenance and care
of the hosewhen it is noi in use. The
following types of fire hose are currently
in use in the Air Force. Polyester-fiber-
jacketed, rubber-lined; cotton-jacketed
rubber-lined; unlined linen,hose; rubber-
covered, rubber-lined booster hose; add

rubber-covered, rubber-lined suction hose.
All fire hoses are issued ia sections
fitted with a male-threaded coupling at
one end and a female-threaded coupling
at the other. All fire hose coupling
threads must conform to the Table of National
Standard Fire Hose Thread, unless otherwise
authorized. Fire hose is supplied in
50 foot lengths, except suction hose,
which is normally provided in 10 foot
lengths, for hard suction hose, and 16
foot lengths for soft suction hose.

Types

POLYESTER-FIBER-JACKETED, RUBBER-LINED
HOSE. Polyester-fiber-jacketed, rubber-
lined hose consists of a single seamless,
circular wove, polyester-fiber-jacket
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with a three or more ply, lap-jointed
low temperature flexing synthetic rubber
liner. This type of hose is made entirely
from synthetic materials. The hose
is subject to mechanical injury, as
is rubber or cotton-jacketed fire hope.
Its advantages are: resistance to oil,
grease, many chemicals, and some acids;
after use, it can be replaced, if clean,
on the truck and is ready for reuse;
it is not affected by mildew aad does
not need special care in drying. It
is made in 1-1/2 and 2-1/2 inch sizes,
with larger sizes for soft suction use.
PolYester-fiber-jacketed, rubber-lined
hose ii the approved standard type fire
hose for military fire department service.

COTTON-JACKETED, RUBBER-LINED HOSE-
Cotton -jacketed, rubber-lined hose consists
of a single, double, or triple=woven
cotton jacket with a three, or more
ply, lap-jointed inner rubber liner.
The inner surface cf the rubber liner
is smooth to reduce friction losses

and thereby increase the pressure and
volume delivered at the nozzle. The
rubber liner and the cotton jacket are
bonded by a vulcanizing process which
produces a firm bond and added strength.
This type of hose is in 1-1/2 and 2-
1/2 inch sizes, with large diameter

(4-1/2 inches) utilized for soft suction
hoses to connect fire pumpers to hydrants.

UNLINED LINEN HOSE. Unlined linen
hose consists of one or two jackets
of woven linen without a rubber inner
liner or cover. It is issued only in
the 1-1J2 inch size for use where excessive
pressures are not encountered, such
as on,standpipe systems. Linen hose
is light and pliable, but not immediately
watertight. It depends on the tightness
of the weave to hold water, and there
is.usually seepage until the fabric
is saturated with water.

RUBBER-COVEM, RUBBER-LINED HOSE.
Rubber-covered, rubber-lined booster
hose consists of at least three plies
of cotton braid covered internally and
externally with,rubber layers. This
hose is less flexible than cotton-jacketed
hose but'is able to withstand higher
pressures. It ts issued in sizes varying
from 3/4 to 1-1/2 inch for booster lines.



RUBBER-COVERED, RVBBER-LINED SVCTION

HOSE. Rubber-covered, rubber-lined suction

hose consists of at least three plies

of cotton braid covered internally and

externally with rubber layers reinforced

with spirally wound wire molded into the

rubber and fabric. Wire-reinforced suction

hose is issued in sizes varying from 2 -

1/2 inches to 4-1/2 inches, and in 10

foot lengths forhard suction lines.

Care of Fire Hose

The principal source of damage to

fire hose are mechanical injury, heat,

mildew, mold, acid, gasoline, and oils.

The hose may be,damaged in many different

ways -- for example, damage may result

during.emergencies, caused by negligence

and a lack of understanding of the required

handling procedures.

MARKING FIRE HOSE. Paint and paint

thinner are harmful to fire hose; therefore,

do not use paint to mark the hose. Instead,

use a stencil and.a thin application

of indeliblnink.

STORING FIRE HOSE. Proper storage

is a vital part of fire hose care. To

prevent rapid deterioration, store hose

in a clean, dry, well-ventilated location

out of direct sunlight and away from

heating pipes and radiators. Heat and

sunlight cause rubber covers and linings

to become hard and brittle. Do not

store hose that is-damp or dirty until

it has been cleaned and dried. Reload

hose on racks, reels, or on fire trucks

periodically, preferably once a month,

to change the folds, and to prevent

kinks that may damage the hose.

Maintenance of Fire Mose

CARRYING PIRE BOSE. Carry fire hose

carefully to avoid dropping it and damaging Improper and incomplete maintenance

the couplings. Dragging the hose along shortens the life of fire.hose and may

the ground frequently results in cuts, result in hose failures at critical

abrasions, punctures, and damaged couplings, times. Hose maintenance presents unusual

threads, and lugs. When the hese is carelesslyproblems because hose components are

handled, the exposed threads of the male dissimilar. The cotton jacket and rubber

couplings may be so damaged it cannot
lining deteriorate with age regardless

.be connected properly to the female coupling, of whathei the hose is used. The deterioration

The female coupling is easily knockea of the rubber may'be delayed if the

out -oi -round, thus making the entire 50 lining is kept moist. If the jacket

foot length of hose useless in a layout. is kept wet, however, it is subject

to mildew and fungus growth that destroys

FROZEN FIRE HOSE. Fire hose is frequentlythe cotton fiber. Also, to keep the

damaged by rough handling during the winter rubber moist and the cotton clean and

in areas where freezing temperatures prevail, dry necessitates frequent handling of

When the hose freezes, the cotton fibers the hose which makes the couplings more

are weakened and the lengthwise threads liable to damage.

in`the hose are warped. Handle frozen

hose as little as possible. A break in Fire hose inspections are made

the hoie will be caused if it is not carefully daily, monthly, quarterly, and after

handled. After.a frozen hose is thawed, each use. Inspect the hose for

it should be stretched out, washed, and . serviceability.

dried.

pRNED FIRE HOSE. Fire hose may

be unavoidably burned at fires. Carefully

inspect all hose that has been exposed .

to fire. Replace the hone if extensive

damage is found a considerable distance

from either of the couplings. When damage

is close to the couplings, the damaged

portions may be cut off and the coupling

replaced.
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DAILY INSPECTION. Check the hose

loads on trucks daily to see that it

is dry and correctly loaded in hose

body. Folds are not tightly jammed

together but arranged'in alternate short

and long folds, moderately loose. Inspect

the hose on the drying rack daily to

see that.it is correttly laid out. Maki

sure drippings from the end of the hose

on upper racks, are not falling on the

hose below. Drippings may contain a

mild acid formed by combiantion of water



and sulfur in the rubber lining, which
could damage the outer jacket of the hose.

AFTER USE INSPECTION. On returning
to the station 'after a fire, inspect and
clean all hoses and couplings as fqllows:

1. Remove from the truck all 1-
1/2 and 2-1/2 inch hose that was used
or wet; wash the hose carefully, using
clean water and A scrub brush or a'mechanical
hose washer; mild soap may be used on
greasy spots, but must be thoroughly rinsed
off. Examine the hose couplings, and
place the hose on drying racks. If necessary,
take the remaining hose from the truck,
clean and dry. Inspect all couplings
and gaskets as connections are made as
you reload the hose bed compartment.

2. Remove the rubber-covered booster
and hard suction hose from the rack, basket,
or ree; wipe 'the hose clean with a damp'
rag and replace it on'the truck.

3. Wash all cotton-jacketed, rubber-
lined, soft suction hose. Lay out the
hose to dry near the truck so it can be
replaced on the truck immediately if needed.

4. Examine coupling threads; if
they are damaged for defective, replace
the coupling. Clean dirty or jammed couplings,
using soapy water to loosen any hardened
lubricant's. Lubricate the female coupling
by immersing it in a mixture of mild soap
and water and allow it to dry. De not
use strong soap, chemicals, gasoline,
oil, or greAae to clean or lubricate couplings
because they may damage the hose jacket
or lining.

5. Inspect the coupling gaskets
and reRlace-them if they are worn or damaged.
Mike sure gaskets do not project into
the waterway, particularly at the nozzle
coupling, because tb.s will cause a ragged
stream.

MONTHLY INSPECTION. Remove all 1-
1/2 inch and 2-1/2 inch cotton-jacketed,

rubber-lined hose that has been on a truck
continuously for 30 days. Examine it
visually, if satisfactory, repack it in
the hose body, repeating the procedures
in the previous paragraphs. When rolling
hose, lay it out on a clean floor Ind
start the roll with the male coupling.
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When folding hose in a bed, take
caie not to hove too sharp a fold at
the coupling", and make sure folds are
not always made at the same point as
before, which will cause cracking.

QUARTERLY INSPECTION. Take ;11
hose that has not been used for 90 days
or more from the apparatus or storage
rack, and run water through it. Eicess
water should be drained and the jacket
allowed to dry before the hose is returned
to storage. This procedure will prolong
the service life of the-traTii793mIng7by
keeping it moist.

Hydrostatic Testing of Fire Hose .

Inspect all discharge and suction
hose annually, making hydrostatic tests.
as follows for all 1-1/2 and 2-1/2 inch
polyester-fiber and cotton -jacketad,
rubber-lined hose, and rubber-covered,
rubber-lined chemical, or high pressure
hose.

1. Before hydrostatic testing
fire hose inspect the couplings for:

a. Damage to threads.

b. Bent of misshapen couplings.

c. Binding swivels.

d. Injury to eipansion ring.

e. Loose couolings.

f. Broken or damaged lugs.

Cracked; broken, or poorly8.

fitting washers.

h. Dirt or obstruction in
washer grooves.

2. After the couplings have been
inspected, inspect the lining for:

a. Presence of oil or grease.

b. Cracks or Ieaks.

s. Hardness due to age.

d. Signs of separation from
the inner jacket or fabric.



3. Inspect the jacket for:'

i. Scorches, burns, or heat

damage.

b. Abrasions.

c. Cuts.

d. Lumps or blisters.

e. Grease, oil, paint, or
chemicals.

4. Attach suction hose between
hydrant and pumper.

5. Attach the hose to be tested
to a discharge gate of a pumper or special

testing pump.

6. Partially close the discharge
nozzle at the end of the hose and-open
the discharge gate at ihe-pump.

7. When the water flows freely,
close the discharge nozzle at the end
of the hose.

2. A operation requires
the use of two or more pumpers.

3. The hose will be laid, out, in

either a or

lay.

4. 1Rmuk supplying hose lines from
the booster tank, it is desirable to
spot the pumper as clese to the fire
as .and

will permit.

5. Drivers of pumpers should be
able to spot the pumpers at a fire hydrant
fcr either or

auction hose.

6. A lift of not in excess of
to feet

is.preferablC

7. A should be
attached to the intake strainer to hold
it off the bottom.

8. Stopping short of the hydrant
prevents from impeding
the flow of water.

8. Place the pump in operation
and increase to the required pressure 9. The last pumper in the

of 400 pounds when running the service feeds the hose lines for the use at the

test on new hose, and 250 pounds on all scene of the fire.

old hose. Close the discharge'gate partially
and hold the required pressure for five
rinutes. (Adjust the throttle as necessary
to maintain the desired test pressure.)

a. Inspect cotton jacket or
the rubber covering of each hose length
for moisture on the cm...sr jacket that
nay indicate leakage.

b. Examine the hose couplings

for leaks. 0

c. Check for signs of separation
from the inner jacket or outside fabric.

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a separate heet
of paper.

1. The driver must be able to place
the into a position where

it can function.
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10. Relay pumping should be used
when the between the
water source and the point where the
water is used is to great for one pumper.

11. Pumpers in a relay should usually
not operate above psi discharge

pressure.

12. Each-pump operator mustknow
the of water flowing.

13. The distance between pumpers
is often governed by the
of hose carried on the pumpers.

14. should

be worn at all times during hose operations.

15. When operating hose streams,
the hose line and the must
be kept under control at all times.
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e 16. Reap the straight
for at least 10 feet behind the

17. Don't charged
hose lines.

18. Stand clear of
and

during
hose laying operations.

19. Generally It will require more
than one section of hose to replace a damaged
section of hose because of the
of the line after it is charged with water.

20. Fire hose-must be
&id

convey water under pressure.

24.

is a vital part of fire hose care.

25. Improper or incomplete
shortens the life of fire hose.

26. Inspect the hose for

27. Examine,coupling threads if
they'are or
replace the coupling.

28. Inspect the coupling
and replace them if they are worn Or
damaged.

to 29. Remove and.reload all hose
thit has been on the vehicle for
days.

21. Fire hose is normally supplied
in sections of feet.

22. Carry fire hOse carefully to
avoid dropping it and damaging the

23. Use a
application of
to mark fire hose.

and this
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30. When hydrostatically testing
hose, examine thi

for.leaks.

REFERENCES

I. IFSTA #103, Fire Hose Practices.

2. IFSTA,#105, Fire Stream Practices.

3. IFSTA /106, Fire Apparatus Practices.
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Fire Protection Branch
'Chanute AFB, Illinois

HOSE LOADS AND FINISHES

OBJECTIVES

3A3R57130 -1 -SG -408

After completing this study guide and youx classroom instructions, you will be able
to:

1. Load hose on pumpers and make hose load finishes.

2. Perform preventive maintenance on structural firefighting vehicles and mounted
equipment.

INTRODUCTION
-

Training in'hose practices is not
complete without,a study.of layouts, loading,
and advancing fire'hope. In fact, all
hose practices are pXSparation for -

firefighting. /t is not necessary-to develop
speed for loading fire hose, nor is loading
hose an emergency, but time is an important
factor when making hose layouts and advancing
hose.

INFORMATION

FACTORS IN LOADINd HOSE

In order to clarify hose bed positions,
the front of the hose bed is toward the
front of the apparatus. The rear of the
hose bed is toward rear of the apparatus.
When loading hose you should abserve certain
basic rules to enable the hose to lie
evenly and to prevent difficulty in
disconnecting the couplings. Some-of
the factors are:

Before connecting any coupling, check
gaskets and swivel.

When two sections of, hose are connected,
keep the flat sides of the hose lined ,

up. The alignment of the lugs on-the
coupling is not important.

When two sections of hbse are connected,
the couplings should be made hand-tight.
Do not use wrenches or undue force.

HOSE LOAD-S

Now that you are aware of some of
the factors that must be observed during
hose loading, we will discuss hose loads 4
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and finishes, that are commodly used

on Air Force structural fire protection
vehicles. These loads are the "horseshoe,"
accordion," and "divided," and are described
as follows:

Horseshoe Load (2-1/2 Inch)

The horseshoe load is started with
the coupling in the right front corner
of the bed, as indicated in figure 4.

,The hose is laid from the,right front
corner, back to the right edge of the
bed where it is folsicd and laid back
to the front of the bed, then around
the inside of the bed to the left edge.
Another fold is made and the hose is
laid around the bed, back to the right
edge and folded. However, this time,
the fold should be about three inches
short of the edge so that the folds
are staggered. This procedure is repeated,
except that the long folds in the left
half of the load should be about one
inch longer than those in the right
half. When that layer is completed,
the hose is laid from the center around
the right half of the load and tucked
in between the side of the bed and the
hose already laid, then to the front
of the bed, gradually working upward
until reaching the right corner. Bend
the hose to the left and start the second
layer.) On this layer, the folds of
theright half should be longer than
the left and when the layer is completed,
the hose is laid around the left half
of the load. Repeat until bed is loaded.

Accordion Load (2-1/2 Inch)

The accordion load is much simpler
to load. It is started with the coupling

173
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MALE

.M!

COUPLING

) 3

-11 07 FEMALE

D

It's best to ust two men when making a
doughnut-roll.

DOUGHNUT...ROLL'

///\ /\; /\ /\ // .

For a gocd doughnut-roll, the
female coupling mustend in this
area.

1
4 TO 6 FEET

Four feet for polyester hose.
Six feet for double jacket cotton
hose.

CROSS FOLDS

LI
Doughnut-roll, connect
the hose bed.

Figure 8. Doughnut-Rott.

*19 1'7 Cikd

LI
to the hose on

14
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Figure 9. Skid Finish.
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in the right front corner of the bed,
and the hose laid back and forth, as-shown
in figure 5. Every other fold in both
ands of tho load should be about three
inches longer than the preceding one,
so that the folds will be less sharp.
Also, staggering the folds permits more
hose to.be laid in each layer. When completin
a layer at the side of the bed, the hose
is gradually raised from front to rear
to start the nelt layer.

Divided Load (2=1/2Inch)

The divided load is very useful in
localities where fire hydrants are spaced
at a distance where only short lays are
necessary. This load has the added advantage
of making it possible to lay two lines
of hose.simultaieously. The bed is divided
and hose is loaded in each side separately,

using either/the horseshoe or accordion
load. One/singlig lay can be made
by connecting the male coupling.from thi
top of the left-section to the female
.coupling'at the bottom of the right section
and starting the hose lay from the right
section', figure 6.

Dutchman

In all three of the foregoing methods
of loading hose, care should be takeh
to avoid jamming, which will occur if
a coupling must turn around in-a narrow.

--space While paying out.. To &Void this
situation, make a short fold or reverse
bend. Thu practice is commonly referred
to as 4 "dutchman." The dutchman, figure
7, seges two purposes: one, to Change
the d4ection ok the hose and; the-other,
to change the location of a coupling so
that when loaded, a hose bed does not
have all the couplings across irom each
other.

HOSE LOAD FINISHES

There are several methods of finishing
off12-1/2 inch hose loads. We will cover
onbir,those that are commonly used by Air
Force Fire Departments. These are the
doughnut-roll finish, the skid finish
and';the 1-1/2 ihch hose finiih used in

coniunction with 2-1/2.inch hose loads,

34

Doughnut-Roll Flish (2-1/2'Inch)

The doughnut-roll finish is made
up of one sectioh of 2-1/2 inch hose.
This finish is used chiefly on straight
lays but can be tsed with any hose load.
When this finish ds being loaded, start
gat the front of the hose bed with a
number of cross folds (approximately
25 feet) to allowli the doUghnut-roll

to be removed with minimuM resistance.

Then connect the doughnut-roll to these
cross folds. See! figure S.-,

1

Skid Finish (2-1/2 Inch)

The skidlihish is used chiefly
for reverse lays; and is very\popular
due to the speedlin removing sufficient

workingline from the truck at.the fire.
The last three 4 four sections of hose
Are used for this finish. See figure
9. Start at thelfroni end of the body
and rip rap about 25 feet crosswise; then
make a pair of skids with an eight or
10 inch overhang at the rear of the
bed for handhold loops. Rip rap the
remaining hose crosswise on the skid
with two or three inches clearance ot
both sides andiall couplings riding

.

on the skids. !The nozzle should be
connected to the hose and placed on ,

top. When the' truck stops at the fire,
the load is removed by pulling on the
skids. This gives 150 feet of working
line immediately available.

One and One-Hilf Inch Finish

Thera are several methods of loiding
1-1/2 inch hoSe in conjunction with
2-1/2 indh hose. One very popular method
is the disco finish. Any of -the three,
conventional hose loads described ia
this study guide may be arranged with

1

the disco loid finish. The disco finish
is a prearrahged load finish for a reverse
layout. Thahose is usually loaded
with the male coupling coming out of
the load first before the finish is
applied. The male coupling must be
placed so that it is in the center rear ,

of the hose bed. This position is naturil
from the horseshoe losd but may need

t

to be arranged for other loads.I,
[

18'
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Cisco Load. Finiih

1. Connect two 14/2 inch hose
lines to a 2-1/2 by 1-1/2 inch gated wye
adaptar and connect the wye to the 2-
1/2 inch body load. Arrange the wye at
the rear of the load so that the two 1-
1/2 inch lines extend directly over the
rear center as shown in figure 10.

2. Fold'each 1-1/2 inch line short
at the wye and carry them down the center
toward the front of the bed. Load each
line of 1-1/2 inch hose by the accordion
method toward the outside of the hose
body until the nozzle ends are reached.

3. Bring the nozzle ends over the
load and secure fhem to the wye with a
small rope.or hose strap.

UNLOADING PROCEDURES, The cisco
load finish can only be used in connection
with the reverse lay since the wye connection
is fastened to the 2-1/2 inch hose and
is described by the follaWing steps:

1. Wait for the apparatus to stop
4

and other firefighters to step clear of
the tailboard. *Grasp the strap and/or.

wye adaPter and pull straight backward
from the hose bed. Lower the wye adapter
and nozzles directly to the ground and
hold the assembly while the apparatus
starts to advance toward the source of
water supply.

*!..2. Continue to hold the assembly
until the load finish has coppletely unloaded
from the hose, bed. This action places
both 1-1/2 inch hose lines straight and
without kinks.

Combination One and One-Half Inch Hose
Load

The combination load consists of
a special,arrangement of 1-1/2 inch hose
lines that are connected to a wye and
can be used two ways. These two ways
refer to its use with the straight or
reverse lay, hence its name, "combination
load." Some fire departments have a Wile
board installed eight or 10 inches from
one side of the hose bed. See figure

11. This fords a narrow compartment from
rear to front. As shown in figure, put
one fold on top of the preceding fold,
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/471/
with.the gated wye at the bottom and
the nozzles on top.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

'Proper cleaning methods will insure
that the exterior.point on the Vehicle
will not become faded and scratched.
When washing the exterior, always use
cold or lukewarm water, along with a
mild soap. .Never use-a 2-1/2 inch or
1-1/2 inch hose under high pressure as
this may peel the paint-from the exterior.
The tools and equipment should be cleaned
and put in the correct comimitment. The
compartments should be wiped clean. After
washing the vehicle with soap and water,
a good grade of autowax should be applied.
When removing the wax, a clean, dry soft
rag should be used.

When'cleaning.the intir:ior, you

should first dust.the dash, eats, and
other equipment with a soft brush and
then use a damp rag to clean the floor.
The seats should be wiped regularly with
a clean, damp cloth. Clean all windows
with water or window cleaner, also using
a soft, clean rag.

To maintain the station facilities
in a clean and healthful condition, a
regularly scheduled clean-up program
is established. This includes, but
is not limited to, sweeping, mopping
and refuse removal. .

QUESTIONS

Please write Your =ewers to the
following queStions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1. The front of the hosebed is
toward the
of the apparatus.

2. The rear,of the hose bed is

toward the
of the apparatus.

3. Before connecting any coupling,

Check and

4. When two sections of hose are
connected, keep the sides

of the hose lined up.

c.
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5. When two sections of hose are
connected, the couplings should be made

6. Loads commonly used in the Air
Force are the
and

1. The horseshoe load is started
with the coupling tn the
front corner of the bed.

8. The lbad
is much siipler to

12. A
. is use02to

the location of
the couplings in a hose load.

13. The
finish is used chiefly for straisht
lays.

14. The last to
sectioSs of hose

are used for the skid finish.
0

.15. The,cisco finish is a prearrangedload,
load finish for a , layout.

9.
the folds permits

more hose to be laid in each layer of
an accordion load.

10.

it possible to lay
simultaneously.

load
two lines of

Makes
hose

11 . A is used
to avoid janndng of the coupling in a hose
laud.

0 J

°
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16. The
consists of a special arrangement of
1-1/2 inch hose lines that are connected'
to a we and can be used two ways:

REFERENCE

1. IFSTA 1103, Fire Hose Practices.

f
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lrire Protection Branch 3ABR57130-1-SG-409

Chanute AFB., Illinois

OBJECTIVES

HOSE LAYS

0

.21

After,completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be
able tor

1. Perform straight hose lays.

2. Perform reerse hOse lays.

3. Perform vehicle relay operation.

4, Perform preventive maintenance on structural firefighting vehicles and mounted
equipment.

INTRODUCTION

The application of water to a fire,
in the form of fog or straight stream,
is accomplsihed by various hose laying
procedures. It should be kept in mind
that a few gallons of water quickly applied
early in the developing stages of a fire
are more effective than thousands of
gallons later on. For ehis reason, speed
and proficiency in laying and handling
hose must be attained by all firefighters
through constant drill and practice. In

some instances, these lays may be of such
distance that they require two or more
pumpers in relay to supply the fire4stream.
The following basic hose lays are commonly
used by Air Force firefighters.

INFORMATION

HOSE LAYS

Straight Lay (Hydrant To Eire),.Table 1

The straight,lay is a very fast method
of getting water on the fire, and is
sometimes used entirely Where hydrant
water pressure is adequate to supply good
'fire streams. In some cases, this lay
is used as a feeder line to a pumper which
is supplying one or more 1-1/2 inch lines.
The use of the-straight lay also makes
equipment carried on the vehicle available
such as hose fittihgs, ladders, axes,

etc. In,the event that more water and
pressure are needed after the straight
lay is made, the vehicle can be used to
make a reverse ley to another hydrant
or back to the tirst hydrant. The straight

39
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lay is accomplishekas follows: on
the approach,to a fire, the truck stops
at a hydrant chosen bY,the crew chief.
(The chosen hydrant shnuld be as near
to the fire as possible Without
endangering the truck or driver should
the fire spread.) The plug* steps
off with sufficient line and Iskes a
turn around the hydrant with ehe.hose,
the truck then proceeds to the fire.
The plugman removes the 2-1/2 inh,cap
nearest the fire, places the hydrant
wrench on the operating nut, and removes
the loop that is around the hydrant,
connects the hose to the outlet, opens
the hydrant with his hydrant wrench, '
and proceeds to the fire, straightening
out kinks or bends in the hose and checking
for loose hose connections on the way.
When the tiuck arrives at the fire,
a hose clamp is applied to the hOse
and sufficient working line is removed
from the truck by grasping one or mOre
folds end walling backward until the
loop or loops are clear of the truck,
then going back to the truck and repeating
the procedure. When sufficient hose
has been removed, the nearest coupling
is disconnected, the loose end put back
in the truck bed, and the nozzle connected
to the hose. The nozzle will now be
advanced to the fire and the hose clamp
disconnected.

Reverse Lay (Fire To Hydrant), Table 1-

When using the "reverse" lay, the
hose is laid from the fire to the hydrant.
This lay is used when the hydrant pressure
is inadequate to supporta good tire

1 3 z5



CC - Craw Chiei

DR - Driver

NM - Nozzleman

Straight Lay

DR - Stops the truck at the
hydrant

PK - "Catches" the hydrant as
directed

oRK & NM --,Rides'at the side of
tailboard while the hose
is paying.out

DR - Stops the truck at the fire

CC - Goes to size up the fire

DR - Applies the hose clamp
approximately 20 feet
behind the truck and at
least 6 feet from any
coupling

RR -.Ranoves working line from
the hose bid, breaks the

coupling and returni the
loose coupling to the hose
bed

RN & NM - Attaches the nozzle
to the hose, advance4
the hose end the nozzle
to the fire

\ A - Removes thahose clamp and

assists-with advancing the
working line or as, directed
by the crew chief

PM - Turns on tha hydrant as soon
aspthe hose clamp has been'
applied; follows the hose
line removing kinks, tightens
leAking couplings, and reports
.to the crew chief

124 Roseman

PK - Plugman

Reverse Lay.

DR - Stops the truck avfire

iCC - Goes to size up the fire

Ta& PM - Removes the ladders
from the truck

HM & NM -.Removes the forcible
. entry toola and extinguishers

NM - RAMOVOS the load finish

HM - Removes the adspter, nozzles,
and anchors pay out line

DR - Drives the truck to hydrant

PM - Goes with the truck,

NM & HM - Advances nozzles
and,hose to the fire

DR - Stops the truck a:: hydrant

PM - Breaks and connects hose'
to die pumper

DR - Sets-up the cab

removee suction
connects to the
hydrant.

controls,
hose and

truck and

PM - Opens the hydrant-

PM - Follows line, straightening
kinks in the hose; tightens
leaking couplings, and
reports to the crew chief

Table 1. Legend for Five iii;n2 Crew.

.40
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CHAIO1 UNE WT. OFF WATER
IN ,IINE

INCREASE.mssuita

CEASE OPERATIONS

DIMAS! PRESSURE

Figure 12. Hand Signals For Struaturat Operations.

atream. Although the time required to
make a reverse lay may be a little greater
than for the straight lay, the assurance
of consistent pressure from the pumper
frequelltli compensates for the small,loss
of time. As stated previously, this lay
is often used in conjunction with the
straight lay.

To accomplish the reverse lay, the
-following procedures may be used. The
driver will stop the truck at the-fire.
The nozzleman, hoseman, driver, and plugman
remove such other equipment as may be
needed, such as ladders, forcible entry
tools, lanterns, pike pole, etc. The
nozzleman will remove the working line,
which will bs accomOlished by pulling .

the skid or other chosen hose load finish.

This equipment should be placed off
the road and on the fire side of the truck.
The hoseman will anchor the hose-line
as it pays out and then he will assist
the nozzleman in advancing the hose. The
nozzleman will use the cross-chest carry
when advancing the nozzle, making sure
that a man is anchoring the hose. The
driver and plugman remount the truck, s.

the plugman riding on the side of the
tailboard to avoid injury from hose and
couplings as the load is paying out. The
driver drives the truck to the hydrant.
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The driver performs the "in-cab" procedures,
dismounts, and connects the sdction
hose first to the truck and than to
the hydrant. The.plugman dismounts,
disconnects the hose at a coupling,
-making sure there is sufficient hose

to reach the discharge outlet at the
pump, returns the lose end of the hose
to the hose bed, carries the end,of

the hose that leads,to the fire around
to-the pump on the side oppositethe
hydrant, and connects the hose to the
discharge outlet of the pump.. Re may,
if necessary, assist the driver in connectint
the suction hose to the hydrant. The
plugman will then open,the hydrant valve
and then proceed down the hose toward
the fire, removing all kinks in the
nose and lightening any leaking couplings
and report to.the crew chief. The driNier
will put the pump into operation and-
remain at the pump controls at all times
while the pump is being used.

PLANNED JOB ASSIBNMENT FOR
COORDINATED HOSE OPERATIONS'

In order that a crew may work smoothly
am: efficiently, each man on the crew
must know his part oT a coordinated
hose operation. By_changing placis
on the taam, each man may be trained
for any part in a crew operation.

.1



Planned job assigumenis for hose osratims QUESTIONS
maana that a,prearranaed plan mist first
be established for the operation. In Please write Irour answers to
the plan, various positions must be designatedfollowing questions on a separate
and these positions-marvary with different of paper.
departments. Consequently, the prOcedures
should be considered as a guide and adjustments 1. The application
should be made to fit a local situation, a,fire, in the form of .

Thepurpose of this guide is to ihow how or stream, is accomplished
prearranged plans may be used tá an advantage by various hose laying procedures.
when cross-training members of the same
crew.

the

sheet

of water to

A minimum number of hand signals
have been worked out.for use in structural
operations in the school. Some of them
are widely used throuehout the Air Force.
These signals are nse4ed since it is very
difficult to give vevbal instructions
that can be understo'd above operatiOnal
noises. Those hand-signals are shown
in figure 12.and should only be used when.
necessary.

RELAY OPERATION

We have previously covered the procedures
uied in performing relay operations. Tomorrow
after completing your straight and reverse
lays, you will perform a relay operation.
The procedures will be explained 'by your
instructor.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

After a hose laying operation, it
is necessary to perform preventive maintenance
on the structural firefighting vehicle
and mounted equipment. this is dons to
insure that it it randy for emergency,.
use if the need arisee. Wwet lays have

, been performed it will require you to
reload the vehicle with dry hose.

is a
on a

A
2. The

very fast method of getting water
fire.

3. The use of the
also makes '

carried'on the vehicle available.,

4. On.a-straight lay, the
applies the,hose clamp.

5. On a straight, lay the
removes working line

from the hose.bed.

6. When using the "reverse lay",
,the hose is laid from the
-to the

7. This lay is used when the
hydrant-preisure is to
support.a good fire stream.

8. To accomplish the reverse
lay, the driver will stop the truck
first at the

9. On a reverse lay, the
and . removes the ladder's
from the truck.

10. On a reverse lay, the
removes the load finish.

11. , On a reverse lay, the

connects the suction hose to the truck
and hydrant.

12. On a reverse lay,:the
breaks and connects hose to the pumper.

REFERENCE

1. IFSTA #103, Fire Hose Practices.
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Fire ProteCtion Brandh
Chanute AFt, Illinoii

STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING PROCEDURES

3AER57130 -1 -SG -410'

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be able
to:

1. Identify principles of structural firefighting.

2. 'Identify the principles of building heat and smoke Ventilation.

3. Identify visual inspection procedures for determining structural stability of
a building.

INTRODUCTION,

During thii part of your training,
you will be studying the.control and
extinguishment of structural fires and,the
oVerhaul and salvage phases of firefighting.
After these phases are discussed, you will
have completed your introduction ter-structural
firefighting. All that is left to be done
now is to practice what you have learned.
Lo addition to being proficient in eadh
crew position, it is important that you
understand and apply basic firefighting
procedures.. This will be accomplihed
in the remaining hours during simulated
structuralfirefighting operations.

INFORMTION

FORCIBLE ENTRY

Forcible entry means gaining access
to closed spaces by opening lockeddoors
and windows, roofs, floors, skylights,
partitions, and walls by mechanical means.
Even the breaching of masonry walls with
a battering ram and other extreme operations
may be Aecessary. However, indiscriminate
destruction of buildings must be discouraged.
Responsibility for careful methodical
forcible entry rests directly with the
fire department. Forcible entry may
be required for rescue; ventilation,
control, or extinguishment and must be
effected with fait, methodical judgment
and tactics.

CUTTING WITH THE AX

In cutting-with a fife ax, short,
quick, forceful strokes are used for
better aim. This preVents the ax from

4
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striking personnel or from catching
in overhead obstructions. This method
of cutting is particularly important
in dark or emoke-filled areas. Cuts
are made across the grain rather than
with the grain of the board and as
close to a joist or stud as possible.
A proficient firefightv should be
able to use the ex either right- or
left-handed. Cutting in difficult
corners and under_obstructiens with
the ax can be efficiently done only
by men who have been properly trained.
Cuts in flooring, roofing, or sheathing
should be made at an angle of about
60 degrees, as illustrated in figure
13; instead of straight across. Diagonal
sheathing is cut slantwise to the grain
of the sheathing, so that Chips will
tend to split out. If cuts are made
with the grain of the sheathing, the
ax may bind and require extra effort
and time. Cutathrough a lath-and-
plaster wall sre;made ip a direction
diagonal to the run of the lath rather
than perpendicular to it. After the
boards are cut, the pick end of the
ax may be used for prying and removing
them.

DOORS

The various types.of doora must
be understood by fireman before.successful
forcible entry can be accomplished
with the proper tools. The doors normally
found on air bases ari,panel doors,
slab doors, and industrial doors. The
method for opening a door is-first
determined by the manner in which the
door is locked and hung.

18 9 -
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Figure 13: 0,4tting and Frying With Ax.

Slab Doors

,

Figure 14. Removing Hinge Pine.

Panel Doors

Panel doors may,have horizontal or
vertical panels, or a coebination of.both
with the panels made of thin material.
The locki3can be either surface or recessed
and the hinges mounted on the surface
of the door or installed on the butt
of the door ro hide them..- The common
door hinge has removable hinge pins which
are easily removed by a spanner wrench
or ax without causing damage to the
door or door casing, as shown in figure
14.

44

laab doors are generally made of
veneered nardwood with a white_pine
core or frame. They usually employ
the same general hardware as panel doors
and, because they are solid, are not
usually sprung.

Figare Ili, Using the Door Opener.

Indusirial Doors

Tedustrial doors used in garages
warehouses, and storehouses, are
or double-wing, single- or double-sliding,
overhead-lift or overhead-rolling.

Outside
double doOrs in barracks, office buildings

19



and xecteatxon nalis-ena smaller wore
of Other buildings msy-be Against stops,
or against a rabbeted'shoulder in the
door jamb. Doors on Air Force buildings
usually open outward. In using a door
opener, the wedge should be inserted just
above or below the lock, ligure 15. -A

spanner wrench with A wedge end may ilso
be used where there is no requirement
for ajarge amount of leverage.

I s

I

PUSH
Figure 16. iSpringing a Door

eV Siernor1 Proem .

0

tiVerileio-rO4414-do-ors sic isas
of steel and offer the greatest reeistance
to forcible entry tools. Normally, '

these doors cannot be raised except
by operating a gear and-chain. The
best method is to find some otherimeans
of entrance and open this type of door
from the inside.

45
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PUSH
Figure 17. Opening a Door

In a Rabbeted Frame.

1



If doors are stopped only bY frame
xtops, the stop iOloosened or removed
with a sharp wedge (ex or door opener)
and.the door is sprung open by prying
the door clear of its lock or latch, as
in figure 16.

Rabbeted frames pose a different
problem. By forcing the door opener between
the door and the frame and pushing and
prying, as in. figure 17, you can get enough
of a "bit" on the door to spring it past
the lolk or latch.

e 18. Ildmg,Dpor Opener on Hasp.

In all instances, you must take as
much care as possible to keep the damage
to a minimum. Double doors may be opened
by prying between the doors until the
Iodic or latch clears its keeper. If a
wooden strip covers the opening between
the doors, it must be removed or cutaway
before the wedge cal be inserted. Doors
witb other securing deviCes, such as night
latches, will require more draatic-or
direct action. If no battering.ram is
available, a sharp blow with the shoulder
or foot will in most cases spring the
door. Overhead lift doors can sometimes
be forced by prying upward at the bottom
of the door with a crowbar or claw tool.
After the'lock bar is broken, the door
lifts up readily. When doors are secured
by padlock and hasp, you'can force the

IcON

staple off with the door opener,.as
shown in figure 18, without damage to
the lock and in many cases the door.
We,have been.discussing various ways
of opening doors. You should always
remember to cause as little damage.as
possible; however, there will be instances
when time will mean more than the damage
inflicted. Do not hesitate; do what
must be done,

Figure 19. locking Devices fo
CheckraiZ Windows.

WINDOWS

Prying with a wedge ia the principal
operation in forcing wooden framed windows;
however, with-the advent of, cra4 adjusti4g
windows, metal framed windows, new locking
devices, and other innovations, it has
become necessary to change oui yay of
thinking:, A wooden fiame can 14forced
with a minimum amount of damage, but
metal'framing, once it is forced, usually
is beyond repair, especially aluminum.
The least amountof damage is caused
by breaking the window, removing"ihe
,Ilass pieces that could cause injury,
reaching in, and upening the window.
The fire ax, claw tool, spinner.wrench,
or any other wedge-shaped inbtrument

46
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can be used for forcible entry en windows.
Factory type windows consist of steel
sashes, which are often set so solidly
in tile frame that only a portion of the

window may be opened. The moveable portion
is generally either pivoted at the center
or hingad'at the top and latched on the
inside. Since, factory type windows have
small panes, breaking a glass near the.
latch becomes a fast, simple,operation
which causs negligible'damage. Jagged
pieces of glass left oit ihe sash are cleared
out Sefore reaching in with-the hand.
Wired glass must be-completely removed
from the,sash.

Figure 20. Opening a Checkrail Window:

The checkrail windoWs hem two frames,
or sashes, which are in centact at the
top and bottom horizontals. If the window
has no weights, the sash is locked with
pins in the window stiles (the channel
the sash rides in) or by a friction lock
pressing against the window jamb. Several
types of locka are shown in figure 19.
Checkrail windows may be opened by prying
upward on the lower sash rail as.shown
in figure 20. If the window is locked
on the checkrail, the screws of the lock
give way as the sashes separate. When
the window is locked with springactivate
bolts, they must be broken or bent before
the sash can be raised. Prying should
be done at the center of the sash to prevent
breaking the glass. ,However, if the checkrail
latch is on the side, the pry should be
made direCtly beneath it. 'Basement windows
may be opened in the same manner'cs a'door
in a rabbeted frame. If the prying is
done at the center of the lower rail;
the lock may be pulled off or sprung.

, To open windows on upper floors,
primarily tO provide ventilation, the
firefighter lies face down on the roof

47.

Figure 21. Using a Pike Pole to
Open a Windrow From Above.

or leans from a window on the floor
above and applies the point or hook
of a pike pole to window below. Seen

figure 21. The pike pole also can be
used tp braak the glass if the window
cannot be raised or lowered and ventilation
is essential.

tO
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ROdFS

Roofs may be classified, according
the consturctiod of the covering,
shingle roofs, composition roofs,
metal roofs.

Saiiireroofs-1;nclude all those
made of small sections of material --
such as wood, metal, or asbestos --
fastened to the sheathing. Shingles

are nailed to sheathing and can be removed
easily. 'Shingle roofs are opened by
stripping off the shingles and cutting
away the sheathing.

Composition roof: contain from
one to siz sheets.of roofing material
-generally conaisting of tarred felt
nailed to the sheathing and cemented
together with asphalt. Hot asphalt
that hardens when it cools.is spread
aver the entire covering. Grairel may .

be spread into and aver the hot asphalt
to become a part of the covering when
the asphalt cools. The sheathing-consists
of one inch boards nailed tightly to

/



Figure 22. Removing Plastered Ceiling.

wood joists or laid on solid concrete.
Composition roofs require more care to
open because tHey are more difficult to
repair. The covering.is cut and rolled
back before you cut the sheathing'to make
an opening. To locate joists, the roof
should be "sounded" before it it cut.
You should make your cuts as close to
the joists as possible to make both cutting
and repairing easier.

Metal roofs -- generally corrugated
metal sheeting, aluminum, or galvanized
iron -- are'nailed so that they overlap,
making a weatherproof covering. The support
for the metal is usually wood,sheathing
into which the nails are driven. To make .

a forcible entry on this type of roof,
at least two sections of the sheeting
must be removed: Au ax, wrecking bar,
or forcible entry tool is inserted under
the edge of the metal sheeting on one '
side of a nail and pried up. This action
is continued until the full sheet is free
to be removed. The metal sheets should
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never be allowed to fall to the%ground
uncontrolled, but should be lowered
by rope to eliminate the possibility
of injuries to the personnel below.
When the wood sheathing is bared, cut
,it with your ax in the same manner as
you were told earlier.

FLOORS AND CEILINGS

Permanent-construction wood flOOrs
are laid double on joists generally
set on 16 inch centers. The subfloor
is usually laid on a 45 degree angle
to the joists, and the top or finish
floor at right angles to the joists.
In mobilization type buildings, a single
floor is laid directly on.the joists,
the joists set on 16 inch centers. In
theater-of-operation type construction,
a single floor islaid on joists on"
24 inch centers. Floors may be opened
in mUch the same vays as flat roofs,
except that two distinct floor run in
diEexent directions. You locate joists

1



by. sounding, and both cuts follow'the
side of the joists toward the inside of
the required opening. For efficient.cutting,
the hand which applies the force is held
halfway up the ax handle. The feet are
spread for proper balance and to avoid
cutting the foot in the event of a misplaced
or glacing stroke. If you.are the one
doing the cutting, you must be carefult
to stand outside the area to be opened.
You can open a plastered ceiling by breaking
the plaster and pulling off the material.
A pike pole of proper length is the most
effective tool for this job, figUre 22.
Metal and composition ceilings can be
pulled from joists in the same'manner.
Board ctilings are somewhat difficult
to remove because the lumber offers cansiderab
resistance when an attempt is made to
jam the pole through or between the boards
to geek solid griii for the hood.

The following precautions must be
observed when opening ceiling and walls:

1. Do not stand under the areas
to be opened even tho,gh you are waiting
to apply water or perform other duties
that require you to be there.

2. -Pull downward so that the
tip of the pike pole isiorced in the
direction away from you to.avoid being
struck by falling material.

3. Keep the upper hand on the top
side of the pole, to assist you in (2)
above.

6

4. Always wear your helmet when
pulling down a'ceiling or upper part of
a wall, because you don't know how much
material may fall with each thrust.

ANAL

//

GLASS

As shown inifigure 23, glass in
doors and windows is broken easily with
the flat side of an ax. When breiking
the glass, you should stand to one sido
(in case the internal pressure blow:#
the glass out) and strike the upper
portion of the pane first, being careful
that brpken glass aoes not slide down '

the ax handle. After the glass Ls broken
out, remove all jagged pieces from the
sash to eifeguard personnel, hose, and -
ropes from injury and damage when they
pass through the opening. The removal
of the jagged glass.may be down with
the head of an ax.
le

STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING STEPS

In earlier discussions we stated
that there are phases in firefighting.
We do not.want you to think that only
one phase can go on at a time. As you

read through the unit, you should remeMber
that rescue and extinguishment ma* be
performed at the same time. In fact,

the order presented in this unit may
vary a great deal from fire to fire.
However, firefighting is normally considered
a step-by-step operation and these steps
are usually carried out in the order

given below.

1. Approach.

2. Size up.

3. Attack.

4. Control.

5. Extinguishment.
4

...
Figure 23e Breaking Glass Windoy With an Ax.
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6. Overhaul.

Salviges

Rescue is the most important ;Art
of any firefighting operation; however,
it is not a part of one of the seven steps
listed above. ,4

Approach

. The approach is the response to a
structural fire by the quickest and safest
routes. Certain factors must be considered
when deciding which route to take to the
fire scent. Some,of the factors are:

Alibunt.of traffic involved

Exposures involved

a
Road cizards

Hydrantlocations

If possible, you should select,routes'
that will not interfere with the other
trucka responding to the sane alarm. When
picking out hydranta and layiag hose,
keep the hose layout close to the curb-
so backup crews can-approach. Everycreastember

must know the base and be alert for road
repairs, changing traffic regulatioas,
and other temporary problems.

Size Up

When you size up a fire, you are
forming a picture in your, mind of what
must be done to.quickly extinugish the
fire and perform rescue if necessary.
The primary duty of the fire chief or
his assistant while approaching a fire
is to quickly' size up the situation to
determine what must be done. The most
valuable tool that he has while sizing
up a fire is the prefire plan. Prefire
plans, as we recall, tell us known facts
about every building and facility on the
base. Some of the known facts Ehat prefire
plaos give us are:*

Type of building construction (wood,
metal)

Contents of the building

Other buildings close to the burniag
building

50

Life hazard

Hydrant locations in relation to
that,building

These facts and many more you can
get from a prefire plan before you arrive
at the fire. With this information
already known to you, you should form
a mental picture of all your actions.
Also you will have an idea of what to
do if anything undsualy cc.mes up. At
this point, if you have any doubt, take
a few minutes to review the items on
a prefire plan.

Factors to Consider During-Size Up

As we stated, many facts can be
learned by looking at the prefire plan
for the building or facility that is
on fire. There will.also be some things
you will-not know until you arrive at
the scene. Let's cover the items that
must not be overlooked while making

.

your size up.-

LIFE HAZARD. People that may'be
in the building'are'your first problem.
Some bildings normally hold a large
number of people. We call these buildings,
"places of public assembly." Buildings
falling into.this category include theatres,
clubs, gymnasiums, and chapels. Other
buildings that would hold large nunbers
of people would include offices and
barracks.

TIME OF FIRE. The time of the
fire is a very important factor to consider
during size up: You would not expect -

many people to be in a barracks during
a working day. On the other hand, you
would not expect an office to be filled
with people in the evening. But, many
people would be expected in clubs and
movie theatres in the evening. Prom
this we can see:that the time of tha
fire and the building involved is a
very important factor to consider.

EXPOSURE HAZARD. During the planning
etage you will also need to consider
other buildings near the fire. These
,buildings present a hazard because they
could also catch fire if they are left
unprotected. One thing you cannot know
duriag size up is hcti bad the fire is.
It could be just a small electrical'
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fire or the 4hole building mayAe involved.
But you do know from looking a the prefire
plan thit there are several nearby bhildings
that nuit be4rotected. You should have
a plan inmind to protect these buildings
before you ever arrive at,the fire..

TYPE OF BUILDTNG CONSTRUCTION. Any
building-can burn. In the Air Force fire
service we do not use the term "fireproof."
On the other hand, a steel or brick building
presents.less hazard than a wooden building.
Even the type of roof makes a-hig difference.
You should know which buildings are likely
to burn.quickly. Then when the alarm
sounds you have an idea how to fight
the fire before you get there.

BUILDING CONTENTS. You should know
what is inside the building before you
get to the fire. Several years ago an
Air Force fire department was called to
help put out a fire in a service station
near the base. When the firemen arrived
at the scene they found a large fire in
the grease rack area. 'They knocked down
most of this fire in a short time with
foam. By this time, fire had spread to
the front section of the building. They
did not thak'any special hazard would
be found in this area, so they entered
with 2-1/2 inch hoselines. The instant
they entered, seVeral explosions occurred.
For Air Force firemen were injured by
exploding shotgun shells. They.had no
reason to think this kind of material
was stored in the station. As a fireman,
you must know what hazards you will find
in the building. This knowledge will
help you during the firefighting owation,
and may save your life as well.

TYPES AND AMOUNT OF EQUIPMENT NEEDED.
You have only so much equipment to start
with. Let's say one or two of your trucks
are out of service for repair. ,Then let's
say you have a fire in a large warehouse.
At once you know that you nay not have
enough equipment to do the job. You should
always plan ahead to make sure enough
firefighting equipment is ,on hand.

ATTA4

The seven steps of firefighting'are
not always done separately. In fact,
two or even three steps may be carried
out at the same time. For example, we
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can size up a fire while we are making
our appioach, or we can attack and
control the fire at the same time.
Actually there IS a fine line between
attack and control. in many cases
they may seem to be one operation; .

but /Or our purposes they will be treated
as two separate operationi.
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When we speak about attacking
the fire we are thinking of two things.
The first thing we think about is making
the proper hose lays:. If the_hose
is not layed out correctly, the attack
will not be effective and control of
the fire may be impossible. We already
know from the size up what type of
hose lay we are going to make. However,
size up is only forming a mental picture
of what we must do. Now we must actually
do'it. We may make a straight lay
or a reverse lay or even a combination
of both. When we nake our hose layP
ind bring our hoae iaio position, we
have just completed the first part
of the attack. The next thing we must
do is position our hose streams. In
attick we use a general'rule. This
rule is.to attack the fire from as
many sides as possible. If our hoselines
pre in the correct position, water
can be put on the fire from any direction.
The first two or three hoselines may
be used to cool and protect other buildings
close to the fire. The next two or
three lines-can be.used to attack the
fire from the directions that would
do the most good. It would not make
too much sense to have five or six
hoselines on one side of,the building
and one hoseline on the other side.
Good judgment when placing these hose
streams will determine whither you
can go into the'control step of firefighting.

CONTROL

When you have the fire contoll.ed
you are the master. This does not
mean that the fire is out. There ii
a big difference between control and
final extinguishment. We cannot say
what a fi.e will look like when it
is controlled, but you will know. dometimes
you will have the fire controlled,
then a change in the wind will cause
you to lose control. For years firemen
have been debating what items make
up control. This is true because

.1
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many different operations make up the
steps of-firefishting. However, we shall
put the following operations under the
control step of firefightins.

Protecting exposures

Ventilation
_

Forcible entry

In the process of covering these
three operations, you will learn nany
facts aboutfirefighting.

Protecting Exposures

What4s en exposure? It is an* building
or its coitents that is not involved in
fire but is is danger of catehing fire%
When ve protect exposures, we are stopping
buildings end materials from cataching
fire. The two mes of exposures. are
internal f,inside).and external (Outside).

0

INTERNAL swoons. We ihink of
internal exposures ss say material inside
a building.that is in danger of catehing
fire. There.are two ways to protect internal
exposures. If the exposures are moveable,
ouch as items of furniture, they can be
moved away from the fire area. If they
cannOt be moved, they can be kept cooled
below their ignition point with water
,sireams. tome examples of internal exposures
ire walls, ceilings, floors, and items
of furniture. In short, anything that
mill burn can be an exposure. By protecting
these exposures you are keeping the
fire from sOreading. By keeping the
fire from spreading you are; in fact,'
"controlling" the fire. 0

EXTERNAL gnosums. Often, the
best way to control i fire is to limit
the damage to ona building. When-we
protect external expoiures, we are talking
about keeping the fire froa spreading
to other buildings. In bloat I of this
course you learned three meihodeof heat
transmission. You also learned that
fire spreidi by ona or mOre of these
three methods. You 'must now learn how

Figure 24. Protecting External Exposures.

you shailld consider the distance between
the buildings and the height of the
burning building and nearby buildings.
An exposure hazard is shown in figure
24. A second fire could be started
by radiation. Fires from radiation
can start up en far as 1,000 feet from
the first fire. Flying embers have
caused fires as far away as six miles.
The best protection against exposure
fires is the openepade between buildings.
It is hard to say what is enough !mace
to prevent the spread of fire. You
oust protect nearby buildings with water
when you are not sure of the space-needeC
Figura 24ehows haw this is done. We
will discuss the use of each hoseline
in thesext three-parasraphs.

As a rule, the first hose lay is
Always laid to the exposure that is
insost danger offire. .When using
hose streams on exposed buildings, you
must cool the building below its ignition
temperature. From tima to time you
may be able ro direct the stream of
water to the burning builing to help
put out the fire. Normally'water fog
is used on exposed buildings. Iü an
earlier part of this'course; we told
you that water fog is up to.10 times
better for cooling than a straight stream.
We call this a water curtain. A uater

to fight tha effects of conduction, convection,curtain is also used to stop radiated
and radiation as they apply to external heat and knock down flying embers fromexposures. Factors suth as temperature, the burning building,
humidity, and wind are important to consider
when protecting other buildings. Also,



The second hoseline is used to protect
the other exposed buildings. As shown
in figure 24 the second line is used to
cover the buildingon the right. The
wind is blowing saay from this,building;
howevar, this building will still receive
a lot of radiated heat. If the wind, should

change direction this building will still
be protected. The second hoseline then
is used to stop some of this heat. It

is also used to help fight the fire.

The third hoseline is used to fight
the fire. You can see from thie'that
the exposed buildings are more important
to use than the one completely involved
in fire. Why? Because the burning building
his already suffered much damige. ,We want
to limit the fire to one building if st-
all possible.

EXTINGUISHMENT

The next step of firefighting is
extinguishment. Extinguishment begins
when a fire is under control. There are
some basic facts that must be considered
before extinguishment is made. They are
the type and imount'of material that is
burning and where it is located in the
building. The best wAy is opening the
door of the building.and extinguishing
the'fire from outside where the air is
cool and plentiful. Usuaily it is not
this easy. Often you ,have to move inside

the building and contend With high
temperatures, dense smoke, and poor oxygen
supply. W. can say.that there Ate two
methods of extinguishing a fire. They
are the direct method and the indirect
rethod.

water fog is used. :igh velocity fog
is used at an area sway from the actual
point of fire. The water in,line particles
is carried to the fire by convection currenta..
This method can only be used in closed
buildings. The water fog creates steam
inside the building and this steam extimoishes
the fire by removing the oxygen. This
method is desired because the fire is
extinguiihed with a minimum amount of
water damage. But as we said.before,
this method of extinguishment cannot
be used for open fires.

SALVAGE

Salvage csn be done two ways;

Move the materiarto the outside.

Protect the material where it stands.

Moving'Material Outside

This method is used when there
is plenty of time and enough personnel
to eove the materiel. Normally, this
method is used when there is only a,
small amount of material. Normally,
this method is used when there is oaly
a small amount of material to be protected.
The order in which the material is moved
depends on the cost and importance of
thematerial. Safes or filing cabinets
that are used to store classified maZerial
are always given a high priority.

The direct method is Eo move right
in on the fire, using fog streams or straight
streams to put the Eire out. Care must
be taken to prevent the fire from starting
up again because of areas that were not
put out. Firefighters have had to fight
their way out of a building because of
fires starting up behind them that they
thought they had already put out.* This
is calledkoverrunning a fire and can be 7

%Try dangerous. Make sure you have the
fire in front of you completely extinguished
before advancing the hoselines.

The second method of extinguishment
is the indirect method. With this method,
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Protecting Material Where it Stands

Normally, this method. is used because
oi the size or amount of material in
the building. It is impossible to clear
a large warehouse in a short time, yet
a small office can be emptied in minutes
with little trouble. In order to protect
the material where it is, salvage covers
must be used. Salliage covers will be
covered later ingthis study guide.

If you use large amounts of water
on building fires, you can cause a large
amount.of water damage. This is especially "

true if you are fighting fires in buildings
such as warehouses, office buildings,
or supply rooms. Some of this damage
is caused by-the improper use of water
streams, such as using a straight stream
instead of water fog, applying water .

190



wNere there is no fire, or applying the
water longer than is necessary.

OVERHAUL

The overhaul step ot firefighting
is a careful check to make sure the fire
is out. During overhaul you make a detailed
check of the building and the material
inside. This it to prevent the fire
from starting up again. One of the worst
things that can happen to a fire department
IA to return to a.fire that they'though
they had extinguished. A second fire
is much harder to control than the original
fire.

The building should'bo checked'.
for hidden areas where the fire may still
be burning. Soma of these hidden areas
include false or hanging ceilings, between
floor joists, walls, and partitions.
In s4dition, check areas around windows,
door casings, light and air.shafts, and
places where pipe or.wire go into the
wall. When checkiug for "hot spots,"
plamthe back of your hand on the area',
,suspected. For example, if a wall feels
warm or looks blackened, you should open

'the wall and check it. When cutting
inspection openings, lake a sqyare cut
near the wall studs. This will make

1 repair easier. Finish your inspection
by checking other areas such as attics,
basements, and nearby buildings.

BUILDING HEAT AND SMOKE VENTILATION

Advantages of Ventialtion as Applied to
Firefighting

AIDS LIFESAVING AND RESCUE. -Proper
ventilation simplifies and speeds up
the rescue of victims that may be trapped
in a burning or smoke-filled area, and
it usually makes conditions safer for
firefighters.

SAWS ATTACK AND EXTINGUISHMENT:
Once creaeed by fire, the removal of
the smoke, gases, and heat theme building
permits firefighters to locate the fire
and proceed with its extinguishment.
°Proper ventilation of a building further
enables firefighters to 'determine the
path or travel of the fire and to take
proper steps for its control.

D

REDUCES THEDARGER OF BACKDRAFT.
During a fire, flammable gases are vaporized
from the coMbustible materials of a
building. When these fuel gases are .

heated tq their ignition temperature,
they will burn if sufficient,oxygen
is present. /f there is insufficient .

* oxygen, the unhurned gases may collect.
in,pockets throughout the area or occupy -
the entire building. Such a conditions

' needs only the admission of sufficient
fresh air to dada a very rapid burning. .

of these gases, the expansion of which
may bo sufficient to cause an explosion-.
Such.an explosion is commonly referred
to aft a.backdraft. The degree and intensity
of the backdraft depends upon_the amount
of heated gases and the volume of'fresh
air admitted. Proper ventilation by -

opening.the building at the highest
point involved permitl the heated gases
and smoke to be expelled and makes your
entrance ae the lower levels safer. -

LESSENS THE,CHANCE OF AVSHROOMING.
Proper ventilation of a building during
a fire reduces the Possibility of heat
and gases spreading out laterally at

. the top of the struature. It tends'
to draw the fire to a point by restricting
the-convection of heat currents.

MAKES FIREFIGHTING EASIER. Proper
ventilation not only reduces the'need
for protective breathing equipment,
but it also reduces the obstacles in
rescue, and overhaul procedures.

REDUCES FIRE AND WATER DAMAGE.
Quick extinguishment of a fire reduces
not only the actual fire damage,, but
also water damage., Proper ventilation
assists in making this damage reduction
possible. Another method of ventilation
that may proveoadvantageous'is applying

'water into the heated area in the form -

of rapid expansion of the water when
it is converted to steam. In addition
to removing gases, smoke, and heat,
this method also reduces the amount
of water used to extinguish the fire.
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REDUCES SMOKE AND HEAT DAMAGE.
Smoke may be remaved from a burning
building by controlling heat currents,
by collecting carbon in the condensing
steam, and by dissipating smoke thorugh
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Figure 25. Vertical, Ventilation.,..IN

the expansion of water as it is turned into , which'you should take into account for
steam. Regardless of the method. used4 your own safety and the accomplishment
fire ventilation reduces smoke damage of a thorough job of ventilation.

because fuel vapors and carbon particles . The follOwing siX rules.should be4kept
are removed. in mi*.when ventilating a building

vertidallx:

Situations Requiring Ventilation
1., Check the condition of the

In a closed structure, sufficient ,roof supports to insure they have not
oxygen is present to support free burning been burned.aWay or weakened to a Point

when the fire starts. The hot gases formed where they may collapse under your 0

rise to$the ceiling due to convection. weight. Feeling Xhe roof for hotsplits,

This forces the cooler air dawnward to , as you weretnla before, srill'help

feed the fire. If fresh air is unable you determine if the fire has reached
to enter the.building from the.outside, a poi& to cause weakening.

, the amount of oxygen ia gradually reduced . .

until the fuel smolders or spaces.Theoretically 2. Flan a means.of escape from
fhe fire should'finally smother and extinguish the ,roof in case of emergency, such

itself. Actually, the smoldering is sustained as roof collapse. You should have
because in most cases the oxygen supply a lifeline, especially when working

is never completely exhausted. an a peaked roof, to prevent falling.

Vertical Ventilation

To accomplish vertical ventilation,
you must work from the top down. Heated

gases and smoke rise to the highest point'
'available, and the roof is the highest
point whether it is flak or peaked. Figure
25 shows how the,gases and smoke will
escape when vertical ventilation is done
properly.

c.
There are certain important rules

in the procedure for ventilating a roof

5.2

3. Use anY available openings .
that are part of the roof construction,
such as skylights or roof trapdoors.

4. Make certain the passage
way for the smek; and heat,extends
claim through the ceiling of the room.

'A Kole in the roof is of no use if
there is no relief for gases, heat,
and smoke in the room below.

5. 'The openings should be large
enough to provide a rapid exit for
the smoke and.gases.



Figure 28. horizontal Voltii2drion'...

6. Work with the wind to your back,
keeping int mind the heai, explosive

characteristics, and toxic effects of
iascaping gas.

Horizontal Ventilation

Iftthe smoke and gases have not reached
the higher levels, horizontal ventilation

be used to clear the buildings one
floor'at atime. Windoweimre the easiest
and generally most available for the --

,coimon types of buildidge,but the
indiscriminate opening of windows and
doors can defeat the-purpose of vtntilation.
See figure 26.

The general procedures for cross
ventilation are as follows:

r:

1. Open windCws on the leeward
side firs than open windows on the
windward side.

a. Checkrail winauti -- open
Xhe upper half on the leeward side and
the loWar hill on the windward side.

b. Windows that cannot be
opened -- break the upper hell of the
windows on the leeward side and the lower
half or the windward side. Remember
to stand to one side when you break a
window.
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2. After one floor is clear,
ventilatethe next floor in the same
minner.

3. Do not make openings below
the level of the fire if at all possible.

.

4. If the openingris made at
the same floor level as the fire, hoselines
ihould be available.for immediate use.

5: Avoid ventilating a building
in such a way as tp allow the fire a
to be drawn through any part of the
building that is not ventilated.

6. When making an opening, exercise
great care to prevent the spread of
the fire to exposures and,have hoselines
available to protect the exposure.

Forced Ventilition

Ventilation has thus far been
considered from the standpoint of tbs
natural flow cf air currents,. the currents
created by fire, and the effect of '

fog streams. Forced ventilation'is
accomplished by xechanical blowers'
or fans. The .fact that forced ventilation
is effective and can be depended upon
for smoke removal when other methods
are not adeqdate proves its value and
importance.

0
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Advantages of Forced Ventilation

. The value of mechanical ventilation
may be further realized when, ii 1, order

to protect human life, it-becomes necessary,
io rid-preiises or areas of an Undesirable
atiosphere. Even though fire may nof
bi/a factor, contaminated atmosphered
.m4st be rapidly and, thoroushly ejected.

i/L

orced ventilation, if notsthe oily means

f clearing a contsminaied atmosphere,
always a welcome addition to noz--..

ventilatioi. Some of the riasons for
employing mechanical or forced ventialtiont
are indicated in the following limit:

1. Ensures.nore positive cont01.

2. Supplements natural ventilation.

3. Speeds the removal-of dontsaddants,
facilitating more rapid rescueptder
safer conditions.

fail.

4. Way'be used where other methods

5. "Amduces smoke dansage.-
,

6. Promotfal good public relations.

Disadvantages of Forced Ventilation

If mechanical orforced ventilation
is misapplied or uncontrolled, it can.
cause a great deal of harm, Forced
ventilation requires considerable supervision
because of the mechanical force that
is behind it. Some ofthe disadviitages
of forced/ventitation are indicated in
thelollowing list:

. -

1. Can move fire along with the
smoke and,extend it to lateral areas.

1

2. Can introduce air in such great
volumes that'it cau be the cause of a
fire spreading.

3: Dependent upqn power, the inter- .

ruption ofwhich renders its ineffective.

4. Employs additional manpower
for its operation.

5. Requires special equipment.

s
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Forced Ventilation Equipment

ft is difficult to classify forced
ventilation equlpment by- any particular

type. The Principle applied is that
of moving-large quantities of air and

smoke. These portable blowers are
all powered by electric motors or gasoline -
diiven engines. Various tines of_electric,-..'

.._.,forced air 4ovirs are identified by
differenn names, such as ejectors,7
Extractore,.exhausrers, and blowers..
Forcid sir blowers Mhould always be

equipped with.eiplosion-proof motors
and yower cable connections whin tiled
in akflemeible atmosphere.. Forced
air blowers shbuld be shut down when
they are moved. Befori they are started,

be sure theC therwAre no persons near,.
the blados"ind that clothing, curtains,
or draperies are not.in a position
to be drawn-into the fan. aliwars.

should alwayebe,soved by the handlez
which are provided for this yurpolle.

STRUCTURAL STABILITY

Since it is conceivably difficult
to outline all of the operations that*

ley bo performod'in searching for hidden
fires, oily the more fund:mental conditions
Will be diseussed. One prerequisite,
before starting a slarch for hidden
fires, is to determine the czoditioi
of the building in the Area to be searched.
The degree of intensity which-the fire
attained during burning and the mount
of water used during its,control are
two important factors that influence
,the condition of the buildng. Thu
first determines the additional weight
on floors and walls because of the'
absorbent qualities of the stock.
Consideration given to these two factors
may prevent unnecessary lost, oflife
during"overhaul bczause of building

collapse. A sagging roof means that
din supports are weak. Sagging ceilings
And floors tell you that there is damage
to structural beams and supports. Large

cracks in masonry, walls show therare

weak. Firemen have been injdred or
killed from fallieg walls end ceilings
that taro weakened by the fire. Weakened
walls and building supports must be
made "safe" before any attempt at overhaul

2 1.1 3
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is made. Walls or bhimueys which have
been weakened and are in a position that
wOold endanger perednnel should be pulled
down. Holes which have been burned or
cut im the floors should be covered or
blocked off. ApproaChes to damaged,itair
ways, staii wells, or elevator shafts
should be blocked off. Weakenedbuilding
supports should be braced if possible
to assure safety to firemen duringi,overhaul.
If thegas and electricity have not been
turnai off, they should be turned off.

:QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1. Forcible entry means gaining
, access to'closed spaces by
means.

2. In cutting with a fire ax,

strokes are used for betteF aim.

. .9
3. The method for openihg a door

is first determined by-the manner ineA
which.the door is
and

4. .

generally made of
with a.white pine

doors are
veneered hardwood
core or frame.

5. dverhead=iolling.doors are
made of steel and offer the

to forcible entry tools.

6. with,a wedge
is the principle operation in forcing
wood framed windows.

7. The windows"have
two frames, or two sashes, iohich are
in contact at the top and bottom horizontals.

: >5

0.* Roofs may be classified, according
to the of the covering,
as shingle roofs, composition roofs,
or metal r6ofs.

v AP.
0 .t

9. The is the response
to a structural fire by the quickest,
and safest routes.

1
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10. The Mdst valuable tool for
stzing up a fire is the

11. When we Mate our hose lay
and bring our hose into position,

we have just.completed the first part
of the

12.

mean that the fire,is out.

13. When we

does not

,-we, are stopping
buildings and mAterials from tatting
fire.

V
J.

14. begins
when the fire,is under control:

15. There are two methods to
extinguish a fire, che
and method.

16. The

cannot be used to extinguish an
fire.

method
open

17: THW step
*of firefighting is a careful check
toMake sure that the.fire is out.

18. The building'should be checked
for areas wheie
the fire may still be bdrnini.

19.. Ventilation aids
and rescue.

20. Properaveniilation reduces
and

damage.

21. To accomplish
ventilation, you must work from the
top down.

22. For horizontal ventilation;
open windows on the
side first.

23. ventilation
is accomplished by mechtIcal blowers
Or fani.

a

24. sagging roof means that
the are weak.,

2 ).4
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25. Holes litich hive been burned REFEKKES
Or cuddihto floors should be

. 1. IrstA #104, Salves and Overhaul Practices.
or .

2. CDC 57100,,Fire !rotection,Specialisui
Volume 2.

'1/4<
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lire Protection Branch 3ABR57130 -1-SG-411

Chanute APB, Illinois"

STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING OPERATIONS

-OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be able

to:

1.- Inspect and perform operator maintenance on structural firefighting vehicles

and mounted equipment.

2. Perform crew duties in firefighting drills sad emergency response exercises.
A

3. Demonstrate normal and emergency entry procedures into a building.

4. Perform as a member of a firefighting crew to control and extinguish structural
fires.0

5. LoOate and evacuate personnel from an occupied building.
7

6. Vrotect adjacent/nearby building exposures and equipment from fire hazards.

T. Perform firefighting overhaul clean-up operations.

8. Perform preventive maintenance on structural firefighting vehicles and mounted

equipment.

INTRODUCTION --

'Let's take a look into your future.
You are a crewmember on a structural
fire truck. You're busy cleaning the
truck as part of your regular duties.
The alarm rings! FIRE!! You don your
protective clothing and take your position
on the truck. Nov, your crew chief,
has the word, the truck is rolling,
and you're on ybur way - to where? -
to what? Until the crew chief gives
you the information he received, all
you know is - you are answering an
glare. "Building 434 - warehouse -
west end - smoke."

The first facts are known. To

Where? Blinding 434, west end. To
what?. Smoke in a warehouse. Is this

all you know? No! You think back.

You think of prefire plans you've studied.

INFORMATION

INITIAL PREPLANNING

You,actually started your firefighting
a long time ago. The fighting of this
fire began'whe:a the puree plans were
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drawn uR. Such plans are made by
memberi of the fire department for
all buildings and areas qt the air

base. They show the location of the
building, construction, *loor plan,
exits, use, life hazardi, safety hazards,
exposure hazards, main.electric switch,
gas cutoff,tydront locations, response
routes, required holm lays, how many

'pieces 6f equipment are to respond,
and other inforiation that may be'peculiar
to-thatbuildiug or area. You should
receive training on these plaits, both
"skull practice" end "dry runs" at
your next base. This training is designed
to acquaint all fire Trotection specialists,
not only with the individual buildings;
areas, their features, and hazards
but Also the base.as a whole.

Now, let's return to Chanute.
You are at the point in training when
the teem idea takes shape.. As wai

mentioned earlier, you will-now practice
to be pro*icient in the diffe:ent structural
crew positions and apply basic firefighting
procedures while functioning els a
structural crew, working in conjunCtion
with other structural crews. The iimulated,

structural firefighting operations will
I 1/4
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be covered under the ',refire plan drawn
up for building #903 (smokehouse), and
the narrative description accoupanying
it. Each plin gives a brief description
of One crew in operation. You may be
working with as many as four crews in
coordinated structural firefighting
operations: You must study and know
the plan assigned te your-crew.

All through this course you have
learned points of safety as it is applied
.to the subject being learned at the
time. To avoid injury and equipment
damage, you must practice all you've
learned plus any new ones listed below
or pointed out to you by an instructor.

1. No water fights (directing .

stroams.on each other).

2. Wear proper protective clothing
during operations.

3. Don't throw equipment - pass
it lry-hand.

4. Be alert when tools or equipment
are being raised or lowered.

5. Hold handrails when ascending
nr descending stairs and when riding
on vehicle tailboards.

6. When opereting 7n ladders,
always loCk in and secure hose with
strap.

7. Don'e.climb a ladder until
it is secured by the instructor or
is "butted."'

8. Don't shut nozzles down suddenly.

9. Don't run and no horseplay.

10. Be especially careful on ice,
wet concrete, end wet tile.

11. In case of injury or illness,.
regardless of how slight, report to
an instructor at onte.

. 12. .Don't wear rings, bracelets,
watches, or necklaces, during practical
training or during clean-up.
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The remainder of got= training
in the structural firefighting phase
will be to'improve your proficiency
in tasks you have already learned.
These drills are designed to closely
parallel the real situations you will
encounter in the field.

It is necessaity that you recognize
your 'mistakes in the operations in
whiCh you will be particiOating. Also,
look for the mistakes eade by others.
A. a crewmember, you will critique
after eath operation while the facts
are still fresh in your mind. Difficulties
that are cleared up early will make
for a batter training situation.

OPERATV MAINTENANCE

Today, we will be using all the
structural pumpers we have previously
presented to you. Operator maintenance
is a vital part of any structural
operation. The ersti has to be sure
that the vehicle hes been throughly
inspected and is in operating condition.
A nocessary.part of inspection and
operator maintenance is to assure
that all mounts.i equipment is on the
vehicle and in its Proper place so
that a cressamber,doss not lose vital
time when a tool is new*.

STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING DRILLS

A majority of your firefighting
career in the'Air Force will be spent
in training to prepare you for the
eventuality of an actual fire.

When the station alarzesoutichi,'

we automatically assume there is a
fire. oiverexcitement should not be
generated because it is our job to
put out fires. We must react calmly
and efficiently because lives and
property are at stake-when the alarm
sounds.

During emergency responses and
structural drills, we must do our
best to prepare for the real thing.
'All crewmembirs, from the plummets
to the drew chief, are a vital part
of a crew. Speed and efficiency are
attained through,constant training.



ENTRY PROCEDURES . PROTECT EXPOSURES

When thara is a structural file #rotacting exposures is tha act
it will quita oftan raquira ono to of preventing fire from spreading to
enter tha building to accomplish extinguish- anothar building, Vehicla or othar
pent. Uten the need arises to enter a buildingmaterial that is subject to damage
tha first thing for the firemen to do
is try tha normal eptry points. When
trying.Zo gain entry, bafora doing
ainessary damage, simply try tha door
knob to saa if tha door is unlocked.
If tha door in locked, try the windows
bafora resorting to soma type of forcible
entry.

CONTROL AND EXTINGUISHMENT
OF STRUCTURAL:FIRES

When combatting a structural fire,
it is necessary for a -fireman to protect
himself from haat, flamei, and noxious
gases. To do this ha must waar full
protective Clothing and,self-contained
breathing apparatus whila combatting
the-fire. To establish control of a
fira Will require ireoper size-up and
ventilation. Siza -up to ditermine
what part of the building is involved.
Once'this is determined, 'ventilation
,may be necaasary... Ventialtion helps
in fighting the fira by rsmoving haatad
gases and imoks so that tha actual
fira can'be'locatad without causing
eitansivi watar damaga.' Once this

. .

has been accomplished, we will try
ami gain control of tha'fire. Onca
control has been astablished it is possible
to begin actual extinguishment. If
tha fire is small ind.in a coafinad
area a direct method of attack using
the appropraita stream will be implemented.
to effect extinguishment.

LOCATE ANC! EVACUATE PERSONNEL

In all firafighting oparatiohs,
the rescue of,personnal is tha-primary
.coacarn of--tha firefighter.- The prefire

1 plan-is.usad to give. tha lay out of
the building apd tha intarior design.
If tfia building is not completely engulfed,

a systematic saarch of each room may
ba nacessary,to insure that all personnel
are avacuatad. Quita often, personnel
will just naad the assurance of a trained
rescueman to lead them to safaty.

4

from a burning exposure. To protect
external exposures say be as simple
as moving the exposure, if possibla,
to a safe location. If the exposure
is of a permanent nature, then other
saans will.be raquired for protection.

If the fire is small, all that
may Ise nacesiary to provida protection
for a permanent external exposura is
to wet thawkatariel,down. This could
ba dona so that flying Sparks and embers
will not igaita tha material. With
a large,fira a watar curtain produced
by tha mestar stream should ba used.

The main factors determining tha
type of protaction to usa for tha exposure
is tha aim of tha building (area and
height) sad tha magnitudt of tha fire.

BUILDING CLEAN-UP

In tha procass of extinguishing
a fira, tharawill ba water and othar
types of debris remaining. It is thi
responsibility of tha fir. .protaction '

personnel to remove-the watar and debris.
Nonsalvagaable matarials, such as plastat,
rigs, papar, and tha lika, may ba scOopad
into a carriar, carriad out of a building,
and pilad in a conspicuous placa for
futura examination. After tha bulk
of all debris has-been removed, axcesa
watar on flours should ba mopped or
squeezed dry. If tha floor is wood,
it is a good policy to taka up excess
moistura by covering tha floor with
sawdust for a paiiod and then clean. .0

Damp sawdust should not ba laft on
tha floor longer than absolutely naceseary,
for it may damage tha floor.

PREVENTIVE' MAINTENANCE

After complating a structural
.firefighting oparation, it is nacessary
to do a thorough prevantive maintenance
job on tha vihiclas and mounted equipment.
Aftar a fira all contaminants should
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be removed. ihe fire hose will need
washing and drying to protect it frost
rot and mildew.

QUESTONS

Please write your answers to-the.
following questions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1. Wear proper

during structural-,
firefighting operations.

2. Don't
equipment, pass it by hand.

3. When operating on ladders,
always

and secure hose with hose strap.

4. Don't run and no

5. A necessary partofinspection
and operator maintenance is to assure
that all

is on the vehicle.

6. A majoritrof yolk career
vill be spent in

7.

and

sounds.

We must react

when the alarm

8. All crewmembers from the
to the

are a vital part of a
crew:

9. 'and
are attained through

constant training.

10. When the need arises to enter
a building the first thing for a fireman
to do is to try the

U. Once , has
been established it is possible to
begin'actual extinguishment.

12. In'all firefighting,operations,
the , of personnel
is the primary concern of the firefighter.

J
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13. The

is used to give the
lay out of the building.

14. A seardh
of each room nmy be necessary.to insure
that all pirsonnal are evacuated.

15.

is the act of preventing fire from .

spreading to another building.

16.. In the process ef extinguishing
a fire there will be and
.other types of remaining.

17. After a' fire, the fire hose
will need Washing and drying.to protect
it from and

REFERENCES

1. TO 36Al2-12 -9 -61, Truck Firefiehting
5308.

2. TO 36Al2-12 -12 -1, SOO .GPM Brush

and Structural Firefighting Truck.

3. TO 36Al2 -12 -8-51, Powered Pumper
Fire Truck& Class 750A.

4. TO 36Al2 -12 -15 -1, Firefi tin
Truck, 750 014 Structural Type 532P-12.

5. IFSTA 0102, Fire Service Ladder
Practices.

6. IFSTA 0104, Salvage and Overhaul'
-Practices.

7, IIISTA 0105, Fire Stream Practices.

8. flPSTA #107, Fire.17entilation Practices.

9. IFSTA #108, Fire Rescue Practices.

,
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Pirs-Protsction Branch
Alhanute APS, Illinois

STRUCTURALTIREFIGNTING TACTICS

3AB157130 -1-SG-412

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classrOom instructions, you will be able

tO:

1. Inspect and perform ocerator maintenance on structural firefighting vehicles.

2. Perform crew duties in firefightine drills and emergency response exercises.
0

3. Demonstrate normal and emergency entry procedures.

4. Locate tester switch and shut off building utilities.

5. Perform as a member of a firefighting crew and control and extinguish structural

fires.

6. Locate dummy victim and perform rescue from building.

7. Protect adjacent/nearby buil6ing exposures and equipment from.fire hazards.

8. Perform as a member of a crew and protect buildingcontents.

9. Perform as a me.ber of a crew and Construct catch basins and drain chutes.
0

10. Perform as a member of a crew and remove equipment and furnishings.

11. Perform firefighting overhaul clean-up operations.

12. Perfore preventive maintenance on structural firefighting :Thieles and mounted

equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Today is our second day of combined
structural drills using the smite house.
You will again put into practice all
of your past training. Let's review
the safety procedures and have another
safe day.'

1. No water fights (directing
.stream on aach other).

2. Wear proper protective clothing
during operations.

3. Don't throw equipment - pass

it by hand.

4. Be alert when tools or equipment
are being raised or lowered.

5. Hold handrails when ascending
or descending stairs and when riding'
on vehicle tailboards.

6. When operating on ladders,
always lock in and secure hose with
strap.

7. Don't climb a ladder until
it is secured.by the instructor or
is "butted."

8. Don!t shut nozzles down
suddenly.

9. Don't run and no horseplay.

10. Be especially careful on
ice, wet concrete, and wet tile.
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U. In case of injury or illness,
regardless of how slight, report to
an instructor at once.

12. Don't'wearTings, bracelets,
watches, or neckla4Ma, during practical
training or.during:61ean-up.

INFORMATION

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE

. Again, we will be using our structural
firefighting vehicles. Operator maintenance
cannot be overemihasized. Using our
inspection checilist;sve must chedk
and insure that all vehinles-are fully
serviced and capable of performing
as they were designed.. Placeparticular

emphasis on the tools and Mounted equipment.
A visual check is not suffidient to
insure that equipment will operate,
try the hydrant wrench, see if the
handle turns freely, chick the ladder,
make sure the halyard IA not frayed,
check the nozzles, so they_open and
close smoothly. These are just a few
of the items to.be checked all toola
and equipment should be chacked'throughly
anci, if defective; should be repaired
or replaced. The tine it is needed
is lot the-timeto find_out that it
won't operate.

CREW DUTIES IN FIREOIGHTING DRILLS
AND EMERGENCY RESPONSES'

To attain proficiency in your
.job, you must participate in firefighting
drills. Ths speed and efficiency of
each crewmember is increased by constant
training. We will cover some of the
=or duties each member will,have.
The plugman is'responsible for getting
water to tho nozzle in either a straight
or reverse lay. The,hoseman must be
able to-quickly remove hose from the
hose bad for working line oh a straight
lay and quickly relove tools and equipment
on a rovers, lay. The nozzleman must
be able to salect the correct nozzle
and attadhlt tolthe working line on
a straiiht lei and on.A,reverse lay,

remove tools and equipment and pull
the-skid finish. The driver smut safely
operate the vehicle and, on a straight
lay, apply the hose clanp rapidly.
On ,a reverse lay, the driver must be

able to properly spot the vehicle and
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make all the necessary hose connections.
And finally, thacrewthief most make
the decisions as tU the type of attack
to 'eke, whether rescUe is needed,

and cake complete charge of the operatimn .

unti1 the arrival of the assistant
fire chief.

'ENTRY PROCEDURES

Applying forcible entry to normal
openings that are locked means.to

force open.doore and windows with
mechanical tools. Thibreaking of
a lock, prying &Jamb apart, or forcing
a window, say cause some damage to
a door, window, or other part of a
building. Damage in this respect
is for less than it would be if firefighters
smishod_dovn doors and door frames
or brokethroush-window glass and,.
frame. A skillful:use.of forcible
antry.methods will aid in-the-saving
of lilies, cause less dames to property,
and result in bettor public relations.

There are many types'of doors

and windows and we,will not try to
cover all the various types it this
time. We will, however, cover one
method of forcible entry on doors.

FORCING, SW I NGI NG. DOORS

The method to use to.force a
swinging door is determined, first,
by how the door is hung, and secondly,
by how it is locked.

Before any door is opened or
forced, the condition of the building
should be observed and hose lines
should:be made available fox use.
The firefighter should then feel the
door for haat by using the back of
the hand, because the back of.the
hand:is more sensitive to haat. The

,temperature of the'doox will indicate
whether a back draft is likely when
the door is forded or opened.

SHUT OFF HUILDING UTILITIES

In most structural fires, there
will ba utilities that must be shut
off. 'Ideally, this would be the
responsibility of the civil engineering
heating and electrical shops. However,
it is usually required before they
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caa arrive at the fire scene. Thus,

this responsibility will fall to the
fire department.

While responding to a structural
emergency, tha crew chief will be checking
the'prefire plan to familiarize himself
with the location of the building utilities
shut off. To minimise the hazard of.
electrical shock and the possible spark
that could cause an explosion if gas
lines were ruptured, the utilities to
tha building midst ba shut off.

Prior to shutting off utilities
at the fire scene,,the senior fire official
should be idvised so he can make the

decision. He usually has sore information
4about the situation than an individual
crew chief.

CONTROCANO EXTINGUISH,STRUTURAL FIRES

Before a fire can be,controlled
or extinguished, it must-be located
within the structure with some degree

of certainty. The practice of standing
in the middle of the street and directing

)2ose streams:through window, regardless
of where 'the fire may be inside the
building, is now largely related to
the movie version of fire suppression.
Frequently, because,of winds, smoke
fres the building may entirely envelop

an adjacent building. A fire in the'

basesent mey appear to be in the attic
or top floor; where smoke is escaping.
Remelber, in many cases, more damage
is attribnted_to the misuse of hose
streams-than actually caused by the

'fire.

;

to'the fire by conVection currents.
The use of this mathod.is limited to
closed buildings where the,only entrance
made is to introduce the water fog.
This mathodis not-effective on 'open"
fires. That-is, fires in the open
or opensided structures in which convection
Cannot be secured iron point of introduction
to the fire scene.

RESCUE

/ 2&

Rescue is an-operation that is
completely different from firefighting,
although both jobs are usually done
together.. Each firefighter in the
Air Ebro, is also a rescueman. He
must perform a dual role and do them
both well. Saving lives and property
is the goal and purpose of,the firefighter.
Human life is much more important than
a burning building, so of course rescue
effort comes before enything.else.
In this section we will-cover some
of the things a rescusman eust know
before ha can he monsidered "qualified."
One of the first things a rescueman
has to know is how to get into a burning

building. You have already learned-
this part of the job when we discussed
forcible entry. You already kmow about

the tools that are used.for forcible
entry. In addition to these, tool4,

ladders, ropes,-portable lights,-and
breathing apparatus must also be used.
The senior officer is in.charge at
the fire scene. Re will direct you
and your fallow firefighters during .
rescue and firefighting operations.
In this respect,'you-are also a tool
of rescue. While 'rescue is made, other
firefighters will be directed to position

Extinguishment begins when definsive. hoselines and equipment for the Purpose

action against the fire is'no longer ---of_halping in mescue snd controlling

necessary because control has been established.the

The most suitable extinguishing agent
(depending oi the class of fire) should . Many times the norial-escape_routes

be employed in an amount consistent with
the speed of suppression and minim=
(image froi its use.' Standpipe systems
within a huilding may be used to save
'tlise and damage when the fire is too
large for extinguishers and not grown
to an extent requiring the volume of
watermupplied by larger lines. The
indirect control method eeploys finely
divided water fog, usually in large
qUantities, applied at a point may from
the actual point of the fire, and carried
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such as doorways and st ays will --

be cut off by fire, anti ows offer
the only path to safety. n this event,
you would find yourself pla ing ladder:
at windows where trapped victims-mar
be. Your breathing apparatus will
allow you to enter a smoke-filled building
to search for victims. With breathing
apparatus, a rescuemen can reecho a
victim quickly with no danger to himself
from the harsful smoke and gases. Inside

steirways offer the safest and quickest



route of rescue if they are not cut
off by fire. Before a rescueman enters
a building, he should have a lifeline
tied around his waist in case he becomes
lost in the dense smoke. The lifeline
will lesd'other firefighters to him
and it will also lead hie and the victim
back to safety. Mast victims in a smoke
filled building can be expected to be
lying face down on the floor. The reasons
for this is that the oxygen that is
remaining in the building will usually
be found at f1oor4level. Victims may
also be found near openings such as
windows or doorways. Sometimes they
are found hiding in closets or enclosed
irate. This is a human reaction to
escape the intense heat of a fire.
Although these areas mentioned are
suspected victim locations, you may
find them anywhere in the building.

But what do you do with a victim
once you have found him? You don't
know what condition the victim ievin
because?you are not a doctor. However,
you must remove him from the danger
area. Re night have a broken neck or
back. He mightbeconscious or in shock.
It may require two or even three nen
to move him. You as the rescueman'
must select the appropriate carry to
prevent further injury.

Drag.

Backstrap carry.

Fireman's carry.

Arms carry.
I

Scat carry.

Chair litter carry.

PROTECTION OF EXPOSURES

The spread of fire ii controlled
by-covering interpal and external exposures.
Exposures may be classified as internal
or external. An example of an internal

-,exposure is adjoining rooms or floors
located within the burning structure.
An external hazard would be adjacent
housesnr buildings in the immediate
area. Control is the action necessary
to prevent theNfire from spreading
to uninvolved areas. External exposures

can he protected by hose streaks,

water curtain methods, or physical
separation. The greatest possibility
of fire spread to an external exposure
isUsually to the leeward side of the
fire." Although this may be the most
difficult approach to make because
the wind carries.the haat and smoke
in the direction of the firefighters,
it does offal. the greatest protection
to exposures. The control of internal
exposure fires is accomplished by shutting
communicating doors and windows, and
using hose streams properly.

PROTECTING BUILDING OONTENTS

There Ire two general methods
used in protecting contents. One method
is to remove the material to the outside
or to an area that is not involved
in the fire. This method ie used when
there is sufficient time and personnel

to carry out this duty, or there is
only a smell amount of esterial that
needs protecting. Precedence of the
Material boils* moved may be established
by the fire priority that is ossigned
by the building occupants, or by the
ionetary value of the materiel involved.

- Classified safes or filing cabinets
would fall under the priority factor.
The other method ,of protecting content.
is to protect the material where it
stands. Generally, this method is
unad because ofIthisize or the quantity
of the contents of the building. It
would be a near impossibility to clear
a large warehouse, yet a small office
can be emptied in minutes with little

confusion,and'with maximum security.
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ior. stacks Or piles of material
such as on base exchange display counters,
warehouse stored items, upholstered
furniture, or unwieldy shop equipment,
some fire departments use salvage covers.
These covers are also known ai terpeulins,,
or "tarps." Ttiey are made of cotton
canvas material treated with a waterproofing
compound. You will find that'there
are usually only two standard size
covers used in Air Force fire departments --
small, 12 by,318 foot; and large, 14
by 18 foot.. When the 12 x 18 foot
mrver is folded correctly, one man .

can handle and manipulate it easily.
It is kept folded in an accordion fold
on the truck, ready for iMmediate use.
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Figure 27. Amordion Fold For
Small Salvage Covers.

CONSTRUCT CATCH BASINS AND DRAIN CHUTES

Bssins

The contents and interiors of
building* may be severely damaged by
water dripping through a floor or ceiling
in stich* drain cannot be mode. To
prevent this, improvised basins, such
as shown in figure 28, are frequently
needed to catch water which can be
removed later by Willing, dumping,
or pumping. A.caidh basin is Constructed
by placing-furniture, boxes, or other
equipment in a circle or square beneath
the leak. Porn a basin with the salvage
cover by placing it over the furniture'
and.boxes. Pasten-the coSer to the
boxes and-furniture or to the floor,
with the bottom of the basinyesting

4on.the floor. Where the quantity of
water is'not great, shallow catch basins
may be Made by rolling all four'edges
toward the center. The rolls then form
the sides of the basin.

As part of your training, you will
learn to work With this cover. .With
practice, you'vill'become proficient
in "throwing it." Before-you can "threw"-
the cover 'well, however, yogrmuat understand
the way it is folded. The okapis are
shown in figure 27; To fold, bring
the two-long sidss to the center (step
1); fold again (step 2); then, starting
at one end of the folded coax, make
10 indh folds (istep,3) and complete
(step 4).

I
I a

Figure 28. Saimage-Covar Basin.
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ligKes 29. Window Drain Cover.

ChuteS

S-hooks, cord, salvage covers,
and piks polemecan be used to build
&chute which directs water through
windows, thus protecting contents (and
interiors of buildinae from water damage,
figure 29. Light rope or heavy cord
can be tiea through the gronmets to -

support the covers.

0
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Drains

Figure 30. Staiivov Drains.

To protect the interior of stiuctures
and contents fromniater damage, stairway

'dkains of convas covers are frequently
needed to direct water from upper floors.
to the outside, figure YO. Two methods
of forming stairway drains are commonly
used. Two men and two canvas covets
are required to perform the operation
efficiently. The first cover is spread
by-the ons_man throw at,the bottom of
the stairs xnd fitted tO the steps..
The second cover is placed at the top
of the steps in the same manner, overlapping
the lower cover about one foot.

REMOVAL OF EQUIPMENT AND FURNISHINGS

In structural firefighting operations,
you will be required to assist in the
removal of equipment and furnishings.
When removing articles from a building,
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'

you should use extremm'care and not '

cause further damage. In placing
material outside of the building, an
area away from the fire scene is preferred
so as not to git contaiminated with

the clean-up procedures and not impede
the movement of firefighting vehicles.
Removal of equipment and furnishings
is limited because of the size and
weight of the.objects and the number
of personnel available. It is usually
preferred to protect the,materials
where they stand.

'CLEAN-UP OPERATIONS

Salvage work in firefighting ii
designed to lower the fire, smoke,
and water damage. This does not meaa
that salvage starts after the fire .

is out. Salvage may start right after
the approach or size-up.
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W. must use water to control and
extinguish fire, but in dning 313'i-we

cause water damage. We cannot wpit
until all the movables are' taken to
a safe area because this would permit
the fire to gainAtoo much headway. Instead
of waiting, there are alternate methods.

Many firs departments carry common, inexpenli
sawdust to help them control the excess
water. Sawdust can be used to absorb
small quantities of water before damage
has occurred. When there is too much
water to absorb, the sawdust is piled
in dike fora to keep the water localized
or to channel it to the outside through
doorways or other openings. There may
be occasions when it will be necessary
to drill or chop drainage holes in the
floor to help remove the accumulated
water. If these drainage holes are
made with poor judgment as to location,
more dimage,can result than if no holes
had been made.

' In addition to the tarpaulin or
salvage cover; the tools most commonly
used in salvage york are squeegees,

hrooms, buckets, mope, rags, and sawdust.
Shovels and buckets are used to remove
debris-. lags are used to wipe down
equipment and furnishings,. Water is
removed from floors with squeegees,
mops, buckets, and brooms. When properly
executed, salvage work is Irequently
capable of preventing more property
loss than-is the act of fire extinguishment
itself.

One objective of salvage practices
-is to leave,a building and its contents
in as nearly the same condition when

the fire department leaves-ad it was
before the fire occurred. The building
should be left in a condition that is
as livable as possible. Slaver' work
would not be complete if debris and water
were left in a building, for this practice
would add to the damage already done
by the fire. Partially burned articles
should not be discardedefor considerable
salvage may be involved, and sometimes
parts of burned articles servm a useful

-purpose in making inventories of losses.
The ovmrhauf crew should not destroy
articles or remove'them from thdscene
until the .cmigin of the fire'has been
determined.

PREVENTIVE-MAINTENANCE

To maintain vehicles. in 'a conitant
state of readiness, you must perform
preventive naintenance. This is especially
true after a firefighting operation.

The mounted equipnent should be checked
vefor damage or miseing items. The -

fire hose should be replaced if needed.

The fuel,'oil, water and dgent tanks
should be checked and rained if,
necesaary to return the vehicle to
aervice.

QUESTIONS

Please write your answers.to
the follaaing questions on a separate I

sheet of paper.

Don't shut nozzles down

2. In case of inuury or illness,
report to au at
ODOR ..

3.

cannot be overemphasized.

4. A check
iv not sufficient to insure-that equipment
will operate.

5. To attain proficiency in
your job, you nust participate in

6. The 0

is responsible for getting water to
the nozzle in either a straight or
reverse lay.

7. The
must make the decision as

-of attack to make.
to the type

8. A skillful use of-
' methods will aid

in saving lives and property.

9. Before any door is opened
or fokced, a

should be available.

10. In most structural fires,
there will be that
must be shut off.
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U. The respo6ibility of shutting
.off utilities falls to iha

12: Bach firefighter in.the Air
Force ls also a

13. Inside stairways offer the
and

;puts of rescue if they are not cut
off by fire.

14. The spread of fire in controlled
by covering and

exposures.

15. One mathcid of protecting contents
fa to protect the material:-

A.
16. Form a basin.with the

by-graai
it over furniture and'boxes.

4 17. Salvage'werk in firefighting .

is designed.to lower the
and

damage.

18. Tc maintain vehicles in a constant
state of readiness you must perform

4.

REFERENCES

1. Iti) 36Al2-12-9-61,,Truck FirefightinA
5303.

2. TO 36Al2 -12 -12-1, 500 GPM Brush
and Structural Firefilditint Truck.

3. TO 06Al2-12 -8-51, Powered pumper
Fire TrUat. Class 750A.

4. --T0'36Al2 -12 -15 -1, Firefightinx,
TruCk. 750 GPM Structural TYpe
A/S32P-12.

5. I/SiA #102, Piro Service Ladder
fracticos.

6. IPSTA #104, Salvage and Overhaul
Practices.

7. IPSTA #105, Fire Stream Practices..

8. IgSTA #107, Fire Ventiletion Practices.

9. IFSTA #108, Firwlescue Practices.
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Firs Protectioh Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

PRESERVATION.OF EVIDENCE

'OBJECTIVES

3Allit57130 -1-SG-413

Aiter completing this study gui4e and your classroom instructions, you will be able
to identify procedures for preserving evidence to determine cause of a fire.

INTRCOUCTION

liras of intentional origin may
Zm caused, responded to, and extinguished
without being noticed, rorpoteil, or
irmatigated if firs department personnel
do not recognise the evideics-Vast
is sonetiiiis quite pronounced during ,

and immediately after first. Arson
is peculiar-crime in thit there are
usuallY no complaining witnesses to
the crimel Arson is sometimes a result
of planais sad con:eider:61e preparation
although arson cometted on a sOus
of the.uoment. decision is common. Since
firefighters are norm:air-not enforcement
officers, trained'arson.investigators
'iresummoned to investigaie suspected
individuals and Conditiona. Recognising
and'ireserving evidence of arias is
the responsibility of firefighters. .

Without this evidence a trainned investigator
will alwaym be seriously handicapped.

Firefishters can become proficient
in recongising and preserving evidence plenty of fool: around the evidence
of arion by organising eiidence or infornation to protect it eiactly ss'it was found.
in a sequence that will benefit the Protect severel feet of discoviied
investigator when he arrives.. Ihe tire tracks, and if the car turma
purpose here is to outline such activities -around, protect the print of ail four
for-this use. wheels where thf Car turned.. Detection

mork ol'this kind by firefighters
makes it possible for trained investigators
to liter take meaeurements-and photographs

.and to make plaster casts.
1.

The protection of several human
footprints permits,neseqements of
the prints., comparison of prints,
setimataof length of stride, position

, of feet, antany peculiarities in
the salt (walk or run) of a suspect.'
It-may also be possible to secure

identifying.marka-on soles and heels
of the Chou. Take similar precautions
with animal footOrints. Notes placed
over prints will prevent dust from
blowing over othereise clear prints
and keep.then in good condition for

fire. ,Photographs are excellent supporting
evidence if they are,impadistely taken.

One precautiOh-which must be
exercised by_all firefighters during
the fighting Of a fire is avoid traipling
over possible arson evidence and obliterating
it so much that it becomes useless.

The same precautioi applied to the
excessive use of water say avoid similar
unsetisfectory results.

PROTECT AND GUARD EVIDENCE

, Evidince remaining at the scene,
lof the fire can be protected in various
ways, if Ind when discovered. Areas
contsining the evidence can be roped
off,!Or soodi and materials of various

1Ltads can be piled around the evidence
.1! keep People may :min the arrival
of the investigator. Guards can be
posted to prim:int tampering with or. .

needless handling of evidence. Leave

INFORMATION

PROTECTING AND PRESERVING MATERIAL iVIDENCi

There are two things that should
be kept clearly in nind by firefighters
regarding the protection and preservation
of naterial evidence. These are:- (1)
.keeping the evidence where it le'found,
untouched, and undisturbed, if at all
poasible; and 2) whei evidence, which

-cannot be,leit at the scene of the
fire, is discovered, properly identify
remove, sed eafeguard it. No changes
of'sny kind should be permitted in the
evidence other than what is absolutely
necessary in the extinghishment of the
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,either photographs or plaster casts
at a later time.

Burned and partially bUrned papers
,found in a furnace, stove, or fireplace
should bfs protected by immediately. '

closing dampers and.other openings
upon discovery. This operation, will
eliminate or reduce-the draft'. Wet
regs may be used to smother the fire
or,to stuff tovepipas, but streams
of irater directed on such evidence
shodld'be avoided."

Call to the attention.of the

investigator any'grease that is suspected
to hairs had a part in the fire. -Bottles
-which have been used to carry flammable
liquids can sometimes bo used to develop
latent fingerprints, although this
possibility ie"not general' beoluse
of the smudging of prints-by the oil.
It is, however, considered of sufficient
importsace to protect all suchnottles
from indiscriminate handling, so that
if such prints do exist,*they can be
identified. Sometilas bott: filled
with flammable liquids and tly
sealed are hung over the det .4r. so
thati when they reeak,a sufficient
temperature, the bottle will break
and allow0the liquid t6 increase'the

'intensity of the fire.
,

IDENTIFY, PRESERVE, REMOVE,
AND SAFEGUARD EVIDENCE

A All evidence collected by firefighters
should tie properly marked, tagied,

identified-, end preserved in clean containers.
Careful notation ahead be umAeof the
date, the time, and the place they
aro found. Additional idontifYing marks
on cans, bottles, and other articles
such as initials of the person who
collected the evidence may also be noted.
This procedure may establish unquestionable
identiy. .There must be a record of

.witnesses and of each Parson who has
had or will have responsibility for
cars and preservation of the evidence.

When facilities for kood4aper
and ash protvetion are not available,
partly burned paper 'and ash'may be -

protected between layers 8f plastic
or between pieces of window glass for:
the investigator ana for later.traniportation,
to a`labimatory. When the fire is
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in a heating device where suspected

paperevidence is located, remove the
ashes and partially burned bits of
paper by fanning them gently upon a
clean glass plate. Keep this plate
as near the paper and ash as possible.
Platten the.ash and paper carefuly
with another plate of similar size
and fasten together. By this means
photographs can be taken without removing
the burned material from the container.

Letters, documents, or bills aemanding
payment of money should be preserved
to misi in establishing a person's
financial.conditien which Might indicate
emotive for arson.

Place wood mispected of containing
paraffin or oil in a clear container
antseal until a chemical analysis
can be' made. All bottles should be
labeled with gummed stickers and idontified.
Cbjects such is charred candlewick
and burned matches should be packed
in a bottle containing cotton to prevent

breaking the evidence by jarring and
handling. Samploi of materials, such
as Cotton, WOod,..rayon, felt, and other
fabrics can be stored in clean, large-
mouthed bottles and then tightly sealed
and properlY-marked. Veletile liquid,
oil eamplesi oil-soaked rags,.waste,
and the like should be put in tin cans
and sealed. This Orocedure will preserve
odors acivell as the materials themselves
and can then be presented in court
in its original condition. Any evidence
of.this sort should bo emaltd with
wait, so that, when necessary, a laboratory
technician may teitify in court that,
the Mai meal was unbroken untAr'the
proper time.

111

The firefighter who 'detects and
finds evidence of e-sbould bable
to identify it late . When rsuch mitirial
has bien tagged, 14oe1ed',,and properly
marked, it is ready to be turned over
to the proper authorities. Evidence
should be kept under lock and key and
as few 1.arsons as popsible,ahould be
permitted twhandle it. A record of
each person who has handled this evidence
should always be kept.
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:QUESTIONS

Please write your answers to the
following questions on a separate sheet
of paper.

1. is i peculiar
crime in trariFigilaViisually no
complaining witnesses to the crime.

2. Recognisine and preserving
evidence is the responsibility of

"

No Chainge of any.kind should
be permitted in the
other than what is absolutely necessary
in.the of the fire.

4. are

,excellent supporting evidence if they ".

are immediately taken.

5. can be posted
to. prevent tampering with.or needless .

handling of evidence.

. All evidinc: collected by
firefighters-shoUld'be properly

andrpreserved in
asaWirrlonainers.

7. 'Nvidence shouldbe kept
under . , end

S. A .of
each person wholes handled this evidence

'should always be kept.

REFERENCE

1. IISTA #104, Salve and Overhaul
Practices.
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DireDrotection Branch
Chanute AIR, Illinois-

OBJECTIVES

to:

3A1157130-1-5G.-414

FIRE STATION MAINTENANCE

After completins this study guide and your classroom initructions, you will he able

1. Inspeet and perform naintinance of clothing as required..

2. Maintain station facilities.

INTROOUCTION

In the fire protection career field,
you willapend msny hours'in the fire
station. Many of these,houis will be
spent in classes increaling your knowledge
of the fire-service which is continually
thanging.iith nee fir2lightins tactics,
new buildinrmateritiii, and Mew firefighting
equipment; OtherMours will be spent
in the care and maintenance of your
protectiie clothing and the station
facilities.

INFORMATION

CARE OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

To each and every firefightei, protactivs
clothing islof-great importance. Wear
it Correctly ind handle it carefully.
After use,-check all ripen of protective
clothing for damage from cies, abrasions,
burns, or wear. Reflective fabrics.

of the coat and-trousers are somewhat
more susceptible to cuts and tears
'specially whoa working in close 0;oximity
to jagged metal such as damaged buildings
or aircraft. Report any-defect ,ii protective
clothing to your instructor immediately.
All items-of-clothing-oho-mid be "flushed
off" after usmto rasp:* any residues
of fuel, efitinguishing *gifts, oils,
cheimicals, dirt, etc. Dirt or other

'contamination should-be removed by washing
with seep or'soild detergents, eater,
and.a brush. In some cassis, cleaning
.by the mild applicatien of safety solvents
n ay be warranted. Clothing should be
thoroughly dried after cleaning to prevent
n olding.or rotting.

Clzre
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MAINTAIN STATION FACILITIES

You viii bmiequired to naintain
the station facilities in a clean
and.healthful condition. .-This nay
seen like housekespine-to you but
it 'is necessary andm part of your
job. Station-maintenance will consist
of islAtaining the floors. This
immCcamplished by daily sweeping,
mopping and.buffing and usually once
a week, reMovel of aIlmscandthe
applicatio&of a new coattoprevent
gusset:a wiarhuild-up.

All windows aid doors will require
cleaning to ristOve,film and hand
prints.

The apparatus floovwill require
a thorouet cleaning with soap and
water to romoimany accumulation
of oil dropping from the vehicles.

The vehiCles and mounted equipment
will also require a periodic time
for a thoroagh dleaning. This will
prevent the uetetloration.of the
firefighting vehicle fleet and will
assure that they are saintained in
a constant state of readiness.

QUESTIONS ,

Please write your answers to
the following questions on a separate
,sheet of paper.

1. To eaCh and AFT firefighter,
is of

great importance.
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2. After use Check all typas of 5. 'The apparatus floor will
for require a thorough cleaning with

damage for cuts, abrasions, burns, or and ,

Weir.

3. Clothing should be thoroughly
after cleanin& to prevent

molding or rotting.

6. The vehicles and mounted
eqpipment will require a periodic

REFERENCE
4. You will be required to maintain

the station facilities in a 1. AFR 92-1, Tire Protection Program.
and condition.

78
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Study Guide. and Workbooks are training publications authorised by Air Training Command (ATC)
for student its* in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the unit otinstruction or
makes assignments for you te read in other publications which contain the required information.

The WORKBOOK (WB) contains work procedures designed to help you achieve the learning
objectives of the unit of instrUction. Knowledge acquired from using tho study guide will helpyou perform
the millions or exercises, solve the problems, or answer questions presented in the workbook.

The STUDY GUIDE AND WORKBOOK (SW) contains both SG and WB material under one cover.
The tiro training publications may be combined when the via is not designed for you to write in, or when
both SG and WB are issued for you to keep.

Training publidations are designed for ATC use only. They are updaited as necessary for training
Purposes, but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative refirencei in preference to Technical Orders
or, other official publititions.
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ltre Protection BranCh 3A3R57130-1WB401
s' Chanute ,AFB, Illinois

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE'OF HYDRANTS

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to inspect and perform operator maintenance
on hydrants with minimum instructor assistance.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Pencil or Pen 1/student
sPortable Fire Hydrants 1/10 students.
Fire Hydrant Cutaway 1/10 students
Hydrant Wrench 1/10 students

PROCEDURE

As the instructor covers the information on operations and mainte
nance of hydrants, answer questions 1 through 3 in the classroom. The
class will then go to the hangar floor, inspect and perform operator
maintenifte on the fire hydrant trainer.

QUESTIONS

1.- Most fire hydrants are turned to,open.

2. The first few turns close the

before the main valve is opened.

3. Caps on hydrants should be iightened.

Inspection Procedures:
,

1. Check caps for ease of removal.
2. Check gasket under cap.
3. Check for roundness of oftrating nut.
4. Check for cracks and visible, damage.
5. Check for ease of opening and closing.

Maintenance Procedures:

1. tighten nozzles.
2. Replace gaskets.
3. Replace last dhains from caps.
4. Lubricate operating nut.

4.

0
2 2

00.



ItreltotectiOn Branch
Chanute Ail, Illinois,

3A3R57130-1-WB-403 /

INSPECTIONS, MAINTENANCE, MOUNTED EQUIPMENT-AND OPERATIONS
OF.THE 530B/P-8 STRUCTURAL PUMPERS .

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and.this
work?ook, you will ba.able to:

1. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the 530B/P -8
structural firefighting vehiale and mounted equipment.

2. Perform a booster operation in accordance with teChnical_
order procedures.

3. Perform preventive maintenance aa the 530B/P -8 structural
firefighting vehicle and mounted equipment LAW AFTO Form 434.

EQUIPMENT

Pencil.or Pen
TO 36Al2-12-9-61
TO 36Al2-12-12-1
Helmet
Gloves
A/S32P-8
5303

530B Operators Panel
Preventive Maintenance Materials

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/student,
1/s taint
1/student
l/studeht
1/student
1/5 students
1/5.students
1/10 students
1/10 students

As the instrUCtor covers the information on the subject of
inspections, maintenance, mounted equipment and operations of the
5303/P -8 structural pumpers, answer questions 1 through 5 in,the
classroom. After comileting the questions, the class will go out to the
vehicles and you willruse the AFTO Form 434, figures 1, 2, and 3 in this
workbook and inspect the 530B/P-8 structural vehicles. After inspection,
you will perform a booster operation and perform preventive maintenance.

QUESTIONS'

1. Whit is the wster tank capacity of the 530B?

2. What is the purpose of the relief valve?

3. How many 2-1/2" intakes are on the 5303?

4 What is the'water tahk.capacity of the P-8?

5. How many 2-1/2" intakes oh tha P-6?

3
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Preventive Maintenance Procedures;

1. dlein vehiCle.
2. Insure all tools snd quipsent Are stored in properlocation.

2 0 -T
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-OPISATOWS INSPECTION GUIDI-AND TROUSIR WORT-
'030A/B. MA, P4 , P-11.--P-12, 111110/1INGGAILON WATIN

DISTRIBUTORS, ,.11.4/F-7AN' DISTRISUTORS)

°Am IN"

.0

WWII WPC .. ^ ANIMATION NO.
.

NINO ONIANIZATION - LOCATION

'

PAO/ NO.

VEHICLE COMNOL OFFICER NAME NNE PlIONE NO. %

ITEMS TO ig CIUNE0 OPERATOS MOAN* DAY

1. UNIRICATINO ON. LEVELS (enoine/tronsdprknini- pump) 1

2. comma, ruk, AND NYODADUC Weil
N .

3. FOR LIAICS (a, hal, coolent, hydraulic, eii, exhaust, etc.)

4: CONDITION Of ALL ostivs sans (visuel only) 4

S. TIROS, *wens Aims LUG SONS at Timms,
, FRESSURE AND DAMAGE 5

4.11ATIONIS .(front end rear) FOR FLUID LEM DAMAGE,
CLEANLINESS AND SONORITY. -

. A

7
i. CLIANUNISS, DANA*, MISSING MIMS (oll Intorier

and'exterior items) . - II

I. LUSE/011..pAstair 0 s
9. BRAKES, CUITCHES-(Operation), AM TANKS (Drein),

MIRAN PARKING RAKE
' 10

1110. STIMINO, WANGS a MACKLIN FOR OPIUM* A DAMAGE

1211. SAFETY *VM S (wernine lights, buzzers, Ike extinouishen,
seat belts)

13
12. OPIRATION Of ALL UNITS, MINS, RADIO, HORNS, MANORS

14

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT *EAKINS (visual *Sal)
15

14. SPECIAL ICAUIPMINT (ruse, Ant-ajd IA iweellan, NINDowiliv;,
leaders, p.e. *ahem hyskerit wrench. peddle electric
hmtrm etc.)

14

117

15. FIRIPIGHTING SYSTSM .FOR COMMION/DAMAGii AND
- FOAM/WATIR MILS (include heoster tank) IS

III. ON/OPP SAN ONO NAPS/STAN MAPS : . 1f

17. NIATIMIDINFROSTIM

111. WINDINNID/WWWWASHORS (esedNion end operation) 21

1f. INIMINAIINTICAND GALION (dvringoperatira) 22

Arro Form 434 (Front).
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.. ITE/AS

/
70 SE illicKED (CONTIN OPERATOR

SISNATIINE
'

361. UNUSUAL mans (4uin, 4,....4.n) ,

21. QUASI micas sdne FKMNGS \ U
22.. IL FOOT 1%7 x2SrIt

NOSE (seepliess), ALL FIRE NOUS POI
LOOMIS AND CORSICE LOADING

.
25

. 26I . %

23. RIMS FOR OMMATION. 1 .1 . .- . . 2724. PUMPS/PIOIND`P/ALVis/COUPUNGS`Pat AND
-% - - iCORROSION (dring-egenjten).

1

ti. NANDUNIS AND moans (est/oll)
1

26. FOAM SPINA* AND CNA* \ 30

TY. ilICTION MOH (seskehvelc.) AND STRAINS, FOR
CUIANUNISS

, \ 31

211. INSURE AIR VONT $OLI IS WIN IN MAINS TAN

26. NI1300IN TA* POSSUM -

MI. Pitossixte noulason on nun YAM FOR OfiNATAN

1. OUST DISC. r
'

n bMIRATIONS Of CHAIM, verss AND INOMMI !UNCTIONS
4,

" 3$. DISC/MR.1 GATIS.FOR LOCKS AND IASI Of OPIRAMON .
(epee end clew dolly)

34.

.
0

,

37. SPARK POCK (WeskIrend Scheduled Impieties IMervels)

TYPE INSPECTION
Meetly et SMeS)

DATE

MK
OATE

ACCOO
OPIMATOR'OR MICIMNIC
MATURE NO MIME

c .

-

.-..--.......,.......
. Figura 3, AYTO Form 434 (Back),
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'Chanute AFB, IUñois

PUMPING OPERATIONS-ON THE 530B/P-8'STEUCTUR4 PUMPERS

OBJECT/VES

After completing thestudy guide, clae.SECom instruciion; and this
wotkbook, you will be ible to: . ,.

s. .
.

.. 1. Perform hydtent operations in accordance with teChnical order
procedutea. Hydrant operation muit be completed in$less than 5 minutee;

,
while observing all applilcable.safety practices.

.

r, ,. .

2. Perform a drafting operation in accordance with technical
order procedures, Drafting operatióh musebe completed in less than
5.minutes, while observing all applicable safety practices. /

. , .
, .

3. . Perform a foampumping Operation in accordance with teChnical
order procedures. Foam pumping opert5ion must be completed ih leassthan
5 minutes, while obseriting all applicable safety practices.

4. Perform preventive maintenance on the 530B/P-8 structural.
pumper and mounted equipment /kW AFTO Form 434. .

..

EQUIPMENT t

Basis of Issue
Pencil or Pan 1/siU4ent.'
TO nAl2-12-9-4 1/student
TO '36Al2-12-12A. -1/student

' Helmet 1/stident
Gloves '1/studInt
A/S32P-8 1/5 students
530B 115 gtudents
Drafting pit 1/10 students
Preventive Maintenance Materials 1/10'istildeutt

PROCEDURE

After completing the pumping operation onthe 530B/P -8 structural
pumper, you will perform preventive maintenance on the, vehicles. Alter
returning io theclasroom answer questions 1 through 4 at the end of
this workbook.

.Preventiite Maintenance Procedures:

0 1. Clean vehicle..
' 2. Insure all tools arid equipment are stored in proper

locatioi.

,

OESTIONS

1. In performing a hydrant operation with a P-8, when will the'
transfer valve be changed from voluie'topressure?

9
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4.
When pulping with the 53030-44 what is.taken to control

discharge pressure?

3. Whenpriping the pump on the '33014'the pump clutfh-control

lever is in what position?
.

, 4. In performing a foam operationftwekhydrant, what intake,

is used?'

a .41

10'

1.
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ktotaction *each
Chanute. AFC,

INSPECTION,'MAINTEN4KE, M3UNTED EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIONS
OF THE 750A/P-12 STRUCTURAL PUMPERS

30157130-144405

OBJECTIVES

After cbnpleting the study guide, clansroom instruction, and this
workbook,, you will be .able to:

1. Inspect and.perform oierator maintenance on the 750A/P -12
structural firefighting vehicle and mounted equipment.

2. Perform a hydrant operation in accordance with'technical
order'procedures. Hydrant operation nust be completed in less than
5 minutes, while.observing all applicable Beaty practices.

3. Perform a drafting operation in accordance with technical
order procedures. Drafting operation must be conpleted in less than
5 minutes, while.observing all applicable safety practices.

4. Perform a foam operation in accordance with technical order
procedure. Foam operation must be completed in less than 5 minutes,
while observing all applicable safety practices.

5. Perfora 'preventive maintenance on the 750A/P-12 structural
firefighting vehicle and'mounted equipnent IAW-APTO 434.

EQUIPMENT

Pencil or Pen
TO 36Al2 -12 -8-51

TO 36Al2 -12,=.15 -1.

Helmet
Cloves
750A
A/S32P -12

750A Pump Panel
Drafting Pit

Prevantive Maintenance Materials'

PROCEDURE

a

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/5 students
1/5 students
1/10 atudents
1/10 students
1/10 students

As the instructor covers the information on the subject of inspection,
maintenance, mounted equipment and operations of the 750A/P -12 structural
pumpers, smswer questions 1 through 6 in the classroom. -After completing
the questions, the class will go out to the vehicles and you will use
the AFTO Form 434, figures 4, 5, and 6 in this workbook and inspect the
750A/P -12 structural vehicles. After insimction, you will perform a
hydrant.drafting and foam pumping operation7then perform preventive .
maintenance.

.11
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QUESTIONS

,

1. Whatls the water tank capacity of the 7500.

2. Nomi,:umny coaling systems-does the 750A. have?

3. Hoglmany 2-1/2" intakes Od the 750A/P-12?

.4. Whit is the purpose of the stop valve oh the 750A2

5. Where is the primer oil reiervoir located On'the P-12?

m11=111

6. What type fire pump'is mounted on the.P-12?

Preventive Maintenance Pr6cedures:. .

1. 'Clean vehicle.
2. Insure all tools and equipment are stored in proper

location.

r--1 MODIFICATIONS

1

fisr6 of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this matceria,1 for inclusion in the "Trial ImPlementation of a

Model System to -Provide Militaxy Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive us,p of

miliiary forms, proceduies, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for dse in vocational and technical education.

12
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Fire Protettion Brenth
Chenute,AYS, Illihois

3A3R57130-1-WB-406

PUMPING OPERATIONS ON THE 750A/P-12 STRUCTURAL.PUMPERS

OBJECTIVES.

.After completing the study guide, c assroom instruction, and this
\workbooks, you will be able to:

1. Perform a booster operation in with-teChnical
order procedures. Booster operation must be completed.in less than
5 minutes while observing,all applicable Safety practices.

2. Pe`form preventive maintenance on the 750AJP-12 structural
firefighting vehicle and mounted equipment TAW AFTO Form 434.

EQUIPMtNT

.Easia-df-ISsue
PencilAm Pen 1/student

' TO 36Al2-12-8751, 1/student
TO 36Al2-12-15.4 1/student
Helmet ct 1/student
Gloves 1/student
750A 1/5 students
A/S32P-12 1/5 students
Preventive Maintenance Materials 1/10 students

PROCEDURE

After completing the'booeter operation.on the 750A/P-12 structural
puipers, you will perform preventive maintenance,on the vehiclea. After
returning to the classroom, answer questions 1 through 3 at the end of
this workbook.

Preventive Maintenance Procedures:
,

1. Clean Vehicle.
2. Insure all tools and equipment are stored in proper

location.

QUESTIONS

1. The booster line is used on what type of fires?

2. When Performing a booster operation with the P-12, the trans-

'mission shift lever is in what position?

3. When performing a booster operation with the P-12, is the

vehicle moveable?

17
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Fire-PtOtection Brench-

'Chanute AFB, Illinois,

HOSE LOADS AND FINISHES

oancrIns

3A3R57130-1413-408

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this

SO: workbook, you will-be able tot

14 Load hose on ptiMpers and make hose load finishes LAW. the
WB procedures with minimum instructor assistance.,

2. Perform preventive maintenance on structural firefighting
vehicles and mounted.equipment IAW AFTO Form 434.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Pencil or Pen: 1/stUdent

, TO 36Al2 -12 -8-51 1/átudent
. TO 36Al2 -12-9 -61 1/student

. TO 361.12 -12-12 -1 1/student
. TO 36Al2-12-15-1 1/student

AFTO Form 434 1/student
-Helmet 1/student
Gloves 1/student
750A Hose Bed Loader 1/5 students
5303 1/5 students
750A -1/5 students
Afs34) -8 1/5 students
A/S32P -12 1/5 students
Hose Washer 1/10 students
Dryer, FireHose 1/10 students
Preventive Maintenance Materials ,1/10.students

PROCEDURE

A. the initructor covers the information on hose loads and finishes
answer questions 1 through 5 in the classroom. Then using the'examples
given in figures 7 through 12,'the class will go to the hangar floor and
construct the various hose loads-and finishes. Upon completion, you will
perform preventive maintenance.

QUESTIONS

1. List two advantages of the horseshoe hose load.

a.

b.

2. The accordian hose load has less hose in the hose bed.

a. True.
b. False.

19
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3. On a divided hose lead, what divides the hose bed?

4. In the doughnut.roll finiah.'how far should the male coup

// be placed from the female coupling?

5. The skid finish consists of 150 to 200 feet of 1-1/2 inch hose.
.

.a: True.
b. False.

Preventiire Maintenance Procedurest

locAtion.

1. Clean vehicle.
Wash hose.

3. Dry hose.
4. Insure all tools and equipmsnt are stored in proper

20
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/igure 7. Rorse Shoe Load Construction.
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I.

Stop 1

Stop 2

U

Step 3

Figura 8, Accordian Load Conaruction,
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Step 1

Step 2,

Step 3

Figure 9. Diliided Load Construction,
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Figure 10. Doughnut Roll Construction.

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
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Step 2

Itep 3

Figure U. Skid Finish Construction.
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Chahute AM, Illinois

HOSE IAYS

3ABR57136-4.4111409

OBJECTIVES'
4

After.completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able.tot

V.

1. Perform straighthose lays. 'A11 procedures outlined in the
WB must be strictly idhe' ed to, while Observing applicable safety
procedures. ' A

.2. , Perform reverse hose lays. All procedures outlined in the
' WB mist be 'strictly adheted to whilelobserving applies:file-safety
procedures.

3. Perform vehicle relay operation id accordance with the WB
procedures while observing all applicable.safety procedures.

4. "Perform preventive maintenance on structural,firefightiog -
Vehicles and Mounted equipment 14W AFTO Form 434.

.a

EQUIPMENT

Pencil or ken
TO 36Al2-12-8-51
TO 36Al2-12-9-61
TO.36Al2-12-12-1
TO 36Al2-12-15-1
Protective Clothing

, 5304

750A
A/S32P-8
A/S32P-12

Preventive Maintenance Materials

PROCEDURE

Bisis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student

: 1/student
1/student
1/5 students
1/5 students

'1/5 students
1/5 students
1/10 students

After completing the hose lsys, elay operation and performing
preventive maintenance, ansimr questions 1 through 5 upon returning
to the classroom.

Straight Lay Procedures:

1. DR - Stops thetrudkiat tha
2. PM.- "Catches" the hydrant as

, 3. HM & NM - Rides at the side o
paying Out.

4. DR - Stops the trudk at the fir
5. 'CC - Goes to size 4 the fire.
6. DR - Applies thelose clamp appro

the truck and at least 6 feet f om any coupling.-
7. HM Removei working line frcm the

coupling add returns the loosedoupling-to the ho

ydrant.
directed..

tailboard while the hOse is

27
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HN &NM - Attaches the nozzle to the hose, advances the hose
and the nozzle to the fire,.

9. DR - Removes the, hosh clamp and statists ileith advancing the
working line or as directed by the'crew Chief.

10. P14 - fume on.the"hydrant As soon 44 the hose clamp has been.
applied; follow, the hose line'.rembving kinks, tightens leaking couplings;,
and reportsIto the crew Chief.

'istkeverse Lay Procedures:, .

.%

.\
1. DR - Stops the truCk at fire.

e

2. -CC - Goes to,sige uphe flxe.

3. *.DR & PM - Removes ithe ladders from the truce.

4. HM 6 NM Removes tge forcible entry tools and extinguishers.
\

5. NM - Removes the load finiah.

6. HM - Removes the adaliter, nozzles, and anchors pay out line.
/

7.. DR - Driies the truck to hydrant.

8. PM - Gams with the truCk.
co

9. NM & HM - Advances nozzles and.hose to the 'fire.

10. DR - Stops the truck atihydrant.

11. PM - Breaks. and connects hose to 'the pumper.

12. DR - Sets up the cab controls, removes suction hose and
connects to the truCk and hydrant.-

13. PM - Opens the'hydrant.

14. 'EH - FolloWe line, straightening kinks in,the hose, tigheits
leaking couplings, and reports'to the crew chief.

Relay Procedures.:

1. Place largest capacity pumper at water source.'
2. Divide friction loss into standuri nozzle pressure.
3. This answer is in hundreds for an imaginary line.
4. Add this imaginary line,to tOtal hose lay. .

5. Divide this total by rwo.
6. This answer is the dier..ance between the tWo pumpers.
7. Subtract this answer from total hose lay and this1 11

the distance from the second pumper to the fire..

Preventive Maintenance Procedures:

0 1. Wash vehicle.
2. Insure all tools and equipment are stored in propet

location.



QUESTICOS

i. In performing a straight lay, who applies the hose clamp

to ihe hose?

2. Inperforming a straight lay,, who moves the working line from

, the hose bed?

3. -During a reverse lay, Who pulls the skid finish?

SO

4. The correct procedure in a,relay operation has the largest
capacity pumper,at the fire.

a. True.
b. False.

5. Identify the following hand si s:

f

Figure 13. Hand Signals.

29
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-Chanute APB, niaas
STRUCTURAL PIREFIGRING OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study,guide, classroom instruction, and thisworkbobk, you will be able to:

1. Inspect and perform.operator meintenance on structural
firefighting vehicles and mounted equipment.

2. Perform crew duties in firefighting-drills and emergencyresponse exercises. Workbook procedures must be strictly adhered towhile Observing all applicable safety practices.

3. Demonstrate normal and emergency entry procedures. All entryprocedures.must be in accordance with the WB procedures.

4. Perform as a member of a firefighting crew to control andextinguish structuril fires. Eadh fire must be completely extinguishedWhile observing ail applitible safety procedures.

5. Locate and evacuate personnel from building in less than threeminuteSc

6. Protect adjacent/nearby building exposures and equipment fromfire hazards in accordance with the WB procedureso'while observing allapplicable safety procedures.

---------%-mPerform firefighting overhaul cleanrup operations.! All debrisand water Oust be removed. 1

8. Perform preventive maintenance on structural firefighting
vehicles and mounted equipment IAW AFTO Form-434.

Pencil or Pen
TO 361.12-12-8-51

TO 361.12 -12 -9 -61

TO 361.12 -12 -12 -1

TO 361.12-12-15 -1

Protective Clothing
Breathing Apparatus
750A
5305

A/S32P -8

A/S32P -12

Deluge Guns
Drafting-Pit
Air Compressor

Three-story Training Tower
and Building

Preventive Maintenance Materials
31

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
I/student
1/student
1/student
1/5 students
1/5 students
1/5 students
1/5 students
1/5 students
1/10 students
1/10 students

1/10 students
1/10 students



PROCEDURE

-After inspecting and performing operator maintenance on structural

firefighting Vehicles using AFTO Form 434, figures 14, 15, and 16 in

this wOrkbook, youiral participate in structUral firefighting operation,

and perform preirentiVe maintenance. Answer questions 1 through 3 upon

returning to the clissraom.

The folloping procedures will be sdhared.to while performing

firefighting drills and emergency responses:

Legend for Fireman Crew:

1

CC - Crew Chief
DR - Driver
MM - Nozzleman
HM Hoseman.

, PM - Plugman

Straight Lay Crew Duties:

1. DR - Stops the truck at the hydrant.

2. PM - "Catdhes" the Wrant as directed.

3. HM & NM - Rides at the side of tailboard while the hose is

paying out.

4. pa Stops thit-truckat-the fire.

6

5. CC'- Goes to size up the fire.

6. DR - Applies the hose clamp approiimately 20 feet behind the

truck and at leaSt 6 feet from any coupling.

7.- POL Removes working linesfram the hose'bed), breaks the

coupling and returns the loose coupling to the hose bed.

8. ON &,NM - Attaches the nozzleto the hose, advances the hose

and the nozzle to the fire.

9. DR - Removes the hose clamp and assists with advanding the

working line or as directed by the crew dhief.

10. PM - Turns on the hydrant as soon as the hose clamp has been

applied; follois the hose line removing kinks, tightens leaking couplings,

and reports to the cre4 chief.

Reverse Lay Cre4 Duties:,

1. DR - Stops the truck at fire.

2. CC - Goes to size up the fire. 21j

3. DR & PH -.Removes the ladders from the truck.

32



4. 0111711C-'1amovae the forcible eutrytools audeatingUishers.

5: NM -! Immovessthe load finish:

6. libt RemoVes the adapter, nozzles, and andhors pay out_line.

7. DR -,Drives the trudk to hydrant.

8. PH - Goes-with the truCk.

9. NM & HM - Advances nozzlei and hose to'the fire.

10. DR - Stops the truck at hydrant

11. PM - Breaks and connects hose to the pumper.

12. DR - Sets up the cab controls, removes suction hose and
connects to the truck and hydrant.

13. PM - Opens the hydrant.

14. PM - FolloWs line, straightening kinks in the hose, tigbtens
leaking couplings, and reports to the crew chief.

Normal Entry Procedures:

1. Use door, if unlocked.

Emergency Entry Procedures:

1. Through door

a. Remove hinge Ous.
b. Use door opener to force open.

rtUgh u OV8

a. Pry up from bottom.-
b. Break glass wiith lire ax.

Protect Exposures:

1. Use water curtains

t,
a. Produced by 1-1/2" or 2-1/2" hose lines.
b., Produced bydeluge gun.

Preventive Maintenance Procedures:

1. Wash vehicles.
2. Wash hose.
3. Insure.all tools end equipment are clean and stored in

proper 'location.

33



QUESTIONS

1. On a straight lay, all personnel dismount vehicle at the
hydrant..

a. True.
b. False.

2. What are the Crew Chief's duties on a straight lay?

3. Nornal entry into a building is usually the

MODIFICATIONS

3`7 of this publication has (have) been deleted in

,=e?"

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial.Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical Education." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and was not considered appropriate

for use in vocational and technical education.

34
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Chanute Apo Illinoii

OBJECTIVES

STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTING-TACTICS

. After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook,,you will be able to:

1. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on structural
firefighting vehicles and mounted equipment.

2. Perform crew duties in firefighting.drills and emergency
respOnse exerdises. Workbook procedures must be strictly adhered to
while observing all applicable safety practices.

3. Demonstrate normal and emergency entry procedures. All
entry proCedures must be in accordance with the WB.

4. Locate master switch and shut off building utilities in less
than one minute.

5. Perform as,a member of a firefighting crew to control and
extinguish structural fires. Each fire must'be completely extinguished
while"observing all applicable safety procedures.

6. Locate duimy viciim and perform rescue from building using
the appropriate type of carry. Therescue must be accomplished in
less than three minutes while observing all applicable safety procedures.

7. Protect adjacent/nearby building exposures and,equipment from /
fire hazards in accordance with the WB procedures, while observing all
applicable safety procedures. ,

8. Perform as.e.member_of a crew-to-piotect-building-contents.--,
Contents must be .sufficiently-protected with salvage covers toprevent_

further damage.

9. Perform as a member of a crew and construct catch basins and
drain chutes. Basins and chutes must be designed/constructed in such'
a manner as to prevent further water damage to the building and contents.

10. Perform as a member of a crew and remove equipment and
furnishings in less than 30 minutes in accordance with the WB procedures.

11. Perform firefighting overhaul clein-up operations. All debris
and water must be removed.

12. Perform preventive maintenance on strUctural firefighting
vehicles and mounted equipment IAW AFTO Form 434.

39
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2ROCZDURES

After inspecting and performing operator maintenance on structural
firefighting vehicles complete AFTO Form 434, figures 17, 18, and 19 in

this workbook. Then, you will perform structural firefighting tactics

and preventive maintenance. Answer questions 1 through 3 upon returning

to the-classroom.

The following procedures will be adhered to while performing fire--
fighting drills and emergency responses: .

Legend for Fiieman Crew:

CC -4 Crew Chief.

DR - Driver-

_NM - Nozzleman
HM - Hoseman
PM - Plugman

Straight Lay Crew Duties:

1, DR - Stops the truck at the hydrant.

2. PM - "CatChes" the hydrant as directed.

3. KM & NM.- Rides at the side of-tailboard while the hose is

paying out.

-4:-,DR - Stops-the-truck-at-the-fire.

5. CC - Goes to size up the fire.

6. DR - Applies the hose clamp approximately 20 feet behind the
truck and at least 6 feet from any coupling.

7. NM - Removes working line from the hose beA, breaks the
coupling and returns the loose coupling to the hose bed.

8. EN& NM - Attaches the nozzle to the hose, advances the hose
and the nozzle to the fire.

9. Dk - Removes the hose clamp and' assists with advancing the
working line or as-directed by the crew chief.

10. PM - Turns on the hydrant as soon as the hose clamp has been
applied; follows the hose line removing kinks, tightens leaking couplings,
and reports to the crew chief.

Reverse Lay Crew Duties:

1. DR - Stops the truCk at fire.

2. CC - Goes to size up the fire.

3. DR & PM - Removes the ladders from the truck.
,

40.
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4 Ht4-6 NM--Tlemoves the orc entry 00 s an extinguishers. -,/t

5. NM - Removes the load finish.\

6. HM - Removes the adapter, nozzles, and andhors pay out line.

7. DR - Drives the truCk_tO hydrant.

8. PM - Goes with the truck.

9. NM & $M - Advances nozzles and hOfse to the fire.

10. DR - Stopi the truck at hydrant. \

11. PM - Bre-aka and connects hose to the pumer.

12.' DR - Sets up the cab controls, remOes suction hose and
connecti to the truCk and hydrant.

13. PM - Opens the.hydrant.

14; PM - Follows line, straightening kinks in the hose, tightens
leaking couplings, and reports to the crew chief.

Normal Entry Procedures:

1. Use door if,unlocked.

Emergency Entry Procedures:

1. Through door

a. Remove hinge pins.
b. Use door opener to force open.

ro-u-gircrindows

a. Pry up from bottom.
b. Break glass with fire az.

Piotect Exposures:

1. Use water curtains

a. Produced bY 1-1/2" or 2-1/2" hose lines.
b. Produced by deluge guns.

Remove Equipment and Furnishings:

1. Prevent further damage.
2. Carry to safe location.
3. Do not drag equipment or furnishings.

41,
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Preventive Maintensnee Procedures:

1. Wash vehicles.
2. Wash hose. ;
3. Insure all tools snd equipment are clean and stored in

proper location.

QUESTIONS

1, In performing a reverse lay, who connects the hose to the

discharge outlets?

2. In performing a drafting operation, what type of hose is

connected to the 4-1/2" intake?

3. On a reverse lay, the vehicle is available for another lay.

a. True.
b.

MODIFICATIONS

ef4

at5 of this publication has (have) been deleted in

adapting this material for inclusion in the "Trial 'Implementation of a

Model System to Provide Military Curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational

and Technical EducatiOn." Deleted material involves extensive use of

military forms, procedures, systems, etc. and wiA not considered appropriate ,

for use in vocational and technical education.
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Fir* protact3On Branon
Chanut AFBi Illinois

FIRE STATION MAINTENANCE

OBJECT/VES

Aftcv completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to:

1. Inspect and perform Maintenance on clothing as
Procedures listed in WB must be followed without error.

\ 4

2. Maintain station facilities in accordance with the WB
procedures.

required.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Pencil or Pen 1/student
Protective Clothing 1/student
Structural Pumpers and

Mounted Equipment 1/5 Students
Preventive Maintenance Materials 1/10 students

PROCEDURE

As the instructor covers tfie information on fiie station
maintenance, answer questions 1 through 3 in the classroom. After
completing the questions, the class will go to the hangar floor and
perform maintenance on structural clothing and station facilities.

QUESTIONS

1. protective clothing should be cleaned with mild soap and water.
A

b. False.

2. How should protective clothing be allowed to dry?

3. Station maintenance requires the cooperation of
personnel.

2.a



Use the following checklist to inspect protective clothing:

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING INSPECTION CHEMIST

Check for: Burns

.

, Rips ,

Broken Snips
,

.

.

,
Liners

.

.

Chin Strapi

Suspenders .

Torn Boots

-

Helmets for Cracks
,

,

:Figure 20. Protective Clothing Chealist.

Clean Protective Clothing:

1. Use.:mild soap.

3. Air dry.

Station facilities will be maintained in accordance with the
following:

1. Sweep all floors.
2. Hop all floors.
3. Rsmove wax if necessary.
4. Clean all doors and walls.
5. Clean all light fixtures.
6. Wash all windows.
7. G I hangar floor.

S. Clean outside area.

48
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BLOCK V ORIENTTION

INTROINCTION

P-3
T1/111: 5 min

Attention: With the coming of newer, more sophistioated and larger aircraft, our job
as firefighters is beamaing ever increasingly more difficult.

Review: Pbr the last three weeks you have been studying structural firefighting tactics
and vehicles.

Overview: Luring the next 33 minutes, we will discuss what is going to be accomplished
in the next three weeks, to include block content, safety and energy conservation.

Motivation: This will enable you to know exactly what is expected of you for the next
three weeks. ,

Ttansition: We are going to start today with block content.

Ptesentation:

1. Block Content

a. Block V2policies

(1) Conduct and appearance

, (2) School hamrs

(3) Class4leader

(4)

(5)

Clean-up responsibilities

Visitors in Burn Area

b. Student responsibilities

2. Safety

a: Jewelry

b. Walk, don't run

c. No horseplay

d. Eye glass retain01)

e. Report all injuries

f. Report defective clothing and
equipment

BODY TIME: 20 min

TIME: 15 min

Check outside assignment givr in
Block IV

Read letter on driving to school

Stress safety about hangar doors
(students will not open orsclose
hangar doors), warn students about
getting hands or fingers caught in
vehicle doors or compartients



c2A6
g. Fatigues worn undai bunkers

h. Gloves

i., -No Smoking in vehicles

j. Vehicle windows up when
approaching fires

k. Dismount from vehicle when it
has stopped

3. Energy Conservation

a. USe of gasoline poWer tools

b. Care of protective clothing

C. RPMs when operatig vehicle

d. Overflowing ttucks with water

e. Conservation ofcleaning materials

f. Tires and tire pressures

g. Leaking trucks

h. &pending gasoline tanks

i. Reduce booster hsater\operation

j. Inspection:wild operatiOn maintenance

Application: TIME: N/A.

\EValuation: TIME: 5 min

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

CONCLUSION TIME:. 5 min-

Sums4ry: We hive covered block content, safety and energy conservation.

RemotiVation: The facts that were covered will help you in the successful completion
ofIlocic V.

.

Assignment: N/A. Continue withPrinciples and Procedures of Aerospace Vehicle Fire-
fighting.

Closure: You should now have an idea of 'what your schedule for the next three weeks will

be. Ropeftlly all of you will enjoy Block V.



PRINCIPLES'AND PROCEDURES OF AEROSPACE VEIICLE FIREFIGHTING

Impoze&IoN

%

Attention: Crash firefighting in Bldok V and in the field consists of time, aocuraCy
and mental alertness, thereby making your job in block V paramount to none. .

Review: For the last thirty minutes we diacussed what is going to be covered in Blodk
V to include, Block content, safety and energy conservation./

Overview: During the next five and a lasif hours, we 411 discuss Principles and Pioce-
-

dures of Aerospace Aircraft Firefighting, to inUude principles and Procedures, Missile
Firefighting, Runway Fbaming, Standby Operation, Airfield Patrol and Surveillance, ahd
Ventilation of Large Frame Aircraft.'

Mbtivation: There is almost unlimited opportunifY in te field of crash firefighting fyr
interssted, well-informed personnel.

Transition: We are going to start today's lesson with priu iples and procedures.

BODY TIME: 5 hxs 20 min

Presentation: TIME: 5 hrs 10'min

1. Without reference, identify principles Stress energ and materials
andTprocedures-cf-airamtitirig. cons rvation-
Eighty percent of the principles and proce- -

dures must be identified correctly.

a. Pre-fire planning

1'1\ Each type mission-assigued
aircraft

(2) Touch-and-go landings if they
average seven times a week for
three consecutive months

(3) AF Form 1028

(a) Optimum vehicle positioning

(b) Aircraft characteristics and
information

(c) Predesigaated, rescuemant

duties

2 6
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(d) Copy on each chief's truck
and copyja alarm center

b. Mission

(1) Rescue of personnel Safety

(2) Protect.px-operty,

(3) Fight fires

(4) 'Hazards

(a) Fire

-L.
(b) Smoke

(c) &plosion

c. Emergency First Aid

(1) Givememergency treatment to
rescuee as required

4. CoLiTol FUel Spills .

(1) Classifications

(a) three types

1 Class 1

a. Area less than 2
feet in dimension

b Normally onlY
monitor until
Aircraft has
departed

2. Class 2

a. Area not over 10
feet in dimension

b. Diapatch auffici(ant
equipment to
neutralize spill

Class 3

, a. Area over 10 feet
in dimension

2 6
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b. Dispatch fire sup-
pression and.res-
cue equipment and
take action to
control the condi-
tion

(2) Oil and hydraulic Spills

(a) Removed by agency respom.
sible .

(b) Fire protection equipment
must not be used

MEM SUMMARY

2. Without reference, identify principl40
'of missile firefighting. Eighty percent,
of the principles must be identified /

correctly.

a. FUnctions

(1) Aircraft firefighting and,
rescue responsibilities

(a) Standby fire protection for
recognized exceptignal
hazard operations preceilw
test or launch

(b) Control and extinguishment
of fires involviagi facilities,
missiles, or vehicles.

(c) Personnel rescue as may be
required

(d) Fire prevention insPection and
maintenance of fire protection
equipment as required

/b. Pre-planning, same as pre-fire planning

(1) Elements

(a) Basic procedures for emeizency

(b) The number, type, configuration
and general operation of missile
or space vehicles assigned

response

-3-



(c) The layoixt of the launch site
area

Roads

Terrain

3. Water Supply

4. Support facilities

(d) Propellant Storage area

1. Location

2. Layoui

1. Type

(2) Root nature of the relatiOnship
between the fire department and
support services

(a) Safety

(b) Dlility

(c) Fueling and &dueling

(d) Medical

(e) .Beavy equipment

c. Standby operation&

(1) HazardOUi operations requiring
'standby can'be predetermined within
reason and personnel and equipment
assigned accordingly

(2) Deployment can be arpedited through
the use of sketches or charts

(a) Location of vehicles

(b)' Location of charged'handlines

,(c) Location of fire extinguishers'

(d) Number of personnel at each point

(j) Plan should establish the most .

effective use of'personnel and
equipmeit

263
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,(4) Wherever possible Or practicable,
rely On dhargtd handlines for
standby purposes

(5) Communication channelsshauld be
chedked immediately upon report-
ing to the standby

d. Test or launch operation'

(1) With one exception, everything
covered under standby operations -

is the same.

(2) Launch operations the stand is
cleared and,operating personnel
have withdravfn to the block house
and emergency personnel and equip-
ment withdrawn to,fall back areas.

d. Post launch operations

(1) Ettinguish incidental fires

(2) Wash away any propellant spills

f. Critiques and post accident analysis

(1) Obtain results of fire protection
operations

(2) Eliminate deficiencies if possible

(3) -Improve operations if possible

IETERDI SUPZILEY

.3. Without reference, identify runway fomminig Show Fan TFI 5605, "Foaming the
operation procedures. Eighty percent of the Runway"
procedures must be,identified correctly.

a. Foam applied over portion of runway

(1) Pilot request the foaming opext,
tion

(2) The length, width and depth of
the foam pattern will depend
upon certain factors

'(3) Tire Chief supervises operation

(4) Use a 6% ratio

-5-
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b. ginimizes tire hazard

(1) Extinguishes spark from friction

(2) Covers fuel to stop ignition

c. Vehicles used

(1) 1,000 or 1,500 gil water tanker

(2) F-6 or F=7 semi-trailer modi-
fied for foaming operations

INTERIM SUMMANT

4. Without reference, identify standby
operation procedures. Eighty percent of the
procedures must be identified correctlY.

a. Non ftergency Standby 0

(1) Eild fire riak Safety

"(a) Type operation

1. Engine runup

2. Powered ground equip-,
mant

RefUeling or defueling
(normal)

4. Oxygen and deicing
operations (normal)

5. Up or down loading
weapons (normal)

(b) Fire Protebtion needed

1. Portable or mobile fire
extinguishers

(2)* Mbderate fire risk

(a) T.,ype operation

1. /bnormal fueling opera-
tion

2. Mass engine starts or
movements of aerospace
vehicles.

2 G
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(3)

1 Welding sir cutting
operations, in a
hazardous location

(b) Fire protection heeded

1. P-6/P-13 vehicle

Severe fire risk

(a) Type operation

1. Hospital evacuation

2. Class 3 fuel spills

1 Nuclear weapons, mispiles/
propellents, or high haz-
ard items are involved in
accidents/indidents

(b) Fire protection needed

/ 1. At least one major fire
vehicle

b. Emergency Standby

(1) Vehicle standby durine inflight
aircraft emergencies

(2) Positioned along runway

(3) Fully dressd and alert

c. Standby-

(1) Major piece of equipment and
, ' full crew

(2) Location - determined by fire
chJaf, along rummy, in station/
other area.

=UM SUMMAHY

5. Without reference, identify airfield
patrol and Surveillance.operation protledures.
Eighty percent of the procedures must be
identified correctly.

a. Airfield patrol and surveillance

-7-
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(1) PUrpose

(a) Watch for unsafe conditions

(b) Mbderate fire risik operation

(2) Vehicle'

(a) 1-6

(b) P-13

(c)

INTERD1 SUMMARY

Major piece of equipment
be used-if P-6 or P-13

is not available

maT

6. Without reference, identify principles of
large frame aircraft heat and smoke ventilation.
Eighty percent of the principles must be idem.

:tilled correctly.

a. Principles

(1) Dispose planned release and
. removal of heated air, smoke,

and gases fram an aircraft.

(2) Aids life'saving

(3) Makes firefighting easier

(4) Speeds attack andextinguishment

b. Procedures

(1) -Ventilate by opening all doors, Safety
hatches, and windowe on leeward
side first, repeat than on wind..
'ward side conditions allow

(2) Additional ventilation is ammo..
liehed by using all-cut in areas
following leeward to windward if
condftions allow

(3) &haunt fans must be used to draw
smoke and gases from the aircraft
interior

VertiCal.ventilatianmay be used
by opening hatchevor cut in areas!.
on tbp of the aircraft

2 /



(5) Any combination ofventilation
procedures may be used together
as the need is there.

Application: TIME: Nfi

Evaluation: TIME: 10'min

Intersperse throughout the presentation.

CONCLUSION TIME: 5 min
-

Summary: Carer the main points of the lesson to include, principles and procedures of
missile firefighting, runway &ening, standbroperations, airfield patrol and surveil-
lance and ventilation of large frame aircraft.

Remotivation: It is important that you remember todayls lesson. This is the basis
for your training in aerospace Vehicle firefighting.

Assignment: Read and study TO 00-105E-9, Section II, pages 2.1 thru 2.1.

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Read and study SG #503,Principles and Procedures of
Rescue, and answer the questions at the end of the unit.

Closure: Thic completes the unit on Principles and Procedures of Aerospace Vihicle
Firefighting.



ada
PRINCT2LES AND PROCEDURES OP RESCUE

-INTRODUCTION TINE: 5 min

Attention: Structural rescue and crash rescue go tbgether because in bothlyour job
will be to save lives.

Review: in yesterday's lesson we.covered Principles and Procedures of Aerospace Vehicle
Firefighting.

Overview: During the next six hours we will cover.principles and Procedures of Rescue
to include principles and procedures, procedures for safetying egress systems, and
procedures for shutting down aircraft engines and systems.

Motivation: Stress thie'reasoltlwhy the students need to accomplish the objectives pf
this lesson. When you leave 'a school and get to your next base you will be performing
the duties of a fireman and at some time or another you will probably rescue a crew
member from a crashed aircraft. Crashes do not always occur in the daylight; they
happen at all hours of the day and night.. Should this happen to you in the dark
of night, and you are not familiar with the aircraft, you not only further endanger
the life of a crew member, but you are also endangering your life as well as the
lives of your fellow-workers. To keep yourself from doing this, it is important that
you become familiar with aircraft structure,jettison and egress systems so that you
will be able to make'a rescue under any condition without making a fatal mistake.

Transition: We are going to start today's lesson with principles and procedures of
rescue.

BOX

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify principles
and procedures relating to 'rescue of person-
nel from aircraft. Eighty percent of the
.principles and procedures must be correctly
identified.

a. Different types of aircraft

Fighter

Bomber

Cargo

b. Parts of an airoraft

(1) Wings

(2) FUselage

(3) Tail

c. Aircrew locations

269

TIME: 5 bra 50 min

TIME: 5 hrs 40 min

Check outside assijnment
.118e TO 00.105E-9

Stress energy and materials
conservation

Use Chart 73-232, "L-135 Construction
Group Break-Down"

Use Chart 72-82, "C-54 Fuel and

Oxygen Tanks and Battery Location"

Use Chart 72-88, "C-5A Fuel and

Oxygen Tanks and BatteryIocation"



(1) Codkpit

(0' Fuselage

(3) Tail - section

Danger areas from exhaust and intake
path

Exits

(1) Normal

(2) Emergency

(a) Cat in areas

(b) Escape hatches

(c) Windows and blisters

f. Air'craft tubing

(1) Red - Axel

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Green - breaVing oxygen

Brown - fire protection

Yellow - lube oil

Blue Yellow - hydraulic oil

(6) ,Orange,- compressed

INTERIM SUMMARY

gas

2: Without reference, identify procedures,
for safetying egress systems. Eighty per-
cemt of the proceaures must be identified
correctly.

a. Safety egress systems

(1) Egreps is defined as a way out
-(exit)

(2) Explain terms

(a) Ejection

(b) Jettison'

(3) Egress systems are found on air-.

craft. Fighters and bombers.

ik

la Mb

Use Chart 65-603, " Exterior Marking
- Astrodome and Exterior Marking

Use Chart 72-89, "XC-135 A Danger
Area Engines Running"

Use Chart 65-602,
Cut In Area"

4

"E"xterior Marking

Window" --

Cl

-

Use Chart 73427, "Piping System
Identification!'

p.

Stress safety

Use Tobo-loOt.9
Show Films TP 5489, "Nan on a Rot

Seat"
TVL 57-28, "Operation

Size Up, Rescue from
Tactical Aircraft"'

Use Chart 67-604, "Exterior Marking,
Rescue Firefighting Information"
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(5)

Used by aircrew personnel, by
meant of an ejtction seat, for
means of escipelrom aircraft

-Ejeciion beat presents a hazard
to the rescue of personnel due

. to the explosive charge used to
initiate the system.

(6) Warning ejection seat marking

, (7) *Ejection seats must be safetied
to eliminate this hazard

(8) There are three methods used
io safety ejeaion seats

(a) Pins

(b) Quick dit&ihnects

(c) Cut initiator hoses or linet

(9) Once seat is safetied, continue
,with rescue operation

4 INTERIM SpYklARI:

3. Withou.Creference, identify procedures for
. shutting down aircraft engines.and'systems.

Eighty percent of the procedures must be
identified correctlz

a. Electrica*ystem

4 (1) Turn off master switch to cut
off power

(2). Batteries

(a) 28 volt wet cell contains
liquid acid

(b)? Battery locations

1 Win,gs_

2. Wheel wells

2. Fuselage

4. &gine nacelles

Marking of battery location -

in black letters

(d) Quick disconnects

(c)

-3-

Use Chart 65-605, "Exterior Marking
3escue Firefighting Information"

Use Chart 72-85, I'F-10ZA Exit Details
Emergency Entrance"

Use Chart 72-90, "KC-135A Fuel and
Oxygen Tanks and Battery Locations"
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b. Fuel system

(1) lnel tanks

(a) Metal

(b) Synthetic rubber

(c) Hazards

1. Fire

2. Uplosion,

I Jettison

(d) Locations

1. Alms

2. FUselage

3. Auxilary tanks

(2) Turn off tUel control exit&

(a) Togglegwitch loeated in cockpit

(b) Stop flow of ftel in lines

(3) oxYgell'tanks

k

Cylinders

Color

Location

Hialzards

1. &plosion of contUner
(fragmentation)

2. Supports combustion

I Freeze burns from liquid
oxygen

o. Shutting down engines

(1) Stop cock engines

(a) Pull throttle bank, then to left,
and all the way back

(b) Tisrn off master switch 272



Application:

Evaluation:

Interspersed throughout lesson

TIME: R/A

TIME: 10 min

^
CORCLUSIOi TIME: 5 min

Sommary: Reemphasiie the main pointa of the lesson to include rescue procedures,
safety egress system:4 and shutting down aircraft.engines said systems.

Remotivation: You, as an Air FOrce fireman, have a prime purpose and.mission ofIsaving
lives. Mhinly, you will be involved with aircraft incidents, involving from one to any
number of personnel depending on the type aircraft involved. Each man assignedrto an
Air FOrce fire department has to know the procedures for &tering and performing a
rescue, regardless of the circumstances, which will vary as no two aircraft incidents

.r

are the same. Be prepaFed to do your best, and a little more,,it is your reeponsibility
and a human life may need saVing.

Assignment: Read and study TO's:

1. TO 00-105E-9, Section 24 pages 10-1, 10-6 and 10-7.

2. TO 36Al2-8-15-1, Section II, page 2-1

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Bead and study the following SG units and answer the
questions at the end of each unit:

1. SG-504, Rescue Operations (1 hr)

2. SG-505, Ramp Vehicle Inspection, Mhintenance and Operations (1 hr)

Closure: That completes our lesson for today. Remember to report to the hangar for
tomorrow's class and bring your TO 00-1053.9.



/
RESCUE OPERATIONS

IINTRODuvriON

Attention: Neve you ever rescued a pilot from a burning aircraft?

TI/CE: 5 min

Review: In yesterday's lesson we covered Principles and Procedures of Rescue.

1

Overview: luring the next tliree hours we will Perform resauaoperatious to include:
operate tools and equipment off P-10rescue vehicle, demonstrate normal and emergency
entry proceAures and rescue aircrew member. /

Motivation: It is important that you learn this lesson in order for you to biz:able to
perform a rescue operatian. Remember, our moat important mission is saving lives.

Transition: We are going to start today's lesson With operating tools and equipment offP-10 rescue vehicle.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Given a simulated crashed 'aircraft
and P-10 rescue vehicle and mounted
equipment, operate tools and equipment.
All applicable technical order procedures

and safety practices must be strictly
adhered. to with minimum instructor

assistance.

a. Operation Procedures

(1) K-12

(2) Exhaust fans

(3) Auxiliary generator

Por'atble lights

Application:

1. -Given a simulated crashed aircraft and
P-10 rescue yehicle and mounted equipment,
operate tools and equipment. All applicable
technical order procedures and safety prac-
tices must be strictly adhered to with

.minimum instructor assistance.

I
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TIME: 2 bre 50.min

TIME: 40 min

Check outside assignment

Safety

Stress Safety

TIM: 2 hrs
Z INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED
Stress safety
&era and. materials conseivation
Use TO 00-105E-9
Use Trainer: Seat and Canopy T-33,

3188
C-133 aircraft
F-102 aircraft
C-97 aircraft
T-37 aircraft
UaeWB 504



- 1.7,4

4

2. Green a simulated crasheiaircraft and
P-10 reecus,vebicleand-mounted equipment,

deixestratinormal and-emergency ant*
,procedures. All entry prOcedurea must be
tollowalin abcordanci-with TO 00-10511-9.

All apilicable safety procedures must be
stmict4.Adhered to with minimum instructor.
asiistence

3. Given a=eimulated crashed aircraft,

rewird aircrew-members in accordance with
prooedUrse listed in TO 00?-165ip.9. All
procedures multi)* followed using all
appiicable safety practiceswith_minimum,
iimetructor assistance.

4. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance o0he P-10 rescue
vehicle and mirunted equipment LAW
,with ARO Norm 433. Maintain station
facilities as required.

Dialuationi

thtersperse throughout the presentation.

Use: TO 36Al2-12-13-1

Vehicle:1A/S32 P-10
Rescue Vahicle and
Mounted tquipment

Use: Preventive .Matenance
Materials

TIME: :10 min

comuthsxaff TM: 5 min.
Summary: Cover main points of lesson to include operatinig tools and equipment on
Pr.10, normal and emergency entry pointsland rescue of aircrew members.

Ramottostion: Remember you maar have the chanceto save someone's life.

.lasignment: NA. Continue with Ramp Vehicle Inspection , Maintenance and Operations

Closure: Next hour we will cover the ramp vehicle.

u24--
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axe mama nancTrox, miirripild AND OPERATIONS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: PrObably some of you have driven a 3/4 ton pick up truck well, the
ramp vehicle is just a 14 ton pick up truck with fire extinguishinig aystems.

Review: .During the last three-hours we covered rescue operations.

Overviewt During the next three hours we will.cver the ramp vehicle inspection,
maintenance and operatiaa.

Motivation: Stress the reasons why the students need to accomplish the objectives
of this:lesson. It is vitally important that you learn the operation of the ramp
fire truck, in-am-much as you, may be required toiperform a fast, saA and efficient
operation. Row well you can do this may determine the life or death ofindirlduals
who may be trapped within an aircraft.

Transition: We are going to start this lesson with inspection and maintenance of
ramp vehicles.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Given the appropriate inspection check-
list and technical data, inspect and per-
form operator maintenance on the ramp vehicle:
All appropriate items on the checklist must
be inspected. Operator maintenance must be
accomplished according to the appropriate'
peChnical crder.

a. Inspect

(4)

Underhood

Right side

Left side

Cab

(5). Bed of truck

276

TM: 2 hrs 50 min

TM: 1 hr 10 min

Stress to properly operate

Air Force Equipment in order
to prevent damage resulting
in costly repair



4.. b. , Operttor Maintenance

/l) Adding oil, brake fluid,
coolant, etc.

(2) Cleaning and servicing

(3) Energy conservation

Applidation:

1. 'Given the appropriate inspection check-
list and technioal data, inspect and Par-
form operator maintenance on the ramp vehicle.
All appropriate items on the Cheokliotmust
be inspected. Operator maintenance must be
accomplished according to the approPriate
technical order. °

i. Given an aerospace airfield ramp fire-
fighUngvehicle and available technical
data, operate the firefighting eystem(s).
All applicable technical order procedures
and safety practices must be strictly adhered

to with minimum instructor assistance.
3. Given necessary equipment", pprform
preventive maintenance on the ramp vehicle.
LAN AIM/For:AL 434. Maintain station
facilities as required.

eT6 cf'

Tins 1;5 rs
2 INSTRUCTORS AR-E REQUIRED
Itrellrillant7renorgriagnirearrialr
conservation

Use IS 505

Use TO 36Al2-8'-15-1

trse VS32P-13, Ramp Vehicle

Use preventive maintenance materials

EValuation:
TIME: 10 min

Interspersed throughout the preeentation.

comma TIM' 5 min
Summary: Cover the main points of the lesson to include inspection and operation ofthe truck.

Remotivation: Remember, if you can properly operate this vehicle, you mr,y someday beable to prevent the loss of an aircraft or life by putting out-the small fires.

Assignment: Read and study TO 36Al2-8-971 Section II, pages 43 thru 50.

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Read and study SG-506, 0-11A Inspectiont Maintenance,and Operations, end answer the questions at the end of the unit.

Cloeure: RemeMber to return to the block V training area for clams tomorrow.
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0-13A INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE In OPERATIONS

INTEMIUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: The truck we are going to discuss today is probably older than you are.

. Review: In yesterday's lesson we covered rescue operations and the ramp vehicle.

Overview: During the next six hours we will cover the 0-11A inspection, maintenance
and operation.

Mbtivation: It is important that you learn today's lesson because the 0-11A is over
20 years old and is subject to break down from many years of use. Your life may
depend on how well your vehicle Operates.

rr-
Transition:, We are going to start today's lesson with operational. ikrocedures on the

BODY

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify operational
procedures on the 0-11A aerospace crash fire
and rescue vehicle. Eighty,percent of the
procedures must be identified correctly.

a. General description of vehicle
supporting components essential to
the operation of the firefighting
system

(1) Main engine

(a) 6 cylinder 310 hp

(b) Water cooled

(2) Crew - 5

(a) Crew Chief

Driver

Turret Onerator

Randlineman (2)

7
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TIMM 5 hrs 50 min

TIME: 3 hrs 10 min

Check outside assignmsnt

Stress to properly operate

Air Force Equipment in order

to prevent damage resulting

in costly repair

Use TO 36Al2-8-9 -1



( 3 ) Hydraulic System (3)

(a) Brake system

1. Hydraulic air assist

2. Ail wheels

3. Reservoir- - 'main engine

fire wall (right side) -
one pint

(b) Turret system

1. Hydraulic pump geared
- (34 accessory drive

4 2. Pressure 450-550 PSI

1 Gauge - cab dash

4. Besevoir

a. Location ;lire Pumi
Compt

( )

-INTMIUM SUMMARY

(4) Air System

b. Capacity - 12 gal;

Steering

1. Part time

2. Relief valve

Resevoir

4. Gauge
a

(a) Air Tesevoir - two __------------

1 Qgink buildup40457PSI)

Maxim= - 115 PSI

(b) Serves

1 Brakes

2. CB system

2 7 9
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Windshield wipers and
waihers

4. Air hose

5. Transfer case

6: Handline blowout

(c) Governor

1 80-85 PSI minimum

2. 100-105. PSI normal'

2, 115 PSI maxims

INTERIM SUMMARY

(5) Electrical system

(a) 24 DCV - two 12 volt
batteries connected lu-
series

(b) Generator/Alternator

1. Mhin engine

2. Ptrpose

(c) EXternal receptacles

1. Types

2. Location

(d) Auxiliary generator

1. Purpose

2. Location

Cofitvols - 4 oettings

4. Rheostat - set 25 amps
,,

(6) Fuel system

(a) Tank fill location - CB
compartment

(b) Capacity 65 gal

(c) Purpose - main engine, pump
engine, booster thrter and.
aux4iary generattOr-*

Use Chart 65-187, "Electrical. System

0-11A/B"

v



0235

(d) Two electric Die pumps (pump
compartment)

INTERIM SUMMAlrf

(t) Heating and cooling swat= ,
Use Charts 65-185, !Toam Truck

Heating and Cooling System. 0-11A/13"

(a) Three interconnecting
systems

1. System #1 - regular cooling
like your car

2. System #2

System #3 -heat exchanger for
main water tadk

(b) Booster heater:

90,000 'au (rated)

2. Controls - dash/caution
activsta the circulation
pump.,

Automatic controls ,

a. Outlet side - 1900 to

200°

b. Inlet side - 150° to
1656

ildMmist stack. tempera.
,ture switch

(c) Diversion valve

1. Purpose

2. Location

(d) Phel system

/.. Electric fuel pump

2. Pressure - 30 BSI (plus
or minus 3 PSI)

(e) Warding system light on
.dash (red-horn bloum)

1. 'Ladk of fhel
281

2. 'No ignition



INTERIM SUMMARY

b. General description of firefighting

components

(1) Water system *

(a) Water tank

. 1. Capacity 1000 gals.

2; Location - rear

1. Filling

-a. Gravity.- top.

b. Pressure - rear

4. Tank temp and lsvel.gauge

(b) Tank suction valve

1. PurRose

2. I.ocation - pressure fill

compartment

(c) ire punp

1. Two stage'centriillgal (loCked

in series)

2. Rated- 500 gpm at 350 psi

3. Located - opposite pump
engine (right rear compart-

m meat)

4. Connect to pump engine by a

step up transmission

S. Preisare and vacuum gauge

(d) Relief valve (fire pump)

1. Purpose

2. By pass back to inlet side
of pump

1,r

-5-
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(a) Primer

1. Purpose

2 Location

(4 Churn valve

1. Location of control handle
(between driver-turret
operator seats)

Purpose

Open - down

b. Close - up '

(2) Foam system

(a) Foam tank

1. CaPacity v. 100 gal

2. Location - inside water tank

Filling

a. Gravity - top
,

b. Pressure - rear

Level gauge - dash right side

(3)

ts,

(b) Foam valve ,

1. Location of control handle
(ty churn valve)

2. Purpose

(c) Metering valve

1. Purpose

2. Location pressure fill comiart-
ment

Pump eagine

(a) 8 cylinder air cooled

(b) Idle rpm - 1000 to 1500

(c) Governed at 2400ps
yali. :4

41.

28.3 -

c9c10



(d) Tachometer - dash

(e) Location - left rear compartment

Oil gauge - dash

(g), Cylinder temp'gauge . color code

(b) Pump primer (fuel)

(i) Pump engine holir meter

(j) 'Starter detent

1. Purpose

2. 0 and below

IBTERIM SUMMARY

c. General description of agent discharging

devices

(1) Turrets - two (identi4 and describe
turret nozzle asseably)

(a) Manual or hydraulic

(b) Streams 'three

1 Straight

2. Intermediate

3. FUll fog

(c) Discharge rate . 200

psi ea

(di Range - 50-75 feet

(2) Groundsweeps

(a) Three (one if modified)

(b) Discharge rate - 35 gpm ea 350

.psi or 305 gpm it 350 psi on the
modified

gpm 350

(c) Control handle - (between the
driver and turret operator seats)

-7-
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(3) Dhdertrudk nozzles (2)

(a) Discharge rate 15 gpm at 150 psi
eadh

(b) Purpose

(0) Control handle - (sane location
as the groundsweep)

Bandlines (2)

(a) Location . right and left side
of the trudk

(b)- Sim, 150' x 1"

-

(o) Discharge rate - 50-60 gpm.4110Q pai

(d) Akycnet nossle . 15 gpm 41101 psi.
Stored . headline caRpartment

12112R124 SMART

d. General description and logation of seoondary
firefighting aystem

(1) Location - middle caipartmeni right
side

(2) Capacity of tank - 80 gals ap

(3) yolume - 40 gal of qB Uhen air
pressure is used

(4) Irpilling foice - 200 psi of dry
air (if modified use nitrogen)

(5) Dehumidifier (Drys the air)'

(6) Bose

(a) :Siie 150' x 1" Conduct a Demonstration for
. 5 hr on the vehicle

(b) Disdharge rate 32,6m0 100 psi Z INSTRUCTORS ARE- REQUIRED

(o) Beel location - lift side

Applicatian

1. Given AFTO Porn 433 and technioal data,
inepect and perform-operator. maintenance on
the 0.ilk aerospace era& fire and rescue
Vehicle. All applicable items an the 1720
76=433 must b. inspected.' 0rIzilarmi0,,T'
hence most be acoomplisheia000mding to the--.1

appropriate technical Order,

Z firs 30 min

Z INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED
Use (40 36112-8E194

Stress Safety
Inerer and materials oonservation

Ms* 0-1.11

Die 0.506

285
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Svaluation:
TME: 10 min

Interspersed throuatcut the presentation .

comma TIME: 5 min

Summary: Cover main points to cover operations and inspection of the 0-11A.

Remotivation: Once you have become fam4liar with this vehicle you wdll have a better

idea of what you will be doing in the field.

Assignment: Read and study TO 36.112-8-12-1, Section II, pages 29 thru 41.

Outside Assignment: (2 hirM) Bead and study SG-507, 0.113 Inspection, MMintenance

and Operation and answer the questions at the end of tile unit.

Closure: That concludes the'0-11A, ons of the oldest truCks in the Air ibroe inventory.

-9-
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q-la INSPECTIOE, METIER= AND OPERATIOTS

DITRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: The truck we are going to disouei todey is the 0-11A . . . with mo4ificatione-

Review: In yesterday's lesson we covered inspection, maintenance and operations ofthe 0-11A.

Overview: Turing the next six hours, we will cover-the 0-113 inspection, maintenanceand operations.

Motivation: Since this is one of the most common trucks used in crash firefighting,it is Tory important to learn its operation. V. will cover all ports of the vehiclenecessary for firefighting and aircraft rescue.

Transition: We are going to start today's lesson with operational procedures on the0-11:B.

Box
Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify operational
procedures on the 0-113 aerospace crash fire
and reseue vehicle. :Eighty percent of the
procedures must be identified correctly.

a. General deeOription of vehicle
suPporting components essential
to the operation of the fire-
fighting votes

(1) Main engine.

(a) 6 aylinder

(b) W4er000led

(0) 3.2 EP 2800 RIM

\(2) Crew 5 cien

(a) Cret chief

(b) Dri

(0) Turret- operator

(d) Randlineman (2)

TIM: 5 hrs 50 min

TDIS: 3 hrs l0 min

Check outside assignment

Stress to properly operate

Air Force Equipment in order
to prevent damage resulting
in costly repair

Use TO 36=-8-12-1 throughout
presentation
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(3) Rydxsulic eystem (3)

(a) inks einem

1 Eydramlic air assist

1 All vbeols

1 Reservoir mein engine
firevell (right side)
one pint

(b) TUrret aystem

1. Positive dipplacement
pump, driven ay pump
engine

2; Presstre 493556 psi

Gauge pump 'engine
compartment

IL. Reservoir

a. Location (fire
pump Compartment)

IL. Capacity 12 gal

Steering

1, Part time

2; Relief valve sot at-1000 psi

1 Reservoir - same as-turret
reservoir

IL Gauge - located in pump --
engine coo6riantat

(0)

INTERIM =Num

(4) Air got=

(s) Air reservoir (2)

1 Olmidi auild up (0 -
65 psi)

1. Maximus (115 psi);

(b) Serves 288



1. 1Wikes

2. Air primer

1 Windshield wipers-and
washers

IL Air hose

1. Transfer Case

6. Bandline blow out

(o) 'Governor

1. 80 -.85 psi minim=

2. 100 - 105 psi normal

-115 psi maximum

(5) Rpmemical syntax'

(&) 24 VDC two 12 volt batteries
connected in series

(b). GeneraterfalternatOr

I. Belt driven from main
engine

2. Purpose

(o) Etternal receptaolew '

1. Type

2. Location

(1) Auxiliark generstoe

imam summer

Purpose

location

Controls - 4 settings

Rheostat - at present at
25 amps,

Ilse Chart 65-187, "Electrical System
0-11A/B"
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(6) PUel system.

(a) Tack looatiOn - tight side

-(b) cepeal7 - 65 gal

(c) Purpose (serves)

1. Main engine

2. Pumpengine

1 Booster beater

Auxiliary generatOr

(d) Blectrical fuel pumps

1. Locationpump compartment

(7) Beating and coo1i4g system

(a). Mire. interdonneoting systems

1. System 41 regular ooOling
like .an unto

2, &eta* booster beater

1 System 43 heat exchanger
-for main water tank

(b) aboster,beater

1. 90,000 BTU

Z. Controls dash oab

a. Booster beater

b. Circulation pump

1 Automatic controls on
booster beater

-a. Inlet side 15007 to
169°7

k. Outlet side 19007 to
200°1

C. stack tempemature
witch

a 7

Use Chart 65-1115. "Foam Truck
Heating and Cooling System 0-11A/B"
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(0) Di____vImmeion Valve

1. location cab

2. PUrpose

(a) 7uel eystem (booster
-beater)

1. Alectric fuel pump'

2. Ikel pressure 36 pei
(plus or minus 3 Pei)

(e) Warning viten

1.'Ped light on deeh

Born blows

1 Causes

Lack,of fuel

-b. NO ignition

c. Insufficient combus
tion air

b. General description of firefighting
'components

(1) Water system

(a) Water tank

1. Capacity. 1000 gal

2. LoCation

1 Description

j. Filling location

a. Gravity

b. Pressure

,

c. Level gages

(b) Tank suction valve

(1) Purpose

(2) LocaiimPlire pump
oompariment

C,

5
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(c) lire pump

1. Location left side

2. Tiro stags centriNgal
(locked.in series)

Batedt) 0141350 PSI

IL. Connectad to pump engine
by a step up transmission

I Are pump pressure and
'MUM gage

Impancsummar-

(d) Relief valve

1 Purpose

2: setting 35o psi

a. Ar pass back to inlst aids
ofpump'

(e) Primer

1. Purpose

2. Typo air

1. Location fire pump
ccapartment

(f) Churn valve

1 Location cab

2. ?motion.

J. purpose

(2) 7oan system'

-(a) Foam tank

1. Capacitr

2. Location

1 Description

IL. Filling location

r
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Psttri
k. Gravitr

5.. _LaVel__Raie.

(b) IPOam valve

1 Location cab

Purpose

(o) Posit metering valve

1. Location .

2. Setiings

MIMI SWART

(3) PumP engine

(a) 'Location left

(b) Aix nooled 8 cylinder

(a) 200 EP 2400 RPM'

(a) Idle RIM 1000 to 15000

(e) Tacbometer dash

(f) on. gage dash

(g) Cylinder head and oil
temperature' gage explain
color code

(h) Pael primer

(i) eboks

(j) Starter detent control

(k) Starter switch

0. General description ofagent discbareing
devices

(1) Turret (one)

(a) Ilydranlicor manual operation
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(b) Streams

1. Straight

2. Dispersed

(o) Dieobarge .

1. 200/400 GPM 350 PSI

(d) B.
(e) State location and pnotion

of turret oontrols

1. Rate control

2. Discharge control.

1. Stream ocextrol

4. Micro switch

1. Decontrol yalvu

nant! swurr
(2) Ground. sweeps

(a) Cor:trols (location)

(b) Disobarge rats 350 PSI

3 outlets 35 UM each

2. 1 outlet 105 Gift

(3) undertruoic nozzles (2)

(a)

(b)

(0 )

Location

Purpose

Bate of disobarge 15 GM

Headlines

(a). Location

(b) 150 ft x inch

(a) Discharge rate

11"
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OtiiooPSI
. water 59 datii3.09 PSI

Bayonet .15 -Gat 100 PSI

(d) Rewind

Blectric

l; Misanal

(o) Blowout

INN024 =KAU

d. General description and location of
seconder, firefighting eystem,,_

40Ai11on,OB -

&polling force 200 PSI nitrogen

3 tankS of OfOr one tank
nitrogen

(4) Relief'ialve 275.13si

Recharge

(a) Pressure

(b) Gravity

150 x 1 inch headline

(111 Location

(b) Mischarge 32 GPM 0 100 PSI

(c). Stream patterns

(5)

Application:

1. Given AFTO Form 433 and technical data,
inspect sod perform operator maintenanoe an the
0-113 aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle.
All applioable items on the AYTO 7brm 433 must

. "be inspected. Operator maintenance must be
,acoomplished according to the appropriate
technical order.

5-ez-

Conduct a demonstration for
. 5 hr on the vehicle,.

Z INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

TI1041: Zhra30rnjn
Z INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

Vse TV 36c.r.a-5-1z-I
dtress Safety
&orgy and Materials Conservation

lls. wis-597

Use 0-11B



ibealaatign:

Intersperse throughoUt the presentation.

TIM 10 sin

CUNCLUBIO1 TIMM 5 sin

Summary: Cover main points to cover operations and inapection of the 0-111.

Binetivatien: /t is inportant-that youretain this lesson because the 0-111 is Oneof the most common trucks used in Crash firefighting.

Assignment: Bead and study TO 36Al2-8-13-1, Section It, pages 2.4 thrs

Outside Assignment: (2 bre) Bead and study 91-508, P-2 Inspection, Maintenance andOperations, and inswer-the_questions a* the end ofthe unit.

Closure: This oocoludme the 0-1I3 inspection, maintenence, and operation.'



1164 INSPECTION, mammas AND.OPIRATIONS

INTBOMMTION TM: 5 min

Attention: If you were ertinguishing a fire of a crashed aircraft, and ran out of
igent before rescue was accomplished, and had to watch a trapped crew member die, how
would you feel?

Review: In yesterday's lesson we covered inspection, maintenance and operation of the

Overview: Dmring the next six hours, we will cover the P-2 inspection, maintenance
and operations.

MiCtivation: Stress the reasons why the students need to accomplish the objectives
ofthis lesson. The reason for this vehicle was seen with the development of aircraft
refUeling in flight, and the coming of bigger aircraft. As this is a fairly new
vehicle,in the field, not many people know how to operate it properly. You will
now have the opportunity to be abead'of =Ay 'of them by learning everything that you
can in class today.

Transition: We are going to start today's leseon with opergtional procedures on the
P-2.

.

BOB!

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify operational
,pocedures an the P-2 aerospace crash fire and
rescue vehicle. Eighty percent of the proce,
dures must be identified correctly.

a. Generml description of vehicle support-
ing components essential to operation of
the volliole,in order to operate fire-
fighting gystem.

(I) Fuel system

(a)' Operation

1. Location of tank

2. Supplies - drive engines -
auxiliary generator, booster

heater
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TIM: 5 bre 50 min

TIMM: 3 hrs 10 min

Check outside assignment

Stress to properly operate
Air Force Equipment in order
to prevent damage resulting
in costly repair



I Inspect to insure that
tink is 3/4 full at all
times .

) &plain the operation of the
following electrical components

(a) Alternator

(b) Rectifier

1. Location - mounted on
,traction engine

2. Mrpose - SUpplies Ald
ourrent

(0)

1. Location - mounted on
traction engine

2. 'Repose - change A/C
.ourrent to D/C'current"

'Voltage regulLtor

1.. Location - mounted on
traction,engina-°

2 Purpose - to supply
batteries

(d) Batteries

1 Location - right side
of vehicle

2. Check batteries and

wiring daily

I Two looked in series
'(explain)

Purpose

IRTRRECSMIMARI

(3) *plain the operation smd farm-
tion of the air system to include:

2 8
."t1,1



(a) Air :campremisor

1.- slopat,ton - driven by

tcaction engine

.2; Puaose - supply three
(3) tanks

(.17) Alcohol injector, - °await(
. 1 quart

1. lacation ,- Connected to

-cospressor outlet line

2: Purpose - remove moisture
from air

(c) Air tanks

1. Location

2. Purpose

Bleed daily and check
lines

(d) Ektgines (throttle cylinders)

1 locations

2. Purpose

(e) Transmission (ehirt cylinders)

rotation

2. Thrpose

(r) Service\brake aye air

1. Lodation .

2. Purpose

(g) Check system far leaks

1. Check for loose connectione

nincrax StIMURY

-3-
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(h) Pawarclusters (diiferential
looki)

1.. Location

2. Purpose

(i) Windshield wiper Motors-

1: Location

2. PUrpose

(j) Windshield waahers

1. Location of.00ntrols

2. Purpose

(k) Hand line blow out valve

1 Location,

'2. PUrpose

(1) Ho=

minim SEDVIART

..1)

1 /ocation

(4) Etplain the operation, impaction
of vehiole hydraulic syst em. to
include

(a) Pcwer steering agral4at

le Pull time (front 4 whiels)

2. Hydraulic pump mounted au
main engius

Location and filling of
hydraulic tank

(b) -TUrret mystam

vSydrattlic pump located an'
pump angine \

2. Location and filling of
J1.hydraulic tank 3 0



c) 'Collector marls= hYdrallio
VIP systemic

1. Location

2. Puipose,

3..

insang sommar

($) EXplain types and purpose of vehicle
minterization kits to ;include:

(a) Clams I 0° or above

1. 7ban tank

2. Bose reel oompartment

Metering Talmo compartment

Amp compartment

CAb heater

A. 6: WS demiter heater

2; Miter tank heat exchanger

(b) Clams II 211 0 to -65°

1. Booster heater - 90,000 ETU

,2. 28 VIC Aux Gen

1 Einem pen, gear came lub

Innermindshield

.
(6) Uplain the operation, inspection of

0

the engines' Sad 'drive train ammelb4

(a) Traction enema 340_82-280020K

Lights on dash controlled

by hydraulic pressure 'from
this Unit

Inspection of collector gear
0box

301
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Show fan TVL 57-241 "Operational
14aintenme chock of the A/232P-2-----
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1. Alternator

z. starring hydraraio pump,

1. 'Air compressor

(b) Pump engine

1. Collector gear box bydraulio
Puml)

2. Et:plain throttle controls

(o) Itive train assembly

1. Transmissirms - automatic

2.- Conk:tor gear box -
Pulimhb

1. Transfer case - purpose

lei** through units -
purpose

1. Bogie unit - purpose

Use Chart 70-357, "P-2 Drive Train
Components"

'

MEM SMART

b. General description of rap controls, agent
discharging derices and component parts

(1) Explain the operation, inspection
tie. Chart 65-402, 'Water end ._t'oe,rnof the water systea

Discharge Systern P-2"
(a) Capacity-2300 sallaiis

1. Altmann

2. Part 'Of truck body

(b) Pillir ,points

Gavity - top of
truck .

2. Pressure - rear of
truck

Level gatige

a. Cab 302
. Pump for

reading
i
.



(0) Wre
-

1. ldecharge - 1400 GP,
at 250 PSI

2; TYpe stage,
duel impeller, centri-
312gal withc duLl inlet

&pigment

a. Barksdale valve

b Location - cdb

c. 1250-RPM on pump

=gins tachometer

d. Pressure gauge -
2600 RPM

(2) Explain the operation, inspection
of the foam syStem

(a) Foam tank

1. Capacity - 200 gals

2. Location - behind
water tank

1. Fiberglass - styrofoam top

(b) Filling

1. Gravity

2. Pressure

3, Level gauge

a. LoOation - cab

Pump for

reading

(c) Foam pump

1. Rated di.scharge -
at 250 PSI

. a. Barksdale valve -
opens.fciam tank
sunction valve

01 -7-
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Stress Safety
lister Pressure

Co

.0"

a 60



Light (*WWI,
on dash in cab)

. (d) Foam metering valves

1. IsooatiOn- cab, crew chiefs
seat

L. Purposu - calibrated
(0 to 10)

a. Hem to adjust thou

. (e) Rzplain foam induction into
bumper,roof turret and :
banal= diacharge outlets

. (3) &Plat* disobsr outasts

(a) Roof Tuivet,

Digobarge caPabi1it7
1000 Gni at 200 PSI

2. Operat.ion

a Rydraulid

b. Manual

1. Barrel.

a. Two Foam

b. Two water

Streams

Straight

k. Dispersed

Pienual discharge lever

6. Decontrol livers

s -Ono lersulic opera-
tion

'Iserissey water admit
off

is Dispersion contcol lever

3 0 4
414,i 7,

6,/



Agent* volector leVer

a. Lute barrels
foam

1. amp. barrels -
water

2. Bate control lever

a. 1000 dPK

b. 500 OK

10. Discharge valie switoh -
electric - located an
cab ceiling

(b) Bumper turret

1. Discharge valve control

2. Dispersion control --

straight or dispermki -

1 Agent selection control -
foot or water

rdscharge ospacity - 300
GPK at-200 PSI

1 Operation manual

6. Movement

a. Bb4santal liO°

Vertical - 49

Berrels - two

se Water

k. loam

8. Streams.

1. Straight

21.. Dispersed

nesarm smear

,
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9. Descriition and location of handling,

(1) Discharge capaoity - 100 011tat
100 PSI

Size of line - x 150 feet

-Nozzle - located right front
side of truck-

(4) Hose reel

(a) Iront of vehiole

(2)

(3)

(5)

(b) Manual rewind only

(c) Crank (hand) front of
vehicle

Bayonet nozzle

(a) 'Location - nozzle ocmpartment
0

(b) ,PUrpose eamc as'041D

(6) Discharge valve - nozzle compart-
ment

(7)

Application

Air blow-out valve

(a) EUrpose - prevent freezing

(b) Uses air fro" brake votes

1. Given ANTO Po= 433- and to:anima
_inspect-ani-perform-opmmixnriiiintenance an the

P-2 aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle.
All applicable items on the ANTO Dorm 433 must
be inspected.. Operator maintenance must be
accomplished according to the appropriate

,1--:chnical order.

Evaluation:

Intersperse throughout the presentation.

Conduct a damonatleftiOn
for .5 hr on the ye44cio

INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED
.

,

ma: 2 Kra 30 rnin
2 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

Ule-T0-36.412-8-134

Stress Safety
lhera and Material Conservation

Use WD 508

Use P-2

MIL 10 min



commuslaff TIME: 5'min

.Summaryt-Cover main points to cover aperations.and inspection of the-P-2.

BeMotivatiam: It is impertant that you learn this-vehiole. It has the largest fire-
fighting oapabiliti andmnst bi-operated by competent personnel.

Assignment: Bead 1:stuAy-TO 3642-12-14-1, Mention:II, pages 2-1 thrU 2-7.

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Read and.stuAy 8C-509, P-4 Inspection, Naintanance and
Operations and answer the questions at the end of the unit.

Closure: This concludes the lesson an the largest fire truck in the Air Pores.

. 3 0 7



P-4 IrisPgairmiciiiiilifiTANCE AND OPERATIONS

INIODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: To this date wetave put Men on the moon and soon we will be going even
farther. Can you imagine all the systems and components that are needed to get men
off the earth to the moon and back safely. In some cases, if just one little valve,
switch, or safety device malfUnctions, the mission or lives may be lost. The F-4
is not as an elaborate piece of equipment as a.space capsule, but it must have smme
systems to effectively operate the truCk during,emergencies.

Review: In yesterdayss lesson we covered inspection, operation and maintenance of the
P-2 crash truck..

Overview: Basically the operational systems on the 2-4 are the same as on the P.,2
crash truck. The major differences are the sizes and additional usages of the systems.
In this lesson we will cover for the next six hours, the P-4 inspection maintenance
and operations.

Abtivation: Just like the astronauts, we must;have a working knowledge of the opera.
tion and preventive maintenance.of our vehicles, as they did theirs. Bow well you
.lesrn may well mesabow efficient your vehicle will operate at your base.

Transition: We ere going to start today's lesson by covering Apro Form 433.

BoDr TIME: 5 hrs 50 min

Presentation:
TIME: 3 hrs 10 Min

Check. outskie assignmera1. Without reference, identify operational
procedures on the 2-4 aeroepacecradh fire
and rescue vehicle. Eighty percent of the_
procedures must be identified correctly.

General description of vehicle
supporting components essential to
operation of vehicle in order to
operate firefighting system

(1) Fuel system:

(a) Fuel tank

1. Capacity

2. Type of fuel

3. Level

,4. Filter

Stress to properly operate
-Air Force Equipment in order
to prevent damage resulting
in costly repair



(b) -Comw6mants requiring Awl for t

the operation of the ***le

2. Spotter baster

(2) Electrical system

(a) Alternator

1. PUrpose

2. Location

1 Operation

A., Type end meount of current
produced ,

Rectifier built intO,
alternator

(b) Voltage regulator

1. Purpose

.4tocation
. .

(c) Batteries

1. Purpose

2. Location

=MX SMEARY

,(3) Air system

(a) Air compressor

3.. Purpose

Location

1 Operation

k. Lubricated

Cooled

filter



(b)

(0)

(a)

Aloohol Injector

1. Purpose

2. LOcation

Operation

k. %fp. of Alcohol

Air tanks

1. Purpose

2. Location

Trims

a. Wok build up
(2"each small)

k System tanks
(2 eadh large)

Throttle cylinder (linkage)

1. Purpose

g; Location

1 Operation

a. Normal idle (control
led,air pressure)

b Acceleration

j. ElniMum pressure-required

Serrice break mystem (power
clusters)

1. PurpOse

2. Location

1. Type of brake.

oparoion

-1.. Parking Brake

-3-
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INTERIM SMART

(r)

(e)

a. Powir olusters

b Brake. assembly

Differntial looks

Itrpose

g, locatipin

1 Operation

a. 'Controlled air'prmure

b. Airlressure to looks

k. lingagimant

Pillineadelmat

Trensnission

Controlled by shift selector

Z. Pimp drive normal shift
(crash node) .

DMZ SWIM

(4) Wdraulio systems

(a) P-14 pow r stearin/routes

1 Purpose

2. -Type

Operation

DITERIM SOME(
.

0

P

(b) P-4 turretSisten

1. ,Purpose

a. Turret movement

k. Discharge.of agent

2. Turret hidraulic 'Yates

a. Purpose

b. Operation,

311
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a \
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Pt")

Resevoir
itk

k raw /Ina
Ji .Doontita yaw.. fad

hydraulic menitold

a. Purpose

k. -Location

Turret movement

a. Mutual

k. Hydraulic

6. Turret- discharge

a.' Controls

b Operation

13THRIPI sumer

(S) %gine- end drive train emeembly

1. Alternator

2. Voltage regulator

Air compressor

k. Poser steering pump

1. Alcohol injector

6.. Turbocharger

(b) Potter divider

1. Purpose

2. Location

1. Operation

a. Fire pump

-5-

312

dit

4.

Use Chart , "P-4
Drive Train Assembly"



o

b. /tali pump

et. Modulating clutch

(o) Transmission

1. Location

I. Type end Operation

Purpose

INTMX SUMPin

(d) Transfer case

1. Location

1- Tn.

Puipose

(e) :Differentials

Location

2. Purpose

INTERIK HOME'

(6) Heating and. cooling system

(a) Temperature rang* of
operation

(b) Components

1. &gine (sours of heat)

Z. lister preps (oirculation)'

Pin boaters

k. Heat emobanger

a. Operation

b Circulation

1. Agent recirculating system

a. Cpaulatory, peep

k. Tank suotion.vazlya 313

.

-6-
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6. Cah -heat*

1. Coolant shut-off valve

8. Defrosters and 'bleeders

2. Dooster heater

12. Double windshields

n. siArrtric circulating
000lant "(nap

R. Radiator

141. Shutter

Air condition'er

a. Output 24,500 NU

k.* Temp range

imam mum
b. General description of pusp ',outcast Use Chart suP--4

spat discharging darioes end *capon- firefighting System"
,entie parts

(1) ifater teak

(a) Capacity

(b), Conetruction

(o) Methods of filling

1. Gravity

Pressure

(2) Fire Pimp

00 TM,

(b) Itscharge capacity

(o) LubricatIon

(3) /Fire pump relief valve

(a) 4 wiz valve

On position

1. Off position,

t -7:-
31 4



t)ilot *a1W-

1. fistiztag

2 -01v:tat:Loa

(o) Alai purpose 'or =lief *Alva

Maintains ocloatant pressure

Co4s, tiro paip

(4)' imp Wilier

(I) WI*/

(b) Operation

Dirmix Suitor('

(5) lb= tank

Oapaoii7

(b) Coast tiro

(o) 14stbods or tilling

Z.

1. Gravit:y

P;essture

(6) loam rap

.(a) Type

(b) Capaoitv

(c) .Lubriontion

(a) chum lines

(7) Foam main/ devioe

(a) ParPaas

(h) Operation

,(8) 'aotuated rosai valves

(a) Looaticas

(b) Purpose

(a) OPeration

ovff

f
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(9), Yost metering valves

(a) Location

(b) Amos*

(c) Operation

(10) Poen pressure ritliat -valve

801111ARY

(11) Roof turrit

(a) Capaoi*

1. . 1Nro *barrels.

I. (One barrel'

loss barrels

k. yatar baztrels:

(b) Controls

1. Deacatrol valves

2. Solenoid-toggle
switch

Bate solsotor and
tube selector liver.

k. Stream selector lmr

Interzupter switches

(c) Travel

Horizontal

2. Vertical

(d) Hangs

(e)' Windehield.ocoling spray

(12) Bumper turret

(a). 0411ajitr

Two barzelst

k ono tom bagrel



2. One Water baztel

(b) Control

1 Manual

L. Barrel selection

. Stream selector

(a) Travel

; 1. Horizontal

2. Yr...tic:al

'Ban0

(13) Headline

(a) Capaoitr

(b) Length and size of hos*

(a) 'Charging valve

(d) Blowout valve

(e) Air motor rewind

1. Location

2. Lubricator

AN) )4 emu on

1. Given VITO- /bye 433 and technical data,
inspect and. perform oPierator maintaiatice 'on

the P-4 aerospace crash fire ant rescue
vehicle. Ali applicable, items on the ARO
Form 433 must be inspected. OperatOr
name must be acooMgished.according to the
approPritte tephoical order.

).

Conduct a-Demonstration for
.5-hr on the VehiCle

Z INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

TM Zhrs30inin
Z INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED
Stress safety!, anew and materials
conservation

use' TO 36112-12-14-1
Use W3 #509
'ape- P-4

Evaluation: TM 10 min

Interniersed thrbughout the preseatation.
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TIM: 5 min

Summary: .0aver main points of lesson to cormr operation and inspection of the P-4.

&motivations It is important that you learn this vehicle. It is the newest vehicle

and must be operated by competent personnel.

Assignment:- Swim and study SG 02, Principles and Procedures of:Aerospace Vehicle
ilrefi*hting. In future lissom, we will be appIaring what you learned to actual opera-
tions. -

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) .Road and study SG-510, Procedures for on Scene Operations,
and:answer the questions a* the end of the unit.

Clonure:, This concludes the lesson an the newest crash trunk in the Air /bros.

.

-n-
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plocim9mmol vat Offialilll10411i0

1151010011011 TIM 5 min

Attention: Have you wer seen an aircraft crash site?

Reviews: Yesterclay lie covered th" P-4 crash truck inspection and operation.

Overview: Jew thatIon have learned about the equipmere; and ite operation, we will
apply what we have learned to-aetual operations. As we used prefix.. plans-in struc-
tural operations we-will also pre-incident plan craahroperations. la this lesson, we
iwll Cover appro;ch,Position, salvage and procedures fOr proserving-etidence.

Motivation: Stresi why approach and position are important to the student. HOW it
may mean the difference between life amd death.

Transitiont We are going to start today's lesson by oovering approach to an aerospace
vehicle crash.

Presentation:

1. Without reference, identify the proce-
dures for detensiniftproper vehicle approadh
at the scene of an aircraft emergenmr. light(
percent of the-prooidures must be-identified
correctly.

ragis 5 bra 50 min

TIKIs 5 ircs 40 min

Check outside assignment

a. Fact Ors

(1) Air traffic: Show )tla TP 6176, "Aircraft
lire and liescoe.Procedures"

(2) Moving aerospace vehicles

(3) Terrain

(4) TYpe Wail:net

(5) Weather 9

(6) Win&

b. Crew responsibilities

(1) Watch for impendinordanger

(2), Soar', rot aircrew embers

(3) Watch for munitions

319



2. Without reference,. cliiteinaine the prase
durts for-positioning soros** -crash,
and .rergus *ow:as:. lie* percent of. the

ooeitares bi _identified ootreotly..

a. Factors

(1) Type aircraft.

(2) Type weapons

(3) Terrain

B. itmition

(1), Yield

(a) Vehicles to-respond will_

B. detennined by- type Of
emergendy a* thadiscretian
of the isenior fir. officer
in:charge

(b) First 'Vehicle uill set up
on rescue wide

(2) School

(a) Iight fires

1. TWo *rucks

2. One an each side of
tunings

(b) Medium and heayy

Vbur trucks

i Two trucks an rescue
side

I Too trucks an off
rescue side

3. :Without reference, identifylaprospace vehiolo
orisOire eariage/opitition prooeduriti. lighty
percent Of the prOcedurecmust be identiftid,'
correctly.
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a. Salvage

(1): Protect °ergo

(i) Remove. or vhire stands

1. Prevent smoke damage

1. Prelim* water damsge,

(2) Clothing reqUired

(a) RbOd

(b) Coat and pante (proteetiv*

(c) Boots and Aso* .

4. Withaut refermce -identity propedures
Ibr preserrincevidentie uied to determine
:the cause of an &magpie* vehicle crash/
fire. Eight' perceit oftbe,procedures must
be identified 60:erectly.

Prooederes

Look, for evidence

Recognise evidence

lb not move parts unless
neeesmary for the perfbr-
ince of your duty'

(4) Classified documents should
be shielded five public view

(5) Relay information te
senior fire officials for
evaluation

Ap:lication:

Evaluation:

Interspersed throughout the prementation.

.274C1

Issue Bunkers to Students

nits N/A

MU: 10 min

0010IA31011 TIM 5 min,

' Summary: Covet maiu'points,of lesion to include approach, position, salvage and
procedures for preserving evidenoe:

, J
,
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Remotivation: Remamber bow you set up may determine your survival.

AstignMent: Review SG 506, 0-13.L.Inspection, Miintenande and Operations, and SG-509,
P-4 Inspection, Mkintenance and Operation to cover turret and handline operation for
14se in the drill area..

Outside Assignment: (2 brs) Read and study SG 511, Rmergency Response 'heroines and
=ewer the quesiijone.at the and of the unit.

Cloeure: Min completes today's lesson an procedures for on the scene operations.

e

-
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE EXERCISES .

INfRODUCTION
N\

TIME: 5 min
\\

\\

Atteation: During emergency response, the second you save may mean some-
\ones-life.

\\\
Review: In yesterday's lesson, we covered procedures for on scene operations.

Overview: During the next six hours ve will perform Emergency Response
Exercises to include: Operator'0-11A/B or P-4 aerospace crash fire and
rescue vebiéle; perform crew duties in aerospace crash/firefighting drillsand flood or wash down simulated hazardous spills.

Motivation: It is important that you learn today's lesson so that you
can perform your duties in vhe fires.

Transition: V. are going to start today's lesson with operating the
0-11A/B or P-4 aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle.

Presentation:

1. Using TO, operate the 0-11A/3 or
P-4 aerospace crash fire and rescue
vehicle with minimum instructor
assistance.,

TIME: 5 hrs 50 min_ ,

TIME:, 40 min

Check outside assignment.

a. Crew Duties

(1) Turret Operators

(a) 0-11A/B

Stress energi and materials

conservation

1. Hood and gloves

on engine compart-
Stress safety seat belts.

ment 4

2. Start pump engine

3. Idle between Una Charts CC73-03 thru CC73-14.
10-1500 RPMs

('
"Burn Procedure Charts"

4. Oat for signal
xo throttle up
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(1)

5., Practice-moving
turrets and

chengiwpatterns

(b) P-4

1. Hood and gloves
to right side
seat

2. Take turret off
roof manually

.3. Wait for throttle
up:signal - ask
driver when to
engige-pump

4. Practice mining
turreti and

changing-patterns

Crew Chiefs

(a)

(b)

Meet etween trucks,
neve i go-in front
of v hicles

Wait for back-up
man's signal to ger
in cockpit

(c) Perform :Isamu* and
use first aid as
required

(3) Handlinemm

(a) 0-11A/B-

1. Change hatidline

2. Get out of

3. Open handling
compartment and, \
remove reel.

4. Advance on fire

5. Handlineman
closest to.thi
fuselage is the
lead lineman.

4 t
4

Stress to properly operate
Air Force Equipment_ in order
to prevetit datuagb resulting
in costly repair



6. ladh-additional
lineman are back-
u0 linemen

(b) P-4

1. Open,doors and
pullvff 3 9r 4
feet of line off
reel

2. Remove nozzle
and pull charge
valve, .

3. Advance on. fire

aandlineman closest
to the fuselage
is the lead
linemen

5. %Each additional
lineman are back-
up linemen

b. Signals

(1) Turret Operators

(a) ThrOttle up

(b) Throttle down

(c) Straight stream

(d) Dispersed stream

(e) Full fog

(f) Under truck nozzles

(g) droumdsweeper

(2) Crew Chiefs.

(a), Way out

(19 Cool,down

(c) ThuMbz.up rescue
complete



9.1

(3) Handlineman

(a) Open Or close hand-
ling nOzzle

(b) 'Change barrel

Change,stream

Advance

Retreat

Thumbs up or down
0

Turn around and pick
up lines

c. Safety

(1) Seat belts

(2) No jewelry

(3) Glasses - retainer straps,
no contact lames

(4) Keep away from burn barrels

(5) Keep nozzle in your chest

(6) Proper side of nozzle

Application:
1. Using TO,.operate the 0-11A/B or
P-4 aerospace crash fire and rescue
vehicle with minimum instructor assist-
ance.

2. Using protective clothing, /TO, and
a workbook, perforucrew duties in afro -

space crash/firefighting drills and
emergency response exercises using an
0-11A/I or P-4 aerospace crash fire
and rescue vehicle With minimum instruc-
tor assistance.

3., GiVen i4firefighting vehicle end
,protectiveciothing, and following
all pertinent safety procedures, flOod
or wash down simulated hazardous spills,.

t.

TIME: 5 hrs
4 INSTRUCTORS ARE RE;QUIRED

Stress Safety

Use TO 36Al2-8-9-1
Use TO 364124-12-1
Use TO 36Al2-12-14-1
Use WI-511

Use Vehicles 0-11A/3, A/S 32P-4
Use complete set 4 protectivf

clothing

Use training simulated'F-102
Aircraft

Simulated I-105 Aircraft
Simulated F-106 Aircraft

:326
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4 ,'

,

Spills must be dilated until the
.nimulited hazardous conditions are
elisinated.

4. Given necessary equipment, per-
form.preventiwe naintenance on aero-
space crash fire and rescue vehicles
IAW AFTO Form 413. MaintOin statiou
facilities and protective clothing as
required.

Evaluation:

-Firefighting B-47

Firefighting C-135
Roof turret 0-113

*minted crash firefighting vehicle

Intersperse throughout the.presentation.

CONCLUSIOte

Use preventive maintenance materials

Summary: Cover main points of lesson to include: Operate the 0-11A/B or
P-4 aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle, perform crew duties in
aerospace crash/firefighting drills and flood Or wash down simulated hazardous
spills.

Remotivation: Remember what you learned today; you will use for the next
five dayt.

Assignment: Review SG-510 for use in tomorrow's lesson.

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Read and study SG-512, Emergency Response
and Aircraft Approach Exercises, and answer the questions at the end of the
unit.

Closure: This.completes today'a lesson.

5
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DODtGENCT usram. AND AIN:RAFT APPROACH EXERCISES

INTIPAWCTION

Attention: Picking the rightapproach route may mean saving your life as well as
solseocie elses. 1.6

Review: Iv yesterday's lesson we covered Emergency Response Exercise.

Overview:During the 'next 6 hours we will perfors'Euergency Response and Approach.
Exercises, to include operating 0-11A/B or,P-4 and P-2.

TIME: 5 min

Motivation: It is important that you learn today's lesson, iso that you can perform
Your duties in the live fires.

BODY

PRESUTATION:

1. Using TO, 'Operate the 0-11A/3 or P-4
aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle
With minium instructor assistance.
Participite in firefightlag drills and
emergency response exercises as required.

a. Crew Duties

(1) Turret Operator

(a) 0-11A/B-

1 Hood.and gloves on engine
compertment

2 Start iump engine

3 Idle between 10-1500 RPM'

4 Wait for signal'to throttle
up

5 Practice moving turret and
changfill!)etterns

(b) P-4

1 Hood end gloves to right
side seat

2 Take turret off roof manually

4-328:

TIMEsi 5 -lir% 50 min

TIME: 4ó'niin

Check Outside,Assignment

Stress Safety Seat Belts

Use Ch.erts CC 73-03 thru
CC 73-14, "Burn Procedure
Charti"

Streseto properly operate
Air Force Equipment in order
to. prevent damage resulting in
costly repair



lOit for throttle-UP _004
ask driveriehoato Angagelomp.

4 irectice.sOlauturret and
changing patterns

(2)- Cr44:Chief

(a), Meet betaien truCka,Asevir go
in-haat of Vehicle'

(b) Wait for back-u0 nen's sigas4
to get:in cockpit

(c) Perforo rescue-ead'use first
aid as required

(3) Handlinemen

(a) '0-11A/E

1 Chaige-handline

2 Gat out of -true*

3 Open headline compartment
and rem*. reel

4 Advet;aon fire

,5 Eandlineden closest to the
fuselage ie_the lead linemen

6 Each additional lineman are
LickTup linemen

.

(b) P-4 .

1 Open doors and pull off 3 or
4 feet of linsoff reel ,.

2 Remove nozzle and pull charge
valve

3 Advance on fire

4 Handlinemen closest tcvthe
fuselage is the lead linemen

5 Each additional linemen are
back-up linemen



11.

i(t)' TUrret Operators

(a), Tbiettle up

(b) introttle.down

(c) Straight stream

"(d) Dispersed stream

(f)- full fog

(g) Groundsweep

(2) Crew-Chiefs

(a) Way out

(b) Cool down

(c) ItembS up - rescue complete

(3) Dendlinemen

Opea or close bandliaa nozzle

(b) Change barrel

(c) Changestream

(d) Advance',

(e) Retreat

(f) Thumbs up or down

(g) Turn around and pick up lines

c. 'Safety

(1) Seat belts

(2) No jewelry

(3) Glasses - retainer otrap, no
contact lenses

CY

(4) Keep away from burn barrels

(5) Keep nozzle in your chest

(6) Proper side of nozzle

t
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Application:

1. Using T04.operate the,0-11A/8 or 111-4

aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle
with minimum instructor assistance.
Participate in firefighting drills and
eMergency reeponse exercises as required.

2. Using TO, operate the P-2 aerospace crash
fire and rescue vehicle with minimum

instuctor.assistince: Participate in
firefighting drills and emergency
response exercises as required.

3. Given necessary equipment, perform

preventative maintenance on aerospace
trash fire and rescue vehicles TAW
AFTO Form 433. ,Maintain statian
facilities and protective clothing
'as required.

TIME: 5 hrs

4 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED

Evalauation:

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

CONCLUS/Oi

Stress-safety,....energynnd

materials conservation.

Use TO 36424-13-1
Use TO 36Al2 -12 -14 -1

Use TO 36Al2 -6 -9 -1

Use TO 36412 -6 -12 -1

Use Vehicles: 0-11 A/3, A S 32P-2,
, and A/S 327-4

Use MB - 512
Use complete set of protective
clothing

Use-Trainersi
Simulated 7-102 Aircraft
Simuliated 7-105 Aircraft
Simulated 7-106 Aircraft
Roof Turret 0-11
Mounted.crash firefighting
vehicle -.-

-US. preventive maintenence
materials

TIME: 10 min

TIME: 5 min

Summary: Cover main pointsof lesson to include operation of the 0-11A/B or
P-4 and P-2.

Rernotivation: Remember what you learned today becuese tomorrow Is the first day
of live fires.

Assignment: Study SG-510 for use in tomorrow's-qesson.

Outside Assignment: (2 hrs) Read and study SG-513, Control and Extinguishment
on Small Frame Aircraft Fires and answer the questions at the end of the unit.

Closure: Be ready to burn'in the morning.
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CONTROL allD"VMMUISSINIT ON WL BAME1 AIRCRAFT MOS

INTRODUCT/Off TIME: 5 min

Attention: Simulation is over, nothing but the real thing from now. an.

Review: In yesterday's loser:ems centred emergency response and aircraft apkroadh
exercises.

°Verifier: During the text Six hours we will perform control and extinguishment onsmall frame aircraft fires-lb include, performing as a member of a firefighting crewto control and extinguish aerospace aradh fires usinuan-0-110 or P4.

Motivation: It is important that yodpav attention. today because simulation is over,we will be using real fire.

Transition: We are going to start today's lesson performing as a member of a fire-fighting crew.

BODY

Presentation:

1. Given a burning, aircraft mock-up,
protective clothicg and technical Masi -
perfOrm as a medber'of a firefighting
crer to control-and extinguisheirospace
crash fires using sip 0.114/3 or P-4 aero-
space brash fire and rescue vehicle.- Eadh
fire must be completely extineuished while
observing all applicableisefety practices.

a. Crew duties

(1) Turret operator.

(a) 0=111/B

(b) P-4

'(2) Crew chiefs

(a) 0-110

(b) P-4

332

TIME: 5 hrs'50 min

TIME: 40 mia

Check outside assignment

Stress to properly operate
Air Force Equipment in order
to prevent damage resulting
in costly repair

Stress patetr . Seat Belts

Dee Charts CC-73-03 thru CC73-14

"Burn Procedure Charts"



b. Signals

(1) Turret operators

(2) Crew chiefs

(3) Hancl lineman

c. Safety

(1) Seat belts

(2) No jewelry

(3) Glasses - retainer itraps,
no contact lenses

(4) Keep awe/ from burn barrel

(5) Keep nozzle in your chest

(6) Proper side of nozzl

Application:

1. Given a burning aircraft mOck-vp,
protective clothing an d. technical data,
perfonn as a member of a firefighting
crew to control and extinguish aerostat°e
crash fires using eit 0-14/3 or P-44 aero-
space crash fire and rescue vehicle.
Each fire must be completely extinguished
while observing all apPlicable safety
practices. ,

2. Given necessary equipment, perfons
preventive maintenance on aerospace crash
fire and rescue vehicles TAW ARV Pons 433.
Maintain station facilities and protectiveclothing as required.

Evaluation:

Ilitersperse tbrougimt the presentation.

-2-

!V

TIM: 5 hrs
7 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIREDsemn-IFIEMT'

Inerei mid materials conservation

Use TO 36Al2-8-5-1

Use TO 36112-8-12-1
Use TO 36112-12-14-1
Use Vehicles 0-110; A/S 32F-2.

Use Trainers:

Simulated P-102 aircraft
Simulated P-105 aircraft
Simulated P-106 Aircraft

Use le 513

Use Complete Set of Protective Cloth-ing

Use,prevehtive maintenance rioterietts

=Ns 10 mil;
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A e77---
CONGLySION T1MS: 5 min

Summary: 'Cover main points of lesson to include, conirol and extinguishment of aero-space crash fires using= 0-110 or P-44 aerospace crash fire and rescue vehicle.

&motivations Remember what you learned today because.we will be &Jug live firesagain tomorrow.

Ansigumait: Review SG-511 for use in'tomorrores lesson.

Outside Assignment: (1 hr) Read and study SG-514, Control, Ektinguishment, Overhauland Rescue an Small Frame Aircraft Fires and answer the questions at the end of theunit.

Closure: This completes today's lesson.

-3.-
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copTRoL, UTINGDISEMMT, otimuL Axml =cm air smiLL PRAMS AIRCRAFT FIRES

INTRODUCTIall- TINE: 5 min

Attention: Prwer firefiAtingramedures in aerospace crash fires in important to
you.

Review: In yesterday's lesson ie covered control and extinguishment am small frame
aircraft fires.

Overview: During-the next six hours, we will perform control, extinguishment, overhaul
and rescue an small frame aircraft fires to include performing as a member of a fire-
fighting crew to control and extinguish aerospace with fires, rescue from aircraft as
required and perform-firefighting overhaul cleanup operations.

,

Motivation: It is important that you learn the proper firefighting procedures in
aerospace crash fires for your amn safety =dwell being.

Transition: U. are going to start today's lesson performing as,a member of a fire-
fighting crew.

Presentation:

1. Given a burning aircraft nock-up,

protective clothing and technical data,
perform as a, member of a firefighting
crew to control and extinguish aero-
space crash fires using= 0-1103 or
P-4 aerospace cralh fire and rescue
vehicle. Ehah fire mast be complete4
extinguished while observing all appli-
cable safety practices. Simulate rescue
from aircraft as required.

a. Crew duties

(1) Turret operatori

(a) 0410

(b) P64

(2) Crew chiefs

(a) C6110

(b) P644

BON

335

TM: .5 hrs SO min

TEC: 40 mm

Check outside assignment

Stress .tO properly eperate
Air Force Equipment in order
to prevent damage resulting
in.costly repair

Stress safety

Seat Nets

Use charts CC73-03 thru CC73-14

"Burn Piocedure Charts"



k3) Band linemen

(a) 0-110
(b) P-14

b. Signals

(1) Turret operators

(2) Crew chiefs

(3) Ilandlineman

0. Safety

(1) Seat belts

(2) No* jewelx7

(3) Glasses - retainer straps;
no contactlenses

(4). -Keep away from burn barcels

(5) Keep nosile in your elitist

.(6). Proper side of, nosT.14,-

Application

1. Given a burning aircraft mock-up, pro-
tective clothing and technical data, perform
as a member of a firefighting crow to con-
trol and,extinguiah aerospace crash tires
using an 0-114/B or P-4 aeroepace crash fire
and rescue vehicle. Nach fire anst be completely
extinguished while observing all applicable
safety practices. Simulate rescue frce air.4
craft as required.

.

2 Given a simulated aircraft and appro-
priate cleanup equipsent, parfait fire-
fighting overhanl cleanup operatics= wale
observing' all applicable safetr practiceswith min= instructor assistance.

3. Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance on aernapace crash
fire and rescue vehicles IAW Form
433. Maintain station facilities and
protective clothing as required.

TM& 5.hrs
7 INSTRUCTORS ARE REQUIRED
truest =my
Aura and materials conservation

Ilse TO 36=4-9-1
TO 364.124-12-1
TO 36Al2-12!-14-1

Use vehicles 0-110; A/S32P-4

Use 118-514

Use comPlete oat of protective
clothing

Ilse Rescue Dummies

Use Trainers: Sismilatad lota02 soft
Simulated 7-105 Daft
Simulated P-106 left
Firefighting 03-47)
Firefighting 0-135),

. \MK Preventive maintenance materials\
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'Evaluation:

Ititerspersi throughout the presentation.

TM!: 10 aim

CONCLUSION ME: 5 min

suimaryt Cover Wm points of lessca te include Performing as a member of a
firefighting crew to oont--:.2 and extinguish aerospace crash fires, rescue from air-
craft as required and performing firefighting overhaul clesiup ope*tions.

0

Remotivation: Tour safeizi and well being depends on how well you lewned today'slesson.

Assignment: Read and study SG-51g, Control, Estingaishment,Overhaul and Rescue onMedium Prime Aircraft Ares and answer the questions at the end of the unit.

Closure: Remember, tomorrow's fires start betting bigger.

.
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.COBTROL, OM= AIM =Mt ON max mum AIRCRAFT \F7ES

INTNMOMEr. TIME: 5 min

Attention: Today is the'day the fires get a little bigger.

Ileview: In yesterdmy's leseon we covered control, extinguishment, overhaul sad rescue
from small frame aircraft.

Overviews Diming the next atm hours, wo will perfdmm, control, extinguishment, over-

haul awi rfaaua on medium frame aircraft fires while performingss a crew member of
a. aerospace crash firefighting...46101e.

4

Motivation: Not only to protect othems lives, but, your mini it is important that you
learn proper firefighting procedures.

)Transition: We are going to start todey's lesson by covering crew duties.

BOB!

: Presentation: .

1. Given a, burning aircraft mookr.up, pro-

tective clothing:mid technical data, perform

as A member of a firefighting crew to con-

trol and extinguish aerospace craihifires
using aerospace cram& fire and:resoie
vehidles. Each fire must be completely ex-
tinguished while observing all applicable
safety practices. Simulate rescue from
aircraft as reqUired.

a. drew duties

(1). TUrret operators

(a) 0-110

(b) P"2/4

(2) Crew chief-

(a) 0-110

CO P-2/4

(3) Handlines

(a) 0-110

(b) P-2/4

TEME: 5 hrs 50 min

TIME: 40 min

Stress to properly operate

Air Force Equipment in order
to prevent damage resulting in

costly repair

Stress safety

Use charts CC73-03 thru CC73-14

"Burn Procedure Charts"
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b. Signals

(1) Turret operators

(2) Crew chiefs

(3) Headlines

0. llama.

(1) Seat belts

(2) rfatlry
(3) Glasses

(1) Du= barrels

(5) lozzle

App cation

1. yen a buating aircraft mock-up,
-protic ve clothing and tecluical data,
perform a member of a firefighting .

crew to c trol and extinguish aerospace
crash using aerospace crash fire

and rescue ales. Hach firs must be
c ompletelr shed while observing
all apilicable\safetr practices.. Sim-
late rescue frcek aircraft as,required.

2. GiVen a simulated aircraft and appropriate
cleanup equipment, \perform firefighting over-
haul cleanup operati , while observing all
applicable sa.fetrj praàtioes With minim=
instructor assistance.

3. Given necessary equipeent perfolas pre-

ventive maintenance on aerspace crash fire
and rescue vehicles TAW AUTO\ Ann 433. Min-
tain station facilities and protective cloth-
ing. as required.

Evaluation:

\
Intersperse throughout the Prelmtnt,ca

-2- 339

c=2 496

7 INSTRUCTORM 111011RED
Stress saferIwo and Materials -Coneerration

US* TO 361124-9-1
TO 36112-8-12-1
TO 36Al2-12-144
TO 36=-843-1.

Use Vehicles 0-1114/3
A/S3rP-1
A/532 P.-4

use 105-515

Die couplet' sot of protective
clothinig

tree rascUe &anise

U se Trainers: Firefighting 3-47

firefighting (C-135)

Preventive Maintenance Materials

Tins 10 ain



=CUMIN - TIME: a min

Stimmary: Cover main points of losson to include control, extinguishment, rescue.

and-overhaul'of medium frame aircraft.

Remotivation: Your safetr depends on bow well you learned today's lesson.

Assignment: Read and study 3C-516, Control, Wirguiehment, Overhaul and Rescue on

Large Prams Aircraft /lies and answer the questions at the end of the unit.

Closure: Well, you only have one more dgy of live fire.

0

-3-
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Attention:

comtmoL, pdrialtassign, OVERHAuL
AND andit ditiotOs NUKE

gacurt-Imi

patioucTioN

Today is theoday of the big Sus.

5 sin

Review: In yesterday's tesson we covered control, extinguishuent, overhaul
and rescult from medium frame aircraft.

Overview: During the next 6 hours, we will perform, control, extinguish-
ment, overhaul and :mime on large frame aircraft fires.

-

Motivation: This is it***** .the big fire! Today you will be participating
in the fire that you have been waitng for during the past nine weeks. We have
confidence in you.... show your confidence to us.

Transition: We are going to start today''s lesson by covering crew duties.

IODY TIME: 5:50

Presentation:

1. Given a burning aircraft sock-upe
protective clothing and technical data,
perform at a member of afirsfighting
crew to control and extinguish aero-
space crash fires using aerospace crash
fire and rescue vehicles. Each fire
must be completely extinguished, while
observing all applicable safety practices.
Simulate rescue from aircraft as requir-
ed.

a. Crew duties

(1) Turret operators

(e) 011A/3

(b) P-2/4

(2) Crew Chief

(a) 011A/11

(b) P-2/4

1.

3 4

TIME1 40 sin

Stress to properly operate
Air Force Equipment in order
to prevent damage resulting
in costly repair

Stress Safety.

Use Charts CC73-03 thru CC73-14.
"Burn Procedure Charts"



(3) Headlines

(a) 011A/2

r(b) P-2/4

b. Signals

(4) Turrets

(2) Crew Chief

(3) Handlines,

c. Safety

(1) Seat belts

(2) Jewelery

(3) Glasses

(4) Eurn.tarrels

(5) Nosxel

Application:

1. Given a burning aircraft mock-up,
protective clothing and technical data,
perform as a member of a firefightieg
crew to commol and extinguieh aero-

. space crash fires using aerospace
crash fire anil rescuevehicles. Each
fire must be completely exerguished,
while observing all applicable safety
practices. Simulate rescue from air-
craft as required.

2. Given a simulated aircraft azd
appropriate cleanup equipment, perfori
firefighting overhaul cleanup opera,.
tions, while observin g. all applica0.e

safety practices with minimum 4.nstructor

assistance.

3, Given necessary equipment, perform
preventive maintenance.on aerospace
crash fire and rescue'vehicles /AW AFTO
Fora 433. Maintain station facilities
and protective clothing as required.,

Scaess

Mit: 5 41
7,-INSTittiCTORS:Ang REQU1HEivtressese

:-

014 21036111244-1
Use to 36A124-124
toe 'To 36441242-14-1
U. *to 36A124-13-1
Rescue bumndes,

Use Vsbiâleir 011.011
A/S 32 0-2
A/S 32 P-4

^

Oise Is:miners:

Firefighting (2-47)
firefighting (C-135)

-

Preventive Maintenance Materials

Uss: WH 516

342
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Evaluation:

Interspersed throughout the presentation.

TIME: 10 sin

CONCLUSION TINE: 5 min

Summary: Cover mein points of lesson-to include control, extinguishment,-
rescue and overhaul of large-greme aircraft.

Remoii4itiou; Tour life and someone elses depends on how well you learned
today's lesson.

t I.

Assignment: Read and study SO 517.Aircraft Arresting,Systems and answit
the,questions at the ind of the unit. Review all areas for the block test
tomorrow.

Closure: Be ready for the test tomorrow.

6
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30
AIRCRAFT ARRESTING SYSTEMS

INTRODUCTION TIME: 5 min

Attention: Did you ever wonder how an airciaft -stops' when it has a brake failure?

Review: For'thg last four days.we have been having live.fires and actual firefighting
operations.

0
OverYiew: During the next three hours we will be covering aircraft arresting systemsto.include inspection, responsibilities, purpose and use of arresting systems.

Motivation: It is going to be up to you to see that aircraft haVe a chance to engagea barrier to prevent the loss of life and property.

- Transition: The'firstarea we are going to cover is.responsibilities.

'0

BODY TM: 2 bra SO min

Presentation:
TIME: 2 hrs 40 min

*

1. Without reference, identify simple facts
related to assisting the in6peotion and ,

operation of aircraft arresting systems.
Eighty percent of facts must be identified
cOrrectly.-

a. Responsibilities

(1) Fire prOtection

(a) Normal.duty hours'

1. Assist power produc-.
tion

Other.than normal duty
hours.

1. Perform visual
inspections

, .2. Perform activation or
deactivation of barrier

3. Accomplish routine inspec-
tion after all engagements
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(2) Power production

(a) Noma duty hours

Reeponsible for
barriers initalla.
tion and removal

Performs maintenance

3. Provide On to fire-
men'

(b) Other than normal duty hour

1., Responds to calls for
emergency maintw.apce

( ) Combat situations

1. .Totally responsible for
all aircraft,arresting
sYsteme

b. Arresting Barriers

(1) Purpose and uses

Save-livb8-6-tinealf purpose

(b)' Save aircraft (Secondary
, purpose)

(c) May be called emergency
barriers

1. #sually placed in
the overrun area of
runway

9. Used for aircraft
Uking off or landing

3. May be placed 1500 .

ft from the runway end

(d) SOMA barriers are operational
types used for,normal landings
and emergency landings

1.. Emergency barriers

,1

Show/limn-192, "Arresting
Barrier System°
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a. A barrier that will
save lives and. pre-

vent.damage to'the
aircraft during an
aborted takeoff or
on emergency lending

b. MA,1A, 211,9, 12 and
13-maybe used as
emergency barriers

c. Usually installed at
the end of the active
runway

d. Bi-directional emer-
gency barriers are
installed 950 to 1500
feet frau end of run,
way. (This barrier
mgvalso have operation,
al capability)

e . Emergency barriers may
be used for aircraft
taking off or landing

2. Operational barriers

a. A barrier with rapid
recycling capabilities

b. Needed to avert a
_

possible emergency
WhiCh,may be caused--
by weather conditions,
or a short runway, or
a known or mispebted
aircraft malfanction

C. Bi=directional opera,
tional barriers, may
be installed 1500 ft
to halfway point of
runway

(2) Operating characteristics

(a) 10,1A

1. Arrests hook and non,
hook eqUipped aircraft

2. Webbing,engages nose

gear,qa throws cable
into main gear

-3-
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2 Anchor chaii is thg
energy absorbing &Ivies

4 1000 foot.xunont

Engaged from one direc-
tion only

(b) 3AL.12 *aid 3A1.9

1. Can be engaged from
either direction

2. Engages hook equipped
aircraft only

3. The BAL.9 may be inter-
connected with the idA,.1A.
webbing far-nom.book
equipped aircraft

Aircraft hook snaris,the
runway pendmit Which in
turn pulls the purdhase'
,tap. frowthe reels

1., The reel asseibly im,the
. power source for the

h7draulicp

6. Ifydraulicpusp,supplies

the prefigure for the
brakes

Aircraft type broke.
(3-52) are the energy
absorbers

950 feet rdnout

9. Rewind is'by electrid
motor or gasoline engine

(c) BAX.13

1. Can be engaged fx.can

either direction

2. Engages hook evipped
aircraft only

Aircraft engages ths run-
wir pendant which pulls
the,tape from the reel
aesembly.

,

.2*
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L. Sheet spinsihe turbine
in the tank

5. Force of thsfluid
against the turbine is
the energy absorber

950 feet.munont

7. Rewinding tape is
accomplished by a
gasoline engine

Barrier configurations

(d) MA-1A

1. Used as an emergency.
barrier only

(b) BAK-12

1. Used as an emergency
or operational barrier

2. _Installed 1500 feet
from the end of the
overun area .

A. Installed in pits,

expeditionary Method,
semi-permanent or
p_ermanent installation

(c) BAK:79-

1. Used as an emergency
barrier

2. Normally installed in
pits for a permanent instal-
lation

3. Placed in the overrun area

(d) BAK-13

.1. Used as an operational
barrier

2. Installed: where, needed
on runway
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Semi-:permanent or
expeditionary method
of installation can be
used

(4) Trinciple assemblies

(a) All barriers consist of
an ammwabsorber, an
enyieng device, and a
rewind system

(b) Types-of energy absorbers

1.. ML.1L - andhor chain

2. IIAL.9 and BAL-12

have rotary friction.
brakes

3. B4L.13 - rotary turbine
(velodity sensitive tur-
bine)

(o) Types of engaging devides

1. 111-11 uses nylon.Wsbw.
bing assembly

2. BAK-9, jAL.12 and
BAK.13 use a runwey pendant

(d) Types of rewind system ,

1 Coleman L4 (141-1A)

2. Electric motor (EAX4)

1:toilette engine (110-12)

4. Wisconsin engine (BAL.12
and BAL.13)

(5) Importance and use of technical
orders *n barrier maintenance and
safety

(a) When maintenance is done on
barriars, the TO will be
followed

(b) Mhst be used to msintain the
flight safety factor
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, Application:

Evaluation: Interspersed througbout the lesson

CONCLUSION

Summary: Cover main points of lesson
power production responsibilities and

Remotivation: Just think you will be
to save lives and aircraft.

to include
aircraft

the one to

TIME: 44

TIME: 10 min

TIME: 5 min

fire protection responsibilities,
arresting\barriers.

\

,

see that the barrier is always ready.

\

Assignment: N/A. Prepare to give the written measurement V_

Closure: Well, it is now time to take the block test and pass it.

WELATE)tASUREMENT TEST AND TEST CRITIQUE

INITIATE 7COUBSE CRITIQUE

PREPARE FOR GRADUATION
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Study Guides and Workbooks are training publications authorized by Air Training Command (ATC)
for student use in ATC courses.

The STUDY GUIDE (SG) presents the information you need to complete the unit of instruction or
makes assignments for you to read in other publications which contain the required information.
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The two training publications may be combined when the WB is not designed for you to write in, or when
both SG and WB are issueefor you to keep.

Training publications are designed for ATC use only. They are updated as necessary for training
purposes, but are NOT to be used on the job as authoritative references in preference to Technical Orders
or other official publications.
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Fire Protection Branch
3ABP571301-30-501

2ASR57150 -SO -10l
Chanute AFR, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

BLOCK V ORIENTATIOk

After completing this study guide and your classrooa instruction, you will partici-
pate in a discus6.:on consisting of questions and answerson blotk contents, safety,
and energy conservation.

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Block 5. *est people have a desire to know whetwill be required
of them in any given-situation. At this point we feel it is important for you to
have a clear picture of your three weeks in Block 5. This study guide contains specific
information which will aid you in successfully completing this cotirse. The extent
of your success or failure depends on you. If you apply yourself, nse your abilities,
participate in classroom work and take advantage of.your practical exercises, you
will be successful in this block and will-be on your way to a better education. We
will acquaint you with the principles and procedures of extinguishing fires resulting
from aerospace vehicle crashes. In addition, you will be informed of the procedures
which are tequired to safely remove or assist personnel fram aerospace vehicles.

INFORMATION

- BLOCK CONTENT

Duty Hours

Because training is better accomplished during daylight hours, the duty hours
of training for Block 5 have been adjusted to better ben4fit all of our needs. Block
5 personnel have been divided into two equal shifts. "Ovshift conducts training,
from 0600 hours to 1200 hours and "B" shift from 1200 hou to 1800 hours. Regardless
of which shift you may be assigned yOu can be ascured that the efficiency of training
that you will receive is equal.

Your duty hour may be Slightly extended in Block 5 for the purpose of remedial
instruction (R&I)." This type of instruction is assigned_to further assistiou in__

,difficult,,aresivi-------Remedial:"Inetrnttion-ii-Oftin-dbid&tid-iiid inn-ad nairer-be_considersd
lorm-of-punishment, ilith-you-in-mind;:your-ine-ttudeor may.i-diadtile7You-for R61.

You may,also request it at any time you feel the need,of additional assistance. Remedial
instruction for "A"-shift is conducted from 1330 to 1500 hours and for "B" shift 0930 \

to 1100 hours.

Chain of Command

You have a definite channel to follow for any assistance you may need in Block
5. Your chain of command is as follows.:

1. Instructor.

2. Blcck Supervisor.

3. Course Supervisor.

4. Branch Chief.

1
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Instructional Periods

The length of this block is three weeks, classes are conducted five days- a week,

six hours per-day. -

Proper Care and Handling of Equipment

The equipment thet you will use in this course is provided for training purposes

only. Many students have used it before you and many more will use it after you graduate.

Use:proper care in handling the equipment.. Remember, a Mnit of equipment is only

as good as the person %Fhb uses it. It is often said; "Care for a piece of equipment

as if it were your own." Unfortunately, many people do not care for their own tools

and equipment. In fire.protection, we continually stress the importance of proper

handling and care of equipment. Randle it properly now, and later, when it may mean

the difference between life or death, you will use it, properly. In keeping with school

policy, you will be required to clean up what you "mess up." This usually includes

the classrooms, latrines, vehicles, break areas, and the fire training area. The

area you will be required to clean up Will be assigned by your instructor. Your personal

equipment will be taken-care of and properly hung when not in use.

Military Courtesy and the Uniform

Militiry courtesy and the uniform are the most important emblems of the Air Force.

They readily identify us from other large organizations. Remember ihat your conduct

reflects mu and on..xou as well as on the Air Force. Policies on saluting, calling

attention in clessrodNe, and other matters pertaining to military courtesy and the

uniform will be explained by your instructor.

SAFETY

We have neVer lost a fireman in this school. There have been some minor injuries

which were caused mostly by not following instructions. There should be no need to

fear fire, but there is a need to respect it.- With your instructor's knowledge and

guidance, plus training prior to the burning phase, you will be adequately prepared

to perform rescue, and control and extinguish fire. Your instructori will be with

you at all times, Remember, he does not have a nozzle, you tme it. Do what he tells

you and you will have a safe and enjoyable experience in live fire training. The
_

following safety rules must be observed:

1. Wear no jewelry.

2. Walk, do not run.

3. Mount, diamount or unlatch doors only when the vehicle is stopped.

4. Ride a vehicle only in an authOrized position, never on top.

5. Do not smoke in the vehicles.

6. Leave vehicle windows up during training fires.

7. Keep triash and unnecessary equipment out of vehicles.

8. Wear full protective gear in the fire area at all times.

9. Report all brokeil or defective clothing and equipment at once.

10. Ust equipment only when supervised.

2
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11. Never'use or move 'otharpeoples protective clothing.

12. Stay alert comply with instrUctor's directives.

13. Never horieplay.

14. Use all vehicle hand holds and steps.

Training lire,s safely is our mission, but it requires your cooperation. This

school has an excellent record of taking care of its students, and your safety is
your instructor's primary concern. All instructors are cirefully screened and selected,
and have proven their ability in the field before being assigned here. You can depend

upon their giving you top quality instructions. Give your best to Block 5 nothing
less will be acceptable, and you will find it an enjoyable experience. Your instructor

will be observing you ddring all your training in Block 5. H. will verify that you
are cooperative, can perform as a team member, can display courage, and good judgment,
and that you have the necessary ability to perform as a fireman. You will be counseled

for any lack of effort or ability in these areas.

ENERGY CONSERVATION

While you attend this course, energy conservation will be practiced to the fullest
extent to include the use of classroom cleaning materials, room temperature and lighting
when not in the classroom. While working on the vehicle, energy conservation will
be practiced in regard to leaking vehicles (water, foam, gas, and oil), overflowing
tanks (water, foaa and gasoline) , cleaning miterials (water, soap, wax and rags).
Conservation of fuel can be practiced by qperating the vehicle at low RPNs.

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What are the duty hours for A shift? to ; B ehift? to

2. In keeping with the School , you will be required to

'up what you up.

3. Name five safety precautions we observe when we are utilizing Crash Aerospace

Vehicles,

-a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

4. What is the length of Block V?

5. Remedial instruction should never be considered as a form of

REFERENCES

None

3
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

30R57130 -1-SG-502
2ABR57150 -SG -102

PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES OF'AEROSPACE VEHICLE FIREFIGHTING

After completing this study guide and classroom instructions, you will be Able
to:

1. Identify priLcipled and procedures of aircraft firefighting.

2. Identify principles of missile firifighting.

3. Identify runway foaming operation procedurol.

4. Identify standby operation procedures.

5. Identify airfield patrol and st.rmiellance operation procedures.

6. Identify principles of large frame aircraft heat and smoke ventilation.

INTRODUCTION

s'

There are many duties performed by crash crews in addition to firefighting and
rescue. Firefighters must constantly.be on the alert for aircrafe'and flightline
fire hazards. This is why aircraft firefighting'crews spend most of their duty hours
patrolling the aircraft parking ramp and flightline. They are also called'upon to
provide fire protection for aircraft refueling, defueling, and maintenance operations.
Firemen also stand by during loading or unloading of special weapons on aircraft.
Protecting the aircraft parked on their base is the fire department's responsibility.

INFORMATiON

AEROSPACENEHICLE hREFIGHTING

Crew Responsibilities

In this block of training, you will find yourself simulating crash firefighting,

as-in figure-1. -Thigvmeams'youlltve-s-defihtte-responiibility-to perfdrra aa a team.
-WHY? Thia is-the first time you will be involved'in-actual-fireaghtidg
conditions. With this in mind, it becomes apparent that you must know-your duties
as a crew member and as ah individuel. As part of a crew you will find that protection
of ydur fellow crew members is a most during firefighting operations. As an individual
you must know what nozzle stream is,to be used and how and when to apply it. You
'must know hand signals and how-to protect yourself in the event of overexposure to
heat. You must remember you are an imliortant part of a very important team. .For

the,individual, team work extends to the single crash crew, to other crash crews,
then to all activities involved. Not as" individual units, but as component parts
of a general overall plan, each with full knowledge of the objectives of other participants.

Rescue

Lives 'may depend upon how well you perform rescue. It is rarely possible to
complete a resCue operation without first being exposed to sore type of hazard. It
may be fire, smoke, explosion, or the accidental_actuation of an aerospace vehicle
ejection seat. Normally, thera will be fire, and if rescue operations are necessary,
the proper use of special tools and equipment will greatly assfat you in your work.

5
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Figure 1. Hot Simulated Crash Fire.

Teamwork is also very important in rescue activities where time is a limiting factor.

The degree of success 'depends on a well trained team. Many Air Force personnel have

jobs that call for,an'average amount of accuracy. These jobs do offer an opportunity

to do it again if someone Fakes a mistake. The crash rescueman does not have this

second chance. Rescue has' to bf accomplished-during the first try. RescUe procedures

will be introduted In detail to,help you accomplish the'successful first-try rescue.

Firefighting

Every year, many lives and millions of ddllars are lost because of aerospace

vehicle accidents. We have the direct responsibility to perform rescue, control,

and extinguishment.of fires involving aerospace vehicles. In such operations a firefighter

must know how to apply extinguishing agents effectively in order to control the fire

6
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in minimum time. It must be remembered, regardless of your initial ere assignment1,
that you must remain "flexible" to perform any job during an emergency.

Training

/7
In order to become professional in the fire protection career field, your training

must include Many subjects. Your training begins now and will continue throughbut
your Air Force Career. Through on-the-job trainin&prograns and technical schpols,
you will progress to higher levels of proficiency and job knowledge. This training
is provided for you at Air Force expense. Your only expense will be to give frour
attention and time to the programs. It is up to you how far you want to progress
in the fire protection career field.

Pre-Fire Planning

Each fire organization develops a prefire plan on each type of missioi assigned
aircraft, also, mission support and transient aircraft that land and takedff. Also,
aircraft that make touch and go landings from the same installation on a /average
of seven-times a week during any three consecutive month period will hav prefire .

plans. Prepare AF Form 1028 to help aerospace vehicle firefighting cre s to arrive
on the scene of an emergency in minimum time. Where will we concentrat1é most of the
aerospace vehicle firefighting equipment while awaiting the arrival of an aerospace
vehicle in trouble? Which route will be paken if an aerospace vehicle crashes off
base? These questions and many-more can be answered through prefire planning. AF
Form 1028 should be reviewed at least annually and updated when required.

Fuel Spills

/
Fuel spills are caused by human carelessness and faulty fuel s stems on the aircraft

or refueling vehicles. These spills may occur any place where fue is used, transferred,
or handled. Your job is to dispose of,or neutralize these spills, Suppose there
is a 150 gallon fuel spill under an aircraft. What should you do7 The following
information should answer this question.

Of all the operations the:fire department has, some are very simple and safe -

to do. Others may be very dangerous: Are fuel spills very, dangeroust You bet they
are! A 10 gallon gasoline or JP-4 fuel spill in an open flat surface is not-hard
to wash down and get rid of, but this sane spill in an enclosediaria is dangerous
and presents many problems.

,

,

,

1L

Most fuel spills occur on the flightline. Firefighters m'ast figure out how big
the spill is_and how close it is tolaircraft, hangarsf shops, //ehicles, and sewers.

You must also decide whether aircraft parked near the spill.s ould be moved away.
iYou must also decide how disc you can position(lrour fire tru k s to the area. Will

you clear people out of nearby buildings as a precaution? Wi 1 you notify the security
police to rope off the area around tbe spill? You must also Check sources of ignition

ithat could ignite the fumes from thespill. _These ignition ources could be heaters,

i

open flames from welding epshops, draft dooron furnaces, and arcing electrical devices.
.A large fuel spill shouia never be washed down a sewer drai . Fuel and fumes may z
run unnoticed through the sewer systeu on the base. If so m one tossed a lighted cigirette
down the sewer, an explosion or fire could destroy the enti e base.

,

u How do you guard against these danger? Small spills, if,they are in open areas
away from danger, may be flushed with water and spread oveF a large area. The force
of the water siream not only moves the fUel, but also creates air currents so that
vapors cannot gather.

Fuel spills under aircraft are flushL in the same wOr, except that the water
streams should move the fuel away from the aircraft--nevejr under it. Large fuel spills

\
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3/
beneath aircraft should be foamed first. Then the aircraft should be towed away.

Other aircraft nearby should also be towed away. All electrical power sources should

be turned off before the aircraft is moved. After the aircraft has been moved, large

amounts of water can be used to wash the foam, and fuel away to a safe area. Sewers

that have had fuel spilled, washed, or-poured into them should be flushed with large

amounts of water. Dry, warm, and windy weather will help dry and_evaporate the fuel

and keep the fuel vapors below the explosivm

First Aid

What is first aid? first aid is the immediate-but temporary care given to a

victim until medical help arrives. First aid is often needed during aircraft crashes.

RescueMen normally are the first to readh trapped aircrew members and passengers.

For this reason, all fire protection personnel must hive a working knowledge of first

aid. But what if rescuemen could cause-greater injury, or even death to the victim

by improper or hasty removal. So it is important that rescuemen have a far better

knowledge of first aid than other individuals; It ii most important that rescuemen

remove-a victim from a crash scene without Making the victim'S injury worse. Although

medical help will almost always be at the scene, there may be titeS-zwhtt=rescuemen::-------

may need to give first aid.

. MISSILE FIREFIGHTING

Tfie functions of a fire organization at a missile or space vehicle test or launch

site must be well established. In addition to responsibilities for Structural fire.-

fighting, it will be necessary at some sites to define aerospace vehicles firefighting

and rescue responsibilities. These ,include:

Certain standby fire protection for recognized exceptional hazard operations

3-receding test or launCh.

Control and extinguishment of fires involving facilities, missiles or space Vehicles.

Personnel rescue as may be required.

Fire prevention inspection. Proper use of AF Form 1487 and maintenance of fire

protection equipment as required.

The range of functions to be performed at a particular site will,depend upon

the-nature of the operation. ,Where the site is surrounded by heavily wooded terrain,

peocurning and forest or brush fire control will be required to minimize exposure

hazards.

The importance Of careful preplanning of fire protection operations cannot be

overstressed. No feature of the fire protection program can do more to assure effective

use of men ani equipment under normal and emergency conditions than a review of simulated

drills in anticipated problems before an emergency develops. Through preplanning

it is possible to anticipate the nature of the problem at a given site, to develop

a program of coordination with related services, to establish optimum piens for assignment

of men and equipment for various types of operations, to determine areas where more

intensive training may be required, ani to resolve new problems. Elements of preplanning

should cover:

Basic procedures for emergency response.

The number, type, configuration, and general operation of missiles or space vehicles

and che stands related thereto.
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The layout of the launch site area, including access roads, terrain
features, water supplies (both imstalled systems and hydrant installations) and the
number, type, and.location of support facilities.

The location and layout of bulk, and ready propellant storage areas and the hazards
of materials stored therein.

The exact nature of the relationship between the fire department and other support
services will be established in preplanning sessions. It is important that the fire
department should know that other support services are available and ehe extent of
their availability. A close working relationship with missile safety personnel is
of primary importanCe. Likewise, it is important to know where responsibility lies
for the operation of utility services including water and electricity, the stopping
of fueling or defueling operations, the availability of medical services and of heavy
equipment that may be essential to rescue operations.

PREPLANNINI FOR LAUNCH FACILITIES

The hazardous operations requiring standby can be predetermined within reason
and personnel and equipment assigned accordingly. Periodic review of these standby
operations on the basis of actual experience will allow for the correction of deficiencies
in such programming, with a view toward the evaluation of the continued need for such
standbys.

The development of men and equipment for required standby operations can be expedited
through the use of sketches or charts showing the respective position of vehicles,
charged hand lines, fire extinguishers, and the-number of personnel at each point.
Such visual aids in the assignment of duties should be supplemented by a typed list
of the 'requirements for each operation, showing not only procedures and instruction
for fire organization personnel that Are expected to be present. Theseiinstructions
will assist in minimizing confusion that might develop during standby emergency operation
and will establish a basis for coordinar',..a action on the part of all emergency personnel.

The plan for each type of operation should establish the most effective use of
personnel and equipment for standby procedures. Enough flexibility must be maintained,
hewever, to permit the officer in charge of the fire organization to adapt preconceived.
planning to the fullest extent of a particular situation. Ability to form such judgments
will, to a large extent, determine the effectiveness of the fire organization.

In responding to a call for standby service, the officer in charge of the fire
organization should immediately size up the situation and put into effect the procedures
required. In most instances the fire organization will be called by the misaile safety
officer and will of necessity be required to work closely with that person.

On any standby operation the officer in charge of the fire organization must
consider the particular operation in relation to other possible hazardous operations
and the presence of coMbustible materials in the area. He must also check the number
of persons working on the stand with a view to most effective withdrawal or rescue
in the case of accident. Where fueling or defueling is involved, attention must be
given to temporary construction or operational procedures and equipment that may affect
normal drainage or washdown of spil/s that might oceur. The selection of hydrants
and laying of lines should be done with due consideration to the location and-drainage
of possible spills. Men and equipment should be positioned so that they would not
be cut off from escape or otherwise immobilized in the event of an accident.

Wherever possible or practicable it is desirable to rely upon the use of charged
hand lines for standby purposes rather than to commit vehicles.

9
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1

Communication channels should be Checked impediately upon reporting for standby

so that in the event of emergency, additional assistance may be called without delay.

Assuming proper sizaup of the particular operation and the availability of men

and equipment to met the specific Procedures, the action to be taken in the event

of emergency should be routine. Care should be taken, however, that the fire organization

officer, in Charge is in a position where he can follow the entire emergency operation

and exercise judgment as to when withdrawal or Change in tactics may be required.

LAUNCH FACILITY OPERATIONS

With one exception, the procedure outlined under.standby operations'above is

generally applicable to test and launch operations. For instance, in launch operations

the.stand is cleared, and operating-personnel have withdrawn to the blockhouse, and

emergency personnel and equipment ate withdrawn to fallback' areas.

Standard fiie proSection oPerating procedures should be developed prior to any

actual test or launch and for each type of operation, specifying the number and claesi

fication of personnel, the number and type of firefighting equipment, the nuMber and

size of hose lines to be preconnected on the pad; and the nature of other emergency

services to be present.

Prearranged signals from the missile safety officer will indicate the time at

which all emergency vehicles will withdraw to the fallback area. Similarly the missile

safety officer will indicate when and which of the emergency services will be called

into the area After test or launch. Under most circumstances, static tests on launch

stands will be conducted on "wet" stands, and emergency services will not be required.

On "dry" stands used for launch, the missile safety officer, when required, will

call the fire department to extinguish fires occurring in air conditioning ducting,

insulation, and minor fuel spills. The cooling of hot metal parts of the launch stand

may be required and should be done, with care to avoid excessive stresses caused by

too sudden cooling of the metal parts involved.

The most severe fires on stands have developed when fuel and oxidizer tanks on

liquid-propelled vehicles have become involved beCause of failure of high-pressure

lines or valves, or toppling of the missile itself. In such an event the fire department

will not be caZled nor will respond until the danger of explosion or detonation is

le4sened *9 the'. firefighters are not uanecessarily exposed to these hazards. Also

capabiLity of fixed water systems on and about the pad are greater than the capability

'1;c fire devartment for controlling this type of fire. Should failure in fixed

water systems v.lcur, the fire department may be called to protect elements of.ground

support equpi d to Mash down excess fuel. The proper use of water fog can reduce

heat exposure to p, .onnel and equipment. Turret or deluge nozzles are more effective

under such conditions.

Under these circumstances, care should be taken to prevent unnecessary hazardous

expos:Ire of personnel and equipment. Propellant tank ruptures have occurred with

,,xp4osive force, throwing burning propellant and shrapnel-like fragments for some

uLstance.

.The missile safety officer is responsible for calling in the fire organization,

but once on the site the officer in charge of the fire organization is responsible

for the actions of his crews and equipment.

After a successful launching, the fire organization normally is called in by

the missile s:04ty officer. Their function at this time is to extinguish incidental

fires and to wa h away any propellant spills.

10
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Atter every major operation on the pad, a critique is usually held. A fire orgeni
zation representative should attend to obtain results of fire protection operations;
eliminate deficiencies if-possible; and improve operations, if possible. SuCh critiques
are particularly important after najor accidents, when full capabilities of the depertment
have been utilized.

RUNWAY FOAMING

If the pilot of an aircratt declares an emergency, the nature of this emergency
may also cause him to ask that the base fire department blanket the runway with foaa.
Foam is applied to the runway to reduce the danger of fire caused by the sparks from
the aircraft slidingon the runway_surface.

Pilots nay request that the runway be foamed when they cannot get their landing
gear lowered and need to make a wheels up (belly) landing. A pilot may request runway
foaming if he has an unsafe landing/iear indication. Each pilot who requests a foamed
runway states the nature of his emergency. He also states the flying time he has
left, amount of fuel Aboard, weapons on board, and the number passengers-he is carrying.
All this information is sent to the control tower by radio. The control tower then
passes this information on to the fire department to allow them the maximum possible
time to complete the runway foaming operation. .

The water in the foam is whit actually prevents the sparks that cause a fire.
As the water slowly drains out of the foam, it settles on the surface of the runway.
This water cbols the sparks and pieces of hot metal from the aircraft as it slides
through the foam. With the proper equipment, a foam balnket can be spread to do this
important job. The foam blanket should-be about 1-1/2 inehes thick; however, the
correct amount of water mixed with the foam is more inportant than the depth of the
foam.

The foam should stand About 4 minutes to allow,anough water to drain to the runway
-surface. After the blanket has been laid, it should be effective up to 1 hour under
normal weather conditions. High temperatures, low humidity, and high winds may cause
the foam to dry and ruin the blanket in less time.

The foam blanket should be spreadwithout breaks or bare spots. One bare spot
in the blanket could cause the aircraft to catch fire and destroy the purpose of the
entire operation. The firefighting crew that is foaming the runway should keep in
constant radio contact with the pilot. He may have to land sooner than he planned.

The length, width,,and depth of the foam blanket will Change with the type of
aircraft, type of emergency, and the amount of foam that is avalleble. The Chart
at the end of this paragraph shows you the correct amounts of water and foam liquid
to use when foaming-a runway. The foam blanket should never be more than,30 feet
wide and may be less for smaller aircraft. Study the following information before

- going on.

FOAM
WIDTH
IIN FEET

FOAM
LENGTH
IN FEET

-

GALLONS OF
WATER
NEEDED

GALLONS OF
LIQUID FOAM

NEEDED

20 1,000 2,000 120
30 1,000 3,000 180
20 2,000 4,000 240
30 2,000 6,000 360
20 3,000 6,000 360
30 3,000 9,000 540
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Figur'e 2. 5,000 Gallon BUnway Foaming'Unit.
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Figure 3. Laying A Foam Blanket on A Runway.
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Special equipment is authorized for foaming runways. USAF Fire Departments have
locally developed foam spray bars that are mounted on the rear of the 1000
gallon water distributors. These water distributors have been modified with a foam
tank and piping system for runway foaming. Many departments are also converting refueling
trucks to runway foaming vehicles. These refuelini trucks are larger and bold6ore
foam. At one Air Force Base, the base fire department changed a 5,000 gillon tractor
trailer into a runway foaming unit. They did this by attaching a 500 gallon pump
with engine and a sprayer bar on the rear of the trailer. They also added the necessary
piping and fittings. This unit is capable of laying a foam blanket 32 feet wide and
6,000 feetlong. The pump, engine, spray nozzles, and controls can be operated by
one firefighter on the rear of the trainer. The 5,000 gallon runway foaming unit
is shown in figure 2.

When the unit is put into operation, the vehicle travels at a speed between 3
and 5 miles per hour. A constant speed is needed to insure that dee blanket is free
of breaks or bare spots. The foam blanket; as shown in figure 3, is laid on the runway
by foam sprayer bars. NOTE: constant speed of ihe unit is very important when laying
a foam blanket. Installing a tachometer on the truck will help the driver hold a
constant speed.

STANDBYS

Non-Emergency Standby

Non-emergency standby will be 'coamensuratewith the fire organization's capability.
Based on an analysis of fire-incident experience, the essentiality of each Vehicle
standby service is considered in terms of the degree of fire risk involved.

MILD FIRE RrsK. The majority of flight line maintenance and operational functions
(for example, engine runup, powered ground equipment operation, refueling or defueling,
oxygen and deicing operations, and up or down loading weapons under normal conditions)
present a mild fire risk. Appropriate portable Or mobile fire extinguishers provide
adequate fire protection for these operations.'

MODERATE FIRE RISK. Provide standby P-13 service when:

Abnormal fueling operations exist

Mass engine starts/movements of aerospace vehicles occur.

Welding or cutting operations are in a hazardoua locatian.

SEVERE FIRE/LIFE RrsK. Provide standby services by at least one major fire vehicle
when:

A hospital evacuation aircraft tramsporting litter patients lands, taxis, defuels/
refuels, loads, unloads patients; or take* off.

Class III fuel spills.

Nuclear weapons, missile/propellants, or high hazard ,items are involved in
accidents/incidents.

Emergency Standby

Many emergencies happen wten aeroipace vehicles are in flight. Because an emergency
happens does not mean that a crash will result. However, precautionary measures are
taken so that maximum fire protection is provided along the runway. When an emergency
is declared, firefighting, rescue, and other support equipment will respond to rdait

13
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Figure 4. Amway positions for aircraft firefighting vehicles.
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the arrival of the aerospate vehicle. Aerospace vehicles - fire trudks will locate
strategically arong the runway. The firefighting crews will be mentally alert, fully
dressed in protective clothing, and ready for anything until the emergency has been
terminated. See figure 4. '

Standby

It is essential that a crash crew Pe constantly and instantly available on alert
status during flying operations. The fire Chief determines the location of this vehicle.

RAMP SURVEILLANCE

The purpose of ramp surveillance is to detect unsafe conditions on the flightline.
Rasp surveillance is accomplished by fire protection personnel patrolling th flight -
line in a vehicle. Your objective is to locate, identify, and correct any unsa e
condition or hazard before it develops into an accident or incident. ,Many unsa
tions are noted during the ramp patrol. When such situations do occur, respons
authorities are notified to eliminatethd,condition.

VENTILATION

The act of ventilating an aircraft does not consist of destroying property for
destruction sake itself. Ventilation, if ;roperly accomplished, should clear the
aircraft of the smoke end gases, localize the fire, reduce smoke and forcible entry
damage, and enable you to extinguish the fire with the lawn amount of agent and in
the shortest time. There are only two typed of ventilation, vertical and horizontal.

To accomplish vertical ventilation, you must work from the top down. To horizontal
ventilate, you cross ventilate by asking openings on,the luewaid side first and then
on the 'Windward side.

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What typesIcif hazards are you normally exposed to when performing rescue?

2. We, as firefighters, have the direct responsibilities to perform
, and extinguishment of aerospace vehicle fires.

3.

spills.
iu normally used to eliminate the hazards of fuel

4. Fuel spills normally occur when fuel is
or

5. Give a brief explanation of preplanning.

6. Through training programs and schools you can progress to higher levels
of and

7. The purpose of ramp surveillance is to

15
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/8. During standby, all personnel should be
at all tiaSS.

9. When is emergency standby required?

10. What aerospace vehicle probleu usually requires foaming of the runway?

11. Fire situations at Missile, apd Space sites.are going to be
unlike those'at

12. All,severe fire/life risk standby's require

13. Runway foaming is dPne by what vehicle?

4

14. To vertically ventilate an aircraft an opening is made on
the

15. At a missile site, it:is your function to standby for

preceding test or laundh.

REFERENCES ,

-APR 92-1, Fire Protection Program.
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Vire Protection Brannh 3ABR57130 1 SG-503
Chanute A73,44Illinois / 2ASB57150 SG-103

PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES OF RESCUE

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be
;Able to:-

1. Identify principles and procedures relating to rescue of personnel from
aircraft'.

2. Identify procedures for safetying egress systems.

3. Identify procedures for shutting down aircraft engines and systems.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft fires and accidents do not happen very often; however, when they do,
they cost the Government a lot of money. In addition to the damage done to the aircraft
and equipment, in many cases, human life is lost. Lives can never be replaced. The
Air Force must have well trained, qualified firefighters to keep aircraft damage to
a mtnlaum. But more important, a good firefighter can often prevent the loss of human
life.

Whetk an aircraft'crashes, fire is almost always present and there is the danger
' of explosion. Air Force firefighters are trained-to work under these conditions and

are capable of handling the mini.hazards that make up aerospace vehicle (aircraft)
' firefighting:.

Think for a minute'what an aircrew member's chances would be of escaping a crashed
and burning aircraft if there were no firemen to extingdish the fire and lead him
to safety. He would have very little chance of making it to safety without the help
of trained firefighters. You become the most important person in the world to,him
at that moment. He is depending on you to eitinguish the fire and lead him to safety.
That is quite a job when you think of it. But if you do the.right things, the pilot
oi crew member will live to fly again.

The key to successful firefighting and rescue operations is to be completely
familiar with the aircraft. In other words, know the aircraft inside and out. We
do not attempt to cover every aircraft in the Air Force, but we can teach you the
parts of an aircraft and their syetems tharwould be important to you as a firefighter
and rescusnan. In this unit, then, we will cover the different types of aircraft,
their components, markings, and systems.

INFORMATION

PRINCIPLES RELATING TO RESCUE

Types of Aircraft

-For our purposes we can say that there are three general groups of aircraft.
They ara:

Fighter Aircraft
Bomber Aircraft
Cargo/Passenger Aircraft

1.7
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Fighter Aircraft

Fighter aircraft are generally, the smallest of thepe aircraft. All fighter
aircraft in use today have jet anginez.: Becaule they are jet aircraft, they are capable
of very high speeds and may flY faster than the speed Of sound. These aircraft have
small nil capacities because they are designed for short range (distance).

Dependingsn the model, fishter aircraft may carry armament such as 50 az guns,
rockets, missiles, or bombs. Some of,these aircraft are manned by one pilot and others
have two crew members. But none of the fighter aircraft have more than two crew members.

Because these aircraft travel at such high speeds, they are-equipped with special
escape systems for the pilot and copilot. The escape system is an ejectionseat which
a pilot triggers to shoot the seat and himself safely away from the speeding aircraft.
This seat, while it is necesaary to a pilot during an inflight emergency, presents
a serious problem to firefighters. This system will be explained later in the unit.

Bomber,Aircraft

Bomber aircraft have-jetiengines: They are much larger thin the fighter type
aircraft and are built for longer range flights. Their larger size and longer range'

-create more problems to firefighters because of their larger capacity for fuel, armament,
rand crew. Most bombers are also-equipped with ejection seats'which present still
another problem to firefighters. The main hazard to firefighters is the amount of
fuel these larger aircraft qarry. The fuel is stored in the wings or along the fuselage
of the aircraft. The crew on,bomber aircraft is at least two men and cau be mdre.

Cargo Aircraft

The last group of aircraft is the cargo type aircraft. These aircraft are basically
large aircraft and are used for carrying large amounts of cargo, fuel, or passengers.
If the aircraft is designed to carry cargo, it might be carrying hazardous material
such as missiles, rockets, or bombs. If the aircraft is designed to carry fuel, it
may be carrying over 100,000 gallons; and if the aircraft is designed to carry passengers,
they can number in the hundreds. The C5A aircraft, can carry as many as 700 passengers.
In short, no matter what these aircraft may be carrying, there will always be hazards
and problems for firefighters and rescuemen.

AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS

All aircraft, whether they are fighter. bomber, or cargo aircraft, are built
basically the sLoe ray. For example, they all have wings, engines, a tail, and carry
fuel in tanks. It is,these components that ire shall cover in the following paragraphs.
In order to do good forcible entry and rescue work, you must know the name and purpose
of all major aircraft components.

.Fuselage

The fuselage is the main structure of central section ofjan aircraft. The fuselage
houses or contains the crew, passengers, or cargo. See item A of figure 5.

Empennage

Item B of figure 5 shoes the empennage. It is the assembly at the rear of an
aircraft which includes the horizontal and vertical stabilizers. The common nave
of the empennage is the "tail assembly."

18
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A. FUSELAGE'
B. EMPENNAGE
C. ENGINE PODS
D. rum DICK

E. NOSE GEAR
F. MAIN LANDING GEAR
0. ENGINE PODS
N. WING

Figure 5. Major Aircraft Components.

Engines

Aircraft may have jet or propeller type engines. They may number from one engine
on fighter aircraft,to as many as eight on large bomber aircraft. Itens C and G of ,
figure 3, show the location of the jet engines on one,type of aircraft.

As shown in figure 5, the number of aircraft engines always begins with the engine
nearest the wing tip on the pilot's left. Then the other engines are numbered from
left to right.

Inboard is a term used for items closest to the fuselage of the aircraft. For
example, number 2 engin* and number 3 engine in figure 5 are called the inboard engines.
because they are nearest the fuselage. On the other hand, number 1 engine and number
4 engine are called outboard engines because they are nearest the wing tips.

Fl i ght Deck

Large aircraft, such as bombers and cargo type aircraft, have a flight degk.
This is the area where the pilot and most of the crew are Iodated. In small jet aircraft,
we call the area the cockpit. See item D of figure 5.

LanOng Gear

The landing gear is the name used for the aircraft wheel struts, wheels, and
-t"i4s. The landing gear consists of the main landing gear and.the nose gear. See

, iteis E and F of figure 5.
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Wings
0

The wing is 'Flown As item H in firre 5. "Mire are basically three wins shapes.
These shapes ire called rectangular, swept back, and triangular (delta wine. These
basic shapes may vary sliehtly. The leading ids* (front) of the swept back wing say
hive different degrees Of sweep, but it is always straight; however, the training
edge (back) of the swept back wing, may be broken by the positions of the flaps, dive
brakes, and ailerons.

The thickness ,of the wing', especially-the area near the fuselage, depends upon
the sill of the aircraft and the mission the aircraft was made for. Cargo and passenger
aircraft are used for carrying heamy loads for long distances. They have to have
large Wings to support heavy loads; therefore, the structural members are large. The
snace between.these members is used for fuel tanks. Fuel is also stored in the thick
wings of.the bomber aircraft. Soma aircraft store added fuel in parts of the fuselage
to increase their flying 'range. Fighter type aircraft, because their mission requires
speed, have thin winsp to reduce wind drag. Part of their fuel nay be carried in ,

tho wings, but lest of the fuel is carried in the fuseiage. Longer range millions
require soli of the fighter aircraft to carry exteUal (outside) fuel tanks. These
tanks are-carried beneath the wings, divthe wing tips, or in the be4y,of the fuselage.

,

On some aircraft the inside of the-wing opens directly,into the fuselage. In
the event of a crash, the fuel stored in the wing could enter the area where the pilot
or crew members are located.

You may wonder at this point why wings are so impbrtant. To a firefighter, the
wing area is the most dangerons area on almost all aircraft. The wings normally carry
the futl. As a firefighter, fuel is your biggest hazard.

Bomb Racks .

The bomb racks are devices attaChed to the aircraft for holding and dropping
boebs. These racks can be located under the wings, under the fuselage, or in the
Soib bay.

Bulkhead

The bulkhead is the partition or frame that divides; supports, and gives shape
to 'the fuselage. Because it is the 4rame of the fuselage, it is also the thickest
_part of anraircraft. Forcible entry,should not be tried through mini part of's bulkhead.

Belly and Bomb Bay

The bellY is the underside of the fuselage. The bomb bay is in the belly of
the aircraft. 'Womb bay dolrs are found on SONS fighter aircraft and all bomber aircraft.

Glass

Glint is found on all aircraft. Ae,a firefighter, you should have a fairly complete
:knowledge of the types of glass used. Thts knowledge.will be needed When performing
rescue duties

Bulletproof glass is heavy, thick glass whiCh will hold up against the irTact
of smell caliber bullets. This glass is usually found in the forward part of the
canopy that covers the cockpit on jet fighterliircraft. Because of its thicknieds
and strength, forcible entrythrough this glass should be tried only as a last resort.

Piexiglass is the trade name for a transparllt, glass-like plastic used to cover .

drll position/I such as canopies on jet,fighters Or windows on other aircraft. This
20



glass is not so thick as bulletproof glass; but ia still, difficult to try forcible
entry through.

A knowledge of all of tha components mentioned to.thya point will aid you greatly
in becoming familiar-lith basic aircraft structures. We cannot overstress the importance
of thase aircraft components. The bast Way to learn aircraft structures forrescua
is to spand time looking at and identifying tha aircrafi aid their components. You
will find that thia will be a regular training function when, you get on the job. You
will study each aircraft first hand; then return to the station and study aircraft
charts such as TO 00-105E.

AIRCRAFT MARKINGS

Tubing Markings

Alltaircraft, whether large or suall, have certain markings\that rescuemen have
to recognize in order to perform forcible entry and rescue personnel. In tha ollowing
paragraphs, wa will cover these Markings.

If an aircraft were io crash at your base today, chances are there would be twisted
and broken parta of this aircraft scatterid over the ground. There,yould be fuel
lines, tubing, and electrical cablas scattered about and all of theawould look about
the sama to you. What if you had to cut or chop through soma of these lines to get
a pilot'that was pinnad underneath? Without knowing what was in these lines, it would
be a-dadgerous task. You had better know whatlis in t ase lines beforeyou cut them:

To make installation, repair, and maintenance eas er, a standard marking system
is usad on all aircraft to show imchanics, crew melbere--4and yes even firemenwhat
iS inside_the tubing and lines of aircraft. There arej three ways to identify the
rontents of theie lines. They are identified by:

Colors
Words
Designa

There is a reason for each of thesa methods of identification. Take color for
example. Color can be recognized from a distance and is therefore the eatiest. Color

,blindnass is overcome by raading tha words. And foreign mechanics can remember designs
more easily than'words. The coloi code shown in figure 6 ia a requireziant tor all
Air Force firafiehting personnel to remember. Study this-Chart before you continua
reading.

\

If a line is rad,oit contains fuel. If a lin0s blue and yellow, you know that
I thare is hydraulic fluid insida. If a line is brown, the line contains a.fire extinguishing
i agent such as CO2 or Ci. You can see now that knowing this codingaystem.Uay save

not only a crew member's lifa, but yours as well.
!

Access Markings

As statad before, all aircraft have standard Air Force marking whethar they ara
small jet trainers or larga troop transports. Thase uarkings are very valuable in
helping firafightars in firafighting, forcible antry, and rescue. For exnmple, the
emergency cut-in panels on aircraft are all painted with yellow cornars and tha words
"CUT HERE FOR FICRGENCY RESCUE" in rad lattars in tha middle of thasa yallow painted
corners. If an aircraft did not have these markings, a rescueman eight.cut through
a fuel line, hydraulic line, or try to cut ,through pert of the bulkhead which is oftan
6 to 8 inch."' thick. The following aircraft matkinas, shown in figura 7 are tha markings
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that firefighters should be able to idehtify. Study and remember them before you
continue reading.

EMERGENCY CVT-IN PANELS. As we stated before, theae areas are shown 4y an outlined
square with yellow corners or yellow dashes. Within the square are the words "CUT
HERE raft MERGENCE RESCUE." These areas were picked because the* are free of tubing,
wiring, structural members, and obstructions. Use these cut-in areas only if all

.

other meane of entrance to the aircraft are impossible.

BLISTERS. Blisters are made of see-through Plexiglass and are often bubble or
dome shaped. Blisters are found on some older model cargo and bomber type aircraft
and are used by the aircrew for sunk: purposes as observation, navigation, or gunnery.
These see-through blisters are bordered with a yellow painted strip for identification.
Zhey are sometimes used by rescue crews for forcible entry and rescue.

WINDOWS. Windows are also outlined in yellow and can be made of sections of
"Plexiglass" or safety glass laminated (layers) with plastic. Plexiglass and laminated
glass can be broken into, but care must be taken to prevent injury to crew members

.and passengers when using this method of entrance.

RESCVE ARROW. The rescue arrows are painted yellow and are found on a/rt.:reit
that have egress (a way In exit) systems. This makes it much simpler and quicker
for rescue crews to get into the cockpit or flight deck, because these arrows point
to the area where an entry to the inside can be made. The rescue arrow may point
to any of the following locations:

Canopy jettison lanyard.
Manual handcrank.
Electrical switches or buttons.

Hatches and crew position coverings.

RESCVE OTHER SIDE. As shown in figurt 7, this marking is rectangular and is
painted yellow with the words "RESCUE' OTHER SIDE" painted in black letters. It tells
rescuemen that the controls for gaining entrance to the cockpit or flight deck are
located on the other side"of the aircraft.

DANGER EJECTION SEAT. This marking shows that the aircraft is equipped with
one,nr more ejection seats. It is triangular shaped marking and is usually painted
red in the center withm white or black border and the words "DANGER EJECTION SEAT"
painted in black letters.

FIRE ACCESS.DOORS. The purpose of the fire access door is to give firefighters
away of extinguishing aircraft interior fires (usually engine fires). They are rectangular
doors and may be painted yellow, red, or black with the letters "PIPE ACCESS DOOR"
printed on them. These doors are located ill the engine sections of large and small
aircraft. They are spring-hinged doors which allow handlinemen to insert a nozzle
tO extinguish any fire inside the engine housing.

EGRESS SYSTEMS

An egress system is a combination of OM systems. (1) The canopy jettison system
and (2) .the seat ejection system. As we said before', high speeds of modern aircraft
made it necessary to have some means of escape for crew members during in-flight emergencies.
The canopy jettison and seat ejections systems are the means of escape in high speed
aircraft. To.a fireman, however, these.systems create some serious problems. Firefighters
must gains-access to the cockpit or flight deck.of an aircraft and remove a pilot or
crew member without accidentally firing-the seat or seats..
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No attempt will be made to cointr all the Air Force aircraft and their particular
egress systems. This would take a.sepaiate coUrse on the subject. Your best source
of information on the egress systems of different aircraft 4111 be found in TO 00 -
105E -9. All fire protection organisations should have TO 00-105E-9. We will, however,
give-you the basic facts, *bout canopy jettison systems and seat ejection systems.

Canopy System

Canopiei, as.you have already learned, are covering* for the pilots. These canopies
are most often found on fighter type-aircraft. Oa most jet bomber aircraft, crew
positions are covered with hatches.

When in flight, canopies or hatches are held firmly in place, bilt in an emergency
they must be jettisoned before the seat is ejected.

There are various ways of removing canopies or hatches to gain access to injured
or unconscious crew members. Most canopies or hatches can be opened from the outside
of the aircraft by one of the following methods:

Manual canopy or hatch opening
Normal (electric or. air)

Jettison,of the canopy or hatch

CLAMSHILL TYPE
CANOPY

SIM MOWN Att
011X lift-

I CANOPYI'0' '
oPex

EMERGENCY EXTERNAL -
CANOPY RELEASE HANDLE

EXTERNAL CANOPY
CONTROL SUTTONS

Figure 8. Manua/ and Electrical Canopy Controls.
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As shown in fivire 8rs0114 Canopies can be opened by disengaging-the locks: You
then lift or slide the canopy badk by using A handle attached to the frame of the
canopy.

Some aircraft canopies have a hand crank or wrench, as shown in figure 9, which
is inserted below the canopy and is used to manually crank the canopy open. On some
aircraft, the crank is used to unlock canopy locks so the canopy ean be lifted
up. Manual opening of the canopy or hatch should always be tried first:

As shown in figure 8, some airctaft have an electrid.switch or button that is
used to-bvit-the anopy. Alamember, this method cannot be used if the batteries have
been disconnected. Keep in mind the fact that hatches are not 1ike canopies; hatches
cannot be-opened electrically.

When you cannot raise the canopy manually or electrically, you_must use the canopy
jettison system. Jettison of canopies and crew hatthes can be dangerous so be very
careful when "blowing" these coverings.

All canopies and hatch coverings are jettisoned in *bout the same manner. Located
below or near eadh covering or canopy is a small compartment containing a 6 to 9 foot
lanyard. See figure 10. The directions for use are stenciled close to the cover.
The linyatd should be removed and pulled out to its full length before uee, Before -
pulling the lanyard, you should warn personnel around the aircraft to stay clear.
Some canopies and hatChes only poii up to 3 to 6 inthes; others-blow-higher than
feet. Normally these jettisoned-coverings will- move up and to the riar. However,
you caanot be sure which direction they will go; so be cautious when using a jettison-
system.

0

It is very important that you be completely familiar with ill the aircraft and
their egress eysteme before you ever try to jettison an aircraft canopy or hate'.
Suppose you were assigned as rescueman on the rescue vehicle and one day the alarm
bell went off and a voice-came over the loudspeaker saying, "Attention all personnel
we have an Y-106-A that has just crashed on runway 14." You arrive at the'scene
and look through the canopy,and see that the pilot icunconscious and the handgrips
on the ejectiou seat are raised. You decide that there is no time to waste and you
grab the canopy jettison lanyard and you give it a sharp tug to jettison the canopy.

T`h
MANUAL wort \
RELEASE HAWKE

EXTERNAL
CANOPY
WRENCH

A. WI IN WAS
L VAT CATANIT us UNE
C. CANOPY 1111110VIII OAS UNE

EXTERNAL
CANOPY
WRENCH

I R- F
ri.gere 9. Aldnual Canopy'Release.
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Figure 10. EMergency Canopy Jettison

You hava just killad tha pilot by your ignoranca! You weft not familiar with du°
ogress system on this aircraft! If you wera, yoU would hay, known that the canopy
jettison and tha seat ejactimesystes on tha 1-106 are lodked togethar; when rou jattisoned\
that canopy with tha handgripeoraisad, you also ejectad tha seat and tha pilot about
150 fast into tha airs

You can sea that you must ba complately familiar with egrass systase that aro
found on certain aircraft. Thera is no roam for arror when-daaling with this. systems.

Wa know now that a Canopy can ba opanad'sanually and alactrically from tha outside
of tha aircraft. %a also know that a canopy or hatch coverinran ejaction slat can
be jattisoned from the outlida. Th. pilOt or crew.membar can also opan a canopy and
har:..h from tha insida by.thasa methods. Thli means that one. you have gained ontrancs
tq .11% aircraft cockpit you can also accidentally jattison the canopy by tripping tha
system from inside rho aircraft,. Ono thing to remembar is,that once you have gained
entranca to ci .:. you do not want to jettison tha canopy or ajact tha :mat
aecidantally_or someone will get hurts To keep from accidantally tripping a canopy
jaitison mom, you must ba familiar with the system itsalf. All aircraft ogress
,systemi will be somewhat different, deporiding upon tha typo of aircraft. But thasa
systems work basically tha same in all aircraft. You must also ba familiar with the
different parts of this systole before any attempt is mad. to safety it. A canopy
jettison system consists of tha following parts:

Canopy
,Soat handgripa
Canopy initiator
Canopy initiator hoe.
Canopy remover

.0

The canopy, as you know, is the seathrough covering that-is built over tha cockpit
.to protect the ?ilot or crew.
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One or both of the seat handgrips (depending tpon the aircraft) when raised will

jettison the canopy. Those handgrips are attachei to the arms of the ejection seat.

When the handgrips are raised, the canopy initiator sends a gas through the initiator

hose to the canopy remover. When this gas reaches the canopy remqvar, it causes an
explosive charge im the canopy removcr to explode, thereby jettisoning the canopy.

The initiator hose comes out of the initiator and connects the initiator to the
canopy remover. It is this hose that carries the gas from the initiator to the canopy

remover. A canopy remover houses the explosive charge that jettisons the canopy from
the aircraft.

0

Ejection System

The second and most important part of an egress system is the seat ejection system.
Asest ejection system consists of the following parts:

Ejection sast
Seat firing trigger
Ejection seat initiator
Ejection seat initiator hose
Catapult

QUICK DISCONNECT LEVER

A. IPHTIATOR HOU
S. QUICK DISCONNECT Met
C. NAND GNPS

D. SEAT FIRINO tRIOOIR
E. EJECTION UAT INITIATOR
F. EJECTION UAT CATAPULT

Figure 11. Seat Ejection System.
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You should be completely familiar with a seat ejection system before any attempt
is made to safety the system. The ejection seat is where the pilot or crew member
sits. It is mounted on guide rails that guide the seat out of the air.sraft when it
is ejected.

One of both of the seat firing triggers (depending upon the aircraft),'when raised.
fires the ejection seat. The firing triggers on most ejection seats are located under
the seat handgrips, extending from the arms of the seat. See item D of figure 11.

The ejection seat initiator works.= the same principle as the canopy initiator.
When the seat firing trigger is raised, the seat initiator sends a gas to a thrustor
inside the catapult. An explosive charge within the catapult "blows" the seat out
-of the aircraft. The ejection seat initiator is shown as item E of figure 11.

The ejection seat
the two items confused
simply followthe hose
to the canopy remover,
catapult then it's the

initiator looks much like the canopy initiator. You can get
if you are not careful. If in doubt as to which one is whiCh,
from the initiator to see where it goes. II the hose leads
then,it's the canopy initiator. If the hose leads to the seat
ejection seat initiator.

The ejection seat initiator hose comes out of the initiator and connects the
initiator to the seat catapult. It is this hose that carries the gas from the initiator
to the seat catapult. See item A of figure 11. The quick disconnect, item B in figure
11, is a feature which is used to keep the gas from.reaching the catapult.

The catapult operates the same way as the canopy remover. The catapult houses
a thruster and the explosive chargethe ejects the seat from the aircraft. Item
F of figure 11, shows an.ejection seat catapult.

Canopy and hatch jettison systems present 80104 danger to the flrefighter. But
these dangers are small compared to the dangers of the ejection system. The force
of a seat ejecting will blow the seat and a fully equipped crew member as high as

".."-
150 feet into the air. When rescu

111
crew member, a firefighter'Om most cases)

must work directly over the seat. Piety e-what would happen to you and the crew member
if you were in the middle of a rescue and the ejection seat fired! So you can see
that the firit job you must perform is to safety Ehe canopy jettison and seat ejection
system. The following paragraphs explain the methods used to make the seat safe.

By far the quickest and safest method to safety the canopy jettison and seat
ejection system.is to cut the initiator hose. When you cut this hose, the entire
system is made safe because the gaS from the initiators can not reach the catapult
Or canopy. remover. In most aircraft crashes, you will find that the canopy has already
been jettisoned by the pilot so you will only be concerned With safetying the seat
ejection system.. If the canopy has been jettisoned, the handgrips on the ejection
seat will be in the up (raised) position exposing the seat firing trigger. This is
dangerous because the ejection seat has been armed and ready to fire. One accidental
movement of that trigger will eject the seat. Figure 12 shows a rescueman cutting
an initiator hose.. The tool being used allOws the rescueman to cut the hose without
coming in the path of the ejection seat in case it is accidentally fired. As we said
before, you can become confused as to which hose L., CUt. You simply have to follow
the hose to the system it leads to. If it leads into the seat catapult and you cut
it, yoU have safetied the ejection seat. If the hose leads into the canopy remover
and you cut it, you have safetied the canopy jettison s9stem. Thwinitiator hose
is very difficult to cut by anything other than thd de-arming tool because it is made
of woven steel and is wire reinforced so as to stand high pressuie between the catapult
and the initiator. Every vehicle in a well organized fire depkrtment should carry
a de-arming tool.
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_ NOTE
CUT NOSE AT

ANY POINT SITNIIIN
CATAPULT AND

CATAPULT INITIATOR

H2F

MOS

CATAPULT FIRING.
NINO

CATAPULT INITIATOR
DOWNWARD EJECTION SEAT

(TYPICAL)

MMUS.

3

Figure 12. CUtting the initiator Hose.

A second method of safetying egress systems is to install ground safety pins.
Alkaircraft equipped with egress systems have ground safety pins which, when installed,
safety the egress system. These pins are carried in the cockpit or crew area. When
the aircraft is on the ground, the pins are installed in the seat and canopy initiators
to prevent accidental firing of the systems. These pine have red streamers with the
letters "ground safety pins" and/or "remme before flight" printed on them. Before
flight, these pins ere removed and placed in a storage pouch or map case, depending
on the type aircraft. If a crash occurs, you may have to safety the egress system
by installing those pins in their initiators. You should know where the pins are
stowed on each aircraft and, more important, how to install them. As a rule, these
pins are iaeerted into a hole on the end of each initiator.

When these pink are installed properly, they prevent any somement of the seat
handerips or firing trigger. This keeps the gas in the initiator from traveling up
to either the catapult or the canopy remover. You must be very careful when installing
these pins. If you were to notice the handgrips on a seat were raised and the canopy
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had not jettisoned, you may think that you can push these handgrips down and insert
the safwty pin into the initiator thereby safetying the canopy jettison system. You
are wrong! This system would not be safetied betause the gas has already left the
initiatoi and is probably trapped somewhere in the initiator hose. You should then
cut phe initiator hose to make the system safe.

When using ground safety pins, you must also make sure that the pin is properly
inserted in the initiator. You maY insert a ground'safetY pin and think you have
made the system safe, but you would be dead wrong if this pin is not put in properly.

The third method of safetying egress systems on aircraft is by using quick disconnects.
Most of the newer model aircraft are using quick disconnects on their egress systems.
These disconnects connect the initiator hose on both systems. They may be located
anywhere between the initiator and the catapult or canopy rammer. IteM B of figure
11, shows how to use the quick disconnect. They may be the clip-on type or the coupling
type; when operated, they separate the initiator hose and safety the system.- The
advantage of having these quick disconnects is that the initiator hose does not have
to be cut; therefore, the same hose can be.used many times over.

These three methods of safetying egress systems must be leamsd by all firefighters.
These systems vary slightly from aircraft to aircraft. It is your duty to learn the
procedures for each aircraft. As we stated earlier, this requires many hours of training.

EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT JETTISON SYSTEM

Not nnly are there jettison systems that blow the canopies, but scam also have
jettison systems that are used to drop equipment duriug inflight emergencies. These
systems are operated and controlled by the pilot. Some of thane systems are manually
operated and other systems use explosive squibs or explosiye bolts. Some of the equipment
designed to be jettisoned includes: external fuel tanks, weapons such as bombs and
rockets, and jet assist take-off) bottles.

All the 'components mentioned up to this point will aid you greatly in becoming
familiar with basic aircraft structures. It is the ground work to becoming a knowledgable
rescueman, and should be understood completely by every firefighter.

AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS

An aircraft is a highly complex piece of equipment. It needs manY systems to
make it operate. The systems we shall cover in the followitg paragraphs are most
important because of their hazards to firefighters and rescue crews.

Fuel System

As we mentioned before, fuel is the main hazard in any.type of aircraft because
it causes fire. There are two types of fuels used for Air Force aircraft today: aviation
gasolide, and jet propulsion (JP) fuel. JP fuel is used much more than gasoline.
Even greater use of this fuel has bean made with the changeover to jet cargo and passenger
aircraft. As aircraft get bigger, the fuel systems become more complex and this,
in turn, causes more chances for accidents and fires. Fuel tanks, fuel lines, control
valves, and fuel pumps are spread throughout the aircraft. When an aircraft crashes,
the force of the crash may rupture a fuel line or a tank. When a tank or line is
ruptured, fire danger is always present:

the main parts of a fuel system are the fuel tanks. Fuel tanks may be made of
metalnr synthetic rubber. Fuel tanks may be separate units installed between the
structural framework of the wing, or they may be built in as part of the wing framework.
For all practidal purposes, we can say that wings contain fuel tanks. Drop tanks may
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be installed in the boob bay areas or hung below the fuselage or wings. This is so
that the tanks can be dropped from the aircraft in flight. Tanks that cannot,be dropped
from the aircraft may be installed in the sans areas. FUel loads can vary from 50
gallons On small planes to many thousands of gallons on large aircraft. Thin is why
fuel is the mein hazard_in any crash. Fieure 13 shows soma typical fuel tank locations.
We can see from this, that tanks may be located'almost any place in the airCraft.
This is another reason that we must keep up to date on the different types of aircraft
in service. To do this, you will need to study TO 00-105E-9 and the actual aircraft
on your base.

PUSILAGI
Met 1ANK

A)
4*-

PM TANK NO I /fUlt TANK NO 2

V..NO TRAkSFER
FUR TANK

Electrical Systems

MEL TANK 140 3

Figure 13. Awl Tank Locatiame.

The electrical system of amaircraft supplies the current for the operation of
the engines, lights, electronic equipmenti-fuel pumps, hydraulic-pumpsv-armament systems,
warning systems, and many other electrical devices. On a large aircraft, there could
be as much as 25 Ella of wiring. Sone aircraft produce enough electrical power to
light'up a city of 5,000 people! All modern aircraft have either AC or DC or both
AC and DC electrical systems. The electrical system on an aircraft presents a fire
hazard because one spark coming in contact with fuel can cause a fire or explosion. -

To cut off the electricity in an aircraft, you must disconnect the aircraft batteries.
Aircraft batteries may be located in any of the following places depending on the
aircraft:

Wings
Wheel wells
Fuselage
Engine :

Some larger.aircraft ham* two batteries that must be disconnected. In studying
the aircraft electrical systems, there are,two important taska you must learn to do
quickly.

Disconnect the battery.

SwitCh off the master power switCh located on the pilot's console panel on most
aircraft. (The master switch cuts off the power in the aircraft except from the battery
to the master switch.)
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Armament Systems

The arsasent systemm on aircraft also create *hazard to firefighters. Armament

means any weations or munitions that an aircraft may be carrying. Armament is usually

thought of as being guns and rockets, but somatiles armament includes all offensive

or-defensive weapons.

Whenever an aircraft crashes, there is always a chance that ammunition is aboard.
Heat from a fire can cause guns, rockets, end bombs to "cook off" and seriously injure

someone. A word of extrema caution, when.,you respOnd to any fire, do' not walk in

front of the guns or to the rear of the rOcketo if at all possible. Treat then with

respect. If the guns on an.aircrift are loaded, and "cook off" from the fire's heat,
the bullet, the casing, and the primer lapel]. be shot through the air. It may be

one round or many. Heat also can cause rockets to explode or shoot off. This can

cause injury or death to personnel behind the-rockets as well as in front of them.

tt is important ao keep these weepons coolid below their ignition point with streams
of foam or water from handline. or ,turretsi By cooling these weapons, you prevent

their exploding or "cooking off."

Oxygen System

All high altitude aircraft are equipped with oxigen aystems that,are used by

crew members for breathing. This oxygen is stored either as a gas.or as liquid oxygen

(LOX). Most modern aircraf4- use the LOX system.,as an oxygen supply. The amount of

oxygen in an aircraft depends on the size of the aircraft, the type of aircraft, snd

its sidsion. Gaseous oxygen systems may contain over 600 cubic feet of oxygen confined

f.n bottles under as much is 1800 psi of pressure. Some aircraft carry up to 25, gallons

of. LOX. Fighter aircraft norsally carry about 5 quarts.

Fire hazards from oxygen are twofold: (1) the hazard from explosion; and (2)

the hazard of fire, becaUse oxygen intensifies burning. The danger c.f explozion is

extreme when liquid oxygen comes in contact with flanmable materials such as JP fuel

and oil. When those liquids cose tosether, one small spark can cause a violent explosion.
LOX can also cause seridus injury-1:Y freezing if the liquid is spilled on a perion.

The oxygen supply systems are found in the fuselage of all aircraft, but in different

places. On fighteriireraft the oxygen supply is norsalli. carried in the noee section.
zl

Larger aircraft can carry'the supply anywhere in the fuselage. Sozm have several

containers located thron0out the fuselage. You should make it a point to.know the .

oxygen locations on eaCW4ircrafi'on your base.

IA word Of caution!, Be able to recognize LOX containers. They are painted yellow.

These containere have been known tobe ripped from the aircraft and thrown free. If

you see a LOX container the scene-of a crash, leave it alone. Notify your crew

chief. He will know what do do about it.

Hydrauiic System

The hydraulic systen Of an aircraft is used for many purposes. Forinstance,
hydraulic pressure is uied to open.bomb bay doors, to bring landing gear into position,

and to operate wing flats. Hydriulic pressure is also needed for the aircraft brakes.

If an aircraft were to ose complete hydraulic pressure, any one'of a number of things

could happen. For example, an aircraft would not be able to got its landing gear

down. This would force the pilot to make a bllyij.landing. Hydraulic pressure loss

would cause an aircraft to lose its brakes. The ircrft would not be able to stop,
and would probably run of f the endnf the runwa So if you ever respond to an aircraft

emergency and are told hat.the aircraft inyoi d has lost all hydraulic pressure;

you can expect one of t ose things to happen.
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The hydraulic system of an aircraft consists mainly of a reservoir of hydraulic

fluid, hydraulic pumps, and tubing. The hydraulic system is kept under.pressure even
when the pumps are not running. Some aircraft.have as Auch as 3,000 psi hydraulic
pressure. Stop and think for a minute what would happen to you if you were to accidentally
cut through a hydraulic line containing 3,0po pounds of pressure:

About the only time hydraulic fluid will cause a fire is when'hydraulic brake
lines are leaking and the brakes are overheated due to friction. If the landing gear
41:11:lapses or shears off, breaking the hydraulic lines, sparks from metal scraping
on the concrete can also ignite the hydraulic fluid. Hydraulic fluid is much less
flammable than JP fuel, but it has been known to ignite and burn under the conditions
mentioned above.

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Why is it necessary-for a firefighter to become familiar
compodents of an aircraft?

or
2. Bomb racks can be located

with the major

3. The common name of the empennage is the

4. LOX Is \ , used for
in high-altitude aircraft.

5. What tYpe fuel has exceeded the use of-gasoline in the Air Force?
_

6. A standard marking system has been devised to aid in rapid identification
of tubing systems, these are:

a.

b.

C.

7. Aircraft batteries may be located in

depending on the type aircraft.
Or

8. What two important tasks must you learn to do quickly, when told to cut
the power?

a.

b.

9. What three methods aie there to safety the-ejection system?

a.

b.
c.

Mark the following statements true (T) or false (F).

10. An egress system is a combination of the canopy jettison system
and the seat ejection system.
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11. Egress systems'allow pilots to escape from a speeding aircraft

if en emergency develops during flight.

12. Canopies may be jettisoned before-the ejection seat is ejected.

13. Canopies can be opened by three.msthods. They are manual, electrical,
and jettison.

14. The best method of removing a canopy is to jettison it.-

15. On most aircraft, canopied are jettisoned by pulling out the
Pa 4 jettison lanyarch,

16. There is a Chance of hydraulic fluid catching fire if the fluid
from a broken line runs down over hot brakes.

17. In some aircraft, the hydraulic pressure may-be as high as 3,000 psi.

18. The fuselage of an aircraft is.the main structure which houses
or contains the crew, passengers:or cargo.

19. The bulkhea4 divided, supports, and gives shape to the fuselage
of an aircraft.

20. The belly is the underside of the fuselage.

21. Bomb bay doors will be found in the tail assembly of an aircraft.

22. The flight deck of an aircraft is where the pilot would be located.

23: Aircraft struts are the metal parts that cover the engine.

24. Aircraft engines Are always numbered from the pilot's left to
his right.

25. Bulletproof glass can be found in the forward part of aircraft
canopies. 0

;

_26. Forcible entry should always be made through bulletproof glass.

27. Flexiglass is the trade name for 4 glass-like plastic used to
cover crew poaitions such as canopies or windows.

28. Triangular shaped wings are called delta wings.

29. Most cargo and bomber aircrafe use the wings to store fuel.

313. In some aircraft,.the inside of the wing opens into the fuselage.

31. To a firefighter, the wing area of mostaircraft could be classed
as the safety area.

REFERENCES

TO 00-105E-9, Aircraft Rescue Emergencylnformation.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

RESCUE OPERATIONS

343
34B137130-1-SG-504

2ASR57150-SG-104

OBJECTIVES

After completing thii study guide and classroom instructions you will be able
to:

1;
Operate toois sad equipment off P-10.

2. Demonstrate noreal and onergency entry procedures.

i. Rescue aircrew members.

4. Perform preventive maintenance.

INTRODUCTION

As an Air Force firefighter vou must know how to do many different Jobe; however,
your most important job is mcm. In order to rescue a victim, you must know the
different methods of getting into an aircraft. When entering a crashed aircraft,
you may have to use forcible entry tools. So you must know where to find these tools,
-and more important, how to use them. You must know how to locate and remove victims.

INFORMATION

TOOL AND EQUIPMENT

Before you can perform a rescue, you must have the tools to work with. It is
practically impossible to get into an aircraft with just your bare hands. Aircraft
rescue men use tools for forcible entry into crashed aircraft the same as structural
firefighter, use tools to gain entrance into a burining building. The tools used
to-forcibly-enter-crashed aircraft must be carried to the scene in the vehicle made
just for that purpose. The Air Force has the P-10 for tnis. You have already studied
this vehicle and the tools found on it..

NORMAL AND EMERGENCY ENTRY PROCEDURES

Normal Entry

It just makes sense to open an aircraft door for entry rattier than cutting a
hole, breaking a window, or forcing something open. By-the term "normal means," we
mean opening one of the existing aircraft openings. All aircraft have doors that
are designed to be used for passenger and crew entry and exit. Alwais try one of
these entry points before you force your way into an aircraft.

Doors may be found on either or both sides"of an aircraft. They usually open
ourward. The doors are fastened on the inside by latches and almost all doors have
handles or latches on the outside as wall as the inside. Normal entrance and exit
doors also have an asergency release that disconnects the hinges to allow the whole
door to fall free. Instrections for operating the emergency release are stenciled
close to the door. The emergency release handle is usually painted red.

Most airciaft have openings that are used for escape from an airciaft by other
than normal means. These exits are used when normal exits are cut off. All emergency
hatches will have release devices that can be operated from the outside as well as
the inside, of the aircraft.
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, Bomb bay doors can be used as a means of exit on most larger aircraft. They
usually open-hydraulically or electrically. These doors can be opened manually when
power is not availabIe.. The operating controls may be found in the pilot's compartment,
bombardier's compartment, or in the bomb bay area. Bomb bay doors normally open from
the bottom,center of the fuselage (belly) outward; however, some,way slide upward
along the side of the fuselage on tracks. When an aircraft has.made a belly landing
you einnot get in through the bomb bay doors, so you have to try other-entrances to
the aircraft.

We cannot state any hard and fast rules for-aircraft entry, but it does make
sense to.use normal methods-first. It also makes same to open a door or hatch before

you chop a hole or break a window. In ihe heat few paragraphs-we will cover methods
of forcible entry.

Emergency.EntrY

You may need to.force your way into an aircraft for any.one of many reasons.
You mey find that norial openings ere blocked. ,If this is the'case, the safest and
fastest entry method may then be a forcible entry point. As*an Apprentice Fire Protection
Specialist or Fire Protection Specialist, you will normally not be responsible for
selecting the point cf entrY. Your job is to make the fastestand safait entry at
the point where you are told to enter. In this part of the text we will cover

Forcible entry at doors and hatches
Forcible'entry of glass azaas.
Forcible antri of fUselage yeas.

If a door or hatch is jammed frog the impact of-a crash, force-it open around
the frame or at the hinges. You can use a door opener, wrecking bar, or craph axe
to do this job. Normally, you do not try to farce Open a jammed'door or hatch-if

there is an easier way into the aircraft.
^

Areas such as cinopies,mindows4 blisters, aad portholes may bi forced open for

entry. These areas can be entered b# removing a broken out section. The pick head
part of a crash axe should be driven through the plagtic at a point close to the corner

or edge. 70tis cause: a series of long-cracks which will-weaken the entire section.
/ha lictian than aan-bi-knocked-out-in-one-pieca. -Fear holes-made in each cornex
should allow you to remove a rectangular piece of plastic or Plexiglas.. The plastic

or Flexiglass in a window frame or bay is fastened into the-fuselage by overlapping
metal strips and rubber iniirts around the edges of the-window. By cracking the glass
near the outer edge, the rubber strip can be reached and,stripped from the slot. This

method will release the entire-section-of Plexiglass. Remember, breaking glass sections
may take more tine than removing-a jammed door or hatch, but it is still faster than
cutting through the metal skin of the:fuselage;

If entry cannot be made through doors, hatches, or other openings, then as a
last resort --and only as a last resort --an opening must be made by cutting through

the metal fuselage. TO 1-1-636 states that the fueelage of all multiengine aerospace
vehicles (aircraft) mustbe clearly marked so that openings can be cut through them
by rescuemen if thi need arises. These areas on the fuselage are picked fOr cut -

in areas because there are no obstacles behind them such as bulkheads, tubing, or
electrical wiring. These areasiare marked in yellow with rad letters one inch high
that read "Cut here for emergency rescue." To cut through the metal skin of the fuselage,
you must use the metal cutting power sot. When cutting the opening, the three upper
sides should be fully cut. The fourth or bottom side is used as a hinge. This piece

is bent back to fors the opening. Any cut section should always be opened outward
rather thaninto the aircraft so that it will not get in the way while rescue is being
made.
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RESCUE OF AIRCREW MEMBERS

As we stated, rescue is the main objective of Crash firefighting. For this reuson,
plans should be complete so that a rescue can start as soon as the truck stops in
position. The P-10 rescue vehicle should be positioned so that all rescue and forcible
entry equipment is as near the point of entry as possible.

The truck should be facing sway from the aircraft on the rescue side-. Positioning
of the P-10 is shown it figure 14. Before rescuemen enter an aircraft; they should
be sure that the all needed rescue tools will be within easy reaCh.

Figure 14. POsitioned Rescue Vehicle.

Aircrre meibers who have escaped may be able to tail rescuemen the number and
possible lncation of crew: umbers that are still inside. If ihe aircraft is a large
cargo or'bomber, it may be impossible to make.41 immediate check on the total crew
members and passengers. Never think that all 'crew members and passengers have escaped.
A complete inspeCtion of the aircraft must be made.

Only one rescueman should make the first entry into emaircraft. The other tescuemen
should stay at the opening until the first tells him that he needs help. The outside
rescueman can also warn the other of fire or explosion dangers that say develop. The
xescuemen should approach and enter an aircrift by way of a-path cleared by the turrets

1 and handlines. Normally, two rescuemen go to each rescue-pbint; however, only one
enters the aircrafte

When you maie entry, your first job ia a rescueman is to locate personnel. Once
you have located them, start removing them. If the inside of the aircraft is on fire,
you must call for a handlineman to control the fire while you make rescue. If tine
permits, turn all master switches off and disconnect the batteries. This will reduce
the danger of fuel vapors catching fire from an electrical spark.

Aircrew men may be held in their seats by safety belts or shoulder harnesses.
Ejection seats must be safetied before a rescueman can remove an aircrew member. To
release the crew meMber from a safety belt and shoulder harness, he opens the safety
release catch in the middle of the belt at the stomach. Figure 15 shows where to
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release a safety belt And shoulder harness. If the_safety release catch is jammed,
you can cut both the seat belt and shoulder harness with a Vblade knife.

SHOULDER
HARNESS' ----

MAL HANDLE
UPWARD

MANUAL RELEASE TYE

57130/507142

MILLHANDLE
UPWARD

AUTOMATIC RELEASE TYPE

Figure 15. Seat Belt and Shoulder Harness.

HANDLE

HANDLE

Rescue of crew members in the cockpit or flight deck of an aircraft presents
some problems. The control stick or wheel may be jammed in a position that pins the
victim to the seat. In such instances, it may be faster to,remove the cause of the
jamming than to try to remove the stick or wheel itself. The stick is connected by
cables to the control surfaces. Cutting one of these cables may relieve the pressure.

If Members of the aircraft are pinned by wreckage or controls, it may be impossible
to release them.without help. Additional men or equipment may be needed.. lf the
victim is entangled in cables, tubing, or wreCkage, he should'be removed carefully
to keep from making his injury worse. It may be necessary to get'help from the medical
officer. However, your duty is to get the victim out with as much care and patience -
as time and conditions permit. Consider all factors, use good judgment, and remove
the victim as soon as possible.

4:

No part of an aircraft structure should be moved unless such a move must be made
to make rescue possible. If the aircraft is broken up, electrical cables may be broken.
If the master switch and batteries have not been cut off, the smallest movement of
the aircraft wreckage may cause a broken cable to spark ind ignite gasbline vapors.
In spite of the hazards, there are times when an aircraft will be moved. Aircraft
may be moved to protecttrapped crew men by changing the direction of the fire. If
the aircraft is in pieces, large parts of it can be pulled away from the fire area.
Small aircraft is in pieces, large parts of it can be pulled away from the fire area.
Small aircraft may be pulled away from gasoline spills. The winch and grapnel from
the P-10 rescue truck should be used to move these aircraft or sections of aircraft.
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Figure 16. PiZot Removal (Step 1).
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Figure 17. PiZot RemovaZ (Step 2).
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'The rescue carries that you used in structural firefighting are the same ones
used in crash firefighting. The utmost care must be taken not to mike a victim's
injury worse by an improper rescue carry.

There are several different methods of removing a crew metber from an aircraft.
One of the most common methods used is shown in figures 16 through 19. These figures .

show two rescuemen removing a pilot from a jet fighter. One rescueman cliabi the
ladder and makes the ejection seat and canopy Safe. ?ace this is done, there isso
longer aty danger while working over the cockpit. A rescueman then straddles the
forward portion of the canopy. He removes the pilot'a shoulder harness and'safety 6

belt. He must disconnect the'pilot's shoulder harness and safety belt. H. must disconnect
,the pilot's oxygen mask and in some cases remove the face piece. He then readhes
under the pilot's arms, as shown in figure 16, and lifts him up to a sitting poiition
on the edge of the Eockpit. (See figure 17.)

A second iescueman standing on the ladder holds the pilot under his arms while
the first rescue man lifts the pi/ot's feet out of the cockpit as shown in figure
18.

The second rescueman then places the pilot's right foot over the right edge of
the ladder and'his left foot over the left edge of the ladder as shown in figure 19.
The rescueman on the ladder slowly descends the ladder one step at a time. When they
reach the ground, the pilot is taken to safety. This method of pilot removal is good,
but cannot'always be used. Many factors must be Considered. The most important factor
is the extent of the pilot's injury. He may have broken bones, arterial bleeding,
or serioua burns that may prevent this type of removal. The methods of victim removal
and how and when you use them depend greatly on 'the victim's condition. These are
things that ill rescuemen must know before they attempt a rescue.

QUESTIONS

Pleese answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

Mark the folloWing statements true (T) or false (F).

' 1. It is quicker to break a window and enter an aircraft than to use
a crew member's entrance.

2. CUtting through the metal skin of an aircraft should only be tried
as a last resort.

3. 'If an aircraft has made a belly landing, forcible entry should
be tried through the bomb bay area. ,

4. Cut-in areas are picked because,they are free of obstacles such
as bulkheads, tubing, or wiring.

5. A good example of a normal opening in an aircraft would be
a Plexiglass window.

6. Doors or hatches on aircraft usually open outward.

7. Doors and escape hatches can only be opened from the inside.

.8. Some aircraft may be entered through wings, wheel wells, and
bomb bay doors.

9. It is more dangerous to,enter an aircraft without an egress system
than it is to enter one with an egress system.
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10. Forcible entry methOds are normally not used Until other entry
methods are attempted.

11. The most important factor to consider during pilot*removal is
the extent of the.pilot's iajury.

12. There is alwlys danger of sparks from electrical wiring igniting
gasoline vapors during rescue operations.,

13. A crashed aircraft will Myer be moved toaid rescue operationa.

14. The first step in removing a pilot.from an aircraft that is equipped
with anAection seat`is to release his seat belt and shoulder
harness.

REFERENCE

TO 00 -105E -9,°Aircraft Rescue Emergency Information.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute ARS, Illinois

RAPP VEHICLE INSPECTION,

OBJECTIVES

3AA57130-1 -SG-505
2AS$57150 -SG-105

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS .

After completing this* study guide and youX classroom: instruction, you will be
able to: .

1. Inspect aed Perform operator maintenance.

2. Operate the firefighting systems.

3. Perfore pieventive maintenance.

INTRODUCTION-

351

,

Prior to the development of the P-13, major pieces of equipment were used for
duties such as supporting aerospace vehicle paiking areas, raip fire patrol, aerospace
vehicle engine starts and many similar details. This resulted in excessive-wear.and
tear on major pieces of equipment, required three or four personwto operate, and
exposed parked aerospace vehicles to unnecessary heavy vehicle traffic. Thanked
fo small, highly msneuverable vehicles with radio communication iLd a small fire
suppression capability was very obvious. The P=13 was designed to meet these requirements.
The savings, by using a P-13 in lieu of a major piece of equipment arigy aerospace vehicles
support duties, has been tremendous. Use of the P-13 for minor fobs fiasalso increased
the in-service time of major pieces ofequipment.

'INFORMATION

OPERATOR MAINTENANCE

The fire truck is a completely self-containei and mobile fire fighting vehicle.
The two firefighting units operate independently of each other with their own chemical
and4expellant supplies mounted on the vehicle.

Reading Assigneent

Read and-atudy the following raading assignment from TO 36Al2-8-15-1 for a better
understanding of the ramp vehicle.

Palm

1-1 through 5-4

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

peangli
1-1 through 5-5

1. What are the two firefighting agents on the truck?
and

2. Recommended hydrostatic.testing time for the dry chemical.tank
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3. To refill the Halon 1211 unit, you press

to Psi.

4.

)

When full, Halon 12/1 gauge should read

5. .What iw.thi.purpose qf the vent valve?
. 7 -

REFERENCE

.T0'36Al2 -8-15 -X, Truck, PirefiihtingAirfield A/S32P -13. 214..
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Fire Protection Branch

3A3R57130-1-SG506Chanute AYE, Illinois
2ASR37150-Sd-106

0-11A INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you
will be able to:

1. Identify operational procedures on the 0-11k.

, 2. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the 0-11A.
4 1

INTRODUCTION'

As the Air Force aerospace vehicles became larger, carried more fuel and Ead
uore complex systems it was necessary to deve3op new firefighting equipment. Equipmentrequirements were to furnish large amounts of water and/or foam at any given euergency,
yet be mobile, self-contained and capable of operation in any kind of weather. Duetd the possibility.of new air fieldi springing, up in.short periods of tine, another
desirable requirement wai a firefighting vehicle that zould be transported on aerospace
vehicles, or by other means, and yet be capable of operatton in a matter of minutes.
The 0-11A was designed to meet these requirements. It is a ;elf-contained vehicle
that is versatile and effective if maintained properly.

INFORMATION

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The 0-11A carries its own water and foam supply which can be discharged in measured
amounts through two remotely controlled cab-roof turrets-. The truck originally had
three groundsweep nozzles located on the lower frost truck panel; however, most 0 -
11A's have'been modified with only one groundsweep. ye have both types here at Chanute.
Two undertruck nozzles, are used to prevent flames from going under the-truck. Thetruck also has two 150 foot fog -fuam one-inch handlines, one on each side of the truck
in individual hose reel compartments. °

This vehicle also has a secondary fire extinguishing system consisting of a pressurized
tank containing 40 gallons of chlorobromometharie (CB) discharged through a real wound.'
hoseline located°in the CB coipartment. This hoseline is accessible from either sideof the truck by means of a tunnel ariangement.

A six cylinder inline liquid cooled engine propels the vehicle. The maximum
output is pm horsepower at 2800 rpm. A fiie man crew.is desirable to operate this
vehicle and its mounted equipment. The standard crew positions on this vehicle are
as follows: crew chief, driver, turret operator, and two handlinemen.

Reading Assignment

Read and study the following reading assignment from TO 36Al2-8-9-1 for a better
understanding of the 0-11A.

Page Paragraph

1 through 22 1-2 through 1-78
33 through 38 1-102 through 1-108
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QUESTIONS

Pleascanswer questions on a separate-iheet of paper.

1. What is the priikry firefighting appliance on the trudk?

11.
2., What is the principle firefighting agent on the truck?.

3. What is the recommended number of ?ersonnal to crew the 0-11A?

4. How much water and foam is carried in the 0-11A?

5. Where is the foam bag located?

List the two advantages of this:

a.

b.

6. Where would you go to check or add-hydraulic fluid for'the

turrets?

7. What stiould the turret hydraulic pressure be?
to

A- 8, What ways can the turret be operated?

9. What valve is closed by opening the foam valve?

10. If the temperature of the water in the water tank becomes too
-

iciw (degrees), what warning will you have?

11. -How ming positions,does the diVarsion valve have?

Tell what each position connects.

0 12. What indication of a malfunctioning booster heater will you
have? .
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13. Whore is the hydraulic reservoir located for the brake system?

14. What daily mmintenance-is performed on the air system?

<

15, At-vhat sir.pressure are you allowed to move these vehicles?

16. Thera ars batteries that are hooked in
to provide volt DC.

17. Inv many pesitiocs does ilk:: auxiliary generator switch have?

REFERENCE

TO 36412-6-9-1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash, Kik
Pressure Foam (Type 0-11A).

"
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35r6
Fire Protection Branch

3A3R57130 -1-SG-507
...Chanute APB, Illinois

2ASR57150 -SG-107

0-118 INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS,

OBJECTIVES

After coupleting this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be
able to:

1. Identify operational procedures on the 0-118.
0'

2. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the 0-118.

INTRODUCTION

As ihz Air Force constantly builds new andhetter aerospace vehicles, it builds
new and better equipment designed to cotbat aerospace vehicle fires and save the lives
of aircrew members and pasicagers. However, modern crash and rescue trucks with all
their equipment cannot perform thiu vital duty alone. Men must be trained to operate
these units so that they vill parforairith maximum efficlency in rescue and extinguishment.The degree of success of a crash operation depends on the operator's ability to use
th,e. vehicle,to the fullest eitent. This can be aChieved only by a thorough knowledge
liTthe vehicle.

INFORMATION

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The 0-113 is a mobile self-contained vehicle capable of operation over rough
terrain in all weather. It is equipped with a primary firefighting system of water
and foam. The water and/or foam solution can be discharged under pressure through
a single turret, a groundsweep, two undertfuck nozzles and two handlines. A six cylinder,
in-line, liquid cooled engine propels the vehicle. The maximum power output'is 325
horsepower at 2,800 rpm. A five man crew is desirable to operate the vehicle and
the mounted equipment. The driver, turret operator and crew chief occupy the front
seats. Two handlinemen ride in compartments on eiiher side of the main engine behind
the front seats.

'Reading Assignment

Study the following reading assignment from TO 36Al2 -8 -9 -1 for a betier understanding
of the vehicle. .

Page Paragraph
0

1 through 22 1-1 through 1-82

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. What is the cipacity of the primary agent tank?

2. The water tank can be filled by Or

3., What is the capacity of the foam bag?
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. The foam metering valve and tank suction valves are cated in

the comPartient.

-5. The 0-113 pump engine is an
combustion engine with eight opposed cylinders.

6. The rated discharge capacity of.the roof turret of the 0-111

is or at psi.

7. What ways can'the turret be operated?

8. How many foam discharge outlets are on the 0-113?

9. When shoulethe churn valve be open?

10. The booster heater and .circulating switches should be tuined

and simultaneously.

11. How such pressure is used to expel CB from the agent tank?

12. is used to expel the CB.

13. What size ladder is carried on.the 0-113?

14. The fire pump pressure relief valve is usea

15. What is the function of the agent control lever?

16. The...rate control lever is used to select

REFERENCE

TO 36Al2 -8-12 -1, Operation .and Service-Instructions, truck, Crash, yigh

Pressure Foam .(Type 0-121).
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute APB, Illinois

P-2 INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND 6PERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

3A1157130-1-SG-508
2ASI57150 -SG-108

After completint this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be
able to:

1. Identify operational procedures on P-2.

2. Inspec%and perform operator maintenance on the P-2.

INTRODUCTION

The A/S32P-2 is primarily used as an aircraft firefighting vehicle, but it also
can be used for structural firefigkting. The firefighting system is self-contained
in that it requires no outside source for extinguishing agents. It has its own water
tank and foam tank plus pumps to deliver both extinguishing agents.

INFORMATION

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The P-2 is intended primarily as an aerospace vehicle firefighting truck, but
can be used to fight other types of fires. Thii truck came into being because of
larger aerospace vehicles with more fuel capacity (such.as the ICC-135, 3-52, and C-
95A). The P-2 takes the place of teo 0-11A/B vehicles. It carries 2,500 gallons of
agent and discharges mine agent,twica as fast as other type foam vehicles. Ths-P-;
2 is designed to respond quickly and -is highly maneuverable on most types of terrain.
The P-2 is crewed by four men: driier, crew chief, turret operator, and a handlineman
sits in the seat-on the right side and the tree chief sits in the left seat behind
the driver. The purpose of any firefighting vehicle is to deliver agents on a fire
in the quickest and safest way possible. The P-2 is designed to do just that, provided
that it is in proper working order and can produce full capacity when required. The
systems, both,foam and water, can be rendered useless by improper care, operation,
or by poor inspection and maintenance. If.the agent cannot be discharged, of what
value is so largeend expensive a vehicle? The responsibility rests upon you for
operation of this truck.

The P-2 uies a dual-engine drive with power,tranamitted io all four axles (8
x 8 drive)'. With 8 x 8 drive, positive traction, and four wheel steering, this truck
can maneuver in areas where'ether fire trucks cannot go. On dry level Concrete, a
fully loaded 1 -2 can maintain a speed of 65 IRA, and can go from 0 to 55 mph in a
maxima of 50 seconds. It weighs 66,800 Pounds fully loaded. It is capable of discharging
water and foam immediately upon arrtval at an emergency. It is also capable of maneuvering
at lot speeds in difficult terrain and operating the firefighting equipment at full
capacity. This truck has two automatic transmissione with a single control shift
lever in the cab. For quick and-easy stopping, the brake system is an air-assist
hydraulic type,with posver applied to all eight wheels. The trucks firefighting system
is self-sufficient in that it requires nnoutside source for extinguishing agents
(water and foam) and contains its own presdure pumps and firefighting equipment. The
P-2 does not have a secondary extinguishing system.

Rieding Assignment

Study the following reading assignment from TO 36Al2 -8-13-1 for a better understanding
of the P-2.
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Paee Paravaph

1-1 through 1-15
4-54 through 4-60

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions Ss a

1-2 Zhrongh 1-69
4-134 through 4-144-

separate sheet of paper.

1. What is the crew capacity of the P-2?

2. Name two major components of the Class II winterization kit?

a.

b.

,3. What heats the components of the Class I vinterizatihn kit?

4. The water tank is located
gallons of water.

5. The foam tank is located
gallons of foam.

6. List the methods of filling these tanks.

a.

b.

and carries

and carries

7.. The fire-pump is a, with

-a dual ihlet, and heels capacity of gpm at psi.

8. A valve is used to engage this pump and is

located on the

9. TheTtwn volt batteries are connected in
to deliver a total voltagi.of DC.

10-. The foam pump discharge capacity is
at psi, and is engaged by a located

on the

. 11. By what means do you know when the foam pump is engaged?

12. How many foam metering valves are there on the P-2

and where are they located?

13. What is the purpose of the foam metering valves?

14. The P-2 has a roof turret which is capable of discharging
gpie at psi.

15. The roof turret wan primarily designed for
operation but, as a last resort, can be.
operated.
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16. Bumper turret is

36 0
operated at all times, and

has a discharging capacity of gpm at psi.

17. The P-2 employs a
transmits power to all axles.

engine drive and

t
18. The P-2 has headline the size 'is

x. -labiCh is located in the of the truck and
g00.11 discharge gm at psi.
V

19. Whereiis the charging valve located for the hand line?

20. What is the blowout valve used-for?

REFERENCE

TO 36Al2-8-13-1, Truck, Firefighting A/S32P-2.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois -

P-4 INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

3AER57130 -1-SG-509

2AS157150 -SG-109

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be
able to:

1. Identify operatioial procedures on the P-4.

2. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the P-4.

INTRODUCTION

The air transportable multipurpose firefighting truck, type A/S32P-4, is designed
to provide quick response fire suppression capability for control of aircraft crash
fires, real miterial and property fires, and for rescue of entrapped personnel. It
is also designed and equipped to operate under avid. range of climatic conditions.

INFORMATION

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The P-4 is intended primarily as an aerospace vehicle firefighting truck, but
can be used to fight other types of fires. This truck came into being because of
need for a vehicle to be-air transportable on C-130 type aircraft. The P-4 tikes
the place of one 0 -11A/E vehicle. It carries 1680 gallons of agent and a pump discharge
capacity of 1,200 gallons per minute. The P-4 is designed to respond quickly and
is highly maneuverable on most types of terrains. The P-4 is crewed by four men:
driver, crew chief, turret operator, and a handlineman. The headline:1mi sits in the
seat on the-right side and the crew chiez sits in the left seat behind the driver.
The purpose of any firefighting vehicle is to deliver agents on a fire in the quickest
and safest way possible. The F-4 is designed to do just that, provided that it is
in Proper working order and can produce full capacity when required. The systems,
bath-foam and water, can-be rendered useless by improper care, operation, or by poor
inspectien-and maintenance. If the agent cannot be discharged, of what value is so
expensive a vehicle? The responsibility rests dpon-you for operation of this truck.

The P-4 uses a single diesel engine with power transmitted to all three axles
(6 x 6 drivt). With 6 x 6, positi-Ve -traction, and front wheel power steering, this
truck can maneuver in areas where other fire-trucks cannot. On level, dry concrete,
a fully loaded P-4 can maintain a speed of 60 mph, aid accelerate from 0 to 60 in
a =Zia= of 60 seconds. It is capable of discfiariiniwater and-foam-immediately
upon arrival at an emergency. It is also capable of maneuvering at low -in_
difficult terrain and operating the firefighting equipment,at full capacity. This
truck has a six forward speed semi-automatic Allison transmission with a single control
shift lever in the cab. For quick and easy stopping, the brake system is an air-
over-hydraulic type with power applied to all six wheels.

The systemm utilized on the A/S32P-4.consist of:

Fuel system.

Electric system.
Air system.
Hydraulic system.
Drive train.
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Heating and cooling system.
Firefighting system.

Each of the above listed systems require constant inspection. A malfunction

in any one of the systems uay seriously damage, or cause damage to a related system.
All systems ere dependent on each other so the inspector must not, under any circumstance,

fail to make a complete and thorough inspection of the entire vehicle.

Reading Assignment

Study the following reading aseignmmnt from TO -12-14-1 for a better understanding

of the P-4.

Past Paragraph .

1-1 through 1-31
5-10 through 5-19

1-2 through 1-51
5-24.through 5-35

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. The alternator is rated at

2. The P-4 operates in temperatures ranging from to

3. What is the rated discharge capacity of the bumper turret?

4. Major circuits are protected sgainat overloads by
type breakers.

5. How long is the auxiliatylower supply cord
sad whers,is it stored?,

6. What type of steering does the P-4 have?

7. What unit is provided for crew comfort in very hot, humid

conditions?

8. What type of alcohol is used in the alcohol injector?

9. When is the Alcohol injector inspected?

4 10. How many gpms does thereof turret discharge?

Bumper turret headline

11. The air system consists of an

compressor and air pressure

12. A warning systea consists of a

and a buzzer.

13. Each component has its own
which delivers fuel at the and

appropriate for the unit.
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14: A se,arate set of fuel lines.im provided for the
and for the .

15. What is the normal operating eir pressure on the A1332P-4?

16. Before filling the alcdhol injector, what must be accomplished
first?

REFERWES

TO 36Al2 -12 -14 -1,, Operation and Maintenance Instructions, Truck,

Firefightink, Multipurpose, Air Transportable, (Type A/S32P -4 ).

I.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute APB, Illinois

PROCEDURES FOR ON SCENE OPERATIONS

08JECTIVES

3ADR57130-1-SG-510
2ASR57150 -SG-110

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction, you will be
able to:

1. Identify the procedures for determining proper vehicle approach.

2. 'Determine the procedures for positioning vehicles.

3. Identify salvage operation procedurea.

4. Identify procedures for preserving evidence.

INTRODUCTION

Every unit of aa oiiition should be under the direction of a responsible'crew
chief. If a single unit is operating unaided at an aerospace vehimle accident, the
crew chief of that unit is in charge. When two or MOTO units coordinate in an,operation,
the senior crew chief et the scene is in overall.charge until the arrival of the fire
chief or assistant chief. -

Note: This IA an established written rule. Thus, the reeponsibilities
of the first or senior arriving crew chief are vast and exacting: The
initial plan of attack is, in many casei, the deciding factor between
success or failure of the operation. When an aerospace vehicle is
involved in a fire, the course of action taken to combat the fire is
divided into five distinctive steps ar.procedures. Remember that the
firefighting operation must remain flexible. The supervisor may have
to vary these procedures to meet particular requirements at au acutal
omereency.

INFORMATION

APPROACH .

The ideal approach to a burning aircraft ip, upwind. However; the ideal approach
may not be in the best interest of a successful rqscue. The distance and time required
for an upwind approach may be good reasons for rejecting the upwind approach. If
time is not primary to the immediate start of a rescue, then the extra time should
be used to asks an ideal approach..

There are luny factors to consider when An aircraft firefighting crew is responding
to an energency. Althoueh an airbaae is supposed et, be cleared of all air traffic
when an aircraft,accident occnrs, other savirgenctes may prevent this action. This
creates a hazard for the trucks and their crews when they are using the runways as
the most direct route to, the accident. To guard against the danger of a -collision
between the responding trucks and a-moving aircraft, the crew Chief of /each truck
should assign onammn'as-"watChern to warn the drivirsof empending danger and of any
control tower light signal. Vigilance on the part of these watchers cannot be over-
emphasized, for the safety of all members'of the crew is at stake.

If the firefighting crews have been given pricr'notice of an emergency landing
and are positioned along the runway, there is always the danger of the aircraft taking
unexpected paths, particularly when landing with faulty landing gear. The malfunction
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say divert the aircraft from its original direction oi landing. This possibility

must be considered whenequipment is positionmd.

Speed and coordination ere eseential when a craw itrespondingto an emergency;
just a few seconds may determine the succosi or failure of. rescue efforts. Trucks
should-travel ai fast as air base directives and conditions permit without sacrificing

safety for speed. Nettles nay be won "by them that eats there fusSrst with the mostest,"
but they can't be von by those that doe't arrive.

Speed is necessary, but recklessness can be dangerous. The overall weight of

the truck is a'faCtor that must-be considered by the driver when responding to en
emergency. He must consider that water weighp8.35 pounds per gallon and that, in
addition to the equipment and personnel on a crath truck, for example the weight

of the.water alone is well over 4 tons. A curve taken too sharply will result in
the water forced to the outside of the curve, which changewthe center of gravity.
This could result in tipping over, injury, or death tO personnel, and failure in the

objectives. Although baffle plates are installed in water tanks to retarci motion
of the wirer, they are by Ise means a cureall. The trucks are designed as carefully
as poseible, but placing too great a stress on their parts could result in serious
accidents, so we repeat: The truck must arrive at the scene of the emereenc* in firm-
filhtint condition ik the operation is to be successful.

'4

When a crash occurs on an airfield, the scene-of the crash seems to be a gravitational
point for a great variety of vehicles, meet of Which are not authorise4 to bein the

area. This not only creates en additionel.hasard to emergency vehicles but, in many
cases, prevents the firefighting trucks from making a properepproach. The security

police, as part of the teem, must correct this condition as quickly as possible. Time

it a factor, but the driver of the fire true* must combine his driving with good judgement.

When enroute to the scene of an aircraft emergency, all sombers of the crew should
watch for parachutes from the stricken aircraft. During thelmmediate approach, the
terrain should be watched closely for aircrew melbers who.have been thrown clear or

jumped from the aircraft before or when it stopped. This practice ma* aid in determining

the number of aircrew remaining in the aircraft.

The approach to any aircraft..incident
actually happens. The whole operation has

a fire protection specialist. All of your
when you will take your part in preplanned
of the whole operation.

is, in reality, started,long before it
been partially preplanned before you became
training has been directed toward the time
operations.. The approach ie only a part

On the approach to the scene of an incident you should maneuver your'vehicle
to the most advantageous, yet safe, position so that the turret operation will be

most effective. If your truck is the first to arrive at the scene, depending upon
your fire chief;s desires on setting up, you will usually set up on the nose or tail

of the aircraft with the other trucks positioning-on you. Your department's standing

operating procedure is the basis for your setup position, sad it will cover the-most
likely conditions expected to be countered. There may be times, however, when you
will have to make the dicision as to wheri the approach.will be made so the control

of the fire can begin.

Normally, the wind direction will be one of the deciding factors on hew theapproach

will bemade. Upwind is the ideal position to take because the turret and headline
streams will reach the farthest and the danger to your crow and truck is lessened.

This does not always lessen the daneer to the personnel trapped.in the eircraft. The

upwind side eay hot always be-the safe side because of terrain features Or ariument

loads. To get to the upwind side stimes-requires more time than you can afford
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to use. The area of the burning fuel may be such as to determine the direction of the
approach. The number of personnel-involved in the aircraft may also cause a different
approach to be used.

.

In a study of tha preplans for incidents, terrain features are one of the main
items covered. The effects of kith and low areas, what the ground is like after a
day's rain or a week of rain, and the routes that are safe and those that should be
avoided must be considered. Such obstacles as ditches, pits, rocky erase, fences,
and swampy Founds are some of thnterrain features you keep in mind when making your
approach.

Hi:waver, there are times when the normal procedures (the first truck being positioned
on the nose or tail of the aircraft) should not necessarily be follewed. You must
use your judgment because the sooner the agents are applied to the whole fuselage,
the batter the chance for survival of the personnel within the aircraft. Five or
ten seconds can truly be a lifetime if you wait for another truC.k to fill the gap
you left open..

POSITIONING

An old adage of aircraft firefighting is "First truck in splits the fuselage."
(The first trdtk -arriving at the accident positions on the nose, or the tail,, for
controlling the fire on htth-sider of the fuselage.) The adase still remains true
in most cases; however, there are *76-hard-end fast rules governing the position of
trucks. Good judgment on the part of the craw ,chief and driver will put the truck
in the most effective position.

This judgient requires rapid evaluation of known facts, since the trucks must
be placed within range for the use of turrets. It is these turrets -that play the
most important part in controlling the fire around the fuselage and providing protection
for rescuemen. The.driver must also position the truck so that he can advance or
retreat as circumstance* indicate.

The normal sequence of poiitioning trucks on aircraft is..as follows: the first
truck arriving positions on the nose or tail, the second truck positions on 'the rescue
side of the fuselage, the third truck sets up on the opposite side of the fuselage,
and any additional trucks set up as directed by the crew chief around the aircraft
until ill are in position. There will be accidents that you respond to requiring
a different sequence to fit unusual circumstances. The terrain (hilly, omooth, trees;
etc.), condition of the ground (dry, swampy, snow, sand, etc.), type of aircraft,
and condition of emergency (intact, broken ipart, on fire, etc.) are all involved
-in the positioning of the trucks.

Soma types of aircraft create danger sone* in tha area of their main landing
gear wheels. If excessive braking is necessary during the landing roll, tire blowouts,
wheal fires, and ignition of ,flammable liquids in the area may be the result. As
wm stated before, positioning trucks on aircraft will depend upon existing conditions.

It would be impossible to discuss or illustrate all of the possible setups. There
are too many factors to consider when an accident occurs. ,Soma of these factors are
weather, wind directionv terrain, type of aircraft involved, location of accident,
and number cf trucks available. A few basic principles fromwhich you must determine
the most acceptable plan of actionhave been discussed above.4 t

The attack on the fire is started before the positioning of the trucks hss been
completed. The turrets should be readied for-instant operation prior to the attack,
and when the truck is within range of thit fuselage, the firefighter can start the
discharging agent tncool and protsct the fuselage. How far sway from the aircraft

I.
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does the firefighter stdi the truck? The Answer can only 'be the safe distance. -What
is the safe distance? Only the circumstances of the incident and judgment Can answer
that. 'Two feet rosy from the fuselage may be perfectly safe but a deep fuelopill
may make it dangerous 20 feet may. The use of the.ground sweep may extingUish,the
fire, but What may hapOen when the wheels of the truck disturb the foam blankerrovizpg
the spill? What may happen When the hand lineman dismounts and pulls his line to

-go into oPeration? This also disturbs the foam blanket. 'Tor email areas under your
truck, the use of the undertruck nozzles are usually effective if equipped.

tf the incident occurred on a slope, which way would you position the truck?
Uphill from the aircraft would be the,most logical position because the flow of fuel
would be.down the hill; however, there are other faciorsrhat must be brought into
the picture before the final decision is made. The wind velocity and d!rection, the
terrain, the time it takes io position on the uphill side, the steepness of-the slope,
the area of &he fire, the.number of'personnel on the vehicles are all factors that
should be considered. They all affect the approach and positioning of your vehicle.
Once the first vehicle is in position, the rest of the vehicles are generally committed
to attack from that point.

All of the foregoing material of this section has dealt with the nose or tail
approach. Conditions and circumstances may, at time, require a broadside setup to
the fuselage. Thit again requireiludgment on your part as a skilled firefighter
or supervisor. The requirements to be mat on any approach to an aircraft accident
are the accessibility to the aircraft for effective uee of the turrets and headlines,
the speed with which the fire around the fuselage can be controlled, the Speed with
which the rescue effort can begin, and the reasonable safety of the firefighters.

SALVAGE

Salvage work in crash firefighting consists of preVenting excessive damage by
fire, smoke, and water. There are only two ways of performing salvage: One way is
to remove the material to the outside or to an area that is not involved in the fire.
The other way is to protect the material where it stands. The amount of salvage work
:done at a fire depends on several factors mime of which are: the amount.of salvage
equipment, the number of personnel available, the type and amount,of material involved,
and the methOd of storage.

PRESERVATION OF EVIDENCE

When fighting fire or overhauling the aerospace vehicle, it is extremely important

that all firefighters look for, recotnize, and preserve any evidence required for ,

further investigatioe. Care Should be taken to avOid disturbing any evidence that
may aid the inyestigating officera. in determining the cause of.the accident or the

extent of damage. Any documents or material known to be classified should be shielded

from public view or photography. Move only those parts of the aerospace vehicle necessary

for the performance of your duties, nothing more. Remember, doACever is necessary
to make sure that wreckage is not moved or tampertd with in any way, excepvto assist
or remove persons injured or killed, and eliminate any further hazards. The iavest1gatim7

officers will be looking for-evio.cncm,during the overhaul operstionm. All Crash crew

members must coordinate with and egoist these officers to the :31.t5t ot7 their ability.
They are therefore a definite purpose and are a part of the o7trall team: The aerbipacet

vehicle and all related parts should be washed down and neutralized by foam or large .

amounts of water. If an aerospace vehicle cannot be moved from the scene of the accident
immediately, the fire department must detail a truck and crew to standby. The.Security: .

Police will send a detail to guard against unauthorized persons entering the area: -

The Security Police and any other persons allowed within the area must be informed

of the darger of fire. The senior fire officer at the scene exercises control of

the' operation until such time as he deems the aerospace vehicle and area firesafe.
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You-should relay'ill inforlaticin iniourpossesiion to the-Senior fire-official presentior Proper, evaluation. Never Oise information to personnel not in thelire department
thain of cosmand.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

,Receiving

Herein-Block 5, your instructorn will isaue you protective-clothing. The protective
clothing will consist of the following items:

1. 'Crash 'hood.

2. PrOtectiie coat.
'3. ProtectiVe trousers.
4. Sueoenders.
5. Books.
6. PrOtective gloves..

Wearing ,

The protective clothing that you Will receive is designed-to protect you when
woraproperly., Certain-a:Oust:Nuts Will be necessary for proper fit end should
accomplished to satisfy individual needs. Anytime you are-wearing bunker clothes,
in Bloat 5, you will weer standard fatigue-I under them. You may bring an old pair
of fatigues and change daily to same:wear on your better clothing. Clothing underneath
assists in.kisping you cookkluring hot fires andwirm-during_cold weather. Thicksocks will be worn to protect your ,feet. You may wear-sweat,shirts,wiater underwearor other clothing under fatigues-during-cold.weather.

'During extremely cold Weather,
you say-wear other items to keep you warm if the items meet the approval of-your initructorand the Air Force.

Inspe,cting

Protective cloti inspection begins just se soon as you receive your equipment.
They should ba inspected on a regular basis to insure.rhat they stay in a serviceable
condition.

Storing

Special protective clothimg racks himie Seen designed for Block 5. Your instructorwill assign you a rack position which will consist of an upper and lover peg. Theclothing will be hung on the top peg in the following Manner; trousers hung-bythe
suspenders, coat by the loop add the crash hood by the elastic strap. The boots will,be hung in a uaiforn manner on the bottom peg.

QUESTIONS
-/

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

Mark the follo.eing.statements true (T)cor false (7).

1. To guard against the danger of collision betoeen the crash
vehicle and oeher moving vehicles, the driver should blow-

siren and horn.'

2. Crash trucks should travsl only as fast as condirions permit.
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3. Duringtha,approach, you should vetch for aircrew mashers who

say have been thrown from the aircrift.

4. A factor to consider when asking an approach to an aircraft

accident or incident is the quickest and safest route to the

aircraft.

5: One factor to consider when setting up on an-aircraft is:the

wind direction.

6. There-is no danger when_positioning:vohicles on an aircraft

armed With sissiles.

Fill in the blinks.

7. List three thitgs you should watch for When responding

to au aerospace vehicle crash.,

hood?

a.

b.

c.

8* What is the first thing to do after receiving your crash

9. As a firefighier, who do you relay infOrmation to pertainieg

to an aerospace vehicle incident?

10. Vhen is protective clothing inspected?

11. Who if responsible for the care and maintenance pf protective

clothing?

REFERENCE

TO 14P-3-1-12, Vas, Care'and Operation, of Protective Clothing.
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Fire Pretectionikanch
301457130-1-SG-511

Chanute Afl, Illinois
2AS157150-SG-111

-EMERGENCY RESPONSE EXERCISES

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and classroom instructions, you eill be ableto:

1. Operate 041A/11 or P-4.

2. Perform crew duties in drills.

, 3. Wamhdown simulated hazardous spills.

4. Perform preventive smintenance.

INTRODUCTION

It can be said that the ultimate goal of yoUr previous training, during this
block of instruction, was to prepare you for this study guide. It would be impossible
to teach you the procedures to extinguieh fires on every type cif aerospace vehicle
in the UHAP. However, the basic operating-procedures ere the iame for all operations.
Therefore, you mill'practice eitinguishment of fires as applied to,all aerospace vehicles.

The extinguishmeit of fiie is not your primary objective at an aerospace vehicle
crash. Rescue is the primary objective, with crish fire extinguishment as a secondary
objective. An aerospace vehicle can be replaced; a pilOt'n life-cannot. The crew
and crew chief ia charge should,plan

firefighting tactics,in accordance with this
principie.

INFORMATION

OPERATION

ReadinTAssignment

Read and study the following reading assignment from TO 36Al2 -8-9 -1 and TO 36Al2-
8-12 -1 so that you will have an understanding of the 0-11A and 0-113 turrets operation.

-TO NE. Paragraph, Table

36Al2 -8-9 -1 73 through 80A 4 through 20 III
36Al2 -8-12 -1 108 through 113 ITS

CREW DUTIES

Turret Operator

When within turret range (approximately'50 - 75 feet),of iite fire area; release
the solenoid button and direct a straight stream on the fuielage. Sweep the fuselage
from nos: section to tail section. This will provide protection for explosives and
air crew members located in any part of the aerospace vehicle aad-will also provide
a rescue path on both sides of the fuselage. After this, the fire around the fuselage

' should be controlled and your truck should be in position io extinguish the outlying
fires.
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Handlineman

The position of each handlineman is very important when fighting fuel fires.
The handlineman in the front is called the lead handlineman. The man in the rear is %

,

called the.backup man. Each ran plays an important part in crash firefighting. The

lead lineman makes the initial attack on the fire. He moves slowly forward, extinguishing

fire as he goes. He must be careful not to averrun the fire. The backup man takes

a position abou 6 to 8 feet behind the lead man and stays about, 3 feet to the side.

His job il)to pli out any fire that.the lead man may have Missed, and most important,

provide pr,otectidsto the lead lineman from flashbacks. The backup man can also cool

the lead iin if Ile gets too hot from the fire's heat.. He does this by spraying-foam

on the led man'sliack and legs. Remember, never use a solid stream to cool a man! -

/

/

HAWSIGNALS

Wheneverpeople work together as a team to accomplish a goal, signals of some

'nature are used. The quarterback of a football team cails the signals for the play,
so does the crew chief or instructor call the signals for the discharge of agent.

Due to the truck engine nOise and distance between the turret operator and drew chief,

these signals will be visual. The signals given by your instructor or crew chief

'for the turret operator and handlineman will be as follows:

Move Trucks into Position "A" in Figure:20: ,Extend arms aver head, palms toward

individual giving signal, motioning trucks forward.

Throttle Pump Engine Down "B" in Figure 20: Draw finger across throat.

Full Throttle of Pump Engine "C" in Fixure 20: Extend arm above the he d and

rotate in a circular motion.

Full ea Pattern From Turret "D" in Figure 20: Form large circle with rms overhead

and touch'-fingertips.

-

Intermediate Pattern From Turret (0-11A Only), "E" in Figure 20: Form small

circle in front of face with thumb and forefinger of the hands. The lever in die

cab used to select this stream is Labeled "water fog."

Straight Stream From Turret, '"F" in Figure SA: Pant to the turret with one

hand and to the target with the other.

Stab, Turret Flow Solenoid Use "G" in Figure 20: Crisscross arms overhea

Groundsweeps On or Off "H" in Figure 20: Thrust your open hands toward ground-

. sweep, palrs down..

Undertruck Nozzles On or Off, "I" in Figure 20: Thrust your open hands forward

in a cupping motion.

When Truck is Out of Agent: The turret operator will turn ,on the headlights

and sound the siren. Handlinemen of the empty vehicle will be backed out of the-fire

area by an instructor.

Open or Close Handline Nozzle: Firm hand tap on the desired barrel (FOAM OR

WATER).

Change Stream Patterns (Handline Nozzle): Place insides of wrists together and

clap hands.
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A. MOVE TRUCKS INTO' POSITION1 1. THROTTLE PUMP ENGINE DOWN I C. FULL THROTTLE-PUMP ENGINE]

D FULL FOG 'PATTERN-TURRET E. INTERWLTATil PATTERN FROM TURTET1 F. STRAIGHT STREAM FROM TURRET

G. STOP TURRET FLOW I

o

H. GROUNDSviEEPS ON-6ROFF1 I. UNiiiot TRUZK NO-ZZLEI014 OR OFF

Figure 20. Hand Signals for Crash Operations.
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Advance ,Olandlinaman: Firm pat on the-buttocks With the open hand.

tackle. or Retreat: Series of pushing motions-given with the hends-in front
of the chest.

Caution: 1. Never direct a straight stream into the fire area
as a possible reflash will occur. Akways deflect this type of
stream from a solid 'portion of the aerospace vehicle.

2. Turrets should be indexed to intermediate fog or full fog for
the purpose of sweeping the wings of the aerospace vehicle and protecting students
and instructors.

3. You may have to mOve the vehicle farther into the fire area to
consolidate your gain on the fire. Only instructors will direct the driver to aove
rhe vehicle.-

4. Always turn the undertruck nozzles on when driving'through a spill
area.

Safety

The possibility of injury is greater during.these exercises than inlay other
portion of training. Be constantly alert! You are working with high velocity streams.
Fuel and fire are added haiards. fach'student will follow these instructions.

Wear protective clothing, including hoods, during turret and headline practice
and during fires.

Turret-pump operators will have the hood and gloves in the truck within reach.

As soon as-possible, report to the instructor all injuries, burns, or illness.

Do'not direct straight streams into puddles of burning fuel.

As sbon as you feel any part of your body getting slightly'uncomfortable from heat,
tura to your backup man and signal him to cool you. If you do this at the proper

time, you will avoid being blistered. Since ihe hands are the most likely part of
your body to get burned, you should practice slipping your hand in front of your own
nozzle stream.

Turret-pump operators will closely observe the entire operation. Immediately
discharge foam to-cool personnel in danger. -Throttle down when a nozzle or headline

is out of control. Bs extremely cautious when discharging a straight,stream. Be
constantly alert for signals frost instructors.

Safety in Fire Training,Area

Stan& clear of the vehitae when it is in motion. Never stand behind a vehicle

when the engine is running.

Be sure doors are lashed and use all hand holds when riding in vehicles. Never

ride on top of the vehicle.

No jewelry will.be worn during operations requiring performance.

Truck cab windows will be closed at all times when fighting fires.

Don't play at any time during training - no horseplay!

9 /
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Do'net run - walla

Do not raise your ho6d or remove sny part of yaur protective clothing during
fires.

Don't jump out of vehicles. Use all hand holds and back out.

Never enter the fire area unless accompanied by an instructor.

Fatigues will be,worn under the protective clothing at all times during training
fires.

Never lay nozzles ou the ground.

Hold the nozz1a firmly when in use.

HAZARDOUS SPILLS

Fuel sOills normally occur in the vicinity of parked aerospace vehicles. Fuel
spills can occur in almost any locality where fuel is stored, transported or handled.
Once a fuel spill has occurred; it then presents a greater fire hazard because of
the possibility of ignitian. In order to reduce the hazard, appropriate action must
be taken immediately. This situation may be handled by diluting the fuel with water
or covering the spill with foam in sore serious incidents..

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

Proper.cleaning methods will insure that the exterior.paint on the vehicle will
not become faded and scratched. When washing the exterior always use-cold or Llevarm
water, along with a mild soap. Do not wasirthe truck in the sun or when the painted
surface is hot. NOTE: Using a 2-1/2" or 1-1/2" hces-under pressure on'exterior surfaces
may peel the paint. After washing the vehicle-with soap and watr, a thin coat of
a good grade auto wax should,fia applied to the-exteriov.sutface. When removing the
wax, a clean soft rag,should be used. Never use hydraulic fluid, gasoline or thinner
on painted surfaces or tires. When-cleaning the tires, wash With saap and weter.
if black tire paint is available, the tiree may be painted.

When cleaning the Interior, you should first dust the dash, seats, piping, and
other equipment with a loft brush and than ula a damp rag to clean the floor. Ihe
seats should be wiped regularly with a clean dasp cloth. Clean all windows with water
or windOw cleaner, also using a soft clean rag.

Silt belts may he Cleaned with mild soap and water. NOTE: Do not us a charged
hose line to clean the cab floort only a damp rag is recommended.

QUESTIONS

Please answer qUestions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. How is wax removed after it is applied to the surface of
the vehicle?

2. When improper cleaning methods are used what will happen
to the xterior surface?

3. How are seat belts cleaned?

Mark the following statements true (T) or false (F).
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4. During aircreft firefighting operations, thOickup handlimeman
extinguishes fires that the lead lineman misses and protects

the lead lineman from fire.'

5. The backup handlineman positioni himself 20 to.30 feet

behind the lead lineman.

6. Handlineamn should cool each other with solid streams from

their handline nozzles.

'REFERENCES

AFR 92-1, Fire Protectien Program.

2. TO 36Al2 -8-9 -1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,

Hitt Pressure loam (Type, 0 -11A).

3. TO 36Al2 -8-12 -1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,

High Pressure FoamiType, 0 -1110.
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3 7.0
Fire Proteiiice-Branch

3k8R57130-1-8Gr512
Chanute -AFS , Illinois 2AS15715040-112

EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND AIRCRAFT APPROACHHE BCISES

OBJECTIVES

to:

N
After completing this study guide and classroom instruction, you will be able.

1. Operate 0-11A/3 or

2. Operate P-2.

3. Perform preventive Maintenance.

INTRODUCTION

You will actually put the fire pump into operation.and gat extinguishing Agent
out of the turrets on the P-2 and P-4.

INFORMATION

Reading Assignment

Read and study the following reading assignment from. TO 36412-443 -1 and TO 36Al2-
12 -14 -1 so that'you will have an understanding of the P-2 and P-4 turret operation:,

.TO Page ParaRraph

36Al2-8-13-1 4-56A through 4-6.0 4-138 through 4-142
36Al2-12-14-1 5-14 through 5-A- 5,32 through 5-34s

PREVENTIVE, MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

Proper cleaning methods will insure that the exterior paint on the vehicle will
-nOt-become faded and scratched. When washing the exterior always use cold or lukewarm
water along with a mild soap. Do not wash the truck in the sun or when the painted
'surface is hot.

Note: Using a 2-1/2" or 1-1/2" hose under pressure on ;Ixterior
surfaces may peel the paint.

After washing the vehicle with-soap Ind water, a thin coat of a good grade autowax
should'be applied to the exterior surface. When removing the wax, a clean soft rag
should be used. Never use hydraulic fluid, gasoline or thinner on painted surfaces
or tires. When cleaning the tires, wash with soap and water. If black tire paint
is available, the tires may be painted.

When cleaning the interior, you should firat dust the dash, seats, piping and
other equipment and then use a soft brush to clean the.floor. The.seats should be
wiped regularly with a clean damp cloth. Clean all windows with water or window cleaner,
also using a soft clean rag.

Seat belts may.be cleaned with mild soap and water.

Note: Do not use,a charged hose line to clean the cab floor,
only a damp rag-sis recommended.
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QUESTIONS-

Please answer questions on a separate shet of paper.

1. Why must the flow of the agent frou the roof turrt be
interrupted before changing barrel selector lever?

2. What is the purpose of the agent selector lever in.the
csib?

3. What is the-minimum pump preisure that ball valve in the
'roof turret should be opened and closed?

4. When the roof turret agent selector is in forWard position
and the rate selector is in the rear position,-how many gallona of
agent is being discharged and through whidh barrels?

a.

b.

REFERENCES

1. TO 36Al2-8-13-1, Truck hrefiehting A/S32P-2.

2. TO 36Al2-12-14-1, Operation and Maintenance Instructions, Truck
Fire fimhtinA Multipurpose Air Transportable am. A/S32P-4..



37Y
Fire -Protect'. On Drench

34157130-1-SC-513
Chanute AFS,'Illinois

2AS1157150-SG-1131÷

CONTROL AND EXTINGUISHMENT ON SMALL FRAME AIRCRAFT,FIRES

OBJECTIVES

Afternompleting this studiguide And classroom instruction, you will betableto:

1. Peiform as a member-of a firefighting crew to contrOl and extingnish crash
fires.

2. Perform preventive aaintenance.

INTRODUCTION

It can be said.thet the eltiMate goal of your Previous training during this block
of instruction was to prepare yois for this day's live fires.

INFORMATON

CRASH FIRES

Control

The control step was also covirid in structural firefighting. Reseraber, 'we stated
that a Arils controlled when it is no longer making.headway. In crash firefighting,

slit is very easy to lose control. Tou oiten quickly knock doWn a fire with mess application
of foam. Thou.& flashback or wind change causes the fira to rage out of control.
Again, the main reason for control is rescue. Duting thi control step of aircraft
firefighting, a rescue path-is opened to the fuselage. This path is sada by extinguishing
fire around the fuselage-area with turrets and headlines. This resCus path is held
until the rescue-is completid. This "fire free" rescue path allows time for rescuemen
to enter the aircraft and retAri with their victims it safety. The'fuselage area
where firefighters make this path is the partof the,fuselage where crew members.=
passengers are located. Controlling tha fire in this area keeps the'fuselage cool

'and reduces the danger of explosion.

Control is actually started during the attack step by using,turrats,,borland
ground sweeps. Control of the fire is held during the rescue "effort. Handl u,

are used during the control step to knock down and control spot fires around the'rescus
area that cannot be reached.by the turrets. Control, then, is holding the fire off
or keeping it sway fiom the rescue area until rescue is completed.

Extinguishment

The next stai in aircraft firefighting is extinguishMent. This, of course, meano
to put all the fire out. Total extinguishment does not start until the rescue operation
is completed. The reason for this is that it usually takes all viiilable manpower
to protect the rescuemen and victims during the rescue. Also, we do not know how
long it will take to complete the rescue, so tha extinguishing agents most be saved
to keep a fire safe araa until mettle is complete. However, there are times when
the type of aircraft and fire can be Beall enough to completely eitinguish the fire
ond reicue the people at the,sams time. In addition, when 'enough equipment, including
resupply quipment, is available, a full mess application attack is used.

When an aircraft has crashed, there will probably b'e braken fuel lines. These
must be plugged before complete-extinguishment is possible.
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When the fire-of a,crashed aircraft denies-magnesium pats tnburn, great oars

hoad-be taken to prevent-injury to firefighters. Magnesium combines with oxygen and

askes extingUisheant-a prOblmm. Most-extinguishing agents hive little or no 'effect

on burning eagnesium. Vast or foam applied to.-bumninviegnesium-Cai Cause an explosion
that spreide-burningigeces all about the-area. If'burning pieces of magassium. get

on the protective clOthing of' firefighters, they will,b4rn Cempletely throu0,the

clothing. 'The oily effective way tolight fire involvingsminasium is tO use a dry

powder agent'to put out,the

'The important fact to reeember-is that rescue is-the-most important job during

an eircraft crash. The.firefighting efforts-should focus. on makinra firs safe-rescue

area Or path with turrets.and headlines. Oncorthe rescua,operatiod is complete, then

all efforts can be directed toward completely extinguishing the fire.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Protective Clothing

You will always want your protective clothing to give you the best possible.protection

for which it was designed. Remember we discussed this on yourlirst day, in Block

V mod yOu.were issued a set of alum4lized protictive clothing. Now, we will prepare

them for torn-ie. nil means you have to wash; clean and dry your protective clothing.

You are expected to inspect,it and notify yonr instructor of any tears, breaks, or

burn.spots that you find on your4Orotective clothing.

Vehicles

You should know how to properly.service aia aaintaiethe aeroepace firefighting

vehicles. But, you.will get to loarea little more about cleaning and.properly maintaining

these vehicles. This will still call,for work on your part.. But member when you

get to your naxtutatiOn, the most important thing you will want to do is to keep

yourequipment in operation. This starts with your keeping,it is clean as possible

all the tine puring.the cleaning process, you.are also inspecting ft-a ,such things

as loose parts, broken glass or lenses and dents and scratches in the truck.

QUESTIONS-

Please answer questions on a separate Sheet of paper.

Mark the followingatatements true' (T) or ,falsp (7).

During the control step Of aircraft firefighting, a rescue path 4

to the fuselage is aide with turrets and.handlinsmen.

2. Controlling a fire around the aircraft fuselage allows time for- 4

rescuaman to complete rescue operations.

3. Bandlinemen are never used during the control step of aircraft

firefighting.

4. One Of the great dangers during control is a flashbaCk.

5. The danger of flashback is only present during the control step

of aircraft firefighting.

6. Extinguishment of aircraft fires always starts before the rescue

operations.
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7. Waterent foam in large amounts should be uied to extinguish

burning magnesium fires.

8. Extinguishment means to put the fire completely pdt.

REFERENCES

1. TO 3642-8-9-1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,
WA-Pressure Poem (Type 0-11A).

JV 2:- 'TO 36Al2 -8-12 -1, Operation and-Service instructi Crash,
AULPressure Foam (Type,0-118).

3. TO 36Al2 -12 -14.4, Operation, and Maintenance, Instructions, Truck,
FirefishtinK, )ultipurpose,'Air Trausiortairype A/S32P-4).
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Fire PtOteCtion BranCh
30R57136-14G.3140

Chanute APB, Illinois , 2Ase.57i50 -SG-114

CONTROL, EXTINGUISHMENT,. OVERHAUL,Ali RESCUE
ON- SMALL. FRAME AIRCRAFT FIRES

cliacwas

to:
After completing this study suida and classroom instruction,:you will be able

1. Perform as a crew sembei to control, extinguish and simulate rescue duking
aircraft fires.

2. Perform firefightlng overhaul cleen-up operations.

3. Perform preventive vaintenance.

INTRODUCTION

The extinguishment of fire is not your primary objective at an,astrospage vehicle
crash. Rescue ls the primary objective, with, crash fire extinguishient as a secondary
objective. An aerospace vehicle can be rePlaced; a piicit's life 'cannot. The crew
and crew chief in charge should pion firefighting

tacticein accordance with thisl
principle. ,

INFORMATION

CREW DUTIES

Rescue

Wa,covered control.ied extinguishment in the lcst unit. In this unit, we will
Cover rescUe.

After entrance is gained, the firefighters shouldfirst locate and"determiae
the ccmdition of injured personnel. If *mediate hazards are beyond'control, personnel
should be evacuated immediately. If immediate evacuation is not possible due towreckage
or twisted cantrols, the firefightarehould attempt to keep tha fire iway from the
area where personnel sie trapped. Extremecareahould be used when removing personnel
pinned in wreckage, to prevent aggravating'axisting or cawing additiOnal injuries.
If possible, esdical advice should be obtained.before moving injured personnel.

.OVERHAUL

After an aerospace vehicle incident, regardlessof whether or not a fire has
occu-ted, fitafighting personnel must conduct a Complete.ovexhcul. This involves
a thorough inspection (;,f the entire aerospace vehicle and crash area to make sure
that no ignition or reignition will occur. The master switch lathe aerospace vehicle
Must be placed in thi "orr" position, if this has not already Imen done. The batteries
dust be disconnected and the terminals taped so there will-ba,no danger of-contact
if the aerospace vehicle is moved. All hot spots should bwcooled. Using the bare
hand to feel.areas of the fuselage aid wings say indicate areas that need cooling.
Care oust be observed:when using the bare handsto locate hot spots. Thera may be
jagged matal.edges that could Cause seVere,lacerations. ,Likely areas for hidden sparks
of fires are under aerospace vehicle cOmponents resting on the ground, smoldering
wire insulation, aerospace vehicle furnishings or baggage, sad in concealed spacer
or coupartments. The bayonet nozzle or crash axe may be needed to get into concealed
spaces unless access panels are provided. If there is any fuel spilled Ou the gromo,
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as a result of the crash, this fuel should be covered.with foam to prevent ignition.
In some cases, fuel tanks are drained of fuel and purged with water as a prventive

leasure.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES

Proper cleaning methods will insure-that the exteripr paint on the vehicle will
not become faded and scratched. When welshing the exterior always use cold or lukewarm

eater, along with &mild soap. Do not weeh the truck in the sun or When the painted
surface iv, hot. NOTE: Using a 2-1/2" or 1-1/2" hose Under pressure on exterior surfaces

may'peel the paint. After washing the vehicle wlth soap and water, a thin coat of

a good grade auto wax ahould be appliedto the exterior surface. When removing the
wee, a clean soft rag should be used.. Never usevhydraulic fluid, gaioline or thinner
.on painted surfaces or tires. When cleaning the tires, wash with soap and water.
If 'black Eire paint is available, the eires may be painted;

When cleaning thesinterior, you should first dust the dash, seats, piping,,and
other equipment withre soft brush and then use a deep rag to clean the floor. The

sects should be wiped regularly ifith a clean damp cloth. Clean all windows with water

or window cleaner, also using a soft clean 11'4.

Seat.belts may be cleaned with mild sdap and water. NOTE: Do not use a charged

hose line to clean the cab floor,, only a danp.rag is recommended.

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet oflipaper.

Mark the following statements true (T) or false (F).

1: Firefighters must perform overhaul after mvery aircraft

incident or accident.

2. During.overhaul, we completely inspect theaircraft to make sure
all fire is out and will not start again.

3. Disconnecting the aircraft batteries and turning offthe master
power switch is part of the overhaul step of aircraftstirefighting.

4. If an aircraft cannot-be moved from the crash scene, the fire%
department must leave a truck and crew with the aircraft to
guard against a restart of the fire. 3.

3. Overhaul may start during the apprdach and attack.phase.

REFZRENCES

1. TO 36Al2 -12714 -1,.Operation and Maintenance Instructions Truck,

Firefighting, Multipurpose, Air Transportable, Ty;i77§76:77

2. TO 36Al2 -i -9 -1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,
High Pressure Foam (Type 0-11A). '

3. TO 36Al2 -8 -12 -1, Operation,and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,
,High Pressure Foam,(Type 0-118).
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Fire,Pretection,lianch
Chanute AFS, tlliis

'CONTROL, WINGUISHMENT,.OVERHAUL-AND-AESCUE
ON MEDIUM FRAME AIRCRAFT FIRES

OBJECTIVES

3.0157130 -1 -80-515

2A8157150 -SC-115

After completiag this study guide and classroom instruction, 7ou will be able
to:

1. Performas a member of a firefighting crew to control and extinguiih crash,
fires.

2. Perform firefighting overhaul cleanup operations.

3. perform preventive maintenance.

INTRODUCTION

For the last WO days of live fires4 you have been on small frame aircraft using
only two trucks. NOW we earma,to medium frame aircraft and a three truck operation.

INFORMATION

CREW DUTIES

Rescuemen

Soso= is carried out basically the same way except, now you will have three
rescuemen instead of two. Now, you will have to se/rat the aircraft fuselage for
personnel that may be located there.

Handlinemen

Headlines stay the same. We will still have four-handlinemen. The-lead lineman
makes the initial attack.on thefire. The backup man takes a position about 6 to
8 fcet behind the lead lineman and stays about 3 feet to the side an the rescue side
of the aircraft. The backup linemen cools the rescue point and protects the rescuemen
while rescue is being performed.

Turret Operators

For the last two days of training, you have not bean discharging on approach.
Today, you will discharge for 3 seconds asing straight stream on the fuselage.

'OVERHAUL

After au aerospace vehicle incident, regardless of whether or not a fire has
occurred, firefighting personnel must conduct a complete overhaul. This involves
a thorough inspection of the entire aerospace vehicle and crash area to make sure
that no ignition or reignition will occur. The malterswitch in the aerospace vehicle
must be placed in the "OFF" position, if this has not already been done. The batteries
must be disconnected and the terminals taped so there will be no danger of contact
if the aerospace vehicle is moved. All hot spOts should be cooled. Using the bare
hand to feel areas of the fuselage and wings may indicate areas that need cooling. Care
must be observed when using the bare hands to locate hot spots. There may be jagged
metal edges that could cause severe lacerations. Likely areas for hidden sparks pf
fires are under aerospace vehicle components resting on the ground, smoldering wire
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insulation, aerospace vehicle furnishings or baggage, and in concealed spaces or compart-

ments. The bayonet nozzle or craeh axe mavbe needed to get into concealed spaces
unless access panels are provided. If there is any fuel Wiled on the ground as
a reiult of the craih, this fuel should-be covered with foam to prevent ignition.
In some cases, fuel tank* are drained of fuel and purged with water as a preventive
measure.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

A daily pteventive amintenance'checklist has been included in your workbook on
crash vehicles, and you have been using these checklists as each truck was learned.
We cannot overemphasise the importance of daily inspection of the trucks and their
mounted equipment. A $100,000 crash truck is completely uselese if it cannot be operated.
You are probably wondering, "What is preventive maintenance"? It is usually any minor
maintenance that can be performed by firemen with tho vehicle in service. The amount
of driver maintenanc performed mill vary from base to base. While making your inspection,
any discrepancies you 'find will be recorded on your check sheet. After the discrepancies
have been recorded, you will bring them to the attention of your crew chief who will
determine what items will be fixed by his crri, and what items maintenance personnel
Sill repair.

Reservicing crash, vehicles consists of not only flushing and refilling the system,
but washing and polishing the vehicle. Filth and grime does as much harm to a vehicle
as poor maintenance. The,following items will be accomplished:

1. Washing.
2. Polishing.
3. Inspection and cleaning of the equipment.
4. Recharging the agent tanks on foam vehicles.

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper. -

1. What items are accomplished during vehicle reservicing?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Whai-is preventive maintenance?

3: You will discharge from the turret for seconds.

4. The backup linemen stays
behind the lead man.

to feet

5. ,On the rescue side, the baCkup Man is responsible"for what?
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REFERAPES

2. A71924,*.Pire_liotection_Progran.

2. TO' 312-43-13-1; ration ,ind- Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,
lire and- Pascua (Typn S3 .

Rik Pressure ro an (Type 0
3. TO 36Al2-11-94, ration, and.,Service Instructions, 32ruck, Crash,

4. TO- 36Al2-8-124, OperitiOn end Service IistructionS, Truck, Crash,
11114--Prissure Pons (Type, 0123) .

5. TO 361.12=-12z14-=1 i-Operation and-Maintenance "Instructions, Truck,
ylanikt.ALi , Maltipurpose, Air Transice, Type, A/S32P-4.
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Fire Protection Branch
Chanute AVS4 Illinois

CONTROL, ,EXTINGUISHMENT,, OVERHAUL .AND RESCUE
OWLARGE FRAME AIRCRAFT FIRES

3A3357130 -1-SG-516

2ASR57150 -SG-116

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and classroom instruction, you will be'able
to: C.

1. Perform as a member of a firefighting crew to control and extinguish crash
fires.

2. Perform firefighting overhaul cleanup operations.

,3. Perform preventive maintenance.

INTRODUCTION

Firefightine methods used for aircraft fires are very different from the methods
used for structural fires. The big difference is the fuel used in aircraft. Aircraft
fuels are high octane gasoline and jest propulsion-(JP) fuels. These fuels burn much
hotter than fires involving other materials. Because these fuels burn so hot, different
firefighting equipment, extinguishing agents, and firefighting methods must be used.

- Firefighters even have to wear special protective clothing to protect themselves against
the fire's heat.

INFORMATION

CREW MEMBER DUTIES

Turret

Remember, we stated that the turret is,the main-firefighting device on an aircraft
firefiehting_trudk,--Years ago;"firemen used the turrets as little as possible and

----hiddlines as much as possible. The idea was-that the firefighting agent could be
used best when expelled through the headline. Today, we do the opposite. We use
the turret as much as possible and the headline is.used to mop up. This does not
mean that the headline is not important. Good headline operations often mean the
difference between success and failure. On the other,hand, good turret techniques
are more.important than they have ever been. This nmw method involving maximum use
of turrets is called "mass application of agent." By this term, we simply Mean putting
as much agent on the fire as possible in the shortest period of time. The UASS application
method could include the use of the.P -2 bumperturret, however, the 0-113 turret end
P-2 turret are the main devices for mass application of agent.

Although mass application is a very good method of fighting aircraft fires, it

may not always be the best method. For example, if you if you are stationed at a
base that does not have enough firefighting agent and equipment, you cannot use the
mass application method on the fire. You have to save your agent to be used for controlling
the fire around the rescue area until a rescue is, made, the fire might continue to
burn. /f this happens, rescue can not be completed. These things must be thought
out before any attempt is made to use the mass application method of firefighting.

During mass application, the pump engines on the foam trucks are at full throttle
with the pumpi supplying the turrets with the maximum amount of foam. As the truck
approaches the fire, the turrets should be set for a solid Stream and at maximum output,
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This means that foam can be put on,the fire as the vehicle is approaching. The iMportant

point to rememberis that the fuselage is the target. The turret is used to,control

and extinguish the fire in the fuselage area first.

A good turret operator.knows when to.changehis turret to dispersed stream:,, The-
point to remember here is that the solid stream should-be changed to dispersed/Stream

as soon as possible. Remember, the dispersed stream is bast. .W4 use the solid stream

when approaching the fire because it reaches farther and we can start putting agent
on the fire as the vehicles are approaching.

I/;handlinemen are in front of'the truck and in range of the turrets, the turret

operator could strike a lineman with i solid Stress of agent. Solid streams have

enough power to knock a man off'hii feat. Solid streams from a turret can.seriously

injure firefighters. So remember this when you are assigned duties as a turret operator.

During all steps of firefighting and'rescue, the danger of 'flashback is preseat.
Application of foal usually starts as the trucks are being positioned. By the time

the last truck is positioned, there is normally enough foam discharged to blanket

the fuel around thefuselage. A solid stream from a turret can "plow" an opening

in the foam blanket, uncovering the fuel. This may cause the fuel to ignite again.

This condition is knovn as "flashback."

Handlineman

The position of each handlineman is very important when fighting fuel fires.

The "inverted V" formation-will be used by the-handlineman. The other lineman sit

up behind the one in front of them, keeping the inverted V formation, remember, safety

is of prime coniideration.

Resiueman/Crew Chief

Lives may depend upon how well you perform rescue. It is rarely possible to

complete a rescue operation without first being exposed to some type of hazard. It

may be fire, smoke; explosion,or the accidental actuation of an aarospacevehicle

ejection seat. Normally, there will be first and if rescue operations are necessary,
the proper use of special tools and equipment will greatly assigt you in your work.
Teamwork is elso very important in rescue activities where time is a limiting factor.

The degree of uccess depends on a well trained team. Many Air Force personnel have

jobs that call for an average amount of accuracy. These jobi do offer an opportunity

to do it again if someone makes a mistake. The crash rescueman does not hive this

second chance. Rescue has to be accomplished during the first try.

OVERHAUL

After an aerospace vehicle incident, regardless of whether or not a fire has
occurred, firefighting personnel must conduct a complete overhaul. This invollies

a thorough inspection of the entire aerospace vehicle and.crash area to make sure

that no ignition or reignition will occur. The master switch in the aerospace vehicle

must be placed in the "OFF" position, if this has not already been done. The batteries

must be disconnected and the terminals taped go there will be no danger of Contact

if the aerospace vehicle is.moved. All hot sliots should be cooled. Using the bare

hand to feel areas of the fuselage and wings may indicate areas that need cooling.
Care must be observed when using the bare hands to locate hot spots. There may be

jagged metal edges that could cause severe lacerations. Likely areas for hidden sparks

of fires are under aerospace vehicle components resting on the ground, smoldering
wire insulation, aerospace vehicle furnishings or baggage, and in concealed spaces

or compartments. The bayonet nozzle or crash axe may be needed to get into concealed
spaces unless access panels are provided. If there is any fuel spilled on the ground
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as a result of the crash, this fuel should be covered with foss' to prevent ignition.
In sous cases, fuel tanks are drained 'Of fuel and purged with water as a preventive
measure.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Clothing

You will always want your protective clothing to give you the best possible protection
for which it was designed. Remember, we discussed this on-your first day in Block
V and you were issued,a eet;of eldminixed protective clothing. Now, we will prepare
them for turn-in. This means you have to wash, clean and dry-your protective clothing.
You are expected-to inspect it and notify your instructor of any tears, breaks, or
burn spots that you-find on your protective clothing. -

Vehieles

You should know how to properly service and maintain the aeronpace firefighting
vehicles. But, you will get to learn a little more about cleaning and properly maintaining
these vehicles. This will still call for work on your part. But remember when you
get to your next station, the most important thing you will want to do is to keep
your equipment in operation. This starts with your keeping it as clean as possible
all the time. During the cleaning process, you are also inspicting for such things
as lcmee parts, broken glass or lenses and dents and scratches in the truck.

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1.. Prior to turning in your protective clothing, you will
, and them.

2. What is themost important thing that you will want to do
after you arrive at your next duty station?

3. You should know how to properly and
the aerospace vehicles.

4. When inspecting your protective clothing yoU will report
all , or

5. During the cleaning procesi of the aerospace vehicles, you
should also check for , and

6. After every aerospace vehicle incident, what four majoi
things must be done on overhaul?

a.

b.

C.

d.

Mark the following statements true (T) or false (F).

7. Maas applicatiod means that we use the handlines as much as
possibje.
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8. 'In most cases, the dispersed strain is better than the solid
_stream. -----

9. Visa when fighting a mull fire, the turret operator should
direct his sties* at the fuselage.

10. During the attack, the pump.engines on the foaa trucks should
be at full throttle with, the pump discharging at full capacity.

1 A solid turret stream can knock a firefighter off his feet
and possibly'cause serious injury.

REFERENCES

1. AFR 92-1, Fiie Protection Prograa.

2. TO 36Al2 -12 -14 -1, Operation and Inspection Instructions, Truck,

Firefiehtins,Multipurpose Air Transportable, (Type A/S32P -4).

3. .TO 36Al2 -8-9 -1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,
'Hilth Pressure Foam (Type 0-11A).

4. TO 36Al2 -8-12 -1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,
High Pressure Foes (Type 0-111).

5. TO 36Al2 -8 -13 -1, Operation and Service Instructions, Truck, Crash,
Fire and.Rescue (Type A/S32P -2).
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Tire Protection Branch
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVE

AIRCRAFT ARRESTING SYSTEMS

3A3157130 -1-SC-517

2/611.57150 -SG-117

After completing this study guide and your classroom instructions, you will be
able to identify facts relating to assisting the inspection and operation of aircraft
arresting systems.

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft barriers serve a very important role,in the Air Force mission. They
prevent the eircreft from running off the end of the runway. In addition to saving
the lives of pilots and crewmen, they prevent damage or.destruction_of. aircraft. They
are used at every Air Force installation that had flying aircraft. Barriers are extremely
important in cowbat areas where the aircraft may have had battle'damage that would
prevent safe stopping of the aircraft after landing. To maintain barriers, you need
to know their construction, operation; and maintenance requirements. An effective
barrier could save a pilot's life or an aircraft.

INFORMATION
.7

General

BARRIERS

Aircraft arresting barriers are included in the same general classification as ,

ejection seats and parachutes, emergency equipment designed to protect crew members
when the condition of their aircraft is unfavorable. This condition could occur either
on take-off or landing operations. As such, this equipment must be completely reliable
at all times.

Since the primary purpose of barriers is to save pilot's lives and the secondary
purpose is to aid in preventing aircraft damage, maintenance of the barriers is of
prime importance. The quality of maintenance that.must be performed requires absolute
technical order compliance and highly qualified personnel.

All aircraft art...toting barriers are used for landing and take-off emergencies.
They are engaged'by the pilot when conditions are such that he cannot complete a.take-
'off or landing without endangering himself, his crew and aircraft. The barriers you
will be working with are the MA-1A, BA7-9, 1AK-12, and BAK-13. Thessare the barriers
in use throughout the Air Force today. By using components from these barriers they
can be interconnected to arrest tail hook or non-hook equipped aircraft. In any case
all arresting barriers will consist of three major components the engaging device,
energy-absorber and rewind system.

MA-1A Barrier

The MA-1A barrier was the first to meet desired requirements for Air Force use.
It is designed for a normal runout of 1,000 feet. The barrier is simple in construction
and easy to maintein. It is designed to arrest both hook and hon -hook equipped aircraft.
This engaging ability makes the MA-1A capable of,arresting most jet fighter and trainer
aircraft. Successful aircraft arrestments can be accomplished only when all systems
of.the MA-1A barrier havm been properly inspected, serviced and, maintained.
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BAK-9 Barrier,

The BAK-9 was the second aircraft barrier introduced into the Air Force inventory
that still remains in operation. It.was designed as an emergency type barrier iu

that it does not have a quick recycle capability. It may be interconnected with the
HA-lk engaging device to give both a hook and nouhook engaging ability. The energy
of the moving aircraft is absorbed by a hydraulic actuated r9tary friction brake system.
The rewind system is driven by an electric motor. '

The BAK-9 differs from other barriers in that it only has one arresting engine
(energy absorber).

Bak-12 Barrier

The 8AK-12 is an advanced design over the 811-9. It was intended for uie where
pereament installation was not feasible or required. However, it may be permanently

installed. It it an emergency type barrier with quick recycle-capability allowing

-engageuents-at live-minute.intervals:

The BAK-12 has two arresting engines,-one on etch side-of-the-runway. The rewind

system consists of two gasoline engines, one on each arresting engine. The hydraulic

rotary friction brakes have been modified for water spray cooling during rewind. Thii
preyents the brakes from Overheating during rapid cycle engagements.

The 811-12 barrier is presently installed at many Air Force bases throughout
the world. It is air transportable and can be installed in a nonpermanent manner
in eight hours by experienced personnel.

BAK-13 Barrier

The 8AK-13 barrier is the most advanced design in use by the Air Force today.

The BAK-13 is capable of engagements every three minutes. The maximum-rewind time

is one minute and thirty seconds.

It is designed as an air transportable expeditionary (quickly installed) barrier
'that can be installed within 100 manhours.

The 8AK-9 and BAK-12 barriers use rotary friction brakes to absorb the energy

of the engaging aircraft. The 8AK-13 uses a liquid turbine as an energy absorber.
The BAK-13 has two arresting engines. Rewind power is provided by gasoline engines

the saes as the BAK-12.

Inspection

The continuous operational readiness of aircraft-arresting systems is an essential

mission function. In situations where battle damage is not being routinely incurred,

(such as noncombat environment) fire-protection personnel may be required to perform
the operation and inspection of the system as 'ipecified in APR 85r.5 and as listed

below. No.additives to the fire protection manpower standard will be recognized for

this work. Primary responsibility for the aircraft arresting-system remains with
the electrical power production shop. Fire protection and electrical power production

responsibilities regarding aircraft arresting systees follow:

Fire Protection:

1. During.normal duty hours, fire protection personnel assist electrical power
production in the opetation, inspection, activation or deactivation of aircraft-arresting

systems.
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2. During other than normal duty hours (including weekends and holidays) fire-
protection personnel:

a. Perform visual inspections end repoit noted deficiencies immediately
to the civil engineering service call desk for corrective action.

b. Perform activation or deactivation of aircraft-arresting systems as
requested by the aireraft control tower.

c. Accomplish routine inspection end certification required by technical
orders after all engasements;

---------

Elettrical Power Itoduction:

3%2-

1. Responsible for the saintenance, including installation and removal of airskaft
arresting systems.

a. During normal dupr hours, performs maintenance on aircraft arresting
systems and, iridu the assistance of fire protection personnel, operates, inspects,

resets, activates or deactivates, and certifies, aircraft-arresting systems in accordance
with applicable technical orders.

b.' During other than normal duty hours (including weekends and holidays),
has the capability to re5pond to calls for emergency maintenance and operational assistance.

2. Provides on-the-job training to selected fire-protection personnel during.
normal duty hours to preclude degradation of aircraft-arresting capabilities during
non-duty hours.

The delineation of responsibilities specified above apply in a noncombat environment.
The electricsl power production function is totally responsible for all aircraft-
,arresting systems work, and manned accordingly, in conbat situations where battle
damage is being incurred on a recurring basis.

Forms

The barrier forms and records will be locally produced and maintained. Although
forms may vary, they will prisarily be used as a record of maintenance, inspections
d tape replacement criteria.

1

'Air Force operational type equipment must have forms and records maintained onthem--
\

, Since numerous people work on and maintain this equipment, forme, and records
will prO ide a means of knowing the condition and status of the equipsent. The forms
will also provide a history of past maintenance and repair work performed.

The forse and records on the barriers are not of standard Air Force design. The
forma you will probably use are of local command design. .

The for:4\nd records on the barriers mast reveal such things as the nunber of
engagements; when the tapes were cropped, turned end-for-end, when the pendant was
installed, and wh weekly, monthly, and.special inspections are due. Each barrier
will require a form to be maintained with the desired information.

Safety

We feel that "Safe'practices" should be kept in mind at all times. Safety should
be a habit rather than something to correct-for after an accident. You will be working
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atound.Moving machinery, electrical equipient, and, flaMmeble liquids. 1)o' not allow

carelesiness.to be Mixed with-any of thessnecessary eleienti.

IteCtice safety, fire prevention, first aid, and ,firefightimg in that order.
If the fiiit bee itimi are practiced, you-may never need to use the last two items.

QUESTIONS

Please answer questions on a separate sheet of pap4r.

1. What is the primary purpese of runway barriers?

barriers are_used for and

emergencies.

3. BAK-13 maximusCrewind line is

4. The BAR-12 is transportable and can be

installed in hours.

5. Who ii.responsible for barrier work during coebat situations?

REFERENCES

1. TO 35E8-2-2-1, USAF 77,es MA-1 and MA-1A. Runway Overrun Barrier.

,2. TO 35E8-2-5-1, Aircraft Arre.tini Barrier, Model 1AR-12/332A.

.3. TO 35E8-2-4-1, Arrogant Gear, Aircraft, Model BAK-9 748A.

4. TO 35E8-2-7-1, Arresting iystem, Model 1AK-13 748A (16.1W. Bliss).

5. 'Manual P-21,.91, Installation, Operation and Maintenance lianual,

Aircraft Arr ting System BAK-13/1411A, E.W. Bliss).

6. AYR 92- , Fire ProtectiomProgram.
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Fite Protection Branch 3ABB57130-1-WB-504
Chanute An, Illinois 2ASR57150-WB-104

RESCUE OPFIATIONS_

OBJECTIVES

After comOleting the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able.to:

1. Operate tools and equipment at a simulated crashed aircraft and using
the P-10. All applicable technical order procedures and safety practices
iust be strictly adhered to with minimum instructor assistance"

2. Demonstrate normal and emergency entry procedures. All procedures
must be follawed in accordance with TO 00-105E-9. _All applicable safety
procedures must be strictly adhered to with minimum instructor assistance.

3. . Rescue aircrew membsrs try a simulated crashed aircraft in
accordance with procedures 1: ted in TO 00-105E-9. All procedures must be
followed using all applicable safety practices with minimum instructor
assistance.

4. Perform preventive maintenance on the P-10 IKW AFTO Form 433.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
pencil

.

. 1/student
.

Tire Pressure Gauge 1/5 students
P-10 - 1/5 students
Preventive Maintenance Materials 1/10 students

PROCEDURE

As the instructor covers the information on the P-10 preWiltliii
maintenance procedures, answer questions 1 through 5.

QUESTIONS

1. What cleaning materials are used in cleaning the P710?

a. d.

b. e.

c. f.

2. What type of soap is used during cleaning of the vehicle?

3. Where is water used on electrical circuits?

4. Wiefis responsible for cleaning the vehicle?

1
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5. What type of wax is used in polishing the vehicle?

Now that you know what is required for the job, we will now perform
preventive maintenance IAW AFTO Form 433, figures 1., 2, 3.

OPERATOWS INSPECTION.GUIDIE AND TROMSO! REPORT-
(P-2/4. 0-1111/11, 11-2/2A, P-1* FIREFIGHTING VIENCLItS)

'DATE (MO/YR)

USING 011GANIZATIDN top.7-11F-1.

VEHICCE CONTECK OFilTE-1 Pi4AE-

REGISTRATION NO.

PHONE NO.

GRADE

4
PHONE NO.

ITEMS TO,GE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNATURE DAY

1. LUBRICATING Olt LEVELS (mesino/trees./goer hex/
water pump 'power dividers)

1

2. COOLANT. run. AND HYDRAUtIC MIAS

3. FOR LEAKS 'MI, fuel. coolant, hydraulic. air, exleent etc.)

4. CONDITION OF ALL DRIVE BELTS (visual may)

3

S. TIRES, WHEELS. AND LOG BOLTS. FOR TIGIONESS,
PRESSURE AND DAMAGE

E. BATTERIES (Irmo end row) FOE FLUID LEVEL, DAMAGE,
CLEANLINESS, AND SECURITY.

7

7. CtEANLINESS. DAMAGE, MISSING ITEMS (eN interior enel
exterir items)

11

E. ERAKES,'ClUTCHIS (Opmetroe), AIR TANKS (Drolly),
OPERATE PARKING BRAKE

10. STEERING, SPRINGS I SHACKLES FOR OPERATION I DAMAGE
12

11. SAFETY Damn (weenie, lights, buswes, Rr0 cifinguislws.
se* WO)

12. OPERATION Of ALL LIGHTS, SIRENS, RAGIO, HORNS, MIRRORS

13

14

13. WIRING/CNICUIT SNEAKERS (shwa 010

IS

14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (tes/speonot wrench/pewee sew end
blade wrench/leMAractoin hoist/04 pele/troult6 ROW
nalaphram/breathing opp..4.0vs/grarrafer & resessiteter)

11

17

IS. FIRIFIONTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE ANO
FOAM/WATER LEVELS

1E. ON/OFF BASE 01110 MAPS/STATE MAPS

17. HEATER/DIFROSTER/AIR CONDITIONER

111

21

11I. WINDSHIELD/WIPIRS/MIASHINS (caailtioa cod operatira)

Figure 1. AFTO Form 433 (Front).
2
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36Iq

Vitild1/1101WPMINT DliatIPANCY AND MAINTINANCII- WORT

MINTON UNIT MAM TO NAINTENANCE WOITIMUCC COMO( UPON?

INICIMPANCY DATE
NILES/ NON Ma

NUT.
NOUNS *WWI WTI STATUS.

uNT.
COO(

1

442
C-T by Tow nitI STAINS tang C.Cwodad
C-P W Pow Tly I

isieffed 11-40 kr Wes 0-11 W0.40.06" Ismosia I ITVisiw of kph Ow Sec 11. TO 04111-11

Figure 2, AFTO Form 433 (Inside)
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ITEMS TO It CHECKED (C00% OPERATOR.

SIGNATURE
DAY

19. INSTRUMENTS AND-GAUGES (durintoperelion) 23

311. UNUSUAL NOISES (during eparation)
24

21. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS (whim installed) 25

21. DINT TOWER IL SWITCHES FOR PROPER OPERATION Warn.) 26

23. AIL HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS FOR OPERATION 27

24. CR FOAM SYSTEM (Iooks/propertiottina/operation/crystals)
21

2$. 1105115/REELS/FOAM METERING VALVE (*potation)
(loft end right) 29-

30
- . -
26. RANO LINES/11001/GROUND SWEEPS (eporetian)

3127. TURRETS (hydraulic Ski manual) (operation)

21. PUMPS, PIPING ANCI VALVES
(during *partition)

29. AUXIUARY GENERATOR/HEATER/LOUVERS

FOR LEAKS AND CORROSION

(operation)

311 ROOSTER HEATER (oporation)
'

V. NANO CIRCULATING PUMP (operathro)

EL RADIATOR SHUTTER CONTROL,FOR OPERATION

33. OPERATE All FIREFIGHTING DISPENSING SYSTEMS
(ail patterns)

34:ALCOHOL ANO ALCOHOL INJECTOR SYS.- FOR OPKRATION

ss. WINTERIZATION KIT

31. *vim RELIEF VALVE

37. SPARICCNICK (Weekly and Scheduled IsipmcH.n !Montle)

-TYPE Issionom
0Yeekty e!,schon

-DATE
OUE

DATE

CONP
---OPERATOICOR MECHAM

SIGNA1UNE MO MOE

ure 3. AFTO Form 433 (Back).
4
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Fire Protection Branch 3ABR57130 -1-WB -505

Chanute-APB, Illinois 2ASR57150 -WB -105

RAM VEHICLE INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to:

.0/

1. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the ramp vehicle. All

approOriate items on the checklist must be inspected. Operating maintenance
must be accomplished according to the appropriate technical order.

2. Operate the firefighting system(s). All applicable.technical
order procedures and safety practices must be strictly adhered to with
minimum instructor assistance.

3. Perform preventive maintenance on the ramp vehicle IAW AMO

Form 434.

EQUIPMENT,
Basis of Issue

Pencil 1/student

TO 36Al2-8-15-1 1/student

P-13 1/5 students

Tireyressure Gauge 1/5 students

Preventive Maintenance Materials 1/10 students

PROCEDURE

As the instructor covers the information on the subject of inspection,
operator maintenance procedures, answer questions 1 through 5. After
completing the questions, the class will go out to the vehicle and the

iiticiOr-4111-uii-fh-e-AFTO-Wiriii-43-4--fiiiiii-s 4, 3, and-6, in
,

-book-and-inspect-the-P-II.

QUESTIONS

1. The .Halon 1211 level should read?

2. The dry chemical unit nitrogen pressure should read
0

3. The P-13 should be lubricated at

intervals.

4. The nozzles on the Halon and Dry Chemical unit should be

checked for?

5. The tire pressure should be PSI.

5



Note: The AFTO form will be used during the laboratory portion
of the class. Class members will use AFTO Form 434 in this work-
book to inspect the P-13.

During this portion Of the course, through gisoup discuss
practical application, you will inspect the P43 Tieing the standard
fire vehicle checklist, AFTO Form 434, Operator's Inspection Guide and
Trouble Report, figures 4, 5, and 6. .Perform oPerator preventive mainte-
nance as needed, and be able to locate and state the discrepancies on
the various vehicle systems and components.

ion and

OPERATOR'S INSPECTION GUIDE AND TROURLE REPORT\
(530A/S, 750*, P-6, P-S, P-I2, 10011/1500 GALLON WATER

DISTRIBUTORS, F-6/F-7 FOAM DISTRISUTORS)

DATE (M0/111)

VEHICLE TYPE REGISTRATION NO.

OSING ORGANIZATION LOCATION PHONE NO.

VEHICLE CONTROL OFFICER NAME GRADE MORE \ NO.

1.

........6

DAYITEMS TO RE CHECXED OKRATOR:SICNATIME
........ _.

1. LUBRICATING OIL LEVELS (engine/hernia:ming pump) 1

2. COOLANT, FUEL, ANO HYDRAULIC LEVELS \ 2

3. FOR LEAKS (oil, fuel; coolant, hydraulic, air, oxhoust, etc.) 3

4. CONDITION OF ALL DRIVE SILTS (visuol only) 4

3. TIRES, WHEELS AND LUG SOLTS FOR TIGHTNESS,
PRESSURE AND DAMAN

a

66. BATTERIES (hunt and rear) FOR FLUID LEVEL DAMAGE, ,

CLEANLINESS AND SECURITY
7

7. CLEANLINESS, DAMAGE, MISSING ITEMS (oil interior
and exterior Hams) .., $

S. LUSE/OK CHANGE t
9. BRAKES, CLUTCHES (Operation), Ail TANKS (Nein),

OPERATE /AIMING SINE
10

11
10. STEERING, SPRINGS & SHACKLES FOR OPERATION A DAMAGE

12
11. SAFETY DEVICES (warning lights, buszen, fire extinguishers,

soot bolts)
.

.13

12., OPERATION OF ALL LIGHTS, SIRENS, RANO, HORNS, MIRRORS /.
14

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT BREAKERS (visual only)
15

14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (ern, first oid MT. loreothiog
lodders, p.a. speaken, hydront wrench, portable electric
lanterns, etc.)

16
opparatus,

, .17

15. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM FOR CORROSION/DAMAN AND
FOAM/WATIR LEVEIS (include booster husk) 111

IC ON/OFF BASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS , 19

17. HEATER/DI/ROSTER ao

18. WINDSHIELD/WIPER/WASHERS (candalars fad essoration) 1,21

1. INSTRUMENTS AND GAUGES (iurki operation)

WM ma" 434JAN 74
reellIOVII CMOs is mamma.

Figure 4. AFTO Form 434 (Front).
6
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VENICII/EQUWMENT DISCREPANCY AND
-

MAINTENANCE REPORT

,-- ,

INIT.
,

.
OPEDATOM OMIT ' REPONTED TO MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE CONT1OL REPORT

ITEM

NO.
DISCIIEPANCT

DATE

MC. DATE TIME
MILES/
NOUNS

INIT.
WOK. 0110011

WW1 DATE
STATUS*

CON

i

. -
. --, .

,

-
..-

.

MT-
MO

-
.

.
*

_

-

1 STATUS COOES: C s Cbsractbd
C-T by Tomb Fix
e_. bv p... n, s OzDeforrAd

D-P No Ports D-0 Iv
; Ws111Myer of Sews Set, Sac II. TO 00-2011-S

2 447 "44

Figure 5. AFTO Form 434 (Inside).
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.

- \
MUNI TO SE CHECKED PATIO \

._ , \
OPOIATEIR

SWAIM OW

311. UNUSUAL , uorses, (Awing siiiiratiol) 23

21. GREASE SPECIAL 0/11E'FITMGS \. , 24

22. SI FOOT:Wit 2Ii" NOSE (compliegs) ALL FEW HOSES FOR \
WINKS AND -CORRICT_LOADING

25

2623: EMS POR OPERATION

\ 27
24. PWAPS/PIPING/VALVIS/COUPtINGS POR LEAKS AND

CORROSION (41wiog topeteties)
28

25. HANKINS AN! NOZZLES (on/60)
28

26. FOA/A- SPREADER AND CHAINS
- 30

27. SUCTION HOSE (gaskets, etc.) AND STRAINER FOR
CLEANLINESS - 31

\
.2$. INSYRE All VINT HOU IS OPEN IN !HUMPH) TANK

21. NITROGEN TANK PRESSURE

M. PRESSURE REGULATOR OE RELIEF VALVE FOR OPERATION

31. BUST DISC.

32:-1)PIRATIONS OP.CHAR01, VENT AND rum maNcrioNs \

33. DISCHARGE GATES FOR LOCKS AND EASE OF OPERATION .

(ippon cond den doily)

34.

35.

36..------,
37. SPARK CHICK (Woolily old Scheduled Inspection Intervals)

1

TYPE INSPECTION . DATE DATE

- --ACCOMP- -
OPERATOR

118NATURC010-CRADE-
OR MECIANIC

-

. .
I

. .

3

* lti MOOMMIff ?MN ORM 1974- 7 57- 7

Figure 6. AFTO Form 434 (Back).
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Fire Protection.Branch 3A3R57130-4-WB=506

Chanute AFB, Illinois 2ASR57150-R406

0-11A INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATibNS

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to:

1. Identify operational proceduies on tile 0-11A. Eighty percent

of the procedures must be identified correctly.

2. Inspect and perform operator maintenance according to the
appropiiate-technical order. ,

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Pencil 1/student
*TO 36412-8-9-1 1/student

D-11A 1/5 students \-

Tire Pressure Gauge 1/5 students

PROCEDURES

As the instructor covers the information on the subject of inspection,
operator maintenance, procidures, answer queitions 1 through 5. After

completing the questions, the class will go out to the vehicle and the
instructor will use the AFTO Form 433, figures 7, 8, and 9 in this work-

book,and inspect the 0-11A.

. QUESTIONS

1. The air tanks on the 0-11A are located

2. The turret hydraulic reservoir is located in the

3. The foam metering valve is located

4. The 0-11A holds gallon of gas.

5. The turrets operate and

Note: The AFTO Form will be used during the laboratory portion
of the class. Class members will use AFTO Form 433 in this
workbook to inspect the 0-11A.

During this portion of the course, through.group discussion and
practical application, you will inspect the 0-11A using the standard
fire vehicle checklist,AFTO Form 433, Operator's Inspection Guide and

9

e
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Trouble Report, figures 7, 8, and 9. Perform operator preventive'
maintenance as needed, and be able io locate And state the discrepancies
on the various vehicle Systems and components.'

OPERATOR'S INSPECTION GUIDE AND TROUBLE REPORT
(P-2/ 4. 0..11A/11, 1-2/2A, P-10 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES)

DATE (MO/YR)

V(HICLE TYPE

USING- ORGANIZATION

I/WI-ICI:7 CONTROL OFFICER NAME

REGISTRATION NO.

LOCATION

firma

'NONE NO.

PRONE NO.

ITEMS TO SE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNATURE

DAY

-1. LUBRICATING OIL LEVELS (enginit/transIgeor Imix/
water purnp'ewar divider%)

2. COOLANT, FUEL, AND HYDRAULIC LEVELS

3. FOR LEAKS ion, fuel coolant, hydraulic, eir, exhaust, etc.)

4. CONDITION OF AU. DRIVE SILTS (visual on)y)
, . ---

S. TIRES, WHEELS, AND LUG BOLTS, FOR TIGHTNESS,
PRESSURE AND DAMAGE

- - ---
I. BATTERIES (heat anti 4eer) FOR FLUID LEM DAMAGE,

CIAANLINESS, AND SECURITY..--...-
7. CLEANLINESS. DAMAGE, Ammo ITEMS (all Interior end

xttrior item)

2

4

I. LUBE/OIL CHANGE

BRAKES, CLUTCHES (Optration), AIR TANKS (Drain),
OPERATE PARKING ERAKE

10

11-

& SHACKLES FOR OPERATION DAMAGE
12

11. SAW: DEVICES (warning Iht,. busters. ire extinsvhhett,
seat belts)

13

12. OPERATION OF ALL LIGHTS, MIENS, RADIO, HORNS, MIRRORS
r -

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT BREAKERS (visual en1y)

14

Is

14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (axe/spanner wrando/pawer saw and
biada wrench/leidei/chain twist/pike gols/triadde light/
magaphano/hritathing apperatus/ganttrater & rammitater)

IS. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS

16. ON/OFF BASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS '

17. HEATER/DMOSTER/AIR CONDITIONER

14

17

1,1

20

21

WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condithitri and operation)

Figure 7. AFTO Form 433 (Front).
10
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. VINICLE/EQUWIAINT . DISCREPANCY AND MAINTINANCE- RSPORT

OPERATOR REPORT REPORTED TO MAINTENANCE ISAINTENNICE CONTROL RUM

lint
No.

DISCREPAN CY
on
INIC.

OATS"TINE
may
NOUNS

INIT.
Mk ORM

IIINNIER
DATE

STATUS 1

COW
MT.

,

4

.

,.

. i .

- '
,

v

.

r

.

-r

. ,

r.

\-i . . .

C-T 6r Tow Ili
c_p 6, Iwo 4, I

6-1 Mt PIM
D.DRIArred

14 Nor i lipalls Cm Sec U. TO 11041114Wirorer et

Figure 8. AFT°. Form 433 (Inside). 453



ITEMS TO If CHTikED ICONNX
-

,..i OPERATOR

SIGNATURE
OM

It. INSTRUMENTS AND GAUGES (during operation)

op/nation)

23

20. UNUSUAL NOISES (during .
_ -24-----

21. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS-(wharrinshillOioli
- _- ------- ... ..

22. SHWT TOWER X SWITCHES FOR PROPER

23. ALL HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS. FOR OPERATION
- ------ --

24. CD FOAM SYSTEM (looks'proporlioning/oporalkon!crystah)

25..140SES/REELS/FOAM METERING VALVE
Geft and right;

...
26. HAND UNES/ROOM!GROUND SWEEPS

. .....----.
27. TURRETS (hydraulic and manual, (oporaticin)..w . -------...-.
25. PUMPS. PIPING ANO VALVES FOR LIARS

(during *potation)_
21. AUXIUARY GENERATOR/HEATER/LOUVERS-. -- ...

311. ROOSTER HEATER hoporaliord

31. NAND CIRCULATING PUMP (*potation)

. ...- -- .-..
OPERATION (trani.1

(operation)

.--- -- ... -
(oporotien)

)...

AND CORROSION

25

74

27

?I

2?
.

30

31

---_-,---
(aporatIon)

32. RADIATOR SHUTTER CONTROL--- -- --- -
33. OPERATE AU FIREFIGHTING

(all pronornr1.

FOR OPERAT/ON

DISPENSING SYSTEMS

34. ALCUthlit 'AND ALCOHOL INJECTOR SYS. FOR OPERAT/ON- ..- - - -
3$. WINTERIZATION XIT

---- - - - --
36. OPERATE RELIEF VALVE

.

37. SPARK CHECK (Wookly and Silwrdvlod Inspection Worvals)

TYPE INSPECTION
(W1Nkly or SON)

,

DATE

DUE
DATE

ACCONP
OPERATCO OR MECHANIC

SIRNATURE AM GRADE

-- .

-

. .

Figure 9. AFTO Form 433 (Back).
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Fire Protection-Branch 1A3R57130 -1 -WB -507
Chanute AFB, Illinois 2ASR57150-MB -107

13-11B INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to:

1. Identify operationai procedures on the 0-11B. Eighty percent
of the procedures must be identified correctly.

,

2. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the 0-113 aerospace
Crash, fire, and rescue vehicle. All applicable items on the AFTO Form
433 must be Inspected. 'Operator maintenance must be accomplished according
to the appropriate technical order.

EQUIPMENT'

Basis of Issue
Pencil or Pen 1/student
TO 36Al2-8-12-1 1/student
0-11B 1/5 students
Tire Pressure Gauge 1/5 students

PROCEDURE

As the instructor covers the information on the subject of inspection,
operator maintenance and procedures, answer questions 1 through 5. After
completing the questions, the class will go out to the vehicle and the
instructor will use the AFTO Form 433, figures 10, 11, and 12 in this
workbook and inspect the 0-11B.

QUESTIONS

1. The steering hydraulic reservoir is located in the

2. The tank suction valve is located in the

3. The steering pressure gauge is located in the

4. The air tanks are located behind the

5. Where do you check the main engine oil on the 0;11B?

13

Jo
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Note: The AFTO.Form will be used during the laboratory portion of'
the class. Class members will use AFTO Form 433 in this workbook
to inspect the 0-113.

During this 'portion of the course, through group discussion and
'practical application, you will inspect the 0-113 using the standard
AFTO Form 433, figures 10, 11, and 12. Perform operator preventive
maintenance as needed, and be able to locate and state the discrepancies
on the various vehicle Systems and components.

OfELOCIRI DIPECTION GUIDE AND TROUBLE IMPORT
(P-2/4, 0-11A/B, R-2/2A, P-10 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES)

unwill°

VEHICLE TyPE REGISTRATION NO.

USING ORGANIZATION LOCATION PHONE NO.

VEHICLE CONTROL OFFICER NAME GRADE PHONE NO.

ITEMS TO RE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNATURE

,
DAY

1. LUBRICATING OIL LEVELS (onghtottrans./goar box/
wator parnp/powor dividors)

I

2
2. COOLANT, FUEL, AND HYDRAULIC LEVELS

3
3. FOR LEAKS (611, fool, corsiont, hydraulk, air, oxhaust, etc.)

4
4. CONDITION OF AIL DRIVE BELTS (visual ot)

5. TIRES, WHEELS, AND LUG BOLTS, FOR TIGHTNESS,
IMMURE AND DAMAGE 6

6. SATTERIES (front, and roar) FOR FLUID LSVEl, DAMAGE,
CLEANLINESS, AND SECURITY

7

I
7. CLEANLINESS, DAMAGE, MISSING ITEMS Col! intorior and

Mosier ;toms) 9

I. LUSE/OIL CHANGE 10

1. BRAKES, CLUTCHES (Oporation), AIR TANKS (Drain),
OPERATE PARKING MAKE

11

12
10. STEERING, SPRINGS & SHACKLES FOR OPERATION & DAMAGE

1311. SAFETY DIVICES (warning lights, Eunon, fir* ixtinguishors,
soot Wits) . 14

12. OPERATION OF All LIONTS,SIRENS, RADIO, HORNS, MIRRORS
15

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT BREAKERS (visual only)
16

14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (ox./spannor wronch/powor saw and
bled. wronch/losiskr/choin hoist%piks polo/troulslo light/
mogaphono/broothing oppirratvagenorator & muscitator)

17

111

IS. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS s 1 1

16. ON/OFF SASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS 20

17. HEATER/DEFROSTER/AIR CONDMONER 21

11. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition and oporotion)

nTO 'JA7"14 433

0

1,11t11161111 Vanes 1$ 081101.1ITI.

Figure 10. AFTO Form 433 (Front).
14
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Fire Protection Branch 3A3R57130 -1 -WB -507
Chanute AFB, Illinois 2ASR57150 -WB -107

0-11B INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to:

1. Identify operational proceduresiAthe 0-113. Eighty percent
of the procedures must be identified corr ctly.

2. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the 0-11B aerospace
crash, fire, and rescue vehicle. All applicable items on the.AFTO Form
433 must be inspected. Operator maintenance must be accomplished according
to the appropriate technical order.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Pencil or Pen 1/student
TO 36Al2-8-12-1 1/student
0-11B 1/5 students
Tire Pressure Gauge 1/5 students

PROCEDURE

As the instructor covers the information on the subject of inspection,
operator maintenance and procedures, answer questions 1 through 5. After
completing the.questions, the class will go out to the vehicle and,the
instructor will use theAFTO Form 433, figures 10, 11, and 12 in this
workbook and inspect the 0-11B.

QUESTIONS

1. The steering hydraulic reservoir is located in the

2. The tank suction valve is located in the

3. The steering pressure gauge is located in the

4. The air tanks are located behind the

5. Where do you check the main engine oil on the 0-113?

13

457
0



Note: The AFTO.Form will be used during the laboratory portion of
the class. Class members will use AF70 Form 433 in this workbook

. to inspect the 0-11B.

During this portion of the course, through group discussion and
practical application, you Will inspect the 0-11B using the standard
ATM Form 433, figures 10, 11, and 12. Perform operator preventive
maintenance as needed, and be able to locate and state the discrepancies
on the various vehicle systems and components.

OPERATOR'S INSPECTION GUIDE AND TROUBLE REPORT
(P4/4, 0-11A/S, 1-2/2A, P-10 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES)

DATE (M43/YR)

VEHICLE TYPE ' REGISTRATION NO.

USING ORGANIZATION LOCATION PHONE NO.

VEHICLE CONTROL OFFICER NAME GRADE PHONE NO.

ITEMS TO SE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNATURE

DAY

1. LUBRICATING OIL LEVELS (or;gino/tranagoar box/
water pump/power clisidors)

1

2
2,-COOLANT, PUIVAND HYDRAULIC MILS

3
3. FOE LEAKS (in, fuel, coolant, hydravlic, air, ochayst, *kJ

4
4. CONDITION OF. ALL DRIVE BELTS,(v(sval only)

S
S. TIRES, WHEELS, AND LUG BOLTS, FOR TIGHTNESS,

PRESSURE AND DAMAGE 6

E. BATTERIES (front and roar) FOR FLUID LEVEL, DANA,
CLEANLINESS, AND SECURITY

7

II
7. CLEANLINESS, DAMAGE, MISSING ITEMS (ell inter(or and

exterior horn) 9

I. LUSE/OIL CHANGE
10

L. BRAKES, CLUTCHES (Oporation), AIR TANKS (Drain),
OPERATE PARKING BRAKE 0

II

12
10. STEERING, SPRINGS & SHACKLES FOR OPERATION & DAMAGE

1311. SAFETY DEVICES (warning lights, buzzers, fir. extinguishers,
seat bolts)

14

12. OPERATION OF ALL LIGHTS, SIRENS, RADIO, HORNS, MIRRORS , -15

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT IIRUKERS (visual only)
16 ,

14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (arce/spannor wronch/powor
blade wronch/lockkr/chain hoht/oike polo/trovIsio
nvsgophonabroathing apparatve/gorwrotor & rosvscitater)

saw end
light/ 17

II
IS. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE AND

FOAM/WATER MILS 1,

16. ON/OFF SASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS 20

17. HEATER/DEFROSTER/AIR CONDITIONER 21

18. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition and oporation)

AFTO 433JAN 74
Possum (Wiwi II 011SOLIITE.

.Figure 10. AFTO Form 433 (Front).
14
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1

.

VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT DISCREPANCY AND MAINTENANCE REPORT
1

OPERATOR REPORT - REPORTED TO MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE CONTRIX REPORT_ _ _ _ _ _ . .._ _

ITEM DATE MILES/ RONK 040ER STATUS.
DISCREPANCY . DATE TIME INIT. DATE INIT.

NO. MSC. NOUNS NUMBER CODE

_ ._. . _ --- -- - .-- .

. .......... _ _ --- . . . . . ...

.2

-

-- ... ---
1

_ _....d_,___, ----/
----,,--

.....---
i

'

C-T by Tamp Fly D-P W Ms D-0 W
&STATUS CONS: CIC4rwled by r OzDeTemd ; W=Walw el Repairs So4 la II, TO 004011-S .

2

459
'Figure 11. AFTO Form 433 (Inside).
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...........

ITEMS TO BE CHECKED mann
.

CAROM*
SIGNATURE

DAY

It INSTRUMENTS AND GAUGES (during oporatIon) 23

, 20. UNUSUAL NOISES (during oporotion) 24

21. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS (whon installed) 23

22. SHIFT TOWER I SWITCHES FOR PROPER OPERATION (trans.) 26

23. ALL HYDRAUUC CYLINDERS FOR OPERATION
t, 27

24. CS FOAM SYSTEM (looks/preportionini/operation/crystois) 28

- 25 NOSES/RIM/FOAM METERING VALVE (operation)
(loft and right)

2,

30
26. HAND UNIS/1100M/GROUND SWEIPS (operation)

.,
31

27. TURRETS (hydraulic anti menue,I) (*potation)
...

a

21. PUMPS, PIPING AND VALVES FOR LEAKS AND CO1ROSI0N1F
(during aporothei) .

29. AUXILIARY GENERATOR/HEATER/LOUVERS (*potation)
t.

30. SOCISTER NEATER (operation)

31. NANO CIRCULATING PUMP (*potation)

..
32. RADIATOR SHUTTER CONTROL FOR OPERATION

33. OPERATE ALL FIREFIGHTING DISPEN5ING SYSTEMS
(oll patterns) .

34. ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL INJECTOR SYS. FOR OPERATION

33. WINTERIZATION KIT

36. OPERATE REUEF VALVE

a
37. SPARK CHICK (Wookly and kiseliviod Inspectian Intarvots)

TYPE INSPECTION'
(Wsildy or SON)

DATE

NE
DATE

ACCOIAP
OPERATOR OR MECHANIC

SIGNATURE ASO GRADE

,

A,

* U3 . KKIIIIIMILMOMMI MIL INS 731-1

Figure 12. AFTO Form 433 (Back).

16
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Fire Protection Branch 3ABR57130-l-WB-508

Chanute AYB, Illinois 2ASR57150-WB-l08
P-2 INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, ybu will be able to:

1. Identify operational procedures on the P-2. Eighty percent
of the procedures must ke identified correctly.

2. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the P-2. All appli-
cable items on the AFTO Form 433 must be inspected. Operator maintenance
must be accomplished according to the appropriate technical order.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Pencil 1/student
TO-36Al2-8-13-1 1/student
P-2 1/5 students
Tire PressuTe'Gauge 1/5 students

PROCEDURES

As the instructor covers the information on the subject of inspection,
operator maintenance procedures, answer questions 1 through 5. After
completing the questions, the class will go out .to the vehicle and the
instruct r Will use the AFTO Form 433, figures 13, 14, and 15 in this
workbook nd inspect the P-2.

QUESTIONS

1. Where are the air tanks located on the P-2?

2. Where do you check the coolant level on the P-2?

3., What kind of test do you give the collector gear box?

17
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4. Where do you-check...the engine oil levels?

S. Where are the foam metering valves located?

Note: The AFTO form will be used during the laboratory portion
of the 'class. Class members will use AFTO Form 433 in.this work- -

book to inspect the P-2.

-47tl&

During this portion of the course, through group discussion and
practical application, you will inspect the P-2 using the standard AFTO
Form 433, figures 13, 14 and 15. Perform operator preventive maintenance
as needed, and be able to,locate and state the discrepancies on the various
vehitUe syttems and components..



OPERATOR'S INSPECTION GUIDE AND TROUBLE REPORT
, (P-2/4,. 0-11A/11, R-2/2A, .P-10 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES)

DATE (I4D/YRI

VEHICLE TYPE REGISTRATION NO..

USING ORGANIZAT''R LOCATION, PHONE NO.

VEHICLE CONTROL Orr ICER NAME GRAOE PHONE NO.

- ITEMS TO BE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNATURE

DAY. --
1. LUBRICATING oil. VELS (engine/trans./gear box/

water pump 'p RP dividers)
1

2
2. 'CO9jAI(FUE1., AND HYDRAULIC LEVELS

3
3. FOR LEAKS foiI, fuel, coolant, hydraulic, air, exhaust, etc.)

4
. .
4. CONDITION OF AU DRIVE BELTS (visual only)

. 5
5. TIRES. WHEELS, AND LUG BOLTS, FOR TIGHTNESS,

PRESSURE AND DAMAGE
..._ _ a

6. BATTERIES (front and rear) FOR FLUID LEVEE, DAMAGE,
CLEANLINESS, AND SECURITY

7

7. CLEANLINESS. DAMAGE, MISSING ITEMS (all interior and
xierior items)

4,
..,

I. LWIE/OIL CHANGE
10

t BRAKES, CLUTCHES (Operation)AIR TANKS (Drain),
OPERATE PARKING BRAKE 11

1210, STEERING, SPRINGS & SHACKLES FOR OPERATION & DAMAGE

1311. SAFETY DEVICES (warning lights, buzzers, fire extinguishers,
seat belts)

14

12. OPERATION OF ALL LIGHTS, SIRENS, RADIO, HORNS, MIRRORS
15

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT BREAKERS (visual only)

'i 16

7. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (axe/spanner wrench/power
blade wrench/ladder/chain hoist/pike pole/trouble
mgaphone/breathing apparatus/generator & resuscitator)

saw and
light/ 17

11

13. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM SORROSION/DAMAGE AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS .. , 9

16. ON/OFF BASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS

17. HEATER/DEFROSTER/AIR CONDITIONER 21

1E. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition and operation)

AfIT.) FORM 433 ./4 PR EVIOUS z:.rnoR Is oesoLErz.

Figure 13. APtQ.,rm 433 (Front).

19
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a

,

VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT DISCREPANCY AND MAINTENANCE REPORT- ..
.

i , c
OPERATOR REPORT I REPORTED TO MAINIENAN4 t, MAINTENANCE cotaxot REPORT. ir

I TEM

pa. DISCREPANCY DATE I
DATE TIME

MILES/
HOURS

Mit

6..

WORK ORDER

NUMIER
DATE

,
/ ---

,,V.Ant'
.......

`CODE
itti T.

, . ,

.
,
r

1
\

k..,

1

,

1 . r

.
. ,

. .

-

1

... .
...

_______
..

.

1 ,
_

.
,

I_
.

4
f

.
.

. ..

r .

*

..____

,

..._

I PAM Cal& C :Gnats/ " W rsis. Pis IC-1 by Poem rle 0 Magna' " Isr Pins
0-M tor Stalat " t.r ;

IN
WaYislYer 01Dairs See Oa 0, 10 00-16117$

, 2

46,5

Figure 14.; AFTO Form 433 (Inaide).

'

1
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ITFMS 10 SE 01:.1KED :corm)) OPERATOR

SIGNATURE
DAY

19. INSTRUMENTS At40.,GAUGES (dining oporallon) 23..
.

20. UNUSUAL NOISES (doting eperatioa) 24

21. WINCH.TOWING CONNECTORS (when instolIod) 23---
22. SHIFT TOWER S SWITCHES-FOR PROPER OPERA1ION (Irns) 26

23. Att HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

24, CS FOAM SYSTEM Otoksproportioning/optoration/crystais)
. - -- -

2$. HOSES/REELVFOAM METERING
Neff and right'

26. HAND LINES/ROOM/GROUND
....

27 TURRETS :Isciraulic and Manual;

FOR OPERATION 27

21

VALVE

SWEEPS

(oporatin) .29

30
(operotion)

31
(epmotion)...

21. PUMPS. PIPING AND VALVES FOR LEAKS AND CORROSION
(dur;ng operation)

..
29. AUXILIARY GENERATOR/HEATER/LOUVIRS

30. ROOSTER HEsUER (*potation)
.... . - . . ...
31. HAND CIRCULATING PUMP

(operation)

. .
(*potation)

32 RADIATOR °RUTTER CONTROL FOR OPERATION

33. OPERATE ALL FIREFIGHTING DISPENSING SYSTEMS
,P

(oll portorne

34. ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL
._- ... .._

3$. WINTERIZATION KIT
. .. . -
36. OPERATE,RELIEF VALVE

INJECTOR SYS. FOR OPERATION

-

37 SPARK CHECK tWookly and SchocluIeol Inspoction Intervals)

ME INSPECTION
(Weekly or Sched)

DATE

DUE

DATE

ACCOMP
OPERATOR OR MECHANIC ,
SIGNATURE AND GRADE

-
0

ft v wituorr prpnog oroct ;914- 757.1011
3

Figure 15. MO Form 433 (Back).

21
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Fire Protection Branch 3ABR571304-4B-509
Chanute AFB, Illinois 2ASR57150-WB-109

P-4 INSPECTION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to:

1. Identify operational procedures on the P-4. Eighty percent of
the procedures must be identified correctly.

2. Inspect and perform operator maintenance on the P-4. All appli-
cable items on the AFTO Form 433 must.be inspected. Operator maintenance
must be accomplished according to-the appropriate technical order.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
Pencil 1/student
TO 36Al2-12-14-1 1/student
P-4 1/5 students
Tire Pressure Gauge 1/5 students

PROCEDURES

As the instructor covers the information on the subject of inspection,
operator maintenance procedures, answer questions 1 through 5. After
completing the questions, the class will g9 out to the vehicle and the
instructor will use the AFTO Form 433, figures 16, 17, and 18, in this
workbook and inspect the P-4.

daily?

1. What six components on the vehicle are inspected for oil level

a. d.

b. e.

c. f.

2. What type of fluid is used in the alcohol injector?

7'
3. Where are the power clusters located?

4.. What type of fluid is used in the power clusters?

5. What is the location of the power divider check point? How do
you check it?

23
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Note: The AFTO form will be used during the laboratory portion of the
class: Class members will use AFTO Form 413 in this workbook to inspect
the P-4.

During this portion of the course, through group disdUsSion and
practical application, you will inspect the P-4 using the AFTO Form 433,
figures 16, 17 and 18. Perform operator preventive maintenance as
needed and be able to locate and state the discrepancies on the various
vehicle system and components.

OPERATOR'S INSPECTION GUIDE AND TROUBLE, REPORT
(P-2/4, 0-11A/II, R-2/2A, P-10 FIROIGHTING VEHICLES)

DATE (tAO/YR)

VEHICLE TYPE REGISTRATION NO.

O-SiNG (A.:NIZATION- [170-C-talON PHONE NO.

VEHICLE CONTROL OFFICER NAME GRADE PHONE NO.

1

ITFAIS TO SE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNATURE

DAY

I. LUIRICATING OIL LEVELS (engine/trans./gear box/
water pump 'power dividers)

1
1

2
2. COOLANT. FUEL, AND HYDRAULIC LEVELS

3.---
3. FOR LEAKS toil, fuel, coolant. hydraulk, air, exhaust, etc.)

. . . ..._

4. CONDITION OF ALL DRIVE SILTS (visual only)
4

3
- .- -- -

S. TIRES. WHEELS, AND LUG BOLTS,,FOR TIGHTNESS,

6PRESSURE AND DAMAGE

6. SATTERIES (front and rear) FOR FLUID LEVEL, DAMAGE, e 7
CLEANLINESS, AND SECUPIrf

I.. ...- --... , ...
7. CLEANLINESS. DAMAGE, MISSING ITEMS (all interior and

exterior items)
1

I. LURE/OIL CHANGE
10

1. !MAKES, CLUTCHES (Operation), AIR TANKS (Drain),
OPERATE PARKING IRAKE <,

11

1210. STEERING, SPRINGS 1. SHACKLES FOR OPERATION E. DAMAGE

1311. SAFETY DEVICES (warning lights, buzzers, Ere extinguishers,
seat belts)

r 14

12. OPERATION OF ALL LIGHTS, SIRENS, RADIO, HORNS, MIRRORS
15

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT IREAKERS (visual only)
16--

14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (axe/spanner wrench/pewer saw*and
blade wrench/ladder/chain heist/pike pele/trouble light/ 17

megipshonebreathing taparatus/genorater it resuscitator)
II

IS. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS 1,

ON/OFf EASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS 20

17. HEATER/DEFROSTER/AIR CONDITIONER 21

IS. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition mug operation) 22

4

Figure 16. AFTO Form 433 (Front).
24
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.
. .

VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT DISCREPANCY AND MAINTENANCE REPORT

ITEM

- - - .---

09'.11ATON REPORT

DISCREPANCY

t.------ - - -

.,

... OAT(. ...
11(1011H0

OAT(..-
TO MAINTENANCE°

.
HME

MILES/
M IT

-t

MAINTENANCE

NICOK ONO(It

cannot

DATE

11(P0N1

SRNS.
COOE

..

-*

MIT

-I
s

---

-

. ,

,

. ..

2
,

-
I

.7 .

-
..., ,

fr

.

. .
.

2
- ,

..
.

STATUS CMS. C I Cow odod
C-T by Tom Fla .._ ,,,,,, 11-, foe Awls 0-0 IN
C., bo hong fig i '''7,"".'" lo-41 0*/ 11olot Dlw000llbm i

.
W.Wolvet of books Soo $ee II, TO 0040114

470 ligure 17. AFTO Form 433 (Inside).

.
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ITEMS TO SE CHECKED" atm.. - OPERATOR

SIGNATURE DAy

VC INSTRUMENTS AND GAUGES

20. UNUSUAL NOISES (during

21. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS. ,...
22. SHIFT TOWER i SWITCHES

23..AU HYDRAULIC CYUNDERS

24. CB FOAM SYSTEM (leaks

25. HOSES/REELS:FOAM METERING
., (left end righti

2E. HAND UNES/BOOM/GROUND
. ,

27. MUSTS (hytkistAc and manual)

2B. PUMPS, PIPING AND VALVES
(during operation). . .

21 AUXILIARY GENERATOR/HEATER/LOWERS

30. BOOSTER HEATER (operation)

31. HAND CIRCULATING PUMP

32. RADIATOR SHUTTER CONTROL- - --- . -

33. OPEILLTE AU. FIREFIGHTING
(ell patterns)

34. ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL

(during operation)

operation) 24

(when

FOR PROPER

FOR OPERATION.---
'proportional/operation/crystals)

VALVE

- -
SWEEPS

. . .-
(ceieration)

instalItd) 25

OPERATION (trans.) 24

(operation)

----- -- -------
(operation)-------.... -.. -

. 24
_......

30
-

. 31

FOR LEAKS AND CORROSION
.

o

o(operation)

(operation)

FOR OPERATION

DISPENSING

'../

SYSTEMS

INJECTOR SYS. FOR OPERATION
..

33. WINTERIZATION KIT-- -- . -
X OPERATE RELIE VALVE

.,.

.

37. SPARK CHECK (Weekly and Scheduled Inspection Intervals)

TYPE INSPECTION
(Noddy or Schen

DATE

NE
t DATE

ACCOMP
OPERATOR OA MECHANIC
SIGNATURE ANO CRAPE

1---- .
I

Figure 18. AFTO Form 433 (Back).
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Fire Protection Branch 3ABR57130-1-4B-511
Chanute AFB, Illinois 2ASR57150-WB-111

EMERGENCY RgSPONSE EXERCISES

OBJECTIVES'

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to:

1. Operate'the 0-11A/B-or P-4 aerospace crash fire and rescue
vehicle according to the TO and with minimum instructor assistances.

2. Perform crew duties in aerospace crash/firef ghting drills and
emergency response exercises, using protective clothing, TO, workbook,
and 0-11A/B or P-4 aerospace crash fire ..and rescue vehicle with minimum
instructor assistance.

3, Flood or wash down simulated hazardous spills using firefighting
vehicles and protective clothing, and follpwing all pertinent safety,
procedures. Spills must be diluted unttl the simulated hazardous condi-
tions are eliminated.

4. Perform preventive maintenance on aerospace crash fire and
rescue vehicles IAW AFTO Form 433.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue

Pencil 1/student
TO 36Al2-8-9-1 1/student
TO 36Al2-8-12-1 1/student

TO 36Al2-12-44-1 1/student
0-11A/B or P-4 1/student
Set of Protective Clothing, 1/.student

% Preventive,Maintenance Material 1/student

PROCEDURES

As the instructor covers the inarmation on emergency response
exercises, draw in truck and crew position on figure 19 and annotate
it to reflect pertinent additional information as directed by the
instructor. Then answer questions 1 through 7. At the conclusion of
the exercises, you will perform preventive maintenance IAW AFTO Form
433, 'figure 20, 21, and 22.

QUESTIONS

1. What distance should be maintained between lead and backup

linemen?

2. Where will the rescuemen meet?

Q
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3., As a landlineman, you attack the fire with the duckbills

in a motion.

.4. Before starting e 0-11A pump,engine, the throttle should

ibe pulled out.

5. List five safety practices to be obse ed in the burn area.

a.

C.

d.

e.

'00

6. Who cleans the trucks?

7. What side is rescue pulled froml

Figure 19. Small Aerospace Vehicle Trainer.
28
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OPERATOR'S INSPECTION GUIDE AND TROUBLE REPORT
(P-2/4, 0-11A/11,k-2/2A, P-I0 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES)

1 DATE

VEHICLE TYPE REGISTRATION NO.

ZING ORGANIZATION LOCATION PHONE NO.

VEHICLE CONTROL OFFICER NAME .GRACE PHONE NO.

' ITEMS TO OE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNATURE

OAY

1. LUBRICATING OIL LEVELS (engine/trans./geor box/
water pump/power dividers)

1

2
2. COOLANT, FUEL, AND HYDRA'AIC LEVELS

3
3. FOR LEAKS (oil, fuel, coolant, hydraulic, air, xhaust, etc.)

4
4. CONDITION OF ALL DRIVE BELTS (visual only)-

5
S. TIRES, WHEELS, AND LUG SOLTS,

PRESSURE AND DAMAGE

6. EATTIRIES (hont end rear) FOR
CLIANUNESS, AND SECURITY

FOR TIGHTNESS,

6

FLUID LEVEL, DAMAGE, 7

$
--m.--

7. CLIANLINE-SS, DAMAGE, MISSING ITEMS -(611 interior and
xterior items) . 9

I. LUSE/OIL CHANGE
10

1-B1AKES, CLUTCHEI (Operation), AIR TANKS (Drain),
'OPERATE MAKING SNAKE 11

12JO. STEERING, SPRINGS & SHACKLES F011 OPERATION & DAMAGE

1311. SAFETY DEVICES (worning lights,
seat beits) - buxxen, ilr xtinguishers,

. 14

RADIO, HORNS, MIRRORSU. OPERATION OF ALL LIGHTS, SIRENS,
15

13, WIRING/CIRCUIT SNEAKERS (visual only),
16

14. SPECIAL EOUITA-4-11T (axe/spanner wrelch/power sow end
blade wrench lodier/choin hoist/pike pole/trouble light/
megaphone/breathing apporotus/rtnerator & iesuKitator)

17

111

IS. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS 19

16. ON/OFF EASE GEID MAPS/STATE MAPS 20

17. HEATER/DEFROSTER/AIR CONDITIONER 21

1E. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition and operation) 22

Figure 20. AFTO Form' 433 Front) .

29
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VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT DISCREPANCY AND MAINTENANCE REPORT

OKIATON REPORT-
OISCNEPANCy DATE

DISC,

UPON TED TO MAINTENANCE

OATE TIME MILLS' MIT
NOUNS

,

MAINTENANCE CONTRITE SEMI

wORK 0110(5 ---FTATUT.
DATEMAWR . .

INIT

C-T14,Timap Fa 114 Ms radsC4, by pan, s 0.0.1mall ist-etrus. W.IValsw %oars NW H. 011-2011-S
'STATUS COWS. C .Couectad

Figure 21. AFTO Form 433, (Inside).
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' ITEMS TO RE CHECKE0 (com)
OPIRATOR
SIGNATURE

SAY

19. INSTRUMENTS AND GAUGES (durile operation) 23

It UNUSUAL NOISES (eluting eporation) 24

21. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS (whoa inetalkel) 25

22. SHIFT TOWER 11 SWITCHES FOR PROPER OPERATION ('rens.) 24

23. ALL HYDRAUUC CYLINDERS FOR OPERATION 77

24. CII FOAM SYSTEM (looks/proportiening/operatKa/aystalt)

gs. NOSES/NEELS/FOAM METERING
(left and right)

. -
24. HAND LINES/ROOM/GROUND

_
27. TURRETS (hydraulic and manual)
. --...
4211. PUMPS, PIPING AND VALVES

Iduring operation)

VALVE (0111001§^)
\

30
SWEEPS (oporetion)

31

(aeration)

905 LEAKS AND CORROSION

29. AUXILIAIrGENERATOR/HEATEN/tOUVER5...--
30..1100STii HEATERqoporetion)

(operation)

1 .
31. HAND CIRCULATING 9UMP (*potation)

'7"1

32. RADIATOR SHUTTER CONTROL FOR OPERATION

1 .:
33. OPERATEWALL FIREFIGHTINO DISPRISING SYSTEMS

(ell pottorns) \
c

34..ALCONOt AND ALCOHOL INJECTOR SYS. FOR OPERATION_
35. WINTERIZATION KIT .

Mk OPERATE RELIEF VALVE

37. SPARK CHECK (Wookly anal Schelluled Inspection Intorvels)

' TYPE INSPECTION
(Weekly er Schad)

DATE

DUE

DATE

ACCOMP

OPERATOR OR MECKANIC
SIGNATURE AND OAK

/

-

'8

Figure 22. AYTO Form 433 (Back).
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Fire Protection Branch 3A3R57130-1-40-512
Chanute AFB, Illinois

OBJECTIVES

2A5R57150-WE -112

EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND AIRCRAFT APPROACH EXERCISES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction and this
workbook, you will be able to:

1. Operate the 0-11A/B or P-4 according to the TO with minimum

instructortassistance.

2. Operate the P-2 according to the TO with minimum instructor
assistance. 4

3. Perform preventive maintenance on aerospace crash, fire, and
rescue vehicles IAW AFTO Form 433.

EQUIPMENT

Pencil
0-11A/B
P-2

P-4

TO 36Al2-8-13-1
TO 36Al2-8-9-1
TO 36Al2=8-12-1
Set of Protective Clothing
Preventive Maintenanm Materials

PROCEDURES

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/5 students
1/5-ttudents
1/5 students
1/stddent
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/10 students

As the instructor covers the information on Emergency Response and
Aircraft Approach Exercites, entwer questions 1-thru 7.

1. The performs rescue.

2. What is the signal for a malfunction in the fire pump?

3. Who will back up the handlinemen?

4.. What type of communications will be used in the burn area?

5. What barrel will the backup lineman be on during overhaul?

6. Who sets the pace for the handlinemen in the burn area?

4 :4



7. What is the signal to get cooled down?

NOw that you know what is requited for the job, we will now peiform
preventive maintenance LAW AFTO Form 433, figures 23, -24,-dnd 25.

OPERATOR'S INSPECTION GUIDE AND TROUBLE REPORT
IP-2/4, 0-11A/S. R-2/2A. P-10 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES*/

-
DATE ("PIM

VEHICLE TYPE 1 - !REGISTRATION NO.

(-.1-iiii-G-1;01OANTZ4zerN 1LOCATION - PHONE NO

VEHICLE CONTROL-OFFICER NAME --. TaADE
i

PHONE NO.

1

ITEMS TO SE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNATURE

OAY

.... .

I. LUBRICATING OIL LEVELS (ehgine'transigear box:
water pump.'power dividers:

.

2
2. COOLANT. FUEL AND HYDRAULIC LEVELS

3
,.. ---- . -

3. FOR LEAKS 'Oil, fuel. coolant, hydraulic, air, exhaust, etc.)
.

4.

4. CONDITION OF ALL DRIVE BELTS (visual only) ,

5
- - --

S. TIRES. WHEELS. AND lUG sous, FOR TIGHTNESS,
PRESSURE AND DAMAGE 4

4. BATTERIES aront'and rear) FOR FLUID LEVEL DAMAGE, 7
CLEANLINESS. AND SECURITY

5
7. CLEANLINESS DAMAGE. MISSING ITEMS (all Inferior and

xIlrier ;fermi
9

, I. L1551/01t CHANGE
10

F. BRAKES, CLUTCHES 'Operation), AIR TANKS (drain),
OPERATE PARKING BRAKE 11

.
1210. STEERING, SPRINGS 1 SHACKLES FOR OPERATION & DAMAGE

r ,
11. SAFETY DEVICES (warning lights, buzzers, fire extinguishers,

seat bolts) .
14-

12. OPERATION OF ALL LIGHTS, SIRENS, RADIO, HORNS, moutons
is

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT BREAKERS Ivisual only)
16- -. - -- .

14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (axe, spanner wrench/power saw and
blade wrench 'ladder chain haistipike pole/trouble light/

megaphone breathing apparatus/generator & resuscitcitor)
17

1111

15. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS 111

IC ON/bFF BASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS 20

17. HEATER/DEFROSTER/AIR CONDITIONER 21

15. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition and operation) 22

AFTO I' 434JAN74 racvtoue tuntioi IS 0111101.tn.

Figure 23. AFTO Form 433 (Front).
34
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Us

VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT DISCREPANCY AND "MAINTENANCE REPORT

ITEM

NO.

- -

J.,

OPERATOR

DISCREPANCY

'

REPORT

.

_

.
-

OM
OISC.

REPORTED

CATE

- -

TO MAINTENANCE

TIME
MILES/- MIMS INIT.

MAINTENANCE

WORK ORM
NUMKR

CONTROL

CATE
..-

REPORT

STATUS.

COOf
INIT

.

. .._

s -

..._

-- --

-

0

--, _. .

,....

9

-

.----,
,--

o

,

'STATUS COCKS: C:Coamled
C-T It ham FM

; D. Oeferrel
04 for Pads 0-0 lw

; W =MOW of Nooks See UK II. TO 00-201-S

481 Figure 24. AFTO Form 433 (Inside).
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WENS TO BE CHECKED (CONr0)

s

OPERATOR

.SIGNATURE
DAY

HP. INSTRUMENTS AND GAUGES (during operation) 23

20. UNUSUAL NOIUS (during operation) ' 24

21. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS (when instoIled) 25

22. SNWT TOWER IL SWITCHES FOR PROPER OPERATION (tries) 26

23. ALL HYDRAUUC CYLINDERS FOR OPIRATION 27

21. CI FOAM SYSTEM (leaks/prepertioning/operation/crystaIs) 21I

25. HOSES/RIELS/FOAM METERING VALVE (operation)
(loft onsI right)

21I

30
26. HAND LINIS/$00M/GROUND SWEEPS (oHetothoo)

31.

27. TURRETS (hydroolk ansl manual) (oporeHen)

2$. PUMPS, PIPING AND VALVES FOR LEAKS AND CORROSION
(during operetion)

U. AUXIUARY GENUATOR/HEATER/LOUVIRS (operation)

30. BOOSTER HEATER (ope-atien)
,

31. HAND CIRCULATING PUMP (operation)

32. RADIATOR SHUTTER CONTROL FOR OPERATION .
-

33. OPERATE ALL FIREFIGHTING DISPENSING SYSTEMS
(ell patterns)

34. ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL INJECTOR SYS. FOR OPERATION ,

35. WINTERIZATION KIT -

36. OPERATE REUIF VALVE

37. SPARK CHICK (Weekly and Scheduled Inspection Intervals)

ryn Innerly*
(wealy or Schell)

GATE

DUE

DATE

ACCOMP
OPERATOR OR MECHANIC
SIGNATURE AND GRADE

-

..-

....,

3
L MIAOW mon Va. It/ 4-

Figure 25. AFTO Form 433 (Back).



-Fire Protection Brahch 3A3R57130-1-44B-513
,Chanute AFB, Illinois 2ASR57150-WB-113

CONTROL AND EXTINGUISHMENT ON SMALL FRAME AIRCRAFT FIRES

OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, andthis
work600k, you will be able to:

L. Perform as a member of a firefighting crew to control and
-

extinguish aerospace crash fires using an 0-11A/B or P-4 aerospace crash,
fire, and rescue vehicle, a burning aircraft mockup, protective clothing
and technical data. Each fire must be completely extinguished.while
observing all applicable-safety'practiceS.

2. Perform preventive maintenance on aerospace crash, fice, and
rescue vehiclei LAW AFTO Form 433.

EQUIPMENT

Pencil
TO 36Al2-8-9-1
T0,36Al2-8-12-1
TO 36Al2-712-14-1

0-11A/B or P-4
Set of Protective Clothing
Preventive Maintenance Materials

PROCEDURES

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student

.1/student
1/student
115 students
1/student
1/10 students

As the instructor covers the information on control and extinguishment
on small frame aircraft fires, use figure 26 to draw in truck and crew
position. Also annotate it to reflect pertinent additional information as
directed by the instructor. Then answer questions 1 through 6. At the
conclusion of today's fires, you will perform preventive maintenance IAW
AFTO Form 433, figures 27, 28 and 29. 0

QUESTIONS

1. What.type of approach are we going to make?

2. How will the handlines be checked?

3. How will the rescuemen leave the area?

4. What is the signal for throttle up?

7
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5, What crew member dOes not need to wear a hoof; or,gloves?

6. Who performs as lead linemen?

Figure 26. Small Aerospace Vehicle Trainer.

38 A QaL:o
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OPERATOR'S INSilECTION GUIDE AND TROUILLREPORT
(P-2/4. 0-11A/11, -R-2/2A, P-40 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES)

DATE (MO/YR)

VEHICLE TYPE REGISTRATION NO.

USING ORGANIZATION
.

I LOCATION PHONE NO.

VEHICLE CONTROL OFFICER NAME GRADE PHONE NO.

ITEMS TO BE CHECKED OPERATOR
-

SIGNATURE
DAY

1. LUBRICATING OIL LEVELS (engine/trans./gear box/
water pump/power dividers)

1

2
2. COOLANT, FUEL, AND HYDRAULIC LEVELS

3
3. FOR LEAKS (oil, fuel, coolant,

4. CONDITION OF ALL DRIVE BELTS

hydraulic, air, xhaust, etc3
4

(visual only)
3- -

...

3. TIRES. WHEELS, AND LUG BOLTS, FOR TIGHTNESS,
, PRESSURE AND DAMAGE 6

6. BATTERIES (front and mor) FOR FLUID LEVEL, DAMAGE,
CLEANLINESS, AND SECURITY

7

IS

7. CLEANLINESS. DAMAGE. MISSING ITEMS (all interior and
exterior items) 9

I. LUBE/OIL.CHANGE 10

9. BRAKES, CLUTCHES (Operation), AIR TANKS (Drain),
OPERATE PARKING BRAKE

,

11

12
10. STEERINCI, SPRINGS a SHACKLES FOR OPERATION 6 DAMAGE

13
11. SAFETY DEVICES (warning lights, buzzers, fire extinguishers,

mat belts)

12. OPERATION OF ALL LIGHTS, SIRENS, RADIO, HORNS, MIRRORS
15

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT BREAKERS (visual only)
, 16

14. SPECIAL EGUIPMiNT (axe/spanner wrencliPpewer
blade wrench/lodder!chein hoist/pike pele/troubla
megaphone/breathing apparatus/generater & resuscitator)

taw and
light/ 17

. 18

13. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS 19

16. ON/OFF BASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS 20

17. HEATER/DEFROSTER/AIR CONDITIONER
G.

21

le. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition nd operation) 22

AFTO "" 433JAN 74
0

PREVIOUS EDITION IS OBSOLETE.

Fignre 27. .6,FTO Form 433 (Front).
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ITEMS TO iE CHECKED. worm
)

... OPERATOR

SIGNATURE
ay

19. INSTRUMENT'S AND GAUGES (during *potation)

L 20. UNUSUAL NOISES (during oporetIon) 24

21. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS (whim instilled) 25

22. SHIFT TOWER & swift:His FOR PROPER OPERATION (trgaLL 26

23. ALL HYDRAUUC CYLINDERS FOR OPERATION ,

24. C$ FOAM SYSTEM (lasks/praportioning/opototionitrystals) 21

25. HOSEE/REELS/FOAM METERING VALVE (apetatian)'
(laft and right)

30
26. HAND LINES/ROOM/GROUND SWEEPS (*potation)

.. fl
31

27. TURRETSIllydraulic ;nanual) (operation)and

28. PUMPS, PIPING AND VALVES FOR, LEAKS AND CORROSION ,
(during operation)

.
29. AUXILIARY GENERATOR/HIATER/LOUVERS (iNtotliTittN)

30. ROOSTER HEATER (opetatIon) -
31. HAND CIRCULATING PUMP (epoiatizn)

32. RADIAT61 SHUTTER CONTROL FOR OPERATION

33. OPERATE ALL FIRIFIGHTING DISPENSING SYSTEMS
(all patterns)

34..ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL INJECTOR SYS. FOR. OPERATION

33. WINTERIZATION KIT

36. OPERATE RELIEF VALVE

37. SPARK CHECK (Wookly and tchadulod Inspection Intervals)

TYPE INSPECTION
(Weekly or Wiwi)

DATE

ZUE

DATE

ACCOMP

OPERATOR OR MECI4ANIC
SIGNATURE ANO GRADE

kw.

* U3.S.MMtsINTI4flC1lt74 157 -I 111

1 Figure 29. AFTO Form 433 (Back).
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4; Where do,the rescuemen meet before entering the fire area?

5. What is the hand.signal for ground sweeps,operation?

A

S.

Figure 30. Small Aerospace Vehicle Trainer.

44
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tire Proteciion Branch 3A3R5713C-1418,514
Chatike AFB, Illinois 2ASR57150-WB-114

0
CONTROL, EXTINGUISMENT, OVERHAUL AND EESCUE

ON SMALL FRAME AIIECRAFT FIRES

, OBJECTIVES

After completing the study guide, classroom instruction, and
this workbook, -you will he-able to:

1. Perform as atmember of a firefighting crew to control and
extinguish aerospaCe crash fires using an 0-11A/B or P-4 aerospace
crash, fire and rescue vehicle, a burning aircraft mockup, protective
clothing and technical data. Each fire must be completely extinguished
while obser7ing all applicable safety practices. Simulate rescue from
aircraft as required.

2. Perform firefighting overhaul cleanup operations using a
'simulated aircraft and appropriate cleanup eqx;ipment while observing all
applicable safety practicesmLtb, minimum instructor assistance.

3. Perform preventive maintenance on aerospace crash, fire, and
rescue vehicles.IAWeAFTO Farm 433.

A

EQUIPMENT

Pencil
TO 36Al2-8-9-1
TO 36Al2-8-12-1
TO 36Al2-12-14-1
0;41A/B or P-4
Set of trotective Clcething

Prevent#k Maintenance Material

PROCEDURES

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student.
1/student
1/5 students
1/student/

1/10 students

As the instructor covers the information on control, extinguishment,
overhaul and rescue on smail frame aircraft, use figure'30 to draw in

. trucks and crew poiitions, include overtiaul and rescue points. Then
answer questions 1 through 5.lt the Conclusicin, of today's'fires, you
will perform preventive maintenance i&U AFTO Form 433,'figures 31, 32,
and 33.

,

1. Who performs oveihaul?

2. Where does overhaul start7

3. linw do the rescuemen enter the area?.-
.,

43
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4. WhCre do the rescuemen meet before entering the fire hrea?

5. What is the hand signal for ground sweeps operation?

Figure 30. Small Aerospace Vehicle Trainer.

44
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OPERATOR'S INSPECTION GUIDE AND TROURLE REPORT
(P1/4, 0-11A/11, R-2/2A, P-10 -Finns:INTIM.. VIMICL12)

wit ("/YR)

VEHICLE TYPE REGISTRATION NO.

USING ORGANIZATION LOCATION PRONE NO.

VEHICLE CONTROI. OFFICER NAME GRAOE nog NO.

ITEMS TO, SE CHECKED OPERATOR
SIGNAT1ME

DAY

.., .. .,

1. LUBRICATING 011, LEVELS (engine/tronsioeor box/
water pump/power dividers,

1

2
2. COOLANT, FUEL, AND HYDRAULIC LEVELS

3
3. FOR-LEAKS (oil, fool, coolant, hydraulic, air, xhoust, otc.)

4
4. CONDITION Of -ALL DRIVE BELTS (visual only)

5
3. TIRIS,, WHEELS, AND LUG BOLTS, FOR TIGHTNESS,

PRESSURE AND DAMAGE

B. BATTERIES (front and reer) FOR FLUID LEVEL, DAMAGE,
CLEANLINESS, AND SECURITY

II
7. CLEANLINESS. DAMAGE. MISSING ITEMS (all interior and

exterior items) I
P. LUISE/OIL CHANGE ., 10

--t
1. BRAKES. CLUTCHES (Operation), AIR TANKS (Drain),

OPERATE PARKING BRAKE
11

1210. STEERING, SPRINGS ft SHACKLES FOR OPERATION.11 DAMAGE

1311. SAFETY DEViCES (warning lights, buzzers, fire extinguishers.
seat belts)

14

12. OPERATION OF AU. LIGHTS, SIRENS, Rim, HORNS, MIRRORS
15

_

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT BREAKERS (visulli

14. SPECIAL IOUIPMENY (exe/spenner wrench/power
blade wrenchlackler/thain hoist/piku pole/trouble
megaphone/broathing epportus/gonoroter & resuscitator)

saw and
light/ 17

11

15. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAGE AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS 19

16. ON/OFF BASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS 20

17. HEATER/DAFROSTER/AIR CONDITIONER 21

111. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition and operation) 22

AFTO "N" 433JAN 74
POSS101/11 SSITION IS OSSOLITC,

Figure 31. AFTO Form 433 (Front).
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NE?-

I

I

_

VEHICLE/EQUIPMENT DISCREPANCY AND MAINTENANCE REPORT

Una
19.

-

. .

...
4

3PERATOR. _
DISCREPANCY--
.

----

----

REPORT
. _.

.

---- -----,----- ---

; DATE

DISC.. ...._ ..

"---

REPORTED

Dm

-

TO

TIME

..-

MAINTENANCE

MILES/
NOUNS

- ---

AMINTENANCE CONTROL

CATE
15Tirtio---

REPORT

CODE-_ INIT._INIT.

-

WORK MOEN

"UMW ..._.--.---

,

,....

_ ---
.

.
4

1

I

.

0

'
. _ _ - - _ _.. .-

ISTATUS CODES: C.CorrocIad
C-T by Tmgo Hi
C-P by Pons Flo ; 171.11Mwrod

M-P Mr Pods
0-M for Wet

0-0 he
OlopsollSoo

; W.Woloof of Rooks $ee lee II, TO 00-201-S
..

2 Figure 32. AFTO Form 433 (Inside).
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ITiMS TO BE CHECKED (comri) OPERATOR

SIGNATURE DAY

I. INSTRUMENTS AND GAUGES (during operettion) 23

20. UNUSUAL NOISES (during operation) 24
e

21. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS (when installed)
, 25

22: SHIFT TOWER & SWITCHES FOR PROPER OPERATION (trans.) 26

23. ALL HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS FOR OPERATION 27

24. CII FOAM SYSTEM (leeks/prepertieningieporation/crystals) - 21

25. 14051S/RIELs/FOILM METERING VALVE (operatien)
(lOP end right)

21

30
26. HAND LINES/SOOMIGEOUND SWEPS (operation)

31
97. TURRETS (hydraulicand mental) (operation)

23. PUMPS. PIPING AND VALVES FOR LEAKS AND CORROVON
(during operation). -.

21. AUXILIARY GENERATOR/HOUR/LOUVERS (operatian)

30. BOOSTER HEATIR.(iperatien) -

31. HAD CIRCULATING PUMP (operatien)

32. RADIATOR.SHUTTER CONTROL FOR OPERATION

33. OPERATE ALL FIREFIGHTING DISPENSING SYSTEMS
(oll patents) .

34. ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL INJECTOR SYS. FOR OPFRATION

35. WINTERIZATION KIT--
36. OPERATE RELIEF VALVE

37. SPARK CHECK (Weekly and Scheduled inspection Intervals)

TYPE INSPECTION
(Weekly or sow)

DATE

DUE

DATE

ACCOMP

OPERATOR OR MECHANIC

SIGNATURE AND GRADE \

.., .

.. -

- --

* US GOVOMMINT POWISIS 01710.1174- 757.16S

Figure 33. AFTO Form 433 (Back).
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Fire Protection Branch 3A3B57130-1-MB-515
Chanute APB', Illinois

OBJECTIVES ,

2ASR57150 -WB -115

CONTROL, EXTINGUISHMENT, OVERHAUL AND RESCUE
ON MEDIUM FRAME AIRCRAFT FIRE&

After Ompleting the study guide, classromm instruction, and this
workbook, yot will be able to:

1. Perform as a mother of a firefighting crew to control and

extinguish aerospace crash-fires using aerospace crash, fire and rescue
vehicles, a burning aircraft mockup, protective clothing and technical
data. Each fire must be completely extinguished while observing all
apOlicable,safety practices. Simulate rescue from aircraft as required.

2: Perform-firefighting overhaul cleanup operations, using a
simulated aircraft and-appropriate cleanup equipment, while observing all
applicable safety practices with _minimum instructor assistance.

3. Perform preventive maintenance on aerospace crash, fire and
rescue vehicles LW AFTO Form 433.

EQUIPMENT

Basis of Issue
1/studeht
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/5 students
1/5 students
1/5 atudents
1/student
1/10 students

Pencil
TO 36Al2-8-9-1
TO 36Al2-8-12-1
TO 36Al2-42-14=1
TO 36Al2-8-13-1
0-11A/B
AiS32P-2
A/S32P-4
Set of Protective Clothing

Preventive Maintenance Mhterials

PROCEDURES

_

-As-the-instructor-covers-the-liffOrmation on control, extinguishment,
overhaul and rescue on medium frame fires, use figure 34 to'draw in trucks
and crew positions to include overhaul and rescue points. Then answer
qUestions 1 through 5. At.the conclusion of today's fires, you will
perform preventive maintenance IAW Form 433, figures 35, 36, and 37.

QUESTIONS

1. What is hand signal for stop turret flow?

49
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2. How long will you disChirge from the turrets on approach?

st,

3. How many rescuemen will enter the aircraft?

4. Where does overhaul start?

5. What stream from the turret do you use to protect personnel?

Figure 34. Medium Aerospace Vehicle Tiainer.
941 .
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OPERATOR'S INSPECTION MADE AND Tiousta IDIPOliT
(P-2/4, 0-11.4/11, 114/2A, P-10 FIREFIGHTING VEHICLES)

DATE (MCVM:

VEHICLE TYPC REGISTRATION NO.

USING ORGANIZATION LOCATION., PHONE NO.

'VEHIGLI,CONTROL OFFICER NAME

0

GRACE PNONC NO.

ITEMS TO SE CHECKED- OPERATOR
smoanme DAY

I. LUERICATING OIL LEVELS (ongine/Irensfgear box/
water pump/power divalors)

I

2
2. COOLANT; FUEL, AND HYDBAULIC LEVELS

3
3. FOR LEAKS (ell, fuel, coolant, hydroulli, air, exhaust, oft.)

4----..

4. CONDITION OF AU DRIVE SILTS (visual only)

5
S. TIRES, WHEELS, AND LUG SOLTS, FOR TIGHTNESS, .

PRESSURE AND DAMAGE 4

O. BATTERIES (front end reor),FOR FLUID LEM DAMAGE,
CLIANUNISS, ANO SECURITY

7. CLIANUNESS, DAMAGE, MISSING ITEMS (1111 interior end
cforior Owns)

..-.

S. LUSE/OIL CHANGE
10

1. BRAKES, CLUTCHES (Olferoflon), AIR TANKS (Droin).
OPSRATE PARKING BRAKE 11

1210. STEERING, SPRINGS & SHACKLES FOR OPERATION & DAMAQE

13.11. SAFETY DEVICES (warning Debts, Inatort,_ Aro xtinguishers,
Hoof -Ifolfs)-

4

12. OPERATION OF AU LIGHTS, SIRENS, RADIO, HORNS, MIRRORS
15

13. WIRING/CIRCUIT BREAKERS (visual Only)
16

14. SPECIAL EQUIPMENT (exe/sponnor wrench/powv saw and
triode wrench/lerlior/cluein hoist/pili. poIe/troubbr lighft

_ .looloPloolo/Mroo11thil-oPPorollefigonorotef-&-resfistifoffirl
17

111

15. FIREFIGHTING SYSTEM CORROSION/DAMAC4 AND
FOAM/WATER LEVELS -

I.

19

14. ON/OFF BASE GRID MAPS/STATE MAPS 20,

17. HIATER/DEPROSTWAIR-CONDIT)ONER - 21

1$. WINDSHIELD/WIPERS/WASHERS (condition end *works's) 22

AFTO 433JAN 741
rornous IS OSSOLITt.

Figure 35. AFTO Form 433 (Front).
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ITEMS TO RE CHEC/CED (CONT'D)
OPERATOR

NIDIATORE
DAY

11. INsrusimmvs AND GAUGES (daring Noninkla)

20. UNUSUAL NOISES- (dertagceporation) 24
-4-

II. WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS (who, installmi) .
_

2$

21. SHIFT TOWER II SWITCHES-FOR PROMO OPERATION (rem) 26

23. AU HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS, FOR OPIRATION
,

27

24. CII FOAM SYSTEM (1.alts/peportioning/apwatien/crystals) 21

23. HOSES/RIELS/FOAM MITERING VALVE (eporatian)
(Iaft lind right)

fl

26. NAND LINES/WOO/GROUND SWEEPS (INIorsi4o)
31

27. TURRETS (hydrsulie and rnanue) (ope/444n).

-217OUIAPS, PIPING AND VALVES FOR 'SAKS AND CORROSION
(during sparation)

21. AUXIUARY GINERATOR/HIATER/LOUVIRS (epennion)

W. SOGST1R HEATER (oneranNod

.31. HAND CIRCULATING PUMA (oiseraf3**9

32. RADIATOR SHUTTli CONTROL FOR OPORATION,

33. OPERATE AU FIREFIGHTING DISPENSING SYSTEMS .
(all patfarns)

34. ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL INJECTOR SYS. FOR OPERATION

33. WINTERIZATION KIT

36. OPERATE RELIEF VALVE'

37. SPARK CHECK (Weakly and Sdnodulad Inspection Winyah)

INPE INSPECTION
(trookIy or SOH)

OATE

OUE

,DATE

ACCONP

1

OPERATOR OR MCCANN
SIGNATURE ARO UAW

* US IpIJNcpauflpSacIcLI3U. 757.111

Figure 37. AFTO Form 433 (Back).
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Fire Protection Branch 43ABW7130-1-WB-616
Chanute APB; Illinois 2ASR57150-MB-116

CONTROL EXTINGUISHMENT, OIIHERAM AND RESCUE
. ON LARGE FRAME AIRCRAFT FIRES

OBJECTIVES

After tompleting the study guide, classroom instruction, and this
workbook, you will be able to:

1. Perform as a member of a firefighting crew to control and
extinguish aerospace crash fires using aerospace crash, fire and rescue
vehicles, a burning aircraft mockup, protective clothing and technical
data. Each fire must be calopletely extinguished while observing all
applicable safety practices. Simulate rescue from aircraft as required. .

,2. Perform firefighting overhaul cleanup operations using a simulated
aircraft and :Appropriate cleanUp equipment, while observing all applicable
safety practices With 'minimum instructor assistance.

3. Perform preventive 411aintenance on aerospace crash,-fire and
rescue vehicles LAW AFTO Form 433.

EQUIPMENT,

Pencil
TO 36Al2-8-9-1
TO 36Al2-8-12-1
TO 36412-12-14-1
TO 36Al2-,8-13-1

0-11A/B
A/S32P-2
A/S32P-4
Set of Protective Clothing
Preventive Maintenance Materials

1

PROCEDURES

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/5 students
1/5 students
1/5 students
1/student
1/10 students

As the instructor covers the information on control, extinguishment,
overhaul and rescue on large frame fires. Use figure 38 to draw tn trucks
and crew positions to include overhaul and rescuellints; then answer
questions 1 through 5. At the conclusion of today's fires you will
perform preventive maintenance IAW Form 433, figuies 39, 40 and 41..

'QUESTIONS

1. How.many rescuemen gq inside the aircraft for rescue?.

55
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ci

2. Whitt is hind signal for undertruCk nozzles?

` 3. What handlineien protects the rescuemen?.*

4. Who overhauls the outside engine ped?
,

.a

5. What is the hand signal for throttle down?

Figure 38. Large Aerospace Vehicle Trainer.
56
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-OFIRATOltilkSPIONOW WWI *ND TROUBLE'new
iP-y4, 0,1An. 11-2/24-011 912902MTINS VINicu9/'

1141""Min

NM; Mt
, , e

RINISTRATION NO. .. ,

USING ORGANIZATION LOCATION MOW NO.

VONCLE CONTROL OFTICSIC NMI
.=

PHONE NO: ..

IA* To* CNCKED .. ,
-

MINTON
MOON = ON

t
1. UNIRICATINO Ofll MILS (semp&W/tions./geof leme/

wilforpurj/...W. Avian)
1

2. COOVANT, PINI..-/MeiriORAINIC MKS
..

3
3. 9131 MKS -441; (661..aoluM, Ildralk, eir, *Almost, oft)

_ .

4
4.,CONDITION OF , AU' alibi SILTS (ri'svel' -.14y)

$
4. miss, mists, AN* LUG . SOUS, Om MINIMS,

POISSIMG AND IIIAAMINI 4

swum's (from sod Ma) roe nussovs6 emutss.
4:ANAIMNIIIV A ND poor ,

7

. CUANLINUL DAMi014 MISSING MAI (MI Warier sod
-ithelfar .itims)_

S. LUIllf011. CHANG.-
10

4.-
11----
12

t 9 IS; CLINCNIS (Opiestkon), AM TANKS (OriAn),
( 7s. PAINING MAKI '

111. SUNUNU sinuiseSia PIACKUIS FOR OMMATION &DGMAMI

, 1311. WSW DiVICIN (wisinIng iSekft, Mnimon,,Sree0ANPIVIons
wit WM)

14

12.-ONIRATION Of AU mots, Swims; *Am, seips!,-muisoss
4s

13. AvIesiwcisokr slums (4,m.1 offty)
16

14., NIKON. NOVI/AUNT (orn/ipomer wroadt/piwer
Male WT1111Chnlida/Chei0 'heist/p2N polottroubh-NIM/

moiefoltem/brpothiwg eppoinotus/orweNt & forn106,Ne)

sow and
17

IS
is. nesommoics.svolos tomeosiammusAa Aso

FOAMMATINLIVILS
,-, ( . 19

IC 00/097 SASE OM MAIPS/STATI MAPS - A

17. ofilsOINOSTIVANA , COMMONS 21

IS. WINDSNING/WINim/NASNORS (amMIleo and- operation) ' 22

Figure 39. AFTO Farm 433 (Frent).
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. ,

,Inin To,u,oriCx0 (Cama) OPERATOR

SINATURE
,

on

It INSTRUMENTS ANO GAINES (awing; imitation) 23
,

39. Ut4USUAL-NOISES (Amine sporatioa) 24_
2I, WINCH/TOWING CONNECTORS (whet ins1611.4) .25

22. SHIFT-Town a SWITCHIES.FOR PROM .OPERATION (trans.1 26

23. All HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS FOR OPERATION 27

24. CB FOAM, SYSTEM (leaks/propertioning/Operation 'crystals) 2S

25. NOSSS/RMILS/FOAM-METERING VALVE (operatiort)
(left and light)

29

30
26. NANO UNIS/1100M/GROUNO SWEEPS (oparationt

ANO CORROSION
-..

(operation)

-......-...

SYSTEMS

. _

FOR OPERATION

.

31
27. TWEETS (hydrevIk o'rai raantroI; teporetion)

-
21. PUMPS. PIPING-ANO VALVES

-Waring oPeration)
FOR LIARS

29. AUXILIARY GINERATOR/HIATERILOUVERS
,
,

.

at BOOSTER MEATH rineretiien)
-

--
__... - __

31. NANO CIRCULATING PUMP (oirernInr:

32.-RADIATOR SNUTTIR CONTROL FOR.OPIRATION

-DISPENSING

INIKTOG SYS.

33: °MATS ALE FIREFIGHTING
(all patterns!

34. ALCOHOL AND AtCONOL
-,

35: WINTERIZATION KIT

36. OPIRATE-RILISF VALVE. .

37. SPAN CHICK (Wortitly and SchertIed Inspactian Intervok

, TYPE INSPECTION

(Weekly er kW)
DATE

DUE

DATE

ACCOMP

OPERATOR OR MECHANIC

SIGNATURE AND GRADE

-

* Ut COOMIeff111101111110/11CL 7571111

Figure 41. AFTO Form 433 (Back).
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